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My dissertation focuses on a major problem found in Cree language retention 
efforts and in Cree education across the Cree Nation of Canada: the lack of a standard 
Cree orthography. My arguments for standardization are broad-based due to factors of 
cultural, religious, sociopolitical and educational biases that vie for their regional voice 
on Cree language matters. Meanwhile, Cree language and culture continue to ebb with 
each passing generation. This sets the parameters of my study. Information has been 
gathered from literature review, as well as from interviews, observations and other 
miscellaneous field sources. 
To help resolve the predicament of multiple versions of written Cree as practiced 
today, the thrust of this study proposes a standard phonemicization of Cree in Roman that 
is compatible to the current needs of the five main Cree dialect populations. I view Cree 
language and Cree culture as almost synonymous, being that Cree culture is keeper of the 
Cree language. This interdependency of Cree language and Cree culture is the key to 
Cree identity. 
vm 
The native language and cultural survival efforts of circumpolar indigenous 
cultures are increasingly threatened by external pressures. This I illustrate by presenting 
parallels in the geography, material culture, livelihood, traditions, sociopolitics, 
education, etc. of the Crees, Samis, and northwestern Siberian aboriginal groups. All the 
above arctic indigenous groups have common problems in areas listed. All arctic native 
peoples are a shrinking minority in an expanding global population. The Crees, as other 
circumpolar native peoples, have no alternative but to move ever more expeditiously in 
their efforts at Cree language and culture preservation that adapts to changing times, if 
expectations are that Cree is to survive and function as a working language well into the 
first century of the third millennium. Perhaps this study may help persuade the Crees 
toward cooperative interaction with circumpolar groups striving to save their threatened 
native languages and lifeways. Interaction between the Crees, Samis and the Siberian 
Ob-Ugrians and Samoyeds could be a step in the right direction for all concerned. 
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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND OF THE CREES 
A. Introduction 
This study owes its existence more to chance than design, because a spirit of 
adventure, rather than scholastic pursuit, led me to my first contacts with the Quebec 
Montagnais, Atikameks and Inlander Crees. 
Over many years and after miles of bush driving and canoeing in the Quebec 
subarctic wilderness of Eastern Cree Indian territories, my interest turned early to the 
bush Crees. Many elements of their traditional ways seemed to echo certain aspects of 
the Nordic Sami, Finnic, North Eurasian and Siberian minority peoples’ traditional 
cultures, customs and beliefs. There was even a similarity in physical appearance. So 
began my study of the Crees, their culture and language, a study that has continued 
unabated to this day. For the past decade and more, the specific emphasis of my studies 
in the field, and archives, has been addressed to the problematic issues of Cree language 
and culture retention. Also of interest were comparable data on the circumpolar cultures 
mentioned above. Because my main Cree study activities have taken place among the 
Inlander Crees, I have elected their Lake Mistissini community as the focal group 
throughout this paper. 
B. The Crees: Past and Present 
As background material to where and who the Crees are, I begin broadly with (1) 
geographic locations; then follow with (2) a concise historical introduction (prehistory to 
present); and conclude with (3) a comprehensive group ranking of Crees today which 
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includes statistics, demographics and general make-up of the Cree population(s) in 
Canada. 
1. Geography 
Ethnically and linguistically, the Canadian Crees belong to the vast family of 
Algonquian Nations. Designated as Western and Eastern Crees, they comprise the Plains, 
Woods, Swampy, Moose, Atikamekw Crees and the East James Bay/Inlander Crees, 
Montagnais and Naskapis. 
The Cree territory extends continuously from Labrador to Alberta with overflows 
into the United States in the Northwest Central Plains and the Great Lakes region. To the 
north of this Cree Nation are the Inuit; to its northwest and west the Athapaskans; to the 
southwest the Blackfoot and Siouan; to the south the Ojibwa; and to the southeast the 
Eastern Algonquians (Rhodes 1981, Michelson 1939). Their scattered reserves with 
sparse populations string along the remote subarctic forest belt in North Canada to the 
southern urban and plains region. Clusters of Cree populations are located in north 
central Quebec; along the east and west coasts of James Bay; in the Oji-Cree Lake 
Winnipeg region; in numerous southern urban locations (such as Regina, Edmonton and 
Ottawa) and in parts of the northern forest belt, e.g., in the Alberta region of 115° 
longitude/550 latitude and across north Saskatchewan. (Data: Map from Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources. Canada, 1980: Indian and Inuit Communities and 
Languages). 
Accordingly, the Cree lifestyles and outlooks can vary from that of a solitary 
traditionalist trapper encamped deep within the boreal bush country to that of a 
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sophisticated, hard-driving politician advocating Cree rights in the legislative chambers 
of Ottawa. 
2. Cree Territorial Claims 
By aboriginal rights: Prior to historic times (last 500 years), the approximate extent 
of territories controlled by Algonkian speakers was: the southern 50% of Alberta and 
extending deep into the United States; the mid third of Saskatchewan; 80% of Manitoba; 
100% of Ontario; and a large area encompassing all the Great Lakes continuing along the 
St. Lawrence Waterway east to the Atlantic coast of Labrador and Nova Scotia, and north 
to the top of James Bay and east to the Atlantic (Storck 1981, Clark 1982). 
By treaties and legislation: (Indian Conditions: A Survey MIAND 1980). 
a. British North America Act, 1867. “Sect. 91(24) allocates the capacity to 
legislate concerning Indians and their status and rights and the management of Indian 
lands...” 
b. Indian Act, 1876. An act of the Parliament of Canada exercising its 
jurisdiction for Indians and land... “re. BNA Sect. 91(24). The Indian Act is the major 
legislation through which the federal government exercises its legislative authority. It has 
formidable power at the ministerial level, and is a principal determinant of all Indian 
rights.” 
c. Numbered Treaties (1-11), 1871-1921. “Recorded agreements made between 
the Indians (including all Crees west of James Bay) and British or Canadian governments 
to surrender or extinguish Indian land title(s) that were required for expansion and 
settlement, with the features whereby Indians agreed to release rights in land to the 
crown. The crown agreed to provide cash settlements and/or annual payments, certain 
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educational rights, reserves for exclusive use and occupation of Indians, and protection of 
traditional hunting and fishing rights (in adjacent territories). “Disputes have continued 
since between signatory parties over interpretation of treaty conditions. Courts have 
maintained that provincial, but not federal legislation is subject to treaty terms.” 
d. The James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, 1975. Although the Eastern 
Crees had remained free of the numbered treaties west of James Bay, in the post-World 
War II era pressures by the Quebec government and its ally Hydro-Quebec, (a political 
mega-utility power) were against the Quebec Crees and Inuits to convince them to 
relinquish their ancestral territories (with compensation) for the purpose of public 
interests. If reasonable terms could not be reached, then the Native territories would be 
taken by eminent domain (so the Crees informed me some twenty years ago). Backed by 
Native and non-Native advisors of considerable expertise, the Crees and Inuits acceded to 
negotiating for an agreement. Over much time and deliberation, a document satisfactory 
to all parties was finally reached. The commonly called Hydro-Quebec James Bay 
Agreement between the governments of Canada and Quebec, The Grand Council of the 
Crees (of Quebec), the Northern Quebec Inuit Association, Hydro-Quebec and the 
Societies of Energy and Development of James Bay was signed on November 11, 1975, 
in Quebec City. It is a conclusive and sizable document with numerous far-reaching 
provisions for both Native factions and Canadian governments concerning issues of land, 
governance, health and social services, education, administration of justice, police, 
environment, legal entities, economic and social development, income security programs, 
etc. 
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I will now only briefly and broadly describe the agreed upon land categories that 
indicate the bounds of James Bay Cree land claims and/or use today: 
Category I is for the exclusive use and benefit of the East James Bay Cree bands in 
land tracts of approximately 1278 square miles. 
Category IB is designated for provincial corporations solely of James Bay Crees 
and are tracts of approximately 884 square miles. 
Special Category IB is for 20-25 square mile parcels intended for numerous specific 
services of Quebec agents, corporations, etc., for purposes of mineral exploration, 
mining/drilling and development, airports, public utilities, security and other 
miscellaneous government projects. 
Category II has provincial jurisdiction over 25,130 square miles of lands with 
Quebec industrial rights for logging, exploration, mining and development. Crees have 
sole rights to hunting, fishing and trapping. All hunting, fishing, and outfitting camps 
will revert to Crees (if Crees so desire) when outsider 10 year leases expire. 
Category III lands are for exclusive use and development by Hydro-Quebec and the 
Society of James Bay Development. Access to Category III lands is legislated by the 
Quebec province. Crees have wood rights in Categories II and III, but by compensation 
in certain cases. (The James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement. Editeur officiel du 
Quebec, p.p. v-xxiv* 1-455, 1976). 
As postscript to the above, serious disagreements have surfaced following the 
official initiation of the JBNQA. One such is the tenacious court battle underway 
between the Grand Council of the Crees (of Quebec) and Hydro/Quebec. In question is 
the threat of massive damage to the central Quebec subarctic ecosystem from large-scale 
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toxic inundation. Also, the continuance of a traditional subsistence life style by the Crees 
would be in jeopardy if the proposed Phase II of the James Bay Project became a reality. 
Substantial methyl mercury contamination of the watershed reservoirs and other 
ecological disruptions have already resulted from the operation of the completed Phase I 
(Natural Resources Defense Council Report 1992). Meanwhile, the James Bay Crees 
stand firm on maintaining control of this threatened land base which has been their 
ancestral lands for some 5,000 years. 
C. Population 
1. History: Prehistory to Present 
Some theories of Cree origin speculate that the Crees might be descended from 
bands of Upper Paleolithic Eurasian-Siberian cultures that reached North America by way 
of the Beringia Land Bridge about 30,000-10,000 B.C. (Pleistocene Ice Age), fanning 
south and easterly toward the Hudson/James Bay region. It is established that by 10,000- 
7,000 B.C. movements of Paleo-Indian hunter-gatherers from central United States 
(considered the stock for Proto-Algonquians) followed the receding glacial boundaries to 
Ontario’s Great Lakes Shore Region, with some bands reaching north to the upper 
Central Plains. In the Shield Archaic Period (7000-1500 B.C.), migrations continued 
from the Lakes Region northerly flanking James Bay and then spread east-northeasterly 
toward the St. Lawrence South Shore and Labrador Peninsula to evolve into the Proto- 
Cree, Proto-Montagnais and Proto-Naskapi of present day Quebec (Storck 1981, Clark 
1982). 
About 1000 years ago, the James Bay area Crees began infiltrating westward into 
the interior following the boreal forest zone west of James-Hudson Bay into Ontario, 
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Manitoba and Saskatchewan. By the time of earliest European fur trader contacts in the 
1600’s, the Woods Crees were in practical control of the rich boreal fur resources as far 
as Alberta. Along the remote northern woods belt of Canada, some Woods Crees still 
follow lifestyles of hunting, trapping, fishing and gathering. The acquisition of horses 
from the late 1600’s onward prompted these northern Woods Cree hunters to migrate 
onto the bison-rich North-Central Plains. Significant numbers eventually remained to 
become the Plains Crees, who today practice an agricultural life style. 
Unfortunately, these early White-Indian encounters also precipitated the devastating 
smallpox and tuberculosis epidemics and internecine warfare, which soon brought about 
the downfall of the Crees and their hegemony over most of the Canadian borealis forests. 
Yet, the Crees persevered to become the largest Indian nation in Canada today. A 
Department of Secretary of State of Canada 1991 survey report estimates a conservative 
total of 56,620 reserve and off-reserve status Crees. Figures are not given for non-status 
and Metis-Crees which could double the estimated figure. 
Cree historical events, from the 1600’s Contact Era to the mid-20th century, deal 
much with how sociocultural, political and educational developments continually 
impacted upon a traditionally hunter-gatherer Cree society. This was largely due to the 
rapid and systematic missionization of Canada’s Native peoples. The objectives of an 
* 
early Church-Government alliance were to establish and operate missionary and boarding 
schools, and thereby to indoctrinate each succeeding generation of Native children to the 
“civilized and Christian” concepts of the Euro-Canadian society. This was the 
“politically correct” way for integration into Canadian society (see Rhodes, Honigman et 
al 1981). 
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2. Cree Group Ranking Today 
For statistical data, I rely mainly on a publication (based on the 1986 census) by the 
Department of the Secretary of State of Canada, “Canada’s Off-Reserve Aboriginal 
Population: A Statistical Overview,” 1991. It includes both on- and off-reserve status 
Indian information. Population figures are approximate because the Native populations 
are constantly mobile in Canada. A lengthy personal experience with the Atikamekw and 
Mistissini Crees in the bush territories, in reserve communities and in Quebec towns 
adjacent to the reserves, has furnished additional data. 
My group ranking by activity is based also on my personal belief that certain group 
activities are conducive to certain traits and attitudes in those groups. I rank the Crees as 
Reserve and Off-Reserve Crees. 
Reserve Crees: 
Traditional Bush Crees 
Semitraditional Crees 
Reserve Full-Time Cree Wage Earners 
Reserve Cree Students 
Other Reserve Crees 
Off-Reserve Crees: 
Cree Personnel in Support Services 
Off-Reserve Cree Students 
Other Off-Reserve Crees 
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Reserve Crees 
Traditional Bush Crees 
If criteria dictate that individuals or groups subsist chiefly on their year-round 
harvests from hunting, trapping, fishing and gathering, with only occasional visits to the 
settlement or outposts for necessary store-bought items (ammunition, traps, motorboat or 
skimobile replacement parts, sugar, flour, tea, etc.) as was the rule across Subarctic 
Canada until the advent of World War II, one could be hard put to classify any such 
group today. Even the most traditional elders bom into the bush life, today pragmatically 
maintain permanent home dwellings on their reserve. Since the 1960's, the high 
dependency on welfare (monthly allowances for the upkeep of family and home, clinical 
health care, etc.) has effectively eliminated traditional winter-long continual stays in the 
bush. Another factor stemming from welfare aid is the diminished fur harvest and market 
that yields an unstable income today. Yet, a segment of hardy Crees do follow the call 
into the boreal winter forests. 
The modem bush Crees are comprised primarily of young adults and middle-aged 
males, and elderly couples, who have no steady duties on the reserve. They may spend 
much of the winter in distant campsites dispersed in the vast familial hunting and 
trapping territories. For some the stays are extended, while others maintain contact with 
the reserve by skidoo for immediate family reasons or for replenishment of supplies. 
Emergency situations are handled by bush planes. Daily reserve contact is maintained by 
bush shortwave radio. 
The size of this most traditional group in a Cree settlement varies. For instance, a 
total isolation from road networks and Canadian populations, high unemployment, and 
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strong traditional outlooks can increase the size to include most of the community adult 
males, and occasionally their families, excluding the youngsters attending reserve 
elementary school. Inverse conditions can proportionately reduce the group to a low 
percentage, i.e., if a Cree reserve is de-facto totally urbanized. Even though now 
relatively small in numbers and group size, I consider the traditional bush Crees the core 
from which all other groups have branched. They are the last living legacy of an 
ancestral Cree culture and language (almost an anachronism in much of Cree society 
today) that is being enticed by global modernization. The bush Crees now concernedly 
look to the young Crees. What they see is what they fear: the end of the Old Cree Ways. 
Semitraditional Crees 
Reserves with relatively dependable part-time employment (or vocational training 
programs) for the unskilled and semiskilled can have a sizable semitraditional grouping. 
Such temporary work may consist of maintenance and construction, brush-cutting, 
logging operations, or other community projects, or government reforestation/flora and 
fauna programs, and seasonal guide jobs for non-Native hunting-fishing parties. Of 
course, the reserve must have sizable entitled hunting/trapping territories, with adequate 
animal populations in order to practice traditional activities and to provide outsider 
hunting camps. Semi-traditionalism is distinguished from the more independent bush 
Cree by its commitment to a more or less regular reserve living. 
The irregular bush earnings of the semi-traditional Crees supplement the limited 
welfare monies and other social aid received. And this income, coupled with any reserve- 
related partial wages, does make possible obtaining the material items from modem 
civilization and the continuance of a spiritual and physical connection with ancestral Cree 
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ways. They live a life of both past and present values. Basic philosophical outlooks are 
much alike between the traditional bush Crees and the semi-traditional Crees, whereby a 
family may be of both groups. Also, semi-traditional Crees are a much larger group than 
the strictly bush Crees. In fact, this may be the most significant group in a number of 
isolated Cree communities across Subarctic Canada. While loyal to Cree culture and 
language, it generally recognizes the value of French and/or English language use, as well 
as the material benefits and certain lifestyles of the Canadian majority culture. 
The Reserve Full-Time Cree Wage Earner 
On reserves with an on-going building boom or other steady employment, the 
reserve regulars consist of the most work-efficient individuals employed in urban-like 
jobs. They are the professionally and vocationally trained, or otherwise skilled Cree 
employees such as: 
the members of administrative entities: the Cree Regional Authority, Cree School 
Board, and Band Council; 
the planners and operational administrators/managers of community public works; 
the reserve day school administrative and teaching staff; 
the coordinators/developers of Cree language and culture programs; 
the operational teams of the regional Cree radio station which serves to maintain the 
standards of Cree culture and language in its daily broadcasts to Cree speakers; 
the health clinic and social welfare program staff; and 
the reserve Cree security personnel. 
From the ranks of these reserve regulars emerges the political leadership that 
generates and directs local, regional, and national issues in: 
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maintaining the infrastructure of the Cree community; 
supporting intra-regional Cree community interaction; and 
serving as delegates in the political arena between the federal/provincial 
governments and the Crees for the presentation, legislation and funding of Cree 
community rights and needs. 
In the vocationally-trained regular Cree labor force are the construction tradesmen, 
heavy machinery operators, maintenance directors of different work crews, e.g., road, 
water and sewage plant, etc. And there are the community entrepreneurs: the owner- 
managers of general stores, restaurants, repair shops, winter/summer outfitters and 
overland haulers, Cree handcrafts/artisan-dealers, and even the local hard-rock 
entertainers. 
Because of the dissimilar levels of education and experiential expertise gained by 
interaction with the greater Canadian society and/or elsewhere, or primarily through 
Native interaction throughout Canada, and possibly elsewhere, varying outlooks thus 
acquired occasionally test the unity of this varileveled and powerful group of reserve 
elite. A typical example is the lack of a Mistissini leadership resolve to place a mutually 
agreed value upon Cree language and culture instruction in Cree Education vis-a-vis the 
officially mandated French and English language(s) instruction. 
Appropriate language and cultural decisions will undoubtedly come about...the Cree 
way. The good decisions and good management by individuals in this societal level have 
transformed a decade-ago Old Mistissini settlement into a modem model Cree 
community. 
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Reserve Cree Students 
These students can be a composite of the preK-12 age group, depending on what 
educational levels a particular reserve school system offers. Based on individual Cree 
viewpoints in field discussions, and literature review (Burnaby 1980, 1982, Barman, 
Hebert, McCaskill, 1987), a broad Cree consensus favors a minimum preK-6 elementary 
education in their reserve school systems, which follows along the policy of Canadian 
public education...but with a Cree identity. The reasons for these choices being the 
historically negative experiences of prior decades of forced bussing (by Canadian law) of 
native children to off-reserve and integrated provincial public schools, or for the school- 
year-long stays of young natives in residential or boarding schools where the firmly 
implanted European ideals and knowledge that superseded native thoughts and ways. 
This resulted in developmental disruptions or loss in native language and values by 
dislocated native youngsters in their formative years. Many native parents with mission 
school education are still apprehensive about sending their children to any off-reserve 
school. The choice and quality of education for the reserve Cree student has appreciably 
improved in the last decade, making this young Cree generation the best educated by 
today’s standards. 
Young Crees already educated and others being educated are the largest distinct 
group visible on many reserves. But a “Catch-22” situation is what to do with the greater 
numbers of better educated and trained Crees on reserves today with only limited 
employment possibilities for those with higher education, (see Burnaby 1980, 1982; 
Barman, Hebert, McCaskill 1987)? 
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Other Reserve Crees 
I designate these, first, as the very aged, the chronically ill, or those otherwise 
incapable of effectively participating in daily community activities. They are reliant on 
community and/or family help and social interaction with church and other organizational 
activities. Many in this closely-knit group are elders with a rich repertoire of Old-Times 
stories and a lifetime of bush Cree experience. School Cree culture programs draw upon 
this knowledge to impart traditional values to the young Crees. Though on the sidelines 
from the community’s busiest daily track, able elders still maintain a strong position 
within their community, and receive much respect. 
By contrast, a small fringe group of both sexes, usually in their prime years of vigor 
(teens to young adults), squander their potential by being community “floaters”. They are 
the alcoholics, substance abusers, vandals, or otherwise societal delinquents. They 
demonstrate a disinclination for either constructive activity or maintaining a positive 
attitude to their community values. Much as they can be a bane to the Cree community, I 
see their greatest harm as being idols for certain impressionable and rebellious Cree 
youngsters. This group tends to disregard the “Old Cree Ways” in favor of the “in-thing” 
outsider culture witnessed from CBC TV, videos, or from visits to metropolitan centers. 
Initiatives are underway by the Cree community to help young Crees considered to 
be “abandoned between two worlds”. This is exemplified in a Rencontre. Spring 1992, 
article written by Louise Sequin. The Mistissini Cree Trappers Association, in 
collaboration with the Cree School Board, is developing a certified training, begun in 
1990 as a pilot project, to prepare directionless Cree youth for hunter-trapper careers. 
The intent being that, upon completion of an extensive bush life program, these Cree 
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boys and girls would regain traditional Cree values, self and communal esteem, and as 
certified new generation hunter-trappers, help continue one key Cree cultural tradition. 
Other reserve Crees can be kin and friends from other reserves, as well as 
prearranged Cree transient workers who engage in limited stays in the community. It is 
difficult to determine what influence such temporary groups may have on Cree culture 
and language issues within some particular community. As of this writing, an estimated 
total of 36,330 reserve (status) Crees are in Canada (listed in Table 8, A-8, of the 
Canadian Secretary of State statistics report, 1991). 
Off-Reserve Crees 
Cree Personnel in Support Services 
Many off-reserve Crees are in the regular employ of various native support agencies 
funded by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND). The 
Cree Friendship Centers and the Cree Cultural and Educational Centers are such 
agencies. My on-location observations suggest that the Friendship Center serves as a 
drop-in social center and half-way house for transient reserve Crees in need of 
information, guidance or perhaps temporary lodging, while en route to or from hospital 
care or legal proceedings or simply when finding themselves in unfamiliar settings of a 
regional Canadian municipality. 
The Cultural and Educational Center is more a Cree public relations information 
office with its public literature and Cree handcraft exhibits and boutique. Specifically, it 
provides the administrative cultural contacts and retail outlets for the services of available 
Cree reserve culture groups and home industries of traditional Cree crafts. 
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The usually advantaged urban locations of both centers afford education of the 
Canadian community by informative Cree culture exhibits, performances, lectures and 
other activities. The centers’ bi-lingual (Cree, English and/or French) native personnel 
act as translators or interpreters between monolingual Crees and Canadians. Likewise, 
the numerous DIAND branch offices in Canada regularly employ qualified Cree language 
writers and speakers for translating and interpreting purposes. 
Most central Cree organizations have permanent offices in metropoli where the 
seats of provincial and federal governments lie, e.g., the Grand Council of the Crees 
(Quebec) in Montreal, the Assembly of First Nations in Ottawa, as well as their branch 
offices in Quebec City, Winnipeg, Regina and Edmonton. Each office has its well- 
educated and experienced bilingual/trilingual Cree staff. 
Each region also has its own Cree media people with particular language and 
broadcasting skills, who on contract with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 
manage, design and operate within CBC facilities the highly popular Cree Radio 
Program. It is sent out daily along shortwave frequency channels to all points in the Cree 
Nation. These broadcasts are intently listened to, not only on the reserves and by the off- 
reserve Cree groups, but also by way of shortwave trail radios by the bush Crees in their 
remote taiga hunting-trapping camps. Even the Atikamekw Crees, with a considerable 
dialect difference, are as much ardent listeners of the Mistissini Cree programming as 
they are of their own Atikamekw CBC broadcasts. 
On my visit to the Montreal CBC Cree Program facilities a decade ago, it was 
stressed that the daily Cree broadcasts had greatly helped maintain Cree culture and 
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language in the forefront for all Cree listeners who are otherwise constantly bombarded, 
day and night, by English and French TV and radio channels. 
Off-Reserve Cree Students 
Those in need of a secondary or higher education, or specialized training (if 
unavailable from their home reserve school system), leave for off-reserve Indian 
residential schools which now retain some Cree culture and language learning alongside 
the normal Canadian curriculum of studies. Or they may go to provincial public schools 
to enroll in a second language total immersion situation, in order to maximize English or 
French language acquisition, as well as to achieve a full Canadian public education. 
Other Off-Reserve Crees 
For a number of personal reasons, some Crees have left their home reserve for an 
indeterminate period to live in the Canadian society-at-large: 
to seek any employment, or for more interesting and remunerative employment than 
that offered on the reserve; 
to see and experience the worldly ways; and 
to avoid societal conflict, such as Cree community prejudice caused by mixed 
marriage. 
Until quite recently, a mixed marriage (Indian to a non-Native) automatically 
disenfranchised an Indian woman’s Indian status and rights, which compelled her to leave 
the reserve. An Indian male did not forfeit his status by mixed marriage. Revisions to 
the Indian Act now allow female and male alike to retain their Indian status in a mixed 
marriage. 
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As for job opportunities available to Indians within Canadian society, in all my 
years of travels in Quebec province, I have seldom seen off-reserve Indian employees in 
general milieu jobs. Whether this indicates a poor job market, or unemployable native 
skills, discrimination, or simply coincidence, I do not know. 
By the very nature of some Crees leaving their home reserves to enter Canadian 
society for indefinite periods, an active effort to maintain Cree identity and language may 
not have high priority within this group. 
The Canadian Secretary of State statistics report, 1991, (in Table 8, A-8) lists a total 
of over 20,290 off-reserve Crees in Canada. No figures are given for off-reserve non¬ 
status or Metis-Crees. 
D. Governance 
The governance and the organization of its four governing bodies (p. 19) for the 
East James Bay Cree communities: Grand Council of Crees (Que.), Cree Regional 
Authority (Que.), Cree School Board (Que.), and of each community Band Council has 
been stipulated by the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA). The completed organizational 
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format of the Cree School Board (p. 20) serves as a common model for the other three 
governing units. I assume that the governance of all other regional Crees follows along 
the same federal DIA directives as for the northern Quebec Crees. 
Stated briefly the functions of each governing body are: 
The Grand Council of Crees is a political unit with considerable input into 
educational, cultural, social service and worldwide indigenous peoples’ issues. 
The Cree Regional Authority I have defined directly from the James Bay and 
Northern Quebec Agreement, sect. 11 A: 183. 
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The Cree School Board deals with matters concerning Cree Education. 
The Band Council is the local administrative body for each Cree community. 
Table 1. Governing Bodies for the Nine East Janies Bay Cree Communities 
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Table 2. Organization of the Northern Quebec Cree School Board 
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1. Functions of the Cree Regional Authority (CRA) 
Pursuant to Section 11A of the Janies Bay and Northern Agreement, the Cree 
Regional Authority is a public corporation under Quebec law. It consists of the nine 
individual James Bay Cree (JBC) community corporations, e.g., Corporation of 
Mistissini, etc. The CRA corporate seat is within the Category I JBC lands. Its Council 
is headed by nine Chief Councilors and the other officials defined by their specific 
functions. The powers of the Cree Regional Authority Council are: 
• to appoint three Cree representatives (with Cree interests) on the mediating James 
Bay Regional Zone Council that includes three other representatives from the James Bay 
Municipality (with Quebec industrial interests); 
• to appoint Crees on all other structures, bodies and entities pursuant to the 
Agreement; 
• to be the valid consentor of Crees when required by the Agreement; and 
Additionally: 
• the CRA, when need be, is empowered to coordinate and administer all programs 
on Category I (JBC) lands; 
• the CRA Council can enact corporate by-laws within its jurisdiction; and 
• amendment provisions to the Agreement will be made only with the consent of 
Quebec and the Native party as specified in The James Bay and Northern Quebec 
Agreement of 1975. 
The broad organizational structures for both the Grand Council of the Crees 
(Quebec) and of the Cree Regional Authority are alike. Both management organizations 
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have a national Montreal and Ottawa Embassy office (GCCQ, CRA Annual Report 1995- 
1996). 
E. Statement of Perceived Problems 
The Crees are the largest Indian group today in Canada. In 1978, historian Robert 
MacDonald cited a Cree Nation population report at 70,403, and H. Christoph Wolfart, in 
1973 estimated 60,000 Cree speakers. I have no reliable current Cree population count, 
but considering nearly an additional quarter century of population growth, a higher total 
count can be expected today. Importantly, however, plausible concern is raised, if one 
questions how many Crees today are fluent Cree speakers and reasonably literate in Cree. 
If data in the Assembly of First Nations (1990 Education Secretariat survey report on 152 
First Nations in Canada) is any indication of present Native language retention trends, 
then concern by the Crees and other indigenous peoples is justified. For instance, 
excerpts from this report illustrate significant language retention problems: 
about 70% of the surveyed populations had declining, endangered, or critical Native 
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language retention rates (British Columbia was lowest regionally, and the small urban 
bands, locally). These populations no longer had viable Native languages; 
the remaining 30% were in the flourishing or enduring rates, i.e., 60-80% of all age 
groups still practiced their Native language(s) in the home and community; yet only 8- 
20% (primarily the elders) had some Native literacy skills (The five language retention 
ratings refer to James Bauman’s “A Guide to Issues in Indian Language Retention”, 
1980); and 
even among the “flourishing/enduring” bands, 20% lacked Native language 
programs, 30% had no instructional materials...nor a Native language writing system. 
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About 1/3 of all bands lacked the resources to implement a Native language 
program due to: 
non-existent or too few Native language speakers, which resulted in a government 
prioritized inadequate or no funding for bands with “low possibility” language retention 
rates; 
Native community disinterest or apathy toward native language careers (reserve 
teachers, counselors, language developers, etc.); and 
the pragmatic preference by some Native community majority for English and/or 
French to be the active working languages for greater job opportunities and effective 
interaction with the greater Canadian society. 
Roughly one half of all the students of the First Nations received no Native 
language instruction (i.e., those enrolled in off-reserve provincial school systems), and 
those who did (in the reserve school programs), generally had only a limited preK-3 level 
instruction that averaged two hours per week. For effective Native language acquisition 
and retention, the overall consensus of the First Nations surveyed was that a more in- 
depth Native language instruction needed to extend through the secondary levels (preK- 
12) in order to approach public educational parity with the two official languages, English 
and French. Native comment was that current aboriginal language instruction was “more 
cultural awareness than language instruction,” and furthermore, that “where aboriginal 
language was the primary language for instruction, the goal was one of transition to the 
official language rather than maintenance of the mother tongue.” 
The First Nations view the Canadian government’s low priority for an aboriginal 
language agenda as reneging on aboriginal language rights that supposedly are protected 
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under Section 35 of the Constitution Act of 1982, and likewise, by the fact that Canada 
became signatory in 1976 to the International Covenant of Political and Civil Rights. 
The government continues recalcitrant to fully comply with its legal commitments to the 
linguistic rights of its original peoples. This impacts unfavorably on efforts directed at 
the revitalization, retention and development of Indian and Inuit languages in Canada. 
1. Overview of Indian Education in Canada 
The purpose here is not only to present a historical overview of the development of 
Canadian Indian education, but also to indicate the place of Cree education within a broad 
system that must conform to the rulings of the Department of Indian Affairs. 
Philosophically stated, it is highly unlikely that one's potential can be fully tapped 
without an education. I believe that this holds true in any culture or time. So it has 
undoubtedly been with the indigenous peoples of Canada, from the day their ancestors 
first set foot on the North American continent to this day. 
The following quote is an Ojibway philosophy on traditional education: 
Education is the process by which Man uses his innate capacity to 
acquire Knowledge of, respect for, and Kinship with the life-sustaining 
Elements of the Universe. It is this which gives Man his strength, his 
wisdom, his maturity and his well-being. In this way one is united with 
self-sustaining and beauty-radiating Elements of the Universe. 
From the opening response by National Indian Brotherhood President Noel 
Starblanket to a workshop question "What is Indian Education?", the following excerpt 
hints that Indian education needs to regain Indian values for it to be viable to the Indian 
community. 
Before the coming of the Europeans our people had an education 
system that was practical, reality-based, and environmentally sound. 
Everybody was involved in the on-going learning process. Most important 
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of all, that system was firmly rooted in our people's culture. This system 
developed and evolved through countless generations and served Indian 
people admirably (Winnipeg Indian Control of Indian Education 
Conference. Overview Report 1980:6). 
The following quote from Billy Diamond deals with unique educational features for 
all the East James Bay Cree communities of which Lake Mistissini reserve is a member: 
“Indian Education in Canada is a very complex and intriguing subject.” This is the 
deceivingly succinct opening statement by Billy Diamond (in Barman et al, 1987), to his 
article on Quebec James Bay Cree Education. It deals with the long and tenuous 
struggles by the Crees with the Quebec and Canada governments until land, cultural, 
legal, economic, administrative, educational and other rights were finally won 
legislatively, thereby assuring a measure of Cree identity and equal coexistence within 
greater Canada society. Billy Diamond was formerly Grand Chief of Grand Council of 
the Crees (Quebec) and ex-chairman of the Quebec Cree School Board. He was an 
imposing native politician and “Iacocco of the North,” as featured in the international 
press (MacGregor, 1989). He was a negotiator in the process of the James Bay and 
Northern Quebec Agreement, and was instrumental in the passage of subsection 16.0.10. 
This landmark provision legally and morally binds the Quebec and Canada governments 
to provide educational services to all James Bay Crees. A unique feature of this 
subsection (lacking elsewhere in Native Canadian education) is the inviolateness of the 
Cree School Board’s full control of Cree education to pursue the Cree culture and 
language, as it sees fit, alongside English and French public educational programs. In 
spite of a bilaterally signed agreement, Diamond states that the Quebec and Canada 
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governments were reluctant to agree to subsection 16.0.10, and continue to be so 
concerning its implementation. Grave problems still remain in: 
recognition of special status given the Cree School Board (CSB); 
lack of adequate and reliable funding for the mandates of CSB; 
concepts regarding the jurisdiction of CSB; and 
refusal by Quebec Ministry of Education to recognize its continued responsibilities 
toward the James Bay Crees. 
Billy Diamond, a Waskaganish Cree and an implacable adversary to official Canada 
in his defense of Cree rights, received the high honor of the Knight of the Order of 
Quebec from the Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa, in the Salon Rouge of the Quebec 
National Assembly in 1987 (MacGregor 1989). 
a. Pre-Contact Period 
Since no archaic formal writing system (such as the old Scandinavian runes which 
recorded historical knowledge from those cultures) has been uncovered in North 
America, interpretations from archeo-anthropological findings, as well as vestiges of old 
oral legends and other traditional ways still in practice, do allow hypothesizing the 
possible means of knowledge acquisition by the Pre-Contact North American peoples. 
Viewed broadly, one might say that archaic learning systems, transmitted orally within 
aboriginal cultures from prehistory to the Contact Era, served primarily to increase 
survival odds of the individual and his immediate group members, as well as of the 
surrounding life-sustaining ecosystem. Evidence of this is found in narratives and 
literature written by Indians, in chronicles of the North American Indian and White 
relations, and in the vast scholarly writings on North American Indians. 
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Recalling my teen years’ readings on Indian lore, vivid examples of traditional 
culture training still abound: 
how Indian infants were trained to remain silent when danger lurked; 
how the maturing male and female adolescents learned their corresponding 
principles of early adulthood; 
how they eagerly awaited their first vision quest to discover the powers of 
communication with the spirit world; and 
how all that continual learning and practice of traditional knowledge ultimately led 
to a symbiotic balance for the Indian with his physical and spiritual worlds. 
For countless generations the cohesiveness of orally transmitted knowledge among 
the indigenous North American cultures remained virtually intact—until the advent of the 
white man. Steadily, thereafter, the aboriginal cultures were to be profoundly impacted 
by the unknown knowledge and values of the newcomer. 
b. Formal Indian Education in Canada: Contact Era to Twentieth Century 
From the 17th century to nearly mid 20th century, missionization and its Indian 
mission/boarding schools created havoc with most Indian languages and cultures by 
strictly prohibiting their Indian pupils to practice their native languages and traditional 
ways. The earlier period of formal Indian education emphasized acquiring only domestic 
and manual skills, and learning the Gospel. In ensuing years rudimentary reading and 
writing skills were introduced to better teach and learn the Scripture. From the 1800's 
into the 20th century the curriculum of studies did expand, but the earlier established 
pattern of Indian education remained unchanged. 
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In the post World War II decades (1950's - 60's) government subsidy programs and 
Indian reserve wage earners were established to replace the losses of a waning Indian 
hunting, trapping, fishing, and gathering subsistence economy. So entered the modem 
era for the Indians: a money economy, a new societal group ranking, and the gradual 
integration into the ways of the greater Canadian society. 
As reaction to the loss of Indian languages and cultural ways in the past 200 years, a 
grass roots Indian movement arose across Canada that demanded a revival of their 
cultural legacy. Thus emerged the National Indian Brotherhood (NIB) and its policy 
paper: Indian Control of Indian Education (1973) which became the landmark of modem 
formal Indian education. The NIB policy paper principles demanded not only quality 
Indian schooling that followed Indian philosophy, language, culture, history, and 
tradition, but also twentieth century Western skills and knowledge with which to survive 
in the world outside the Indian reserve. Since the early 1970's, the development of an 
Indian education curriculum, and its associated materials, have centered on 
teaching/leaming Indian languages and native studies, as well as fulfilling the general 
public education requirements of Canada. 
In the 1980’s bilingual and bicultural educational policies, supported by both 
Canadian officialdom and the Indian sector, became fixed in Indian education. 
Concerning the Indian Language and Culture Programs within Indian education, the 
Indian population stressed that not only the programs, but the native languages be given a 
central role in education. Indian languages should be granted official status in Indian 
education and Indian languages should receive equal recognition with the English and 
French bilingual education programs. However, the continual shortage of qualified 
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native teachers in native language programs has hampered the intentions of the programs, 
and has resulted in English and French remaining the principal languages of instruction in 
Indian education. Most Indian languages in Canada are now taught as subject, rather than 
as medium of instruction. Barbara Burnaby (1980), a decade and a half ago, pointedly 
advised that “it was critical to move swiftly before English and French overpowered all 
Native languages.” 
In 1981, the researchers Rhodes and Todd gave notice that due to the obsolescence 
of Cree in urban reserves, there was the introduction of Indian/Cree cultural centers, 
Native adult education, and other Native vitalization programs. These programs had been 
rapidly begun in all five Canadian provinces to avoid a complete Cree and other native 
language and culture deterioration. These same scholars commented that in the 
1970's/l980's a strong Cree linguistics resurgence occurred in field studies, such as 
research reports, glossaries, syntaxes, orthographies, Cree educational manuals, etc. The 
topic of Cree syllabics vs. Romanized Cree stirred a brisk debate then as today. Since 
1972, over 35 Indian newspapers and other publications have appeared. Numerous 
radio/TV Native language programs have appeared across Canada and are popular among 
Native populations. 
2. Controls in Indian Education/DIA: Education Branch 
The central component of control in Indian education is the Department of Indian 
Affairs (DIA), the federal body responsible for all Indian affairs in Canada. The 
Education Branch of DIA, under the jurisdiction of the Federal Ministry of Education, 
mandates the system of Indian Education in its entirety. Even though the DIA Education 
Branch policies currently follow the officially approved NIB policy paper for Indian 
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control of Indian education, it nevertheless upholds the federal ministerial accountability 
for funding and for demonstrated results gained in Indian education. For example, DIA 
rejects any revisions (such as from the NIB policy paper) to educational section 115 of 
the Indian Act which allows the Ministry of Education to fully control the standards of 
(publicly funded) education. In effect, this means that DIA supersedes any Indian 
community control of its education. The DIA views that it upholds “fiduciary 
responsibility of the Canadian government to quality education,” which, it argues, is not 
achieved in Indian band controlled education. Also, the DIA has consistently been partial 
to integrating Indian children in the ‘superior’ provincial school system. The Indian 
community disagrees with such positions by DIA. In their mind the current operational 
guidelines and prospects for Indian control of Indian education are still unresolved. 
Polemics aside, the final determinant of policy procedures is the DIA: Education Branch. 
The majority of the 572 Canadian Indian bands administer fully or partially DIA 
educational regulations. These Indian band school boards abide by the dictates of DIA. 
However, the question by Canadian Indians envisioning future self-determination, is 
whether Indian education is an issue of sovereignty or jurisdiction. It appears to be a 
“Catch-22” situation. If the Indian community wants the federal government to 
relinquish its hold over Indian education, the government retaliates by asking for its 
release from fiduciary responsibility, i.e., from all federal funding for Indian education. 
Meanwhile, the Indian band schools, under DIA rulings, must live with the 
procedural and financial restrictions, regulations and curriculum requirements dictated by 
the Federal Department of Education and/or Provincial ministries of education. 
Examples of Indian band red tape responsibilities are: 
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the continual submission of forms for renegotiated funding for constant educational 
deficits; 
the compiling of extensive monthly and quarterly reports; and 
the attempt to cope with erratic or no funding for unexpected miscellaneous 
expenses, such as replacement or repair of outdated or faulty equipment, educational 
materials, building facilities, etc. 
In spite of common features in DIA funding of Indian band education in Canada, 
the manner and extent of native and non-native curricula, as well as the objectives of 
Indian operated schools can vary depending on what each local or regional school board 
considers suitable for its own purposes. When one Indian reserve is situated within an 
urban area of the south and another isolated in the remote northern subarctic, the needs of 
formal education by each may noticeably differ. In the first instance, native language 
proficiency and usage may be negligible throughout that community. The priority of a 
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full command of the English or French language and satisfactory modem job skills may 
instead be considered most important in order to compete within an urban environment. 
In the latter case, however, the native language, cultural outlooks and the practice of a 
subsistence economy, may still be much alive. Though Western skills and a knowledge 
of English and/or French are an asset, they may not be an absolute. Truly isolated 
traditional Indian reserves even in the far Canadian North are fewer each decade. 
In spite of persistent handicaps in Indian education, the younger Indian generations 
today are the best educated of any other previous generations. Ongoing developments in 
Indian education are gradually replacing weaknesses with positive changes. I do believe 
that in due time, with Indian perseverance and unity and a flexible contemporary outlook 
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by the government, the benefits for both sectors will be the achievement of a 
sociopolitically and socioculturally greater Canadian society. For comprehensive data on 
Indian education in Canada, see Barman, Hebert, McCaskill 1986, 1987; Burnaby 1980, 
1981. 
The Four Functions of DIA 
DIA Education Branch Objectives: 
to advance educational standards of Indians; 
to oversee and administer services for all Indian education systems; 
to help the reserve school committees with counsel on planning, management or 
administration of their system(s); 
to support Indian adult/continuing education programs; and 
to extend professional/specialized training and higher education to all qualified 
Indians. 
Educational Development Functions of DIA: 
to publish and distribute bilingual regional course texts (K-12) written and field- 
tested by DIA Native Language Project personnel for approximately 25 different Indian 
languages; 
to promote and fund pilot projects for Indian Studies Programs; 
to provide cross-cultural resource materials and personnel; and 
to furnish A-V facilities and educational photo/film/video and audio-materials for 
recording and presentation of Indian culture. 
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Cultural Development Functions of DIA: 
to fund and publish works of individual or groups of Indian writers, visual artists 
and performers; 
to support Indian resource/culture centers; 
to fund Native cultural publications; 
to support Indian radio/TV programming with facilities, equipment and personnel; 
and 
to encourage and fund other forms of Indian cultural expression and outlets. 
DIA Administration of Indian Education 
All regional Indian Education Offices have corresponding regional Superintendents 
of Schools and Educations. The regional Education Offices pass on to district offices the 
educational program guidelines and policy interpretations of the Ministry of Education. 
The district Indian Educational Programs are directly under the administration and 
supervision of their corresponding superintendents, and all field staff (educational 
specialists, teachers, counselors, administrators, selection boards, etc.) are also directly 
supervised. The estimation of classroom, maintenance and staff accommodations, as well 
as the cost factors of Indian students in provincial or other off-reserve schools (lodging, 
meals, supplies, transportation/travel) takes place at the district level. 
3. The Cree Language in Cree Education 
Of the three words “Cree, language and education,” I view education to be the key 
component for Cree language survival in our rapidly moving era which demands literacy. 
Education offers the best survival odds for minority languages that must coexist with 
dominant language pressures. The Canadian Crees are a case in point as they are 
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regulated to accommodate bilingualism. The English or French language is taught as a 
subject and is used as a medium of instruction in Cree education, allowing only 
secondary attention to the Cree language. 
A standard dictionary definition of “education” might be: a process of intellectual 
and other development by means of schooling, training, and experience. I personally 
might abstract education to be: learning the procedures of acquiring and utilizing 
knowledge. Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary defines “language” as: 
“The expression or communication of thoughts and feelings by means of vocal 
sounds, and combinations of such sounds to which meaning is attributed; human speech. 
The vocal sounds so used, or the written symbols for them. syn. - speech, tongue, 
idiom, dialect.” 
The word “Cree,” I broadly define as a Cree person or the Cree language; or as 
something descriptive or characteristic of the Cree culture. 
Cree, language and education symbolize what this study is about. It would seem 
simple enough to write about. It is not. Problematic variants of these three word 
components soon emerge and demand considerable attention at the very outset of the 
study. 
If one looks beyond the obvious academic definitions of words, philosophically 
both education and language can have strong or weak cultural, spiritual or emotional 
connotations. Particularly when language means either the mother tongue or some 
secondary language. When interpreting Cree as language, I’m confronted with the 
position that it might hold for the individual and for the community. Supposing that Cree 
is the mother tongue for the entire community or for only a fraction of it, this can alter 
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societal attitudes in community ranks from harmonious to discordant on Cree language 
issues. This phenomenon is plainly seen in Cree communities. Barman et al (1987) 
emphasized that discord between different local and regional communities was the 
obstacle to a standard writing system for native language family dialects. 
In the 1980’s decade, I collected substantial data on the United States and Canadian 
Indians, which finally focused on the Crees, specifically the Quebec Crees, as subjects of 
my field studies. But answers to questions concerning the position of the Cree language 
in Cree education have remained unclear to me. From my perspective, some of the 
questions still seem rather unresolved by the collective Cree community. 
How, where and why is the Cree language needed in Cree education today?... Why 
has no Cree collective consensus been arrived at? 
How much actual Cree control is there in Cree education today?.. .How is Cree 
control interpreted and implemented in Canadian Cree education? 
What are the pros and cons in the Cree Nation today for a standard Cree language 
policy: in Cree language status; in Cree orthography; in functional Cree literacy to all 
Crees?... Will the Cree Nation seek parity for the Cree language in the government 
mandated TESL/TFSL Bilingualism Programs of Cree education? 
Why is there such a heated, divisive and unyielding stance over the use of the Cree 
syllabary versus Romanized Cree... instead of officially instituting both systems (as the 
Inuits opted a decade ago) to assure continuance of a Cree writing system option for 
future Cree generations? 
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How much erosion of the Cree language will the collective Crees tolerate before 
they unite to offset further Cree language loss?...What is the collective Cree 
community’s fundamental position on Cree language and culture survival? 
The above questions imply that I perceive that something has been amiss in the 
Cree language programs of Cree education, and in Cree language retention and 
development. If not rectified, it will ultimately jeopardize Cree language survival. Aside 
from the Cree home, I view formal Cree education to be the mentor of formal Cree 
language instruction. From my field observations and discussions with Quebec Crees, 
and from reviewing secondary sources, progress in Cree literacy skills for the past two 
decades has literally been at a standstill. There are legitimate complaints regarding 
inconsistent or insufficient government funding for Cree education which oftentimes has 
led to fewer materials, supplies and equipment. Also, there has been a chronic shortage 
of native teachers and resource peoples. .However, these cannot be the full reasons for 
little or no headway in Cree literacy skills, or for the increased disuse and abuse of 
spoken Cree among the younger generations. Teaching and learning can proceed even in 
meager conditions, if the motivation is there. 
Without strong philosophical convictions and commitments, minority cultures 
cannot successfully continue their languages and customs against the overwhelming 
pressures of dominant societies. Yet, minority peoples and their languages and cultural 
ways miraculously do survive against great odds, when the will is there to do so. New 
York City has always amazed me with its tenacious minority enclaves that seem 
impervious to the vast population waves that chum around them. The large assortment of 
foreign language newspapers at key newsstands in Manhattan attest to the language and 
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cultural vitality of the Chinese, Near Easterners, Slavs, Germans, Jews, Hispanics, 
Scandinavians, French, Africans, Caribbeans, Greeks, etc. Most of the ethnic peoples 
I’ve met in New York have passable spoken English skills. One must have such skills to 
survive there. And the ethnic children normally knew English very well—and also 
maintained their ethnic languages. It undoubtedly was a duty to learn and know their 
mother tongues, though perhaps bom in Brooklyn, Bronx, Manhattan or elsewhere in 
New York City. 
Cree Language Attrition 
In a Wawatav News (May 1985) article by Stu Cummings, studies indicated that 
only three Native languages in Canada: Cree, Ojibway, and Inuktitut had a survival 
likelihood. This implied that the three were relatively strong and functional languages at 
that time. In the Assembly of First Nations 1990 report on the 152 Canadian First 
Nations surveyed, only 30% had flourishing or enduring native language rates (i.e., 60- 
80% of all their age groups predominantly used their native language). And, it could be 
reasonably assumed that most of the remaining 70% endangered Native languages were 
fully functional languages probably as recently as the turn of this century. 
Some brief comments from other sources will stress further the prevalence of Cree 
and other Native language attrition over a decade ago in Canada. A survey report of 
Indian Conditions (1980) revealed that most of the nearly sixty Indian languages in 
Canada were taught in schools as subjects rather than as a medium of instmction. 
Barbara Burnaby (1980), education researcher of Ontario Institute of Studies in Education 
(OISE), stated that the Native languages (including Cree), were obsolescing from 
syntactic (grammar) and morphological (word) deterioration. Rhodes and Todd (1981) 
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explained that because the Cree language was dying in Cree communities that were 
adjacent to urban centers, Cree language vitalization programs has been initiated (K-12) 
in all five provinces. This situation also spurred a Cree linguistics revival in field studies 
by scholars. Reports, glossaries, syntaxes, Cree orthographies, Cree instructional 
manuals, etc., appeared rapidly (with resultant heated debates on Cree syllabics vs. 
Roman as the choice for the new Cree materials). 
Was the rapid disintegration of Native Canadian languages within one generation 
wholly the fault of the Natives? Probably not, because the historical impact of the 
Government-Church coalition to forcibly assimilate and acculturate the Indians and Inuits 
into a Euro-Canadian society (by way of a narrow anglo or francophile native education 
policy up to the World War II period) quite effectively damaged the Native languages, 
traditional religions, cultures, and societies, (see Honigman 1981, Barman et al 1986, 
1987, Burnaby 1980). Nonetheless, I believe that blame should also be placed on 
prolonged Native laxity or lack of foresight, for having accepted the increasing use of the 
English or French language and lifestyle amenities to the proportional detriment of 
sustaining Native languages and traditional ways. Some two to three decades ago, when 
signs of external inroads in Native language and culture were evident, why were not curbs 
then taken? For instance, why were realistic Native language programs not pressed into 
action? Why was a sufficient pool of Indian language and culture specialists and 
technicians trained in pedagogy, language planning and development, not organized 
before the National Indian Brotherhood policy paper of 1972 rallied for such action? 
Probably for the same reasons that in the first quarter of this century, Finnish-American 
immigrant communities (my ethnocultural background), thriving within a dominant 
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English-speaking United States society, could not envision that their monolingual, highly 
literate and intact Finnish cultural complex would be practically wiped out before the end 
of this century (see Appendix D). 
If a fully literate and culturally strong ethnic minority immigrant population has 
experienced the disintegration of its language within a single generational time span, 
what can this infer for minority aboriginal groups today with low native literacy skills 
and inadequate native writing systems, against the pressures of major languages? 
Apropos of this thought, Jaakko Numminen (1992), then Executive Secretary of the 
Finnish Ministry of Education, stressed the high value of preserving the unique richness 
of small minority languages, such as those of the North Eurasian Finno-Ugrians, 
alongside the major world languages. But, in spite of Finland’s moral, scholarly and 
financial support to those Arctic peoples, he very pointedly placed primary responsibility 
in such preservation squarely on the minority peoples themselves: “a language that its 
speakers do not value and develop, is destined to perish.” The suggestion clearly being 
that only the internal resolve of native language speakers can save their language(s) from 
extinction. Outsiders cannot be the saviors, even with the best of intentions. 
In conclusion to my philosophical outlook on the situation of the Cree language in 
Cree education, I quote an excerpt from a report on American Indians in American 
Higher Education by Alexander Astin (1982): “.. .(because) each Indian language is a 
product and expression of a distinctive culture, recording and teaching an Indian language 
represents the preservation and transmission of a whole way of life.. .separated from the 
language(s), the culture(s) cannot long survive in depth.” 
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4. Cree Literacy Background 
Simply stated, "literacy" is the ability to read and write. To what extent, however, 
determines whether it is high, adequate or marginal literacy. The level of competence is 
qualified by circumstances. For example, in a July 1992 Finnish language shortwave 
newscast from Helsinki, I learned that in a recent comparative survey of thirty-one 
participant countries, Finnish youngsters of a 9 - 14 year age group had excelled in 
literacy skills. Obviously a distinct honor, but no surprise. Finland and other Nordic 
nations have a history of distinctive educational standards and high literacy rates. In 
contrast, the United States with its claim to a great public education system, nevertheless 
has untold millions who are functional or total illiterates. Hardly a "superpower" by 
literacy standards. Where does one then place Cree literacy? Perhaps the question is 
obliquely answered by first addressing plausible needs for Cree literacy. 
Is Cree literacy an absolute necessity for the continuity of Cree Nation sociocultural 
identity,...for daily future intercommunication,...for the recording of Cree Nation history? 
Could Cree literacy significantly aid the Cree Nation’s socioeconomic 
infrastructure, and bring about a Cree sociopolitical unification from Alberta to Quebec? 
Can Cree education in the Cree Nation be truly Cree without Cree literacy, ...and 
can a broad functional Cree literacy be had without a uniform Cree writing system? 
Cree responses to above questions were broad in outlook regarding language needs: 
Different Cree homesettings (on-reserve and off-reserve) whether monolingual or 
multilingual, traditional or nontraditional, uneducated or well-educated, normally 
influence a child's early language inclination to one or all three languages: Cree, French 
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or English. These languages can be in any order of choice depending on which 
language(s) priority is given in home use. 
The Cree community still views Cree as its mother tongue, to learn and practice as 
the primary spoken language. Cree literacy is of cultural value in the immediate Cree 
community, whereas French and English literacy have a broad pragmatic value beyond 
the Cree community. 
The Cree community is resigned to be a quasi-multilingual/multicultural entity due 
to: 
the major inroads of English and French language mass media (TV, video, radio, 
recorders, literature, etc.) in the Cree community; the broad community acceptance of 
other outsider material and lifestyle amenities; and the Cree community's prevalent travel 
and communication between adjacent and distant Canadian urban centers; 
the obvious demands of French and English for communication with the provincial 
and Ottawa governments, as well as the seemingly prevalent language choices for 
business/administration within the local Cree community; 
the pragmatic value of French and English to all Crees for off-reserve schooling, 
jobs, business, travel and other miscellaneous activity; and 
the requirement of Canadian officialdom that English and French be the major 
languages of instruction in all public education of Canada--to which Cree education is 
part by virtue of Canadian public funding. 
Realistically, the Crees have no choice but to coexist for all time with the greater 
Canadian society. The Crees must be proficient in both English and French, and in other 
languages, if need be. Dominant cultures do not readily adapt to minority languages or 
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cultures. For a functional Cree culture survival, the Crees must actively maintain the 
Cree language (dialects) and Cree ways as they interact with the flow of their two ruling 
national societies. The Crees are aware of this. Cree internal differences or the disunity 
of sparse Cree populations longitudinally scattered across Canada are but secondary 
factors, compared to the priority of safeguarding their broad-based cultural identities and 
their native territorial or other rights. 
Critical as prolonged stewardship of ancestral lands is for Cree subsistence and 
identity, that alone may not assure Cree cultural survival. My point being that the 
survival of culture is much dependent on the continuity of a fully functional Cree 
vernacular. An often heard axiom by ethnic peoples wary of their vulnerability to 
dominant cultures, states that "when language goes, so goes the culture." During the past 
two decades of contact with the Quebec Crees, I have noted Cree oral communication 
deterioration with each succeeding generation. I anticipate that any meaningful retention 
and development of the Cree language will oblige Cree education to institute a high 
priority program of functional broad-based Cree literacy for each regional dialect. 
Otherwise the Cree language cannot cope with expanding communication demands of a 
modem Cree Nation, nor eventually serve as the local operational language of the Cree 
community. How might Cree local, regional and national identity status then be affected? 
In our tempo of quicker and greater knowledge retrieval, written language 
proficiency is the key for keeping on track. Instant media communication: spoken, 
written and visual, transmits daily information to readers and viewers of all ages and 
strata in countless cultures of the world. And mass media expect all to immediately grasp 
the message. Oral skills alone do not meet the demands of global information 
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dissemination and comprehension. Rare is the culture today exempt from the 
omnipotent electronic message. Even most remote cultural groups following ages-old 
oral tradition, only recently or still illiterate, are now suddenly introduced to the 
bewildering phantasmagoria of modem communication. This has prompted a number of 
minority cultures worldwide to establish indigenous language writing systems suitable for 
not only their early educational needs, but also for the graduated levels of general public 
purpose. The objective being to preserve the cultural/ethnic language(s) from extinction 
by the onrush of external dominant languages and cultural mores. This threat is being 
acutely experienced today by many minority cultures worldwide, as their culturally-based 
oral transmission of knowledge declines precipitously with each generation. The moment 
of reckoning has arrived also for the Crees to assure the preservation of their language 
and culture for the current and following generations. 
In Chapter IV of this study, I describe examples of ethnic language revitalization 
activities, specifically among the Nordic/Russian Sami, and the Ob-Ugrian and Samoyed 
Siberian minority peoples of Russia. It stresses the important role of writing systems 
today for the survival of such languages, which until very recently have relied solely on 
oral tradition for their continuance. These findings will be compared with the parallel 
situation in a segment of the Cree Nation: The Lake Mistissini Crees. 
F. Summary of the Problem Statement 
I have presented a multifaceted problem statement of external and internal 
sociopolitical, sociocultural, educational, linguistic and historical factors all of which 
impact upon the main subject of my study: the problematic status of the Cree language in 
Canada regarding current efforts at Cree language retention and development. 
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At this point I view the situation as potentially preventing Cree from becoming a 
viable language for daily modem communicative purposes. What remaining function 
would Cree then have? My field observations among the Mistissini Crees and the 
Atikameks in Quebec Province, and data from secondary sources on Crees elsewhere, 
reveal some major concerns: 
Cree as the primary spoken language is eroding among the adolescent and young 
adult generations (the large component of the Cree community) who are the most prone 
to outsider acculturation. This phenomenon began by the infusion of bilingualism and 
biculturalism in Cree education, by the dominance of Canadian public mass media 
programming throughout the Cree communities, and by increased contact with Canadian 
urban centers. 
In spite of some 25 years of K-3 levels of Cree reading and writing instruction in 
their respective Cree Education systems nationwide, functional Cree literacy skills by the 
collective Cree community have not appreciably materialized. 
The above indicators of language deterioration are compounded by the hesitancy 
and/or resistance of a divisive and geographically dispersed Cree population to accept and 
apply standardization for all Cree education systems, methods and materials, goals and 
current Cree writing systems. 
With no common format for Cree text, a cultural, sociopolitical, educational and 
linguistic disunity remains between the various regional Cree dialect populations (see 7 
below). 
In addition to the shortcomings of only regionally or locally intended Cree 
education programming, methods, materials, and goals, an adjunct concern (as in the 
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small, closely-knit Quebec Cree communities) is the chronic inadequacy of native pools 
of researchers, educational programmers/developers, educators, administrators, 
technicians and other key specialists essential for the operation of Cree Education 
systems. Oftentimes, to offset such inadequacies, local or regional Cree politics must 
decide on "some" candidate(s) to undergo crash training for unfilled education-related 
work positions. 
Mixed Cree emotions that arise from a supposedly Cree-controlled Cree education 
which, nevertheless, is actually dictated by Provincial or Federal government policies for 
Canadian public education. 
Interestingly, no one at Mistissini mentioned the need for a standard Cree 
orthography between the different Cree dialect groups in Quebec Province and elsewhere 
across Canada. A comment by David McNeil in 1987 comes to mind. He was then 
director of educational services, at the Conseil de la Nation Atikamekw (now Conseil 
Montagnais-Atikamekw) in La Tuque, Quebec. In response to my inquiry about 
Atikamekw Cree dialect issues such as, “Is there any possibility of standardizing 
Atikamekw orthography with other Cree dialects?,” his response was that nothing of the 
sort was in the works. His opinion being that “each community, dialect group (e.g., 
Atikamekw) was self-serving, rather than striving for an idealistic cross-dialect 
unification in Cree language.” This may explain the Mistissini silence regarding a 
uniform Cree text for all Crees. 
Understandably, resolutions to these and other issues must emerge from a leveling 
of sociopolitical differences by the collective body of the Cree Nation. However, timing 
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is of the essence if effective measures for Cree language retention and its functional 




The source materials for this study came from books, articles, documents, films, 
personal communications, personal observations, and other miscellaneous information 
collected on field trips. All partial references found in this chapter are fully noted in the 
Bibliography. The essential outline here follows broadly that of Chapter I. 
A. Geography and Territorial Claims 
1. Crees 
From Alberta to the Atlantic coast of Quebec, Cree territory comprises a continuous 
belt of open tundra, borealis forest, as well as the Western Plains. Portions of these 
current Cree territories have been aboriginal lands since prehistory. Canadian 
government or Cree ownership of these lands by treaty or other agreements has been an 
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ongoing process since colonization. My sources for these intertwined topics were 
Michelson 1939; Rhodes 1981; Storck 1981; Clarke 1982; Minister of Indian and 
Northern Affairs Survey Report: Indian Conditions, 1980; James Bay and Northern 
Quebec Agreement, 1976; Map: Department of Energy, Mines and Resources. Canada, 
1980: Indian Inuit Communities and Languages; Natural Resources Defense Council 
Report, 1992. 
2. Nordic and Russian Kola Peninsula Samis 
Sami geography, primarily open tundra and borealis forest above the Arctic Circle 
continues from the northwestern North Sea coast of Norway to the Kola Peninsula. The 
Samis have never had legal claims to their lands which they have used since prehistory. 
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Efforts are underway for Nordic Sami land rights. My sources for Sami data in this 
category were the Finno-Ugrian Society maps 1980, 1993; personal contact with nomad 
reindeer Sami in northwest Finland, 1951; Keskitalo 1981; Aikio; Mursula; and Puoskari 
1982; Liikanen 1991; S. Aikio 1993; T.I. Itkonen 1948; O.H. Magga 1993; (Roman) 
Tacitus manuscript, Germania. 55-117 A.D. 
3. Hanti and Mansi 
The geography for these northwestern Siberian native peoples is similar to that of 
the Canadian northern woods Crees, Nordic and Russian Sami. The Hanti and Mansi are 
primarily a taiga (borealis) forest culture living on ancestral lands along both sides of the 
Ob River. They have never been granted land rights. My sources for Hanti and Mansi 
geography and lands are the Finno-Ugrian Society maps 1980, 1993. 
4. Nenets 
Nenets utilize the entire tundra-covered Jamal Peninsula and the adjoining coastal 
southern forest belt east to the Yenisei River. They have no land rights. My sources for 
Nenets geography and territories are the Finno-Ugrian Society maps 1980, 1993. 
B. Population and Other Sociodemographic Data 
1. Crees 
Data on diverse Cree populations in Canada are approximate and vary according to 
sources and designations for Crees: whether status or non-status, franchised or 
disenfranchised, and full Cree or Metis-Cree. Domicile for Crees in the northern 
hinterlands can be mobile and non-specific. Sources used for this category were Wolfart 
1973; MacDonald 1978; Rhodes 1981; Honigmann 1981; Burnaby 1980, 1982; Clarke 
1982; Barman; Hebert; and McCaskill 1987; Seguin 1992; Department of the Secretary 
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of State of Canada, Canada’s Off-Reserve Aboriginal Population: A Statistical 
Overview, 1991. 
2. Nordic and Russian Samis 
Nordic Sami population figures are relatively accurate, but designation “Sami” can 
vary by country, blood ties or livelihood. Russian Sami population data were long 
overestimated. Recent investigations on the Kola Peninsula have revealed much lower 
numbers which indicate eventual culture and language disappearance if not remedied. 
Sources used were Morottaja 1981; Aikio et al 1982; T.I. Itkonen 1948; J. Korhonen 
1989; Seurujarvi-Kari 1991; O.H. Magga 1993; Nickul 1970; Salminen 1993. 
a. Sami Livelihood 
Livelihood conditions among all Sami groups can vary from arctic forest settlement 
dwellers as hunters, fishermen and gatherers to nomadic reindeer herders on open tundra 
plains in the proximity of the North Sea. External pressures differently affect Sami 
livelihood situations depending on which side of the international borders Samis are 
located. My sources here were Massa 1980; Rantala 1994; and the references listed 
above for Population. 
b. Sami Beliefs and Religions 
Although speakers of very different languages and dialects, all Samis consider 
themselves as one people sharing many traditional lifeways and beliefs from distant eras. 
The Nordic Sami are devout members of the Christian (Laestadian) Church. The Russian 
Samis are increasingly returning to the Russian Orthodox faith after a 70 year hiatus 
during which the Communist dogma served as the only faith in Russia. My references 
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for this category were Holmberg (Harva) 1915; T.I. Itkonen 1948; Aikio et al 1982; 
Siikala 1992. 
3. Hanti and Mansi 
Hanti and Mansi, Sami and many other Russian northern minority population 
numbers and related data reveal an unmistakable cultural decline which appears to be 
irreversible. This is due to an overwhelming outsider migration onto Hanti and Mansi 
and other minority traditional lands prompted by massive industrial exploitation of 
resources across entire northwestern Russian Siberia. The sources were Hyttinen 1989; 
Vakhtin 1991; Salminen 1993; Kiinnap 1993, 1995; Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff 1993. 
Russian minority/ethnic population data from 1980’s on are updated and fairly reliable. 
a. Hanti and Mansi Livelihood 
The Hanti are a semi-tundra and forest culture of reindeer breeders and hunter- 
fishermen, whereas the Mansi are mainly forest dwellers. Both culture groups in the past 
two decades have seriously deteriorated from sweeping industrialization on northwest 
Siberian native subsistence lands. My sources were Hyttinen 1989; Aipin 1990; 
Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff and Garin 1992; Kemppainen 1993. 
b. Hanti and Mansi Beliefs and Religion 
The traditional Hantis actively maintained their very ancient bear ritual and other 
old beliefs continuously to mid 20th century. This in spite of severe Stalinist-Soviet 
persecutions for the practice of any faith other than the Communist doctrine. Most 
Russian northern minorities in prior eras had been formally converted to the Russian 
Orthodox faith. The Mansi group, always weaker in numbers, are now an ebbing culture 
spiritually and bodily. Sources here were Karjalainen 1898-1902, (1983 ed. M. 
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Korhonen); Hyttinen 1989; Lehmuskallio, early 1990’s; Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff and 
Garin 1992; Kemppainen 1993; Hallowell 1926; A. Tanner 1979; Honko; Timonen; 
Branch; and Bosley 1994; Siikala 1992. 
4. Nenets 
The Nenets population is strong in numbers, but paradoxically is rapidly shrinking 
as a minority group in terms of the rising total outsider population of their aboriginal 
territories. This is an imminent threat to Nenets dependent on their traditional 
subsistence economy, reindeer herding, hunting and fishing. My sources here were 
Vakhtin 1992; Kunnap 1993, 1995; Salminen 1993; Lehmuskallio 1993. 
a. Nenets Livelihood 
As alluded to in above categories, the traditional subsistence economy of an ages- 
old intact Nenets arctic culture is now seriously threatened by an entrenched Russian- 
multinational industrial exploitation of gas, oil, mineral, and other rich resources 
discovered in northern Siberia. My references were Pentikainen 1991; Lehmuskallio and 
Lapsui early 1990’s; Vakhtin 1992; Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff and Garin 1992; Bryan 
1994. 
b. Nenets Beliefs and Religion 
Old Nenets beliefs resemble those of the other Russian and Nordic northern cultures 
presented in this study. Nenets were converted to the Russian Orthodox Church during 
the same times as other Russian northern native peoples. My sources here were 
Dioszegui 1968; Karjalainen 1898-1902, (1983 ed. M. Korhonen); Flinckenberg- 




Cree governance of their various current administrative bodies resembles the 
Canadian national and provincial counterparts. This probably facilitates smoother 
procedural flows between the umbrella organization, Minister of Indian Affairs, and the 
numerous Indian bands of Canada. In this study, my primary focus has been on the 
governance of the Eastern James Bay Crees. My sources were the James Bay and 
Northern Quebec Agreement 1975; the (Quebec) Cree Regional Authority and the Cree 
School Board annual reports (1993-1996) (see Chapter I: Tables of governance for 
Eastern James Bay Cree Communities); and personal communications and data collected 
during visits to the Lake Mistissini Band Council Administration Building. 
2. Sami 
Sami ‘siita’ organizations were the traditional bodies of governance in prior times. 
Modem Sami organizations, evolved from old siita structures, today serve as forms of 
limited Sami self-governance. Current legalized Sami organizations have a strong voice 
in the legislatures of respective Nordic national governments. Russian Samis, currently 
ally members of central Nordic Sami organizations, have slightly bettered their positions 
for potential limited Sami governance rights on the Kola peninsula. My references here 
were V. Tanner 1929; T.I. Itkonen 1945; J. Korhonen 1978, 1989; Keskitalo 1981; Aikio 
et al 1982; Rantala 1994. 
3. Hanti and Mansi 
All Russian northern aboriginal peoples had somewhat similar forms of traditional 
governance pertaining to societal, territorial and subsistence matters (see Sami siitas 
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mentioned above). However, self-governance among all the Russian northern minority 
peoples today is either heavily restricted or non-existent. For current Russian governance 
of these peoples, my main source was Vakhtin 1992. Traditional governance data 
sources were Dioszegui 1968; Karjalainen 1898-1902 (ed. M. Korhonen 1938). 
4. Nenets 
See Hanti and Mansi governance. 
D. Native Education 
1. Indian Education in Canada 
All Indian education must conform to the rulings of the Department of Indian 
Affairs: Education Branch that is under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Education. 
From the earliest colonization period to the 20th century, the purpose of government- 
church regulated Indian education was to teach the Gospel, European standards, and basic 
manual skills as the means for Indian integration into greater Canadian society. The 
benchmark for Indian education today was the National Indian Brotherhood Policy Paper: 
Indian Control of Indian Education, 1973. My other sources for this overview were 
James Bauman, “A Guide to Issues in Indian Language Retention” 1980; N. Starblanket 
1980; Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs survey report: Indian Conditions 1980; 
Rhodes and Todd 1981; Burnaby 1980,1981; Astin 1982; Barman et al 1986, 1987; 
David McNeil (Interview), 1987; Winnipeg Indian Control of Indian Education 
Conference Overview Report 1980:6; Billy Diamond (in Barman et al 1987), in 
MacGregor, 1989 (see Appendix C for chronological factors in the development of Indian 
Education in Canada). For information in a huge area such as Indian education in 
Canada, I concentrated on sources that pertained to my main study group, the Crees. 
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Cree Education 
As indicated above, the different Cree regional education systems function along 
the dictates of the Department of Indian Affairs. My sources for Cree education related 
data were Burnaby 1984; Rhodes and Todd 1981; Honigmann 1981; Anthony and 
Burnaby 1977, 1979; Barman et al 1987; Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development survey report: Indian Conditions, 1980; McNeil (Interviews) 1987 (see 
Appendix C). My readings here were much the same, for reasons given above. 
Cree Language Education: Retention and Language Learning Theories 
Cree language education has encompassed many areas of activity. Since the 
1970’s, Cree language teaching and learning methods, as well as Cree language 
preservation and development efforts have relied on extensive input from outsider 
linguists, educators and practicing theorists of language acquisition. My references for 
these areas included Burnaby 1980, 1982, 1983, 1984; Cummings 1985; Skutnabb- 
Kangas 1988; Sook W.C. and O’Grady 1989; Laurell 1989; Education Secretariat survey 
report: 152 First Nations in Canada, 1990; Sapir 1921; Bloomfield 1933; Chomsky 1959. 
The above source readings helped clarify the scope of Cree language education and 
retention problems and prospects. 
Writing Systems: Cree Writing Systems 
Two totally different writing systems were introduced to the Crees by missionaries 
in the 18th and 19th centuries. The purpose was to teach the Gospel and rudimentary 
literacy skills to the natives. James Evans designed and widely distributed the Cree 
syllabary in 1840. Romanized Native Canadian text appeared almost a century earlier. 
As yet nonstandardized, both systems today are in native church and secular use 
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throughout Canada. With strong supporters of each system, a schism has been created in 
Cree language education and retention, and in the effectiveness of Cree in modem 
communication systems. My focus and support is on Romanized Cree in this study. The 
reasons are pragmatic. My sources for variants of Romanized Cree are to be found in 
Appendix B. For other related materials my sources were Crystal 1987; Jespersen 1886; 
Ellis 1973; Anthony and Burnaby 1979; Burnaby 1985; Murdoch 1985; Mallon 1985; 
Janhunen 1987, 1991. My readings revealed a predicament of two divergent Cree writing 
systems that deadlock Cree language development for modem needs. 
Cree Orthographies in Roman: Standardization vs. Nonstandardization 
The companion problem to the two different Cree writing systems is the lack of 
standardization for either. Chapter V and Appendix B of this study illustrate variants of 
Romanized Cree orthographies found in past and current Cree writing systems. Thus far, 
arguments for standardization of these orthographies have been unsuccessful on a 
national basis due to Cree sociopolitical and historical positions. In my opinion, this 
stalemate will create sizable problems in Cree as the common working language for the 
Cree Nation. My constant reliable source from all readings on this topic remains Ellis 
1973. It remains to be seen which will prevail, Cree local biases or a nationwide need for 
one standard Cree writing system. 
2. Nordic Sami Education: Sami (Language). Education and Retention: Sami Writing 
Systems and Literacy 
Until quite recently, Sami public education was entirely national society oriented. 
However, in the last decade or thereabouts, a strongly united Sami language and culture 
revitalization movement arose initially among young Nordic Samis, and ultimately 
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encompassed all age groups. That triggered the Nordic Sami Language Act (1992) which 
legalized Sami as the official language of Sami education and of Sami administrative and 
other public business within each Sami community of the Nordic countries. Sami 
education now occurs equitably in Sami and the respective national language 
(Norwegian, Swedish or Finnish) continually from elementary through secondary levels. 
A true bilingualism has been achieved within one decade. The first secondary level 
graduates were in 1997. Increasing numbers of Nordic Samis are enrolling in post¬ 
secondary studies taught bilingually. Nordic Sami language and culture maintenance is 
now close to being on par with the national language and culture. My sources were 
Linnakivi 1981; Morottaja 1981; Keskitalo 1981; Aikio 1982, 1988; 14th Conference of 
Nordic Samis 1989; Sami Educational Council report, 1989; STT Shortwave Report on 
Sami language and culture maintenance, 1990; Seurujarvi-Kari 1991; Korhonen, 1981a; 
Liikanen 1992; Magga 1993; Sammallahti, 1977. My many Nordic Sami readings 
disclosed a well organized comprehensive Sami education system today that seemingly 
offers solid Sami language and culture development projections well into the next 
millennium. 
3. Russian Native Education: Native Language and Culture Issues 
a. Sami 
In spite of considerable financial, material and morale aid from Nordic Sami 
sources, the divisive Kola Samis remain disorganized concerning maintenance or 
reorganization of their Sami education, native language and culture upkeep or 
revitalization. Russian authorities offer little financial, material or other support for 
aboriginal language and culture purposes. Outdated Sami language school primers are 
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primarily intended to teach and learn the Russian language and culture. Since the Kola 
Samis have been active members of Nordic Sami central organizations for half a decade 
or so, more activity in Kola Sami language and culture revitalization is expected. My 
sources were Korhonen; Mosnikoff; and Sammallahti 1973; J. Korhonen 1989; Rantala 
1994. From my readings about the Russian Samis, I sensed a “wait and see” stance by all 
concerned with regard to what measures this small, fractured group may take to sustain 
their native language and cultural ways, 
b. Hanti and Mansi 
Northern Siberian minority education, native language and culture maintenance 
issues, such as for the Hanti and Mansi groups, are less encouraging than for the Kola 
Samis who have supportive Nordic contacts in the West. Recent reports by research 
scholars, educators, linguists, reporters and other travelers give disheartening reports 
regarding foreseeable aboriginal language and culture survival prospects in Arctic Russia. 
Relentless advances of Russian multinational industrial exploitation across Arctic Russia 
systematically “redistribute” all aboriginal cultures in their path. Outsider witness 
comments such as “ecological and cultural catastrophe” more or less sum up the 
consequences of feverish industrial operations in northwestern Siberia, the homelands of 
the Hanti and Mansi, Nenets and Nganasans. My sources for the Hanti and Mansi and 
Nenets in this category were Janhunen 1991; Pentikainen 1991; Vakhtin 1992; 
Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff and Garin 1992; Salminen 1993; Kiinnap 1993; Kemppainen 
1993; Saarinen 1993; M. Lehmuskallio; A. Lapsui 1944; Haapasaari 1994. These 
readings were disheartening because all writers predicted a premature Hanti and Mansi 
language and culture death, if remedies were not forthcoming quickly. A remedy was 
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unlikely because total industrial exploitation of rich natural deposits had Russian top 
priority in all Hanti and Mansi territories, and would continue unabated until all possible 
resources were exhausted, 
c. Nenets 
Even though the isolated Nenets and adjacent Nganasans in remote northwestern 
Siberia still practice ages-old, intact subsistence cultural ways relatively undisturbed 
today, even enjoying relative autonomy in their Russian-oriented native education and 
language retention, paradoxically, they are in danger of potential culture collapse. 
Gigantic industrialization, fully projected years ago on drawing boards, is now steadfastly 
advancing through virgin taiga regions below, and head on for the far northern tundra 
grazing lands of the nomad reindeer Nenets and Nganasans. The predicted final outcome 
is only a matter of time. My sources here are much the same as for the Hanti and Mansi. 
The readings on these culture groups infer that prophecies for the Nenets and Nganasans 
may be what the Hanti and Mansi are experiencing at this moment, unless some miracle 
intervenes. No such miracle is expected from government or corporate headquarters. See 
sources: Kiinnap 1993; Vakhtin 1992; Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff and Garin 1992; 
Janhunen 1991. 
E. Special Case Study: Cree Literacy Status at Lake Mistissini (Quebec) 
My field studies among Quebec Crees ultimately gravitated to the Lake Mistissini 
reserve, the largest of the nine community complex of Eastern James Bay Crees. 
Numerous central regional organizations were located in this community, for instance, 
the Cree Regional Authority (Quebec), the Cree School Board (Quebec), the regional 
Cree radio broadcasting station that serves all its own communities and even the 
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peripheral Atikamekw and Naskapi listeners. Legislatively, Quebec James Bay Cree 
education enjoys certain rights of equal coexistence with greater Canada society that 
other regional Cree education systems do not. These unique privileges were acquired in 
1975 upon enactment of the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement. Since this 
agreement, Quebec James Bay Cree education has steadily progressed in its programs, 
materials, resource peoples, facilities and administrations. Yet, the securing of Cree 
literacy overall has been disappointing. One can only guess where the problem lies. Is it 
that some do not own up to any problem? Is it that their Cree syllabary is the only 
officially recognized writing system for all Cree language programs of Quebec James 
Bay Cree education? Or, is it that lingering sociohistorical attitudes of yesteryear refuse 
to accept modem reality? Whatever the reasons, they add up to the same problem. This 
ongoing enigma of Cree illiteracy is overdue for remedies if Cree is meant to be the 
functional language for all sectors of Quebec James Bay Cree internal and external 
communication. 
My sources for information on this topic were The James Bay and Northern Quebec 
Agreement, 1975; Cree School Board annual reports, 1993-1996; personal observations 
and communications while on regular visits to Mistissini Band Council Administration 
offices, to key community leaders, and to other contacts throughout the community 
(1980’s to mid 1990’s). 
This case study serves to present one specific Cree culture complex with interesting 
parallels to other circumpolar arctic native cultures, such as the Nordic and Russian Sami, 
Ob-Ugrian, Hanti and Mansi, and Samoyed Nenets of North Siberia. My hope is that this 
case study, and the entire study, will also duly alert the Crees to the reality that only the 
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combination of relatively proficient literary and spoken Cree will meet current and future 
demands for a fully functional Cree, and for a long lasting survival of the Cree language, 
culture and identity. 
F. Summary Statement 
Regardless of variants found in my sources for similar conditions of the Crees, 
Samis, Hanti and Mansi, and the Nenets, substantial parallels remained between all 
groups. This indicated to me that the above culture groups have significant elements in 
common such as: problems with native language and culture maintenance; diminishing 
native subsistence economies due to gradual loss of ancestral lands; and increasing 
external and internal sociopolitical pressures brought on by government, industrial and 
other outsider lifestyle incursions. All groups are striving to resolve these problems 
individually, rather than from a circumpolar/collective perspective. My hope is that this 
study might contribute to some form of collaborative action taken by the above northern 







The writing method throughout this study is descriptive narrative. Where needed, 
tables and linguistic models were included. The gathering and review of documentation 
has been a major undertaking in this study, as is illustrated in the visits category below 
and in Chapter II, Sources. 
For most field situations, I have assumed the role of participant observer: in 
wilderness travel, at Cree community activities, in the operation of Cree school 
classrooms and education-related pursuits, in Cree language radio broadcasting facilities, 
and in the wide variety of situations for interviews, discussions or general dialogue. The 
instruments used for broad data retrieval have been a 35mm camera, a pocket recorder 
and notepads for general handwritten items. 
I begin my description of methods used for this study by first explaining how my 
wilderness canoe trips in Quebec yielded thoughts for a possible study. I then 
sequentially describe observations, people encounters, data gathered and broad study 
areas investigated which began to materialize in parts of this study. Background 
literature review on Canadian and other North American Indians followed, but then 
narrowed to the Crees. Prompted by my UMass/School of Education graduate program 
course studies, I broadened readings to other circumpolar cultures: the Nordic Sami and 
certain minority arctic peoples in Russia. This led to a series of visits to Finland for 
archival research and discussions with Finnish scholars of Finno-Ugric and Siberian 
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studies at the University of Helsinki. Materials accumulated from the Crees and the other 
northern minority groups revealed parallels in geography, lifestyles, in rapid language 
and culture loss, etc. These parallels afforded opportunities for comparisons. 
My concentration on the Crees then shaped the study into issues of the Cree 
language (and culture) and other minority languages (and cultures) linked to their 
particular education systems. All groups being considered experienced dominant external 
government and politico-industrial pressures within their regional communities and 
aboriginal territories. 
Lastly, the study strongly focuses on the Cree language: a) its retention and 
development in Cree Education, and b) suggested linguistic approaches for a needed 
uniform Cree writing system compatible for all Cree dialects. 
B. Wilderness Adventure: Solo Canoe Treks, 1970s - Mid 1980s 
1. Quebec Province: Southeastern Interior 
As stated in Chapter I, the purpose of my earlier summer canoe travels through 
Quebec wilderness waters was purely adventure - oriented toward physical conditioning, 
and the dissipation of accumulated yearly teaching stresses. The first significant trips 
began in the southeastern interior of Quebec adjacent to Labrador. Every trip in that 
region was an unrelenting battle with the Labrador-spawned elements of heavy rains, 
rough terrain and wind-whipped waters. Some repay for it all was the striking beauty of 
this unpredictable region. As a fairly seasoned wilderness traveler though, from many 
prior years, I was fully equipped with survival gear. My motto for wilderness travel has 
always been “preparation and prudence.” But the aggravation of a steady rain for fifteen 
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days (as on my first trip to this comer of Quebec) can be motivation to paddle elsewhere 
some day. 
People Encounters 
Still vivid in mind from this area are the meetings with large scale Quebecois clear 
cut logging operations by massive machinery and chain saw crews that left behind 
devastated lands and waters. To my query about why nothing was left standing for 
natural seeding, the response was “what for?.. .there plenty tree more up Nord.” Since 
then the Quebec forests have continued shrinking northward. 
I rarely met Indians or spotted their campsites. The few Montagnais that I did meet 
were strictly French-speaking, whereby I resorted to old Indian sign language (which I 
knew fairly well as a youngster) and body gestures. Little productive dialogue passed 
between us. The downside of four canoe trips to this region was the scarcity of Indian 
encounters along the waters I traveled. But the benefit from arduous paddling situations 
was the physical toughening gained. This was to become a definite asset for longer trips 
that awaited ahead. I had decided to probe inland Quebec, namely the Gouin Reservoir, 
the following summer. Another important decision made was to locate some Quebec 
Indian language study materials. 
2. Gouin Reservoir: Opitciwan (Obediiwan) Reserve 
Observations - People Encounters - Cree Language Study 
For a number of summers the Gouin Reservoir wilderness waters and its natives, the 
Atikamekw Crees, proved rewarding for field studies. The weather, winds and terrain 
were definitely tolerable. The entire region (beyond the Quebec French outfitters leased 
areas) was dotted with old and recent Atikamekw hunting/trapping campsites which 
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continually provided material culture data to my notepads and 35mm slide collections. In 
spite of the spotty sights and sounds of logging activity, the forests and waters were 
relatively intact from logging damage. My growing curiosity in elements of Atikamekw 
bush culture such as campsite layouts and locations, extemal/intemal design of shelters, 
Nature worship, types of implements, gear, clothing, preparation of hides, foods and 
trapping/hunting methods, urged constant movement from one location to another. I 
logged over 450 canoe miles the first summer exploring Gouin. Intermittent contacts 
with Atikamekw Crees on the move in their territorial waters were fairly common. I was 
able to maintain a crude dialogue with my new “bush Cree” haphazardly pieced from a 
variety of Cree dialect vocabularies. It made for some humorous moments, but talk we 
did. For my pidgin Cree, materials then were obtainable from various regional Indian 
Affairs and Indian Education offices in Western Canada. Unfortunately, Atikamekw and 
Montagnais language materials were predominantly in French text which I did not fully 
understand. In time my errant Cree language study progressed to good English text 
introductions for the Western Plains Cree-Y dialect. Some years later, corresponding 
tapes became available. Access to these materials was the “fork in my road” for serious 
Cree language study. 
Some twenty or more years ago, Opitciwan reserve was a remote Quebec 
government-issue shack community in Northern Quebec distantly isolated from any main 
roads. Accessibility to the reserve by vehicle was often all but an impossible venture 
along a deeply-rutted winding “road” through bush country. In those times the 
Atikameks drove their unregistered cars along the bush roads with hell-bent abandon and 
a measure of bootleg spirits. The roadsides were marked by ill-fated wrecks and crosses. 
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Official, emergency or other important travel was by bush plane. The only reliable public 
communication to the outside world was by short-wave telephone at the health clinic run 
by a lone Quebec French nurse. The community electric power relied on one finicky 
generator. Regular outside news arrived by a short-wave Cree language program 
broadcasted from Lake Mistissini. Exactly at the hour of the newscast, all Atikamekw 
households owning a short-wave receiver quieted down. Each word was carefully 
listened to because the news hour was the only regular link to happenings beyond 
Opitciwan. When I arrived by canoe to this reserve for the first time, the shores were 
lined with people. Mr. Richard Morin, the long-time French director of the reserve, was 
the first to greet me and introduce himself in unusually good English. “Why the crowd, 
what’s the occasion?” I asked. “To see you arrive,” he said, “because no outsider had 
come to Opitciwan by canoe for years and they wanted to know who the lone traveler was 
that spoke a strange Cree.” Days earlier I had met Atikameks passing by my campsite. 
We exchanged beers, American Buds for Quebec Labatts and chatted. Word somehow 
quickly reached Opitciwan. 
Today there is a good road to the reserve. They have all the amenities: modem 
mass media, pick-up trucks and vans, busses, regular plane flights, some modem houses, 
clinics, security and administration buildings, schools, etc. Strangers are not a novelty 
any longer. The old Atikamekw ways are fading with the elders. 
After my initial contacts with the Atikameks, I began to devise my own Romanized 
version of spoken Atikamekw, i.e., selecting a Roman character for what I perceived to 
be its corresponding Atikamekw speech sound (phoneme). This hastened and improved 
my written recording of Atikamekw words and expressions. Since no one spoke to me in 
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French, I had ample opportunity to use my bush Cree and to develop my Cree writing 
system. Practically all the Atikameks I had contact with were fully French conversant. 
Yet, I never witnessed Atikameks speaking any French among themselves. They resorted 
to French only when conversing with Quebec French personnel such as Indian Affairs 
agents, RCMP’s, the reserve nurse, and occasional other Quebec visitors. My impression 
was that all Atikamekw age and societal levels had an absolute command of their native 
language. 
Each summer Opitciwan, with its surrounding lands and waters, became my base of 
operation for observing Atikamekw cultural ways, and particularly the bush culture 
practices still evident throughout the reserve. But I must again mention Richard Morin, 
his wife and children, who befriended me from the outset and always facilitated my 
reserve-wide activities, for instance in obtaining needed accommodations. Still vivid in 
my memory is an exceptionally magnanimous gesture on their part during one Christmas- 
New Year school break when Richard had arranged a bush plane to fly me gratis to 
Opitciwan. We (the pilot and I) soared across immense stretches of the boreal forest in 
-55 ° weather against a pounding Arctic wind. The small plane was literally loaded with 
six large garbage bags full of good used winter clothing donated by my students for the 
poverty-stricken Atikamekw community. Smoothly dropping the ski-plane in the middle 
of a snowdrifted frozen bay facing Opitciwan community about a kilometer away, my 
Quebecois pilot said, “O.K., the bags outside, I leave you here and pick you up after one 
week, maybe.. .1 no go closer to village, big celebrer.. .it New Year compren vous? Bon 
Anne.” The plane roared off. To escape the bitterly biting wind, I dove into the pile of 
bags, wondering what now? After a spell, I heard two whining skidoos heading towards 
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me. Shortly thereafter, I was spread-eagled on a swaying Atikamekw toboggan clutching 
bags and whatever, and heading full throttle for the settlement. At a moment none too 
soon, I was sipping on hot tea at the kitchen table of my Atikamekw friends, the entire 
Charles Awashish family. They were curious to hear what had prompted Lennupoika to 
literally drop in on them in the dead of winter. 
After many enjoyable and productive stays at the Opitciwan reserve, and equally 
positive explorations in its territorial waters, the moment arrived to move on. Heeding 
Atikamekw accounts of much greater waters and territories further north at Lake 
Mistissini where the Crees were English-speaking, I began to consider that to be my next 
destination. Promising to bring Atikamekw tidings to Awashish relatives at Lake 
Mistissini, and with an exchange of mementos, I bid adieu to the Atikameks. The 
following summer my travel-scarred, trusty white canoe tightly secured to the rooffack 
and the remaining same old gear inside my VW bug (except for new topo maps), I headed 
north on Interstate 91 for the long haul to Lake Mistissini. 
C. Visits 
Much important material culture information has been gained by observation alone, 
but orally transmitted cultural data has been possible only.by means of discussions with 
elders and other face to face Cree contacts. Likewise, an impressive amount of 
documented data and sources has been obtained by arranged visits. Data and sources that 
I attribute to visits are broad in range. Materials so gained include research reports, 
journals, DIA: Education Branch publications, native newspapers, native history, 
demographics, politics documentary films, native language glossaries and syntaxes, and 
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native education instructional materials. The following are examples of visits that have 
significantly contributed to the above materials and general progress of this study. 
McGill University, Montreal 
In the early 1980s when northbound, I stopped briefly in Montreal to check out the 
collection of Quebec Indian titles at the university bookstore. On one such occasion, I 
fortunately met Prof. C.D. Ellis, Head of the Department of Indian Studies. I described 
my wild canoe treks in Quebec, and expressed my interest in locating Cree language 
study materials. He promptly directed me to sources for recommended materials. Prof. 
Ellis also suggested that I attend an upcoming Algonquian conference at McGill. So 
began my productive direction for Cree language studies. 
Algonquian Conference, McGill University 
My first attendance of an Algonquian Conference over a decade ago was an 
important experience because Algonquian scholars presented a variety of topics, each in 
their area of expertise: material culture, history, linguistics, education, etc. I have since 
been kept current on titles, events and other information related to Algonquian and 
Iroquoian linguistics and literature by means of the quarterly bulletin, Algonquian and 
Iroquoian Linguistics. At the conference I had the privilege of meeting and talking with 
many participants, including a number of the scholars who had presented papers. 
Cree Language Short-Wave Programs/CBC Montreal 
The purpose of this visit was to observe/attend programming sessions, to see the 
facilities and understand basic operations, to have follow-up discussions with key 
personnel: administrators, programmers, commentators and studio staff. Topics of 
discussion were the territorial limits of the broadcast, the listening audience. 
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programming subject matter, the selection/level of quality in Cree language used, 
economics and other factors pertinent to Cree language broadcasts. 
Cree Cultural and Educational Center, Chibougamou 
Although these centers are more Cree public relations and informational offices for 
the French Quebec population, I have found items of information useful for my purposes. 
Visits to Indian Museum at Pointe Bleue also proved worthwhile. 
Conseil Montagnais-Atikamekw, LaTuque 
This is an organization for the production and distribution of pedagogical materials 
in the Montagnais and Atikamekw languages suitable for early language education. 
About ten years ago, I recall that the goals of David McNeil, then director of Native 
Studies, were to devise linguistically, culturally and educationally instructive materials, 
simple and effective visually and conceptually, yet strong in substance. Furthermore, 
they had to avoid boring, confusing, non-familiar, unrelated topic matter for the 
Atikamekw child. Five years ago I sat in the office of Robert Sarrasin, director of 
pedagogical Montagnais and Atikamekw materials. He was very seriously involved in an 
orthography revision into Roman for both Montagnais and Atikamekw. High goals also, 
as were those of McNeil, and very timely. 
Indian Families - North Quebec 
Having long left behind the large cities, I habitually made a stopover at a tiny 
Montagnais reserve of three log houses inside a provincial park. The occupants were all 
Metis-Montagnais and branched from the patriarch and matriarch elder couple, Robert 
and Mary Joseph Moar. The elders were in their seventies and both elders are now 
deceased. Robert Moar was directly descended from Andrew Moar, the first Englishman 
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Moar to remain at James Bay, a Hudson Bay Company employee. He married a Cree 
woman. The family lived at Moar Bay, Rupert House. Andrew Moar died there ca. 
1850. Robert Moar built the present central house of this tiny reserve on his inherited 
trapping grounds. Immediate to the house entry was Robert’s separate “summer house,” 
a neat little Cree trapper’s shanty, where he enjoyed early morning coffee and cigarettes. 
On joining him some mornings, his old time stories were gems. All about how the Indian 
freight canoes heavily laden with merchandise left Lac St. Jean. They followed a 
weaving route of rivers and lakes with many portages and paddlers’ aching backs before 
arriving a month later at James Bay. Then a repeat trip in reverse with goods from James 
Bay. 
In the rear of the house amidst Jack pines, Robert had set up a permanent old time 
Cree trapper’s tent with all the correct interior/exterior furnishings to the last item. His 
old buddies from James Bay and Mistissini passed their nights in this tent on their 
highway travels. For my nights in this tent, Robert always arranged everything in order. 
Then we chatted. I promised to bring his regards to friends at Mistissini. The new scents 
and sounds of the night signaled that I had reached Indian country, the edge of arctic 
wilderness. Only a few feet away to the rear of the tent stood a sacred pine on which 
were hung rows of bear skulls to honor the Bear Spirit. 
On one visit I asked Mary Joseph the age of the bear skulls. “Twenty, thirty year 
old,” she answered. We walked to the tree and I mentioned how I had always admired 
one particular silvered gray skull. She untied it, looked long at it, then gave it to me 
saying it had strong spirit. Inside the house, Mary Joseph said that the skull must be 
dressed properly. Fetching snare wire, scissors, yam and ribbon, she then wired the skull 
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as her grandmother had taught her, attaching the yam “bear-man” spirit and strands of 
colored ribbons. In the meantime Robert had entered and offered me the cleaned intact 
skull of a recently killed bear. The jaws were wired together and only the decorations 
were lacking. Mary Joseph recalled that a long time ago when she was young, feathers, 
ribbons, beads and painted markings were also added. 
The following summer, learning that both elders had recently passed away, I again 
slept in the same tent, but differently arranged with other furnishings and somewhat in 
disarray. The sacred tree, indistinguishable from others, was now bare with only a few 
tiny bits of bone lying at the base between pine needles. The younger generations of 
Metis-Montagnais now had their say and ways. 
In a number of other such visits with Cree elders living their old cultural ways, I 
have observed other equally interesting old Cree practices. The majority of those elders 
have also departed to the spirit world and taken the old ways with them. 
With the large cities far behind, I always have stopped at Chibougamou, the 
northernmost French town below Mistissini. It is the moment for relaxation, a meal, a 
visit to the Cree Culture Center, last minute shopping for provisions and a quick car 
check and tank up before continuing on a long, gravel road to Mistissini. Then a swing 
by the town residence of my Mistissini Cree friends, the Iserhoff family. They usually 
have been away at the reserve: Matthew at his administrative office and Annie in her 
school teaching program activities. We eventually would catch up on each other’s past 
year events at the reserve. And then we settled down to discuss current happenings in 
Cree education. 
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In the meantime, I’ve already settled down as a “temporary family member” with 
Jimmy Iserhoff (Matthew’s brother), his wife, Helen, and the other annually increasing 
family members. We regularly aired items of common interest such as boating to the 
lake, community sports and other community happenings, the elders, school programs, 
Cree language and culture matters. With my notepad, tape recorder, and camera I left 
“my Cree home” each morning for my usual rounds on the reserve. 
British Columbia 
In recent years I have completed three trips to Vancouver Island, the city of 
Vancouver, and along the mainland coast to visit various Indian reserves and museums to 
collect materials on local northwest native languages and cultures. Although I made the 
usual rounds of each reserve visited, my primary interest was to contact band council 
administrative offices and personnel to obtain native language educational manuals, 
glossaries, syntaxes, etc. I had relatively little success in accessing such materials. 
Reasons given were that band councils didn’t have sufficient stocks of native language 
publications for distribution to outsiders not actively working in their northwest native 
organizations. However, I was allowed to listen to bits of Tsimshian native language 
tapes and see Roman transcriptions of Salish phonemes/spoken sounds. The complexities 
of multiple consonant clusters and other sound peculiarities/idiosyncrasies in their speech 
patterns clearly revealed more design challenges in Romanized transcriptions, than for 
example with the simpler Quebec and other Cree dialect phonemic systems. I was 
informed that the northwest Indian tribes in general have experienced a much greater 
native language loss than, for instance, the Crees. In fact, certain knowledgeable 
individuals in British Columbia expressed little hope for efforts to revitalize or preserve 
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the British Columbia Indian languages that had already deteriorated beyond the point of 
return. 
Finland 
Usually prior to travels in North Quebec, I visited Finland to collect miscellaneous 
data related to language, culture, education, politics, territories, etc., on the Nordic Sami, 
Finno-Ugrian and other North Eurasian and Siberian minority peoples. Research took 
place at the archives of the University of Helsinki, the Archival Institute of Finnic 
Languages, the Finnish Literature Society, the Ministry of Education, the National 
Museum of Finland, and other institutions in Finland. Meetings and discussions with 
scholars and other key personnel always accompanied such visits. Of particular value 
have been the contacts at the Department of Finno-Ugric and Siberian Studies at the 
University, as well as at the Finnic Languages Archival Institute, and at the Literature 
Society. Additionally informative have been the visits to Heureka, the Science Museum 
of Finland, as well as discussion meetings with film makers, writers and other Finnish 
travelers pursuing their specialized activities among the northern minority cultures of 
Russia. 
D. Lake Mistissini Cree Reserve: Data Collecting Methods Since 1980’s 
Pursuits Concurrent to Lake Mistissini Activities 
The first arrival at Mistissini happened at an opportune time because it coincided 
with my other important pursuits in progress. It was the catalyst for largely shaping this 
study. The activities in progress were: 
My graduate program studies in the School of Education at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst. Courses consisted of the many aspects of education: systems 
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and methods, K-secondary levels, multicultural/bilingual, linguistic theory and 
application, language: origins, acquisition, change, loss, etc., sociocultural anthropology, 
and research methodology. This developed insight into the many variables in language 
and culture issues. 
The graduate studies that prompted investigation of circumpolar peoples had led to 
a series of research visits to the University of Helsinki as already mentioned. These 
research efforts revealed parallels with similar data gathered on Native Canadians, 
including the Crees. 
The first of several trips to British Columbia had been completed. The purpose of 
those trips was to collect miscellaneous data on the regional Indians. 
Progressive visits to the offices of Quebec Indian Affairs agencies and of Indian 
organizations were maintained to keep myself updated with data, events and printed 
material. 
The accumulation of diverse Cree language materials for immediate and future 
needs was steadily increasing. 
Prior to my initial visit to Mistissini, I was already aware of the importance that a 
language had on its particular culture. After the first few days of reconnoitering the 
reserve, I was taken aback that many Cree adolescents and young adults spoke English 
among themselves, and if they did speak their native language, it was oftentimes a cross- 
lingual anglicized Cree, “Crenglish.” I had not witnessed a like phenomenon at 
Opitciwan. In spite of the outwardly healthy appearance of the Mistissini village, larger 
in population and markedly more affluent than Opitciwan, I sensed an impending Cree 
language problem that was absent at Opitciwan. 
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In spite of broad Cree language and cultural matters foremost in mind on my first 
visit, I nevertheless was drawn by my voyageur spirit to explore the famed Mistissini 
waters and to discover what signs of Mistissini traditional bush culture might lie ahead. 
So went the first summer in pursuit of bush material culture, in chats with Mistissini 
Crees encountered on the waters, and in generally enjoying big water canoeing 
challenges. The following summer was similar but with a 50-50 concentration on reserve 
matters. I visited administrative and other office buildings and personnel, touring the 
reserve schools and becoming acquainted with Cree education administrators, other office 
personnel, Cree and non-native teachers, and Cree curriculum programmers/developers. I 
also chatted with local students, parents and the elders. I made myself known and talked 
with everyone everywhere: in the coffee shops, in the reserve stores, at sport events and 
other community gatherings, and with the Cree security and Cree construction crew 
members. 
I became familiar and comfortable with the community. I was ready for upcoming 
interviews and meetings the following season with representatives of community, 
governance and the reserve education system. Then I would fully focus on Cree language 
(and culture) retention and development, Cree language education, and Cree education at 
Mistissini. My methods for data gathering activities at Lake Mistissini are briefly 
described below. Examples of involved questions that broadly guided my data search at 
Mistissini were: 
What expectations are there for a common movement toward unity in thought and 
action among the Quebec Crees, and among all geographically, sociopolitically and 
culturally fragmented Crees in Canada? 
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How will relations between all Cree peoples of Canada and Canadian officialdom 
impact on future Mistissini efforts at Cree language and culture maintenance? 
How much longer can Cree education systems across the Cree Nation effectively 
serve all Crees without standardization, and without a broad Cree language policy? And 
apropos such policy: 
What would be the determinants for a uniform Cree writing system in syllabics and 
Roman? 
How would a uniform Cree writing system help to meet the current and future 
demands of the information age within the Cree Nation? 
My numerous field trips to Mistissini generally coincided with the August opening 
week of the reserve day schools. Data collecting concentrated basically on the Cree 
language and its cultural spin-offs. Topics investigated consisted of the community-wide 
practices of spoken and written Cree, the purpose and status of the Cree language within 
the reserve, the possible extent and causes of Cree language (and culture) erosion at 
Mistissini, community interests and efforts to retain their native language (and culture) 
and its growth, the purpose and extent of Cree language instruction in Mistissini Cree 
education, and to what degree Mistissini Cree education is in harmony with a functional 
Cree language maintenance. 
The primary attention of my field activities at Lake Mistissini reserve was on Cree 
language issues: sociopolitical, cultural, linguistic and educational. Secondarily, I 
investigated still existent traditional cultural practices on the reserve and along its 
territorial waterways that provide a partial subsistence economy. 
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1. Visits and Observations 
The usual pattern of my preliminary visits and observations on the reserve was to 
ascertain which locales and personnel were involved in Cree language issues and would 
be conducive to productive interviews or discussions (see Mistissini Interview Sheets in 
Appendix C). The following were the locales for data gathering: 
a. Mistissini Reserve Day Schools: Voyageur Memorial School 
and Secondary School 
The Mistissini elementary and secondary schools were built by licensed Quebec 
contractors in accordance with the provincial building codes. The newer three story 
Secondary School was finished only several years ago. Its opening ended the problematic 
daily bussing of Mistissini teenagers off reserve to provincial schools in adjacent Quebec 
urban centers quite distant from Mistissini. 
Both reserve day schools have well-lighted and designed classrooms, gyms, 
recreation/community function areas, libraries, offices and other features intrinsic to 
modem schools. From mid 1980s to early 1990s when I was active in school 
observations and interviews, I saw no computers or A-V equipment in classroom use. In 
very recent years technology has steadily entered the East James Bay Cree school 
systems offices and some educational areas. The two school complexes are conveniently 
located and open to access by foot or vehicle in the immediate proximity of the Band 
Council Administration and other community public buildings. 
The specific school areas that interested me were the Cree Language and Culture 
Studies Program teaching areas and the administration offices. The Cree Language and 
Culture Program is a distinct unit within the overall Cree Education system. In this 
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program, Cree is the subject and language of instruction. Whereas, English and/or French 
are the instructional languages for the general core courses required by the 
federal/provincial governments. Cree syllabics is the only writing system adopted for 
Cree language education by the Lake Mistissini reserve and the other eight East James 
Bay Cree communities. 
Cree Syllabics Classes 
In the Cree syllabics literacy (reading and writing) levels 1 -4, ages seven to twelve, 
the instructor’s opening statements to the pupils starting their Fall semester stressed the 
importance of learning the Cree language well, in order that the Mistissini Cree 
culture/identity be maintained, thereby gaining much respect for themselves. And also 
that, by first learning their own native language well, it would later help them to learn 
other languages and subjects in school. 
The number of pupils in Cree syllabics classes varied from about ten to twenty boys 
and girls. Regardless of gender, it appeared that the older the pupils, the less interest was 
evinced for Cree syllabics (or for schooling in general). The youngest were clearly the 
most inquisitive to learn the syllabics symbols and their positioning correctly. This was 
not a simple task for seven to nine year old youngsters. But why the disinterest in Cree 
syllabics in the early teens and thereafter? In-class distributed materials were woefully 
lacking: one loan pencil and a couple of sheets of notepaper, chalk and blackboard, and 
occasional use of Cree syllabics show cards for the native instructor. 
Other Cree language learning stimulants were noticeably missing. For example, 
simple colorful posters or children’s big drawings with syllabics text, etc. on the walls, or 
groups of pupils at the blackboards writing and reading syllabics with instructor 
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guidance, or lively Cree syllabics games with the class divided into competing teams. 
These and other such ideas would not have needed extra funding, only innovation to 
guide youngsters’ energies into productive directions. Another seemingly deadlocked 
problem was that Cree language educational materials had not been revised or improved 
for a number of years. But can a one and only Cree language program educational 
materials developer be expected to keep current with all Cree language curriculum and 
development demands for the Lake Mistissini and other East James Bay Cree education 
systems? 
Regardless of whether the individual native instructor’s teaching style was matter- 
of-fact rote lecture-based, or a compassionate and meticulous one-to-one pupil approach, 
or some combination of both, the greatest handicap, in my opinion, for productive Cree 
language teaching and learning at both schools was the restrictive time element. The 
allotted one course hour or so per week was clearly insufficient for even a minimal grasp 
of literacy or education-based cognitive skills in Cree. Effective language learning does 
not happen in a couple of brief and disconnected teaching sessions per week. 
Quite recently I received information that progressive changes in Mistissini Cree 
language education are already in effect, and that others are projected to be: in ’95-’96 
(level pre K-l) all Cree; in ’97 (level 2) all Cree; in ‘98-’99 (level 3) all Cree; in ’99 
(level 4) Cree in all social studies and math; in ‘99+ (level 5, etc.) pending. I do recall 
that in the early 1990’s certain education administrators and educators expressed hopes 
for Cree language education through the secondary levels in the foreseeable future. Such 
plans, particularly if selective core courses from general education were integrated into 
the Cree language Program, would undoubtedly lead to higher proficiency in oral and 
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written Cree language skills for all East James Bay secondary school graduates. That 
would facilitate entry to specialized post-graduate Cree language studies leading to the 
baccalaureate and master’s degrees for the needed pool of future Cree language 
educators, Cree language education programmers and developers, and other Cree 
language scholars pursuing higher education in a variety of other Cree language studies. 
Cree Handicrafts Classes 
In the crafts classes, the Mistissini Cree vernacular was the instrument for teaching 
the handicraft procedures. All participants were Cree speakers. Cree conversation 
flowed naturally, as did the assigned manual tasks, in a relaxed atmosphere. Although 
the class activities that I happened to observe were female-oriented for pre- to mid-teens, 
the instructress said that the boys also had their “boy” crafts. In this manner both genders 
learned what daily skills and duties were expected from each in past generations, and 
even today when traditional families are in their bush activities for a sustained period. 
The prime purpose of the handicraft courses was to introduce Old Cree craft 
processes (that in the past everyone practiced) to today’s young generations. The hope 
being that they then would pass this knowledge along to the incoming generations. 
In the process of learning Old Cree crafts, the students likewise learned materials 
and methods and the sources and preparation of raw materials. Furthermore, they were 
taught the Old Cree terminology associated with Cree craftsmanship. Viewing the 
beautifully made craft objects and the makers in their classroom settings, I left for other 
observations wondering if there couldn’t be one experimental three-hour integrated 
course consisting of instructional know-how from all the different Cree language and 
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culture studies. What a potentially rich setting this might be for a multidirectional 
approach to teach the Cree language and culture simultaneously. 
b. Mistissini Band Council Administration Building Opening Ceremony 
In late summer 1989,1 witnessed the Quebec media-covered ceremonial midday 
opening of the new Mistissini Band Council Administration building complex. Opening 
speeches by flown-in Quebec dignitaries, representatives of the Cree Regional Authority, 
Grand Council of the Crees (Quebec), Mistissini Band Council and other regional 
representatives and entertainers started the all-community-attended event. Of particular 
interest from my perspective was the observance of various traditional native ceremonies 
and practices. For instance, at the main entrance podium the prayers and speeches were 
in Cree. The male elder singer strummed his hand-held hoopdrum to whose rasping 
rhythmic beat some half dozen elders, close below and facing the singer, followed with 
their in-place dance steps. During the morning the systematic raising and placing of the 
long ceremonial tipi poles and its white canvas covering by men took place. This was 
followed by the women’s placement of the interior fir bough floor matting and other 
furnishings. When the tipi setting up was completed and the elders seated along the inner 
perimeters, the Walking Out Ceremony was ready to begin. The protagonists of these 
initiation rites were a one year old male and female child, both in their first steps. 
Dressed in full ceremonial attire they were presented to the seated elders. After all 
doings, the children, accompanied by his/her same gender parent, were walked by the 
seated elders on their way to exit the tent. The tent flap was closed from outsider 
viewing. To the accompaniment of continued singing and drumming by the elder male 
drummer seated outside near the tent exit, the male child, assisted by the father, exited 
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first and when a few yards from the tent “fired” (with father’s guidance) one 22 caliber 
rifle round into the air (symbolizing a future great hunter). Then the male child walked 
pass the encircled spectators. The female child, with fir sprigs and a few small pieces of 
kindling wood attached to the shoulders of her dress, then exited the tent, assisted by the 
mother, dragging a lightly stuffed Canadian goose (symbolizing the domestic role for a 
woman). The female child likewise passed by the spectators. When both children had 
ended their rites, each had been initiated to their life roles for man and woman. 
Band Council Building: Familiarization Visits, 1989, 1991 
In 1989 and 1991,1 was still busy with observation visits. I met with educators and 
others in education, visited elders, talked to students, parents and others in order to sound 
out the community on its Cree language and cultural matters at Mistissini. Also, I did 
some limited paddling to uncover more examples of bush culture practices. Yet, on a 
number of occasions, I did visit the new Band Council building to stroll along its triple¬ 
story levels and to see exhibits, to gather any available public literature, and to visit 
various departmental offices. All personnel were openly friendly and cooperative, and 
offered general information concerning Cree or English literature specific to their areas. 
In contrast to the prior quarters of the Band Council, an oldish low wood frame 
building typical of other Mistissini structures from past decades, this new Band Council 
complex was as distinctive and administrative in atmosphere, as it was modem, simple 
and effective in design. For the viewer, this building exemplified the spirit of the new era 
that was descending on Mistissini. The reality of that new era was the noisy and dusty, 
but dynamic, construction boom sweeping across the reserve, sector by sector, and 
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already well into its first decade. Construction was expected to continue into the next 
millennium. 
In the hallways and corridors of the building was the daily traffic of Quebec or Cree 
construction personnel with their manila envelopes or rolls of blueprints. Departmental 
office employees with papers in hand were constantly coming and going. Community 
citizens shuffled along and admired their building. The office secretaries were always 
busy filing or typing. But there also were those seated in corridor chairs opposite closed 
office doors waiting patiently to be called in for their appointments. In due time I was to 
be one sitting and waiting to meet with Chief William Mianscum for an interview session 
on community concerns regarding Cree language and culture retention at the Lake 
Mistissini reserve. 
c. Along Mistissini Waterways 
Each canoe trek between 1989 and 1991 from one landmark to another revealed old 
and new Cree campsites that offered evidence of traditional material culture practices. 
Along the years I had already recorded a number of such traditional signs, therefore, my 
attention was mainly on unmet bush ways. However, the relative abundance of varieties 
in bush Cree spirit worship existent to this day intrigued me. Obviously elders were the 
followers of Nature worship honoring vestiges of old beliefs that must have been 
widespread since time immemorial to the World War II era. Even though past and 
current generations of researchers have extensively recorded Cree material culture, 
beliefs, and other traditional knowledge for posterity, I have been uneasy with the thought 
that innumerable generations of Cree heritage will probably no longer be honored by 
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generations hereafter. The young Crees are no different from many other young 
generations worldwide in rejecting their past traditions and knowledge. 
Cree Encounters 
In summer there is a daily travel of Crees on their territorial waters. Most disperse 
to their campsites miles from the reserve. Some can be traveling to more distant 
locations, such as Rupert River and beyond to the endless waterways of smaller lakes 
interconnected by the river or portages. The water craft can vary from large, high- 
powered fiberglass motor launches to the old-time green canvas covered wood canoes 
powered by small Mercury or Yamaha outboards. Occasionally some of the latter slower 
moving travelers would stop alongside my canoe or campsite for a chat. These were the 
older Cree generation. Occasionally I have come upon a camp of Cree fishermen 
readying their nets to set in deep night waters for large lake trout, walleye, pike, etc. 
These have always been fun happenings because I could then use my “bush Cree.” I have 
not used Cree much on the reserve because most everyone has spoken English to me. 
All Cree contacts on the water have been interesting and welcome. For example, 
the chance meeting of a young Cree fellow who appeared at my evening campsite just 
short of Mistissini Lake. I was readying for a late meal of walleye and potatoes baked in 
hot embers, plus a cold Labatt to top off a long paddle. The motorboat tied to a nearby 
aging pier was his. It had died some hours ago. I was the first to have passed by. 
As we shared the meal, he commented that I was a good fisherman. I nodded 
adding that I had traded it from an elder on the waters for a roll of leaf tobacco. He 
grinned. The elder was familiar. This pureblood Cree teen explained that he was 
expected at his job as guide for tourist fishermen at the Rupert River Cree fishing camp. 
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He was sure that his father there had already alerted the reserve to begin an early morning 
plane search. We chit-chatted late into the night, which included some practice of my 
bush Cree. Then we crawled into my tent for some needed sleep. 
In early dawn, I was awakened by a distant motor sound. Poking my head outside 
into the frosty August air, my Cree acquaintance was already outside scanning the sky. 
Very shortly thereafter, a Mistissini amphibious plane was circling us, then landed and 
taxied to the pier. In less than an hour the repair mission was accomplished, the “all 
O.K.” shortwave message was radioed to the father, and the plane was off. Moments 
later my young Cree visitor waved as he sped by for Rupert River. 
Downing my early morning coffee and toast, I sensed that the young man might 
very well become one of the future Cree generation that will have one foot firmly in his 
Cree language and Cree ways, and the other foot equally well placed in the modem era 
and its societal and language demands. I broke camp, loaded my canoe, and also headed 
into the same direction for Lake Mistissini, the “Lake of the Big Stone.” 
2. Interviews: Random. Open, and Structured 
In the past decade the primary direction of my Cree studies at Lake Mistissini 
reserve has veered from material culture to Cree language issues, particularly the 
concerns and efforts of Cree language retention and development. The initial 
accumulation of information from Cree subjects was more or less random and followed 
from informal talks. This developed for me a sense of community positions and their 
Cree language issues. In time, my discussions and questions became more pointed, 
although the selection of interviewees remained open. 
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When I became acquainted with the Mistissini community and aware who in the 
community had Cree language interests, pro or con, I began to arrange systematic 
interview meetings. I used two differently prepared survey questionnaires, but with 
basically the same content: one for the professionals and another for the non¬ 
professionals (see Appendix C). The professionals interviewed consisted of Cree 
education administrators, Cree and non-Native teachers, Cree language education 
programmers and curriculum materials developers, members of the Cree School Board 
and the Mistissini Band Council. The non-professional group interviewed was comprised 
of Cree students and parents, the elders and other Cree traditionalists, reserve workers and 
random individuals from the community-at-large. 
3. Interviewees 
School Administrators 
Regardless of who the school principals and other administrative personnel have 
been over the last ten to twelve years, there has been consistency in concerns and efforts 
toward resolutions needed for Cree language maintenance at Mistissini and other northern 
Quebec Cree communities. Some major common points reiterated by the interviewees 
throughout the years are reflected below. 
The great handicap of a scarcity in materials, texts, resource peoples, etc., necessary 
for a quality Indian education because sufficient government funding for Indian 
controlled education has not been forthcoming. 
Community attitudes have been split on the benefits of the Cree Language Program 
that consistently produces extremely low Cree literacy skills. Without a full and active 
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community support system, the outside dominant French and English languages will 
overpower the faltering Cree Language Program. 
Albeit the low Cree language teaching time has contributed to very disappointing 
Cree literacy results, increased Cree language hours will not improve Cree literacy if 
more and better qualified teachers are not available to rectify and overcome the status 
quo. 
For the lack of better candidates, the current Cree teachers had been community 
selected and crash-trained for the Cree Language Program without any formal 
introduction to modem pedagogical theory and methods. Young Mistissini Crees have 
consistently been disinterested in educational careers, in effect eliminating hopes for a 
local Cree pool of future educators and other educational resource peoples. 
Some isolated comments were: 
student discipline and attendance problems hindered the effectiveness of Cree 
Education; 
attempts to devise a uniform method of writing and teaching the Cree language in 
all the northern Quebec Cree communities were still being worked on; and 
a Romanized Cree writing version supported by the Mistissini Band Council was 
not linked with the reserve schools Cree Language Program (which uses the Cree 
Syllabary) making it counterproductive by splitting the Mistissini community efforts in 
Cree language education. 
Educators 
On my rounds to the Cree language classrooms, I did meet most of the Cree and 
some of the non-native outside teachers from the general core course classes in both day 
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schools. They all taught various classes of the Mistissini education curriculum, such as, 
English, French, mathematics, history, geography and other academic subjects. At the 
time there were approximately thirty instructors at the reserve, of which about ten were 
Crees. More than half of the Cree teachers were fully conversant in English, which was 
the language of instruction for some. The French instructors from various areas of South 
Quebec taught the French language courses. Some of those teachers’ responses to my 
general inquiries on teaching Cree students in the Mistissini education system were as 
follow: 
the shortage of federal funds noticeably limited teaching materials and procedures; 
attendance discipline was a problem; and 
in spite of the outside teachers’ excellent housing accommodations, the annual 
turnover of their teachers disrupted continuity of teaching and learning in successive 
levels. 
The Quebec government’s insistence on increasing French language instruction was 
to lessen the use of English in the English-speaking Indian settlements of Quebec. 
However, the concern of the French instructors was that they considered it inappropriate 
and unproductive to force-teach French to the very young monolingual Cree children. 
They believed that their premature introduction of French (a secondary language not 
prevalent at Lake Mistissini) disrupted the Cree child’s natural and critical development 
of cognitive skills, which could weaken learning in other levels and disciplines. 
Furthermore, their concern was that the natural development of the child’s first language 
was also being disrupted. 
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The native Cree teachers had no undue difficulty understanding the spoken 
Atikamekw, Naskapi or Montagnais dialects of Quebec, in spite of the differences in 
idiomatic words and expressions. But the different writing systems among these groups 
caused considerable confusion for all. 
Cree Language Programmers 
From the mid 1980s until recent years, there were one or two Cree language 
programmers and developers at Lake Mistissini serving the northern Quebec Cree 
communities. Their job expectations were challenging because the Cree language 
teaching materials and curricula had been substandard for years. The acute shortage of 
qualified Cree language teachers for all nine communities additionally burdened their 
many efforts to upgrade the Cree Language Programs. The allotted one hour per week 
for Cree language instruction in preK-1, and only slightly more for following levels, was 
discouraging. Some highlighted comments from their perspective on Cree language 
issues were as follow: 
Contrary to others, they did not find federal funding a problem in their case. 
The dispirited support for the Cree Language Programs from a divisive Cree 
community-at-large was a big obstacle resulting in poorly projected and implemented 
Cree Language Programs for all the Bay area communities. 
The nine Bay communities were still rooted in the individualism of the past while 
already living in a modem economy, but not accepting modem solutions to preserve the 
Cree language and culture today and for the future. 
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The time, monies and efforts expended on Cree language instruction were being 
dissipated by the uncoordinated communities, rather than being maximized for the good 
of all along a well-organized standard plan. 
The young Cree generations needed to be enlightened to become future teachers, 
administrators, and knowledgeable skilled resource people in all areas relevant to their 
communities, to help maintain and develop the Cree language and Cree identity in the 
future. 
The Cree School Board has been overly influenced by outside language specialists 
and it has been lax to initiate innovations into Cree language programs. Conversely, it 
has awaited innovations from the broad Cree community. 
In spite of their efforts to help establish a correct Cree for the Cree community, 
many Cree adolescents and young adults, as well as the youth-oriented local DJ radio 
station, opt for a trendy anglicized (cross-lingual) Cree that is eroding the Cree language 
in Northern Quebec. 
Cree School Board (Quebec) 
The Cree School Board (CSB) is the administrative, fiscal and other education 
services rendering body for the nine northern Quebec Cree communities’ (coastal and 
inland) education systems. All its governing members are Crees. The CSB hierarchy of 
governance (see Table 2) branches down from the Chairman, the Council of 
Commissioners, and the Regional Support Services, to the individual school principals of 
each community. 
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In 1995 the CSB negotiated with the Ministry of Education for a three year funding 
agreement with an annual package of $60,000,000 (Can). The monies are distributed 
among the communities and also used for its own management operations. 
The Cree School Board motto: “Partners in Education” reminds the Cree 
community to support and have pride in their Cree education. Ongoing support is asked 
from organizations to individuals, particularly from all Cree students. They are urged to 
be receptive to academic and traditional education because responsibilities await them 
ahead. The young today will be the future leaders, builders and decision-makers of their 
communities (data from Cree School Board Annual Report 1994, 1995). 
My interviews and discussions with a Cree School Board member revealed the 
following information: 
The government allots an annual lump sum for the James Bay education systems 
which is then apportioned to the nine communities. Each local school committee decides 
the operation and priorities of its education system. The members of local committees 
are not necessarily education knowledgeable: local politics can be a factor in electing 
school committee members. 
There is no established uniformity yet in education for the nine communities. This 
hinders the progressive development of pedagogical materials and of teaching 
methodologies. The reason for no uniformity is the 50/50 community split on priorities. 
For example, the nontraditional parents (on-reserve regular employees) favor 
TESL/TFSL instruction, whereas the traditionalists (elders and other followers of Old 
Cree ways) have the opposite opinion, i.e., the Cree language must be maintained 
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throughout Cree education. Both factions do believe that preserving the Cree language is 
important for Cree identity—but they cannot stand on middle ground to resolve the issue. 
In the early 1980s designs were begun to introduce a 100-0% scaled Cree language 
teaching plan for the community school curricula—but it never materialized. All Cree 
culture courses (1-6) are currently taught in Cree. However, Cree literacy skills have 
consistently remained poor. 
The goals of the CSB program materials office have been: 
To have each student reach complete comprehension skills in written and oral Cree. 
Along a continuum of Cree instruction (pre K through secondary) it is hoped that a 
generation of productive Cree readers and writers can be developed. 
To insure the complete implementation of fully educated Cree language teachers for 
all Cree language curricula throughout the eight northern Quebec Cree communities. 
To keep updated with needed Cree equivalents for non-native contemporary, 
technical or other words prevalently used today. The Cree School Board cooperates with 
teams of Cree language specialists who are constantly translating, coining or searching 
for new Cree terminology. 
Mistissini Band Council 
At the Chiefs Office, I was informed that a recent (1991) Assembly resolution 
recommended full use of Cree as the language for communication in all Band Council 
departments, offices and its other areas, i.e., to institute Cree as the official working 
language of all Cree public employees. Furthermore, the Cree language should be made 
more visible across the community. Other initiatives for greater promotion of the Cree 
language were: 
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the Adult Education Program which would promote Cree literacy for all adults; 
all efforts would be explored to elevate Cree literacy among all age groups; 
the Cree Language Department of the Bank Council would attempt to further the 
Roman version of written Cree for the community; and 
the impetus for the resurgence of an active Cree language use in all the nine 
northern Quebec Cree communities was the increasing influence of English and French. 
The Mistissini Elders 
My conversations with the elders invariably veered to topics of Cree bush cultural 
ways that were in line with the outlooks and Old Cree ways for individuals in their 
seventies. In a way, the elders were a world apart from the younger majority population. 
For example, interestingly, the elders were not much aware of their day schools curricula 
and activities, not even of the Cree Programs in which some had participated as old-time 
story tellers in classrooms. I sensed that the current schools were no longer the world of 
elders who had undergone mission/boarding school experiences of the pre-World War II 
era. Yet, all the elders that I spoke with possessed functional reading and writing skills of 
the Cree Syllabary that was drilled into them in order to fully grasp gospel literature. 
The elders were troubled that the young Crees were losing interest in the upkeep of 
their Cree heritage which the elders had maintained to this day. The elders did not see 
adequate numbers of young Crees willing or knowledgeable to pass the Cree culture and 
Cree language to the future generations. 
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Students and Parents 
I did not witness any undue interest or concern on the part of students or parents 
that the Cree language and culture might be endangered at Mistissini. A few summarized 
comments from interviews and discussions reflect that: 
students generally voiced an indifference or no opinion to the importance of Cree 
language learning and preservation. Some openly rebelled at speaking Cree or preserving 
their Cree cultural ways, especially the bush culture traditions; 
a number of parents believed that Cree language and culture are inseparable; that 
one cannot or should not be taught without the other; 
not many parents were concerned that English or French could replace the Cree 
language because the Cree vernacular was still widespread on the reserve; and 
other parents believed that Cree did not have the practical benefits of English and 
French. 
Cree Language Radio Broadcasts at Mistissini 
My observations and interviews during visits to the Mistissini Solar House 
headquarters of the James Bay Cree Communications Society indicated that the Cree 
language may still flourish in the northern Quebec Cree communities. The philosophy of 
the popular programming to all Cree communities in Quebec was to strictly adhere to a 
correct Cree language that is based on the Cree vernacular of the elders and enhanced 
with well translated and newly coined timely Cree terminology. 
In review, this chapter reveals how I gained all the study data which is correlated 
with Chapter II, Source Materials. Chapter IV is a corresponding extension for Chapter I 
in writing style, structure and content. However, Chapter IV deals with certain Uralic 
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peoples: the Nordic and Russian Samis, Ob-Ugrians and Samoyeds of northwestern 
Siberia. All are distinctive indigenous arctic peoples with similar external and internal 
constraints as the Canadian Crees in language and culture retention, and in disruptions of 
their traditional lands and lifestyles. Both the native Uralic peoples and the Crees are 
looking to education as the means for assuring their existence as distinct cultures in the 
future. The result of these parallel findings affords the opportunity for a comparative 
presentation in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
NORTH URALIC ABORIGINALS VIS-A-VIS THE CREES 
A. Introduction 
Chapter IV is a counterpart to Chapter I in terms of descriptive narration, 
structuring and content. In Chapter I, I concentrated on the Canadian Subarctic Crees: 
first broadly on their past and current conditions; then specifically on their Native 
language and culture issues. In like manner, I introduce in Chapter IV certain North 
Uralic minority cultures: the Nordic and Russian Kola Samis, the Ob-Ugrian, Hanti and 
Mansi, and the Samoyed Nenets of northwestern Siberia. Both the Crees and the North 
Uralic groups are indigenous inhabitants of their current territories. Also, both factions 
have experienced parallel external and internal problems in their efforts at native 
language and culture retention, and in the serious disruptions to their traditional lands and 
lifestyles. As a consequence of such cultural, material and psychological pressures, the 
Crees and the North Uralic minorities have turned to formal education with the hope that 
it may help preserve their existence as distinctive cultures. 
The format in Chapter IV for a comparison of parallel findings in conditions of the 
North Uralic groups to conditions of the Crees, follows a modified topic outline of 
Chapter I. Finalizing the overall comparison is the special case presentation of Cree 
literacy at Lake Mistissini (Que). For the past decade my most significant field work on 
the Crees has taken place at the Lake Mistissini reserve. 
Aside from my comments on arctic conditions based on one brief stay in the 
northwestern tip of Finland, all data in Chapter IV on the North Uralic groups: Samis, 
Ob-Ugrians and Samoyeds are from secondary sources. A large part of those sources is 
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in Finnish text from which I translated freely into English the materials needed for this 
study. 
B. Samis: Nordic and Russian Kola Samis 
1. Geography and Territorial Claims 
Ole Henrik Magga (1993) a Sami of Koutokeino, Norway, had described the Samis 
as the first people of their current territories, and that linguistically and culturally they are 
distinctly apart from the rest of Nordic Europeans. He further explains that the Samis 
occupy a continuous arctic zone (over 1000 km. in length and several hundred kilometers 
in breadth) from the western edge of North Scandinavia to the eastern tip of the Russian 
Kola Peninsula. Only a fraction of the total Sami population lives in Finland. The 
Finnish Samis are located in the three most northern counties of the Lapland Province: 
Inari, Utsjoki and Enontekio. In Sweden, the Samis are situated in the three northern 
inland districts of Kiiruna, Jallivaara and Jokmokk of Norrbottens Province. In Norway, 
the majority Sami populations are in the four counties of the northernmost Finnmark 
Province, as well as scattered southerly along the coastline and inland. In the Russian 
Kola Peninsula, the majority of the Samis are found in the township of Lovozero 
(Luujarvi) and its outlying areas which are within the Murmansk municipality. Small 
Sami groups are sporadically found up to the eastern edge of the Kola Peninsula. My 
understanding is that virtually all Samis live above the Arctic Circle. 
From personal experience over 45 years ago, I can give a glimpse of what terrain, 
climate and other conditions can be in the arctic. Reminiscing about my solo mid-August 
1951 hike deep into Finland’s northwestern tip (the summer reindeer grazing grounds of 
the Enontekio Samis), I recall the continually circling sun that only briefly dipped below 
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the horizon once every 24 hours. Equally unforgettable were the sudden ground-hugging 
thick fogs that blocked sight and sound except for the highest snow-streaked tundra hill 
tops poking through the fog. And no summer arctic traveler can ever forget the huge 
clouds of mosquitoes above, sawing up and down, ever ready to descend upon likely 
prey. At times my entire clothing was totally covered by multiple layers of mosquitoes 
resembling a thick fleece blanket. 
I was on a summer assignment as a free lance artist-photographer reporter for a 
leading Finnish weekly pictorial to gather hinterland illustration topics throughout 
Finland which might serve as public relations materials for the Helsinki 1952 Olympic 
Games. A number of foreign correspondents were gathering their materials in the urban 
centers and usual tourist routes. With two months of results behind me, regularly mailed 
to the Helsinki office, my finale remained to encounter the nomad Samis on their own 
turf. Namely, to locate the legendary Sami reindeer king, Aslak Juuso and his herders 
somewhere in the tundra hinterlands. From the uppermost Finnish settlement of 
Kilpisjarvi, 800 kilometers above the Arctic Circle, and close to the point where the 
borders of Sweden, Norway and Finland meet, I headed easterly through a stretch of 
scraggly birch and poplar woodlands that eventually thinned out to clumps of low stunted 
old birches. Soon I stood at the very edge of the arctic tree line gazing out at a vast open 
tundra. 
To help maintain directional bearings from the pencil-drawn “map” made for me by 
a seasoned local hiker at the Kilpisjarvi inn restaurant, I headed for the first rise. The 
slopes of tundra hills were cool and free of mosquitoes. But the drawback was that 
oftentimes entire slopes and their bases were covered by glacial boulder debris fields for 
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considerable distances. Short stretches of these glacial fields could be crossed with 
caution stepping and hopping from boulder to boulder. Extensive fields I avoided 
altogether by descending to plains or lowlands. Slow meltdowns of snowfields at higher 
elevations created icy streams that had to be sloshed through or waded across, even 
stripping down totally when necessary. What delight for the mosquitoes! 
Another unique feature of the arctic tundra was its silence. The only sound was that 
of my footsteps and breathing. Not a bird or animal (other than stray reindeers near the 
end of my destination) was to be seen or heard. But about 40 miles in, after a steady 
walk, I was alerted by distant sounds of a dog barking. Quickly climbing to the crest of a 
rise nearby, and scanning the undulating tundra ahead, I spotted a solitary standing figure 
on a hill silhouetted against the sky. Two to three hours later I approached a Sami herder 
intently peering into an old brass telescope steadied against his upright walking staff. We 
greeted each other in Finnish, the lingua franca of all Samis. He was collecting reindeer 
strays with his herding dog below. Following instructions of the herder’s shrill whistle 
signals, the dog weaved in and out between strays keeping them in a group. The herder 
described where some 10 miles away the Aslak Juuso tipi campsite was located. I was 
about to arrive at my destination. Soon a well-earned rest and sleep would cap my long 
hike in. 
Whereas the summer tundra can be strengthening and relatively benign, the winter 
tundra is an altogether different situation. It is unyieldingly frigid, barren and merciless 
to all but the few hardiest of creatures. In autumn, the instinctive migratory cycle of the 
arctic reindeer gradually veers the herds off the open tundra southward toward the winter 
shelter and feeding grounds of lichen-rich borealis spruce forests. But predator wolves, 
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wolverine and lynx already lie in wait for the incoming herds. Throughout the long dark 
winter months, the Sami herders must maintain constant vigil over their constantly 
shifting and easily spooked herds in the forests. Regardless of all protective measures, 
Nature’s forces always exact a certain toll. 
Territorial Claims: 
a. By Aboriginal Rights 
In 1981 Alf Isak Keskitalo, then head of the Sami language and culture division of 
the Nordic Sami Institute, stated that archeological finds in the Nordic coastal regions 
indicated a permanent habitation as early as 9000 B.C. The trio of scholars, Ulla Aikio, 
Jussi Mursula and Ilpo Puoskari, in a 1982 study revealed that in spite of much earlier 
extensive research by others, Sami origins were still largely hypotheses. Komsa Culture 
stone drawings depict a hunting and fishing people who may have been the first 
inhabitants after the Stone Age. These unknown people (proto-Samis?) in all likelihood 
intermixed with other prehistoric and later hunter arrivals; the Finnic groups coming from 
the southeast and the earliest Scandinavians from the west. In summer, 1996,1 listened 
to a Finnish News Bureau (STT) commentary via shortwave radio that some researchers 
today claim that early southern Germanic groups of the continent also had entered 
Finland. However, some Nordic researchers remain skeptical of such claims. 
The first historical record of what is presumed to be the Lapps (Samis) appears in 
the Roman Tacitus manuscript, Germania (55-117 A.D.). It mentions “Fenni” inhabitants 
of the Baltic Sea region. They were elusive and wild hunters and gatherers with no 
apparent weapons, shelters or horses. But they were dressed in skins and fine furs. Later 
Byzantine historians described Finni hunters bounding through snows with curved slabs 
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of wood tied to their feet when pursuing prey or in general winter travel. The home 
region of these Finni forest hunters was called “Land of Finni.” 
Data by Aikio et al on the Sami historical background indicates that at the turn of 
the A.D. era the Samis occupied all of modem Finland including the Lake Ladoga region 
to the east and all regions westward from central Sweden and Norway to the north, and 
gradually all the Arctic North including portions of the Russian Kola Peninsula. From 
the first millennium A.D. on, a steady stream of newcomers continued into southern 
Finland which would edge the Samis more inland and northward. 
By the 13th century, the Samis were increasingly subjected to taxes by way of 
fur/pelt payments to Scandinavian merchants and traders. In the 16th century the Samis 
were liable for taxes directly to the Swedish Crown. Until the 16th and 17th centuries the 
nomadic Samis had relative control of their aboriginal subsistence territories, but the 
concept of actual land ownership was then (and still is) alien. This aboriginal outlook 
facilitated a quick Scandinavian entry and colonization of Sami lands. Such 
maneuvering, and a continually increasing taxation, prompted a broadbased Sami 
withdrawal ever northward in Finland, Sweden and Norway. In the 17th century the 
Swedish government and church openly sponsored peasant colonization and ownership of 
the abandoned Sami settlements and lands. In 1886, the government unilaterally enacted 
regulations for land and forest distribution in northern Finland which resulted in the 
expropriation of all Sami lands, changing them into state lands and remaining as such to 
this day. 
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b. By Agreement 
In their historical resume of the Samis in Finland, Aikio et al (1982) mentioned that 
in 1751, a Swedish-Norwegian border agreement (popularly called the “Sami Magna 
Carta”) defined their national boundaries across Sami territories. It guaranteed Sami 
rights of access to aboriginal territories in both nations for herding activities. Similar 
agreements followed for the remaining Nordic countries, which until the early 1800’s 
meant unobstructed Sami travel across northern Scandinavia, Finland and Russia. 
In 1826, a new agreement between Russia and the Nordic nations nullified the 1751 
boundary treaty. Russian border crossings ended. This caused disruptions in ages old 
Sami migratory herding routes and life patterns. Particularly the Skolt Samis were 
heavily hit with their settlements split in Russia and the West; their grazing and other 
subsistence lands and waters split by closed borders; and the entire Skolt Sami culture left 
in disarray. Political squabbles over borders between Russia and the Nordic countries 
continued for decades to no one’s complete satisfaction. 
In 1867 another decree defined an agricultural boundary across Sweden above 
which no Swedish colonization was allowed. For a period this established a northern 
Sami region free of outsider intrusion. 
The 1990’s Proposal to Legislate a Sami Land Law in Finland 
Samuli Aikio (1993), an ethnic Sami and Sami language researcher at the Sami 
Institute (Koutokeino), emphasized the fact that although Samis are the aboriginal and 
oldest known inhabitants of their current territories from Norway to the Kola Peninsula, 
they still remain without political power. Magga (1993) added that the Finnish 
government has recognized the Samis as rightful owners of their regions before their 
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confiscation by the Finnish State. The anomaly of Samis having lived and ruled for ages 
in their current territories with no valid say over lands on which they practice daily a 
traditional subsistence economy came to a head in the early 1990’s: the ultimatum for 
Sami land ownership rights. 
Ritva Liikanen (1991), author of numerous articles about the Samis, explained that, 
according to a Sami land powers bill proposal, the Samis wished to have legal autonomy 
over their aboriginal lands; to distribute such returned lands equitably among the Finnish 
Sami districts and to be expressly for use by Samis. It would prohibit the sale of such 
returned lands to non-Samis. 
The Liikanen report also states that in the past 16 years (since 1975) Samis have 
appealed for indigenous territorial ownership rights. The arguments over such rights 
have produced crossfires between the Finnish government, the Samis, and the long-time 
Finnish resident landowners in Sami districts. The Finnish government wants to retain 
the Sami lands for national industrial and military purposes. This past summer (1996) I 
heard a Finnish News Bureau (STT) shortwave news bit pertaining to the Sami land law 
dispute. For instance, Finland’s Minister of the Interior, Matti Sipila, was adamantly 
opposed to relinquishing any state held lands in northern Finland. Yet the consensus in 
Finland was that a return of Sami state lands would have no adverse impact on 
government natural resource holdings nor on military strategies in the north. 
Sami district Finnish resident owners of lands passed from their ancestral colonizers 
of Sami lands regard themselves as rightful property owners. They vehemently disagree 
that Samis can now or ever repossess the Finns’ lands. Embittered sentiments echo in 
Finland’s Lapland “let the Samis keep their language and culture, nothing more.” 
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Clauses in the proposed Sami land bill would extend to longtime Finnish resident 
landowners equitable shareholder rights (equal to Samis) by way of the envisioned Sami 
land distributions. The bottom line for the Samis, however, is that only through 
enactment of a Sami lands return bill will justice have been done to the Samis. 
Liikanen notes that interestingly in strong opposition to any Sami land law, aligned 
with sectors of the Finnish government are the Finnish environmentalists, hunters, 
fishermen, hikers and skiers. No one appears inclined to give up “their” turf in Lapland 
to the Samis. The Sami land law would decree returning some 30,000 Kms2 of state 
lands in Finland to the Sami districts of Inari, Utsjoki, Enontekio and Vuotso. 
Further confusing the dispute over the proposed bill is that the Finnish government 
cannot prove how it legally gained ownership of Sami lands, nor can the Samis prove 
who specifically today are descendants of the long past Sami landowners by aboriginal or 
other rights. The pending Sami land law grinds on in the courts. 
c. For Russian Sami Territorial Claims, see Nenets, p. 169 
2. Populations and Other Sociodemographic Data 
a. Sami Language/Dialect Groups 
In 1973, the Sami Committee of Finland established the legal definition of a Sami 
as an individual with at least one parent whose first learned language is Sami, or an 
individual whose first learned language is only Sami. In other Nordic countries, a Sami is 
defined by occupation as a person committed to reindeer herding/breeding (Aikio; 
Mursula; and Puoskari, 1982). 
J. Korhonen (1989) stated that the Sami language is the closest to Finnish of the 
distantly kindred Uralic languages. Over the centuries, Sami split into regional dialects 
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becoming the different Sami languages and dialects of modem day. In 1991, scholar Iija 
Seurujarvi-Kari claimed that Sami is generally divided into seven main dialects that cross 
national borders. Matti Morottaja (1981), then a member of the Sami Nordic Council and 
of the Finnish Sami Delegation, citing 1970’s data stated that there are three major Sami 
languages throughout the Sami multinational zone. Expanding upon his statement was 
data on Samis in Finland. For example, the Inari region of northeastern Finland has all 
three of the major Sami languages and cultures: the North Sami, Inari Sami and the Skolt 
Sami. And Morottaja noted that the Enontekio Samis, speakers of North Sami, are the 
only nomadic culture in Finland. They have no established settlements, only sporadic 
clusters of houses in their territory which stretches across all northern Finland. The 
Enontekio Samis have always maintained solid relations with the Samis of northern 
Sweden and Norway who are North Sami dialect speakers. Morottaja likewise mentioned 
that descendants of a 19th century split from Enontekio Samis have since then lived in 
Sodankyla. 
Jorma Korhonen (1989), Finnish field researcher of the Kola Peninsula Samis 
explained that the Kola Skolt Samis originally were of the former Finnish Petsamo area 
(west of nearby Murmansk) which by peace terms was ceded to Russia in the aftermath of 
World War II. Some Skolt Samis had then moved to Finland whereas others remained on 
the Russian Kola Peninsula. However, the bulk of Kola Samis were later relocated from 
their dispersed traditional villages to a newly built centralized town named Lovozero 
(Luujarvi). This Russian government constructed urban complex was the result of long 
and continued pressures by Nordic countries for Russia to extend Native rights to their 
Kola Samis, in order to pursue their traditional livelihood and to realize their own 
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aspirations. The Sami district of Lovozero in size is about 1/3 of the Murmansk Oblast 
region. Included in the varied field data of Korhonen is that the Kola Samis were divided 
into small, somewhat similar dialect groups: mainly the Skolt, Kilden and Tuija. 
Sami Population Distributions 
Ole Henrik Magga (1993) believed that Sami population figures were imprecise and 
unclear due to the fact that Samis had not been permitted to officially register their 
nationality as Sami. The most reliable figures commonly used have been those of the 
1983 census. It lists 5,735 Samis in Finland which Seurujarvi-Kari (1991) distributed as 
follows: 3,858 were within Sami areas; 1,372 lived elsewhere in Finland; and 505 lived 
outside of Finland. Furthermore, an estimated 17,000 lived in Sweden; 27,000-40,000 in 
Norway; and about 2,000 in Russian Kola Peninsula. The total was 65,000. 
In a June 1993 conversation with Tapani Salminen, researcher of Uralic languages 
in the Department of Finno-Ugrian Studies at Helsinki University, I obtained more recent 
Sami population figures from his 1993 report (which he corrected at that sitting to 
indicate the latest Sami population drops). I cite Salminen’s less heartening population 
numbers as: North Sami (Norway, Sweden, Finland) 30,000; Inari Sami (Finland) 400; 
Skolt Sami (Finland, Russia) 500; Kilden Sami (Russia) 1,000; Turja Sami (Russia) 6 
(until recently thought to be 500); and Akkala Sami (Russia) 8. The total was 31,914. 
Comparisons of Sami numbers to their areal total populations presented a clearer 
view of Sami language conditions. For instance, Morottaja (1981) offered data that the 
Utsjoki Samis were 75% of a total (1,073) population; the Inari Samis were 30% of their 
regional total (2,000) population (to which Seurujarvi-Kari included 800 Skolt Samis); 
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the Enontekio Samis (400) were 17% of their total areal population; and the Sodankyla 
(Vuotso village) Samis numbered 260. 
The Aikio; Mursula; and Puoskari 1982 report offered other statistics concerning 
Sami language speakers in Finland. At Utsjoki 87% of Samis spoke Sami as their 
primary language, but in finnicized Sodankyla only 14% spoke Sami as the first 
language, whereas in 1970 Sami was the primary language there for 48% of the Samis. 
The trio of scholars also underlined that although the absolute Sami population numbers 
had increased somewhat, in proportion to the Finnish total population of the early 1980’s, 
Samis were in a clear decline. 
Korhonen (1989) similarly noted that the Russian Kola Samis 90 years ago were 
around 2,000 in number, 25% of the total Kola Peninsula population. In 1989, the Samis 
were fixed at the same absolute figure (2,000), but in contrast to a total Kola areal 
population of 1,000,000 inhabitants. Against such outsider odds, he considered it a 
miracle that Kola Sami languages and cultures had survived through the Soviet and other 
traumas of the 20th century. 
Some of the ambiguities in the above Sami population distributions, depending on 
who and how such determinations were arrived at, were also partially reflected in data on 
the Sami language and dialect groups. Elements of statements by outsider or Sami 
language authorities in their reports (1980’s, 1990’s) seemed contradictory as to what are 
languages and/or dialects. In all probability, clear and common decisions on such matters 
are still status quo. 
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b. Sami Livelihood 
Nordic Samis 
For my brief introduction to past and current Nordic Sami practices of a subsistence 
economy, I refer to information by Ilmo Massa (1980) in the Aiko; Mursula; and 
Puoskari (1982) comprehensive study on the Samis. 
Historical Background of Nordic Sami Livelihood 
Since prehistory, Sami material culture has continually been influenced by direct or 
indirect partial assimilation and/or acculturation by contacts with other peoples. And 
from its beginnings to mid 20th century, it has continued to be basically a Nature-based 
hunting, fishing and reindeer centered culture that has relied on its ecosystem. Reindeer 
breeding and herding, which evolved from the prehistoric hunting of wild reindeer 
(caribou), is a relatively late phenomenon. In eras prior to reindeer breeding, early Sami 
groups maintained small stocks of captured wild reindeer for semidomestication as pack 
animals or as lures to hunt roaming wild reindeer and other game. The reindeer, being 
the symbol of Sami culture, has always played some role in overall Sami livelihood. 
In order to quickly review the historical transitions in Sami culture, specifically 
referring to external modifiers in Sami culture and its subsistence practices, I will present 
a chronological synopsis. First, the external influences from early history to early 20th 
century. Secondly, I present external influences in Sami livelihood in the more recent 
20th century, and their consequent impact on Sami culture today. For these materials, I 
rely mainly on Massa (1980) data concerning culture , society and the economy of North 
Finland in the Aikio et al (1982) report. 
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Early History to Early 20th Century 
The 20th century Finn has been taught that in prehistory, some 10,000+- years ago, 
in all probability, Finno-Ugric (proto-Sami) hunter groups from the east were already 
inhabiting southern Finland. By 4000 B.C. peoples of the Comb Ceramic culture that 
was widespread deeply in Russia had also reached Finland. But there are intriguing 
addendum data. As of 1996, freshly uncovered and investigated archeological findings of 
a Pepple Tool Culture in a western Finland cave indicate that an unknown people 
inhabited Finland around 70,000 B.C., long before the Ice Age. This culture extended 
from England through mid-Europe into Russia, approximately 80,000-400,000 B.C. As 
the continental ice sheet eventually receded northward (10,000 B.C.), did nomadic 
descendants of the Pepple Tool Culture (Neanderthal-Cro-Magnon Man?) re-enter 
Finland? Did the much later Uralic (Finno-Ugric-Sami) arrivals intermix with such 
peoples already in Finland? Hypothetically the blood-lines of proto-Uralic peoples and 
their descendants might be more distant than generally considered today. 
At the advent of A.D., additional Finno-Ugrian arrivals from the east settled in 
southern Finland. It is reasonable to assume that some intermixing and cultural 
separations occurred among peoples that possibly spoke kindred dialects. It is an open 
question whether elements of Cro-Magnon hunters from the European continent might 
have also entered Finland. 
By the 1100’s-l300’s, following the Viking eastward incursions, Scandinavian 
trader-merchants were established all along the northern edge of the Baltic Sea as far east 
as Finland. They regularly traded for Sami furs in inland to northerly areas. To maintain 
friendly trading relations, the Samis habitually gave gifts of furs and fish to the 
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merchants. The expected gifts became obligatory taxes. Bailiff merchants levied their 
taxes in the form of beaver, lynx, fox furs and salmon or other select fish. All Sami 
males from 15 years old on were subject to taxation. Trade for Sami furs prompted 
newcomers to Sami land. They, however, quickly began to lay claim to Sami open lands 
and resources. Yet, by the 1300’s the powerful merchant tax bailiffs effectively 
controlled all northern Sami regions. To assure their control, they intervened in the Sami 
siita governance bodies as Sami intermediaries to the Swedish Crown. 
Sami control by taxation lasted to 1550, whereupon the Swedish Crown terminated 
the merchant bailiff system, in order to claim for itself the lucrative Sami fur trade and 
taxation, the Sami lands and resources, and the subjugation of the Sami populace. 
Meanwhile, homesteading and colonization of Sami lands gathered strength. By the late 
16th century, all Sami siita villages had ceased in southern and central Finland and 
Scandinavia; and by the 1700’s, many throughout the Nordic northern regions. 
In the 1600’s, the Nordic Samis were taxpayers to Norway, Sweden, Finland and 
Russia. At this time, the Swedish Crown decreed boundaries for Sami territory in North 
Sweden, in order to prohibit further colonization in Sami lands. This briefly slowed the 
homesteaders and colonizers. 
The commonly termed “Sami Dark Period” was from the 1600’s through the 
1800’s. In this period an endless flow of traders, colonizers and evangelists converged on 
the Samis in their last northern strongholds. For instance, in Finland, Sami heavy 
taxation continued, persecution intensified against the Samis and their language and 
culture by the colonists and the Church, and Sami land and resources grabbing went on 
unchecked. Examples of inevitable subsistence resources depletion by outsiders was the 
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overkill of reindeer, beaver and other game, as well as the government sanctioned 
overharvesting of salmon. Also, the Sami sole rights to beaver trapping ended by 
increasing mixed marriages which entitled equal beaver trapping ownership rights to both 
spouses (inherited by the children). In time the majority of beaver trapping rights passed 
on to non-Samis. Thereafter, any remaining beavers were killed to extinction and the 
beaver waters and lands converted to agricultural purpose by non-Samis. In this manner, 
most Sami siitas (native governance) and other ages-old traditions crumbled. 
Extreme external pressures forced many Samis to relinquish their culture and adopt 
alternate livelihoods and ways of the colonists. Consequently, the Samis split into two 
broad groups: (1) Samis without land rights, but with legal rights to continue their 
livelihood practices of hunting, fishing, gathering and reindeer breeding/herding pursuits, 
as previously; and (2) the finnicized Samis who had officially surrendered their cultural 
allegiance to become colonists on small land allotments (partitioned from their own 
aboriginal lands). This group of Sami colonists gained the same rights as other outsider 
colonists and, additionally, retained Sami rights of the first group. Divide and conquer 
tactics with the Samis continued well through the 1800’s and early 20th century. 
Latter Half of 20th Century 
In the latter half of the 20th century, strong inroads of Western culture have entered 
Nordic Sami districts and lifestyles. As a consequence, traditional Sami lifestyles and 
outlooks are being altered or lost. Exploitative pressures from Finnish forestry, mining 
and hydro industries have negatively impacted the Samis and their traditional lands. For 
4 example, tundra and forest reindeer grazing lands have diminished and dislodged the 
historically feasible herding migration routes. This has spiraled into disputes about the 
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open question of land and water ownership rights in Finnish Lapland. Industrialization of 
Lapland has been viewed by some as an ecocatastrophe, whereas others have regarded it 
as a needed “reorganization of Lapland.” 
Entry of the snowmobile in the 1960’s (followed by ATV’s/all-terrain vehicles) 
rapidly changed centuries-old practices of reindeer breeding which had remained strong 
into the 1950’s across northern Finland and Scandinavia. Though reindeer 
breeding/herding may still be the most common and important Sami-associated 
livelihood, it has become a technically modem and strictly commercial venture. Gone are 
the old ways at Nature’s pace. Reindeer breeding has developed into a straight forward 
cost-effective business of meat production. All parts of the reindeer carcass now are cash 
items: hides for leather and fur products; the hoofs, bones, etc. for glue and other 
products; the antlers for craftsmen and tourists (and supposedly in demand even by Far 
Eastern merchants as a pulverized base for aphrodisiac potions!); and the meat, blood and 
other visceral scraps as animal food for the Finnish mink farming enterprises. 
As the Sami reindeer culture of the past has given in to the Finnish market 
economy, indirectly it has become acculturated into the Finnish western culture. 
Actually, it has fallen under the control of distant market control centers. Likewise, the 
seemingly innocuous snowmobile and ATV has made Sami reindeer breeders dependent 
on energy, communication and other factors much beyond those needed in the Sami 
traditional ways of only a quarter century ago. Pursuing modernization and quick profit¬ 
making, the Samis have forfeited their prior Nature-paced autonomous lifestyle and self- 
sustaining subsistence for that of a costly modem technology and energy fed by endless 
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cash flows. Thus, societal upheavals common to modem societies are now found in Sami 
society. 
Parallel to the Sami material-orientated western acculturation, there is a potentially 
significant Sami native anti-acculturation movement, which I will discuss in the section 
on Sami Education. 
Current Background of Russian Kola Samis 
Leif Rantala, instructor of Sami language and culture at the University of Lapland, 
in his Finnish cultural journal article (1994), described that when the Lovozero area and 
other locations on the Kola Peninsula were recently opened to foreign tourists and 
travelers, the Samis expected to reap financial bonanzas. The opposite occurred because 
American entrepreneurs had already been granted leases to the major salmon waters, such 
as the great Ponoi River: its headwaters beginning east of Lovozero and ending at the 
mouth on the eastern tip of Kola Peninsula. The Kola Samis lost all their traditional 
fishing rights, except for one minor river which they leased for personal food source and 
possible business ventures. To cope with a suddenly established cash market economy 
by the Russian government, the Samis began at least 15 private businesses on the 
peninsula with no concept of business know-how. The Samis expected tourists and 
travelers to flock to their waiting businesses. But Russia’s complicated and unpredictable 
tax laws and practices soon dampened these Sami businesses. Mafia maneuverings were 
an additional problem. And as if to seal the fate of Sami traditional subsistence, the 
Russian government decreed reindeer breeding to be privatized with no further 
government subsidies. Reindeer breeding/herding henceforth was to be a fully profit- 
based practice. To aggravate matters further, the poaching of Sami reindeer began to be 
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prevalent. This was done by Russian military personnel stationed on the Kola Peninsula 
and by miscellaneous Russian civilians intolerant and antagonistic toward Samis. 
With privatization introduced into other market sectors, foodstuffs soared to 
inflation prices. Samis were forced to return to living off the land and waters, particularly 
in summer months, as in former times. The difference being that the natural food 
resources had become less accessible and bountiful due to heavy outsider exploitative 
activities on aboriginal lands. 
Jorma Korhonen (1989), from his field data gathered in the Lovozero Sami district 
(situated in the center of the Kola Peninsula) and its outlying areas, has offered a fuller 
insight to reindeer herding in a Russian collective, as observed in its 6th Brigade. The 
Lovozero collective in the previous year had totaled an annual income of 2,500,000 
rubles which represented 700 tons of reindeer meat. In the winter of 1989 a total of 
66,000 reindeer from all collectives grazed on protruding grass tufts and brush shoots on 
the windswept treeless tundras of the peninsula. A decade earlier, 80,000 had roamed the 
ranges, but nearly depleted the natural fodder. In addition to the production of reindeer 
meat, the Kola tundra yielded regular annual harvests in the hundreds of tons of wild 
berries and wild game. The collective reindeer economy was divided among its 9 
brigades, each with 3,500-4,000 reindeer. Each brigade employed 5-6 herders and 4-5 
service people (oftentimes the herders’ wives). Shift changes were every 15 days which 
were spent relaxing and eating well in shanty huts dispersed on the tundra ranges. 
Korhonen noted the input of mechanization in the reindeer industry. Reindeer 
herding on the Kola Peninsula utilized military type snow-trac vehicles operated by 
Russian collective personnel equipped with shortwave field radios. The snow-tracs were 
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for hauling essential supplies, general field travel and in the search for stray reindeer on 
the roadless Arctic expanses. They also were the key means of communication for the 
small isolated settlements and dwellings on the peninsula that had very few roads. The 
lack of roads was to discourage outside hunters and poachers from entering and traveling 
on the peninsula. All necessary long distance travel on, to or from the peninsula was by 
helicopter or small passenger plane. 
The number of native herders in all collectives on the Kola Peninsula were 130 
Samis and 80 Komis. Komis are Permian North Eurasians who inhabit major river 
regions west of the Urals, from the extreme north near the Nenets region of Jamal 
Peninsula to the Udmurt region in the south. The remainder of reindeer collective 
workers were Russian service personnel. The collective Sami herders were on the 
average 35 year old single males trained in three year vocational schools. Each herder 
received one collective cash payout at year’s end, averaging 600-900 rubles per month, 
which was equivalent to a forestry or factory worker’s wages. In addition, each herder 
was allowed 50 head from the collective herd for personal purposes to supplement the 
herder’s (family) income and food stock. A common note of discontent observed by 
Korhonen among the single herders was the lack of Sami women. The schooled and 
modernized (acculturated) Sami women were opting for the life and amenities of urban 
settlements, rather than sharing the hardships of a nomadic herder’s life. 
Korhonen noted other problems that seriously threatened the future of the Kola 
Samis. The Sami reindeer herders on the Kola Peninsula had already lost sizable grazing 
lands flooded by the reservoirs of modem hydro power plants. Another projected hydro¬ 
plant would inundate 64,000 additional hectares (1,600,000 acres) of choice reindeer 
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grazing area. All healthy forested and tundra-covered regions of the peninsula were 
threatened by projected industrialization. Vast areas already were devoid of flora and 
fauna due to extreme industrial despoliation. In worst cases, pollution was total. An 
eerie yellow pallor blanketed these regions. In pollution affected regions, 10% of fish 
stocks were toxic for human consumption. Nevertheless, mining, oil and gas drilling 
operations were steadily advancing eastward toward Lovozero and beyond because the 
peninsula promised rich mineral deposits. 
The Kola Sami reindeer herding economy, ever more on the sidelines and awaiting 
the outcome of it all, was looking to Russian citizenry and environmentalists for empathy 
and support: that at least a portion of the Kola Peninsula grazing lands would be set aside 
as a protectorate for Sami traditional purposes. Time will tell what happens in years to 
come on the Kola Peninsula. 
Leif Rantala (1994) noted a societal problem of serious consequences in the Kola 
Sami culture—rampant alcoholism. The average age of a Sami male has dropped to 44 
years, and for a woman, only slightly higher. Due to acute alcoholism by both genders, 
20% of Kola Sami babies are bom with deformities. Compounded with the other 
problems, alcoholism poses a threat for the continuity of healthy Kola Sami generations 
in the foreseeable future. 
The fate of the Skolt Samis in the extreme northeast Petsamo region of Finland 
during the World War II was more fortunate. All of Norwegian and Finnish Lapland 
proper had become a bitter war zone with heavy losses of Sami settlements and reindeer 
herds. Soon after when Petsamo was ceded to Russia, the Skolt Samis were left landless. 
The Finnish government resettled the Petsamo Skolt Samis to the lower Inari region, 
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replaced their lost reindeer herds, and gave them special Sami rights to hunt, fish, gather 
and graze on state lands. Additionally, government monies were extended to the resettled 
Skolts to build or repair homes for themselves. Government and civilian support gave the 
Skolts the start for a new life, but their ancestral lands and the roots of their ancient 
culture left behind Russian borders were lost forever. 
c. Sami Beliefs And Religions: Nordic and Kola 
Aikio; Mursula; and Puoskari (1982) in their comprehensive study of the Samis has 
sections on Sami ancient and Christian religious beliefs. From the study references to 
Holmberg (1915), Itkonen (1948) et al, I will present a condensed introduction to Sami 
beliefs. Although the trio of Finnish scholars focus primarily on Sami beliefs in Finland, 
the patterns of those beliefs are similar to those of all Nordic and Kola Samis, and 
reminiscent of beliefs among other arctic aboriginal cultures in Russia. 
Early Sami Beliefs 
Ancient Sami beliefs were Nature deity/spirit-based that identified all natural 
objects, elements and phenomena with a specific deity or spirit. In order of importance, 
the Sun deity (never symbolized in human form) was foremost. This was the deity to 
whom white female animal sacrifices were offered at summer solstice, and again in 
autumn. The Thunder deity, source of power, with cudgel/hammer in hand, was 
commonly depicted in human form. Wind/air, water and earth/land were worshipped 
because these elements were inhabited by the spirits of Sami ancestors. The mortal Sami 
was also considered part of all Nature’s realm. The functions of ancestral spirits was to 
guard against the plunder and waste of the natural environment and its resources, i.e., 
traditional Sami spiritual beliefs synchronized with Sami material subsistence. 
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Odd-shaped or prominent rock or ledge formations were “seita” offering sites that 
harbored strong spirits. A seita spirit was demanding. Only frequent visits to it 
accompanied by the best of chants and prayers from the Sami gift-giver, dressed in 
his/her most valued clothing, pleased the spirit. 
The Sami shaman was the ultimate intermediary between deities/spirits and 
humans. All Sami dwellings had a shamanistic hoopdrum many of which had painted 
symbols of deities, spirits and other ritualistic decorations on the stretched drum-skin. 
Though every Sami adult male knew how to use the drum for routine personal prayers, 
for more serious communication across the strata of the supernatural world, a shaman was 
needed. Only the shaman possessed complete powers and repertoire of chants, prayers, 
symbolism and other ritualistic knowledge necessary for spiritual communication and 
travel in all levels of the dangerous spirit world. 
In spite of the persistence of shamanism or its vestiges throughout Christianity in 
Finland, by the 1800’s it was difficult to find a single Sami drum in Finnish Lapland. So 
thoroughly had the drums been destroyed during the persecution and evangelization of 
Samis in Finland. 
Evangelization of Samis 
The Catholics were the first to attempt evangelization of the Samis in the Gulf of 
Finland in the advent of the 13th century. They had little success. In the 1500’s Sami 
evangelism throughout the country, excluding the north, was strengthened by support 
from Christian colonizers, the Swedish Crown government, and the Church that began to 
establish a small church in each Sami winter village. 
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However, Christianity and Western culture reached Lapland, the extreme north of 
Scandinavia and Finland, in the 1600’s. In that same century, Finnish became the official 
language of the Church and the language of instruction in Church-run schools for the 
Finnish-speaking population—and for the Samis. The Samis resisted the enforced 
teachings of a new religion and language. Sami perceptions of their traditional justice 
and societal mores ever widened from those of the Crown/Church alliance. Frictions 
began to fester. Oddly enough, early resistance to fully Christianize the Samis came from 
the Church/Crown alliance. The reasons being that only pagans (not Christians) could be 
severely taxed, be forced to render free services, (such as travel, gratuities, furs, food, 
etc.) to church officials, as well as to allow Sami land seizures by the Church. The 
government also needed to control Sami settlements by taxation and other legal decrees 
and societal rules of the Crown. 
The 17th and 18th centuries were a heavy period for the Samis. For example, the 
Inari Sami settlements of northeast Finland surrendered their “pagan” ways after lengthy 
persecution, threats and punishments by Church emissaries. The Church directed 
widespread destruction of seita offering sites and shaman drums. The first death sentence 
for such insubordination to the Church/Crown alliance was meted out to a 60 year old 
Reindeer Sami, Lassi Niilanpoika, on the 15th of April, 1688, in Tomio, Finland, for 
refusing to give up prayers and songs to his ancestors on the shaman drum. The elder 
was executed by decapitation, his body and drum then tied to a stake and burned: all the 
while a priest “cleansed” the elder’s soul with five passages of prayer. Thus began the 
death penalty for Sami pagan practices which was in effect until 1779. 
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The Reindeer Samis were the most resistant to conversion activities by the Church. 
The Inari Woods Samis were the most receptive. The Reindeer Samis, always in 
movement across uninhabited regions year round, greatly hindered Church attempts to 
evangelize these groups. 
The adamant pressure of the Church/Crown government to eradicate the Sami 
language and beliefs, i.e., to allow only the Finnish language for evangelizing Samis, for 
Sami schooling, and for the Sami home language, became an intolerable situation for the 
Samis. The Church opposition to the Sami language and ways, and the ridicule of 
Church preachers labeling the Sami language as “the language of dogs and devilish 
spirits,” and the fines and beatings given to Samis who had not learned enough of the 
Finnish language, continued into the late 1800’s With such extreme measures from the 
Church, Sami church attendance noticeably waned. This eventually forced the Church to 
officially accept the Sami language to some degree in Church literature and religious 
activities. 
As a result of church persecution, the Sami Protestants’ split in the early 1800’s as a 
new revivalist movement, led by the preacher Laestadius, quickly spread among the 
Lutheran Samis. That split has lasted to this day. Still, both factions are devout members 
of the Lutheran Church. 
Conversion of Skolt (Kola) Samis 
The Skolt Sami conversion to the Russian Orthodox Church began in the advent of 
the 16th century, probably from Novgorod. Sami ancient Nature worship was tolerated if 
it didn’t interfere with the Orthodox Church activities among Samis. But the traditional 
Sami siita societal structure did suffer, as in the mid 1500’s a Petsamo monastery 
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confiscated Sami lands, salmon and other fishing waters, as well as indiscriminately 
taxed the Samis. The monastery practices became so corrupted that Czar Peter I officially 
returned all lands to the Skolt Samis. A new monastery established in 1883 repeated the 
cycle of the previous monastery. Nevertheless, this monastery remained the spiritual 
center for Skolt Samis until the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. The clergy of this 
monastery, in spite of all their conversion efforts, were clearly disturbed that the devout 
Orthodox Samis still looked to the sun, thunder and rainbow as their “strong” gods...and 
that the practice of reindeer sacrifices had continued uninterrupted to the 1900’s. 
3. Sami Governance: Past and Current 
In my Sami reference readings, I have not seen diagrams that illustrate structures of 
Sami governance. However, descriptive literature does offer insight to past and current 
Sami governing principles across all Sami territories. Sami organizations that have 
historically exerted any social, political and judicial controls over their local or regional 
populations have all had their origins in the ancient Sami “siitas” (societal groups). Sami 
siitas have continually modified over the centuries by way of adapting to streams of 
newcomers and their cultures onto Sami lands since prehistory. As in the case today, all 
Sami organizations follow along the goveming/organizational principles of their 
respective nations. 
Before introducing current Sami organizations and their functions, I will present the 
predecessor of the modem Sami organization—the traditional Sami siita. 
a. The Sami Siita: Early Sami Society and Governance 
My reliance on Sami siita information is the 1982 study on Samis by the trio Aikio, 
Mursula; and Puoskari: particularly the chapters on Sami introduction, traditional Sami 
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lifestyle, and transitions in Sami traditional lifestyle written by Ulla Aikio. She often 
refers to other recognized authorities on Sami studies, such as, T. I. Itkonen 1948, 
K. Nickul 1970, and J. Korhonen 1981. Although I may refer to these same scholars, I 
wish to reemphasize that all of my information on Sami siitas is from the Aikio text. 
Scholars of Sami studies have attributed the lack of Sami written records from 
earliest eras, i.e., from the post-glacial Stone Age (8000 B.C.) to the fact that Sami siita 
societal matters were only orally transacted. Related information from J. Korhonen 
(1978) describes that Komsa Culture pictographs at Alta (Norway) depicted nomadic 
arctic hunters and fishermen (proto-Samis?) who lived in siita groups/clusters of small 
shelters. Scholarly research of archeological finds, Sami mythology, and of later old 
historical written records have revealed how ancient Sami societal groups (siitas) built 
different types of small shelters for a community of approximately 250 kindred members. 
The family/kindred members of one siita lived together from spring through autumn on 
their siita assigned lands, usually relatively apart from other siita groups, as is common 
among hunter/gatherer cultures. 
Depending on subsistence needs, the siita families moved locations in accord with 
harvests of seasons. For countless generations until recent centuries, all siita lands had to 
provide adequate natural resources for its members. These included hunting and reindeer 
grazing lands, fishing waters, beaver streams and gathering possibilities for firewood, 
berries, etc. Each siita had its strict and clearly identifiable boundaries which were not 
allowed to be crossed by outsiders, especially hunters. Some common areas were 
provided by mutual agreement for use by all. 
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Investigators of past Sami cultural ways emphasize that siitas were more than just a 
cluster of shelters. The earliest siitas already had the societal elements of a primitive 
governing body that paid attention to individual and family concerns. Its rulings 
followed practices that upheld equal rights and principles for all its clan/village members. 
Siitas, first as ancient communal proto-governments, then as developed sociopolitical 
units, were responsible for not only their internal affairs, but also for maintaining external 
contacts and negotiations with other outlying siitas within a common large territory, or of 
a different region. This served to bind all Sami siitas and their members with common 
backgrounds into a tribe-like larger unit. 
Scholars believe that most all Sami siitas of their respective territories annually 
reunited into one large winter siita village for the darkest and coldest months. This was a 
time for common negotiations, socializing and relaxation. Some Samis, for example the 
Reindeer Samis, considered this to be the “true” siita. Keskitalo (1981) and Tanner 
(1929) have indicated that centuries old Sami records from Finland’s Lapland verify that 
the Woods (Reindeer) Samis had continually kept their archaic winter siita tradition well 
into the 1600’s. Because the Reindeer Samis are uniquely set apart from other Samis, I 
continue discussion of the Reindeer Sami siita as its own topic. 
Reindeer Sami Siitas 
The very core of Sami culture historically has been the reindeer. Although reindeer 
breeding and herding as the principal livelihood is practiced today by only 10% of the 
total Sami population, it is, in reality, a life’s calling for the Reindeer Samis. 
All Samis have experienced changes in their particular siitas ever since remotest 
times. The Reindeer Samis are no exception. Yet, the Reindeer siitas have tenaciously 
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guided Sami lives throughout the centuries; in some rare cases, to the 20th century. The 
Reindeer Samis, whether of the tundra or the borealis forests or both, have consistently 
been strong traditionalists and have resisted changes in lifestyles. It is not surprising that 
scholars have noted faint echoes from archaic Sami siitas in some of their modem 
organizations. 
Like other Samis, the nomad Reindeer Samis practiced the tradition of their 
regional winter siita gatherings. But, instead of remaining in one location, they changed 
their winter siita settlements every few weeks to keep up with the slow forward progress 
of their grazing reindeer herds. A traditional reindeer siita village of hide-covered tipis 
was in a circular or other compact pattern when in forests, and sparser when on the open 
tundra. The grazing pattern of reindeer were circular and expanding from a centrally 
situated Woods Sami siita village. When lichen and other reindeer fodder became 
depleted, the village was moved to another fresh location; repeating the same grazing 
cycle. The tundra Reindeer Sami siitas and their herds followed a long elliptical route 
across the tundra region (as much as 300 Kms. in length one way) from summer to winter 
settlement sites, and vice versa. Depending on the size of siita territories. Reindeer Sami 
siita populations varied from 10 to 35 kindred groups/families. The midwinter tundra 
Reindeer Sami siitas (also temporarily in the forests) were the occasion for leading male 
herders to gather and discuss common issues in a series of meetings. Naturally, as for all 
other Sami winter siitas, the Reindeer Sami winter siitas also were a time of socializing 
and needed relaxation from the arduous nomad travel. The following topic deals with the 
Reindeer Sami siita assembly. 
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Reindeer Sami Winter Siita Assembly 
A reindeer siita assembly organization elected their eldest member to be the 
figurehead. The primary function of the assembly organization was to serve as a 
governing body and court that attempted to balance the distribution of equal basic rights 
for all siita families and their members. These rights centered on livelihood possibilities 
and fundamental material possessions necessary for survival in the primitive arctic 
conditions. The annual winter siita assembly was the highest decision-maker for all siita 
families of their regional siita lands. Decisions of this assembly were binding. 
Expediency and concepts of traditional justice were the determining factors in assembly 
decisions. 
The philosophy of equal rights in Reindeer Sami siita rulings, interestingly, dictated 
that all lands and waters of a certain region belonged to its siita(s). (Individual ownership 
of lands and waters is, still today, strange to semi- or fully nomadic Samis that only 
temporarily use these resources within their aboriginal claimed territories). Siita 
members had only user’s rights to the lands, forests and waters. This avoided individual 
or family power struggles which could precipitate serious discord and fracture a 
symbiotic ecosystem. Nevertheless, the assembly was expected to resolve troublesome 
personal concerns of any siita member. For instance, death in a siita family and resultant 
taxes or other debts; inheritance distribution of possessions; a possible orphan adoption; 
deciding new ownership of a deceased member’s reindeer tags; etc. were demanding 
tasks for siita assemblies. Disruptive anti-social behavior such as theft, fights, infidelity, 
or other uncommon behavior were also burdensome cases for the assemblies. 
Nevertheless, a centuries-long evolving process of Sami siita rulings resulted in literally 
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hundreds of different traditional approaches to judicial/judgmental procedures for 
succeeding generations of siita assemblies. The traditional siita assemblies adequately 
served their purpose up to the time in history when they no longer could adapt to the new 
and more powerful outsider societal/cultural ways established on Sami lands. By the end 
of the 18th century, nearly all Sami siitas had vanished in the Nordic nations. The last 
Sami siita assembly in Finland occurred in the 1860’s. Korhonen (1989) noted a rare 
case of tiny Skolt Sami villages in the remote Petsamo area (near Murmansk) that had 
continually maintained features of ancient siita societal structures until the 1930’s, i.e., up 
to the 1939 Finno-Russian Winter War. 
b. Current Sami Organizations 
In my Sami readings, the most discussed and evidently the more powerful Sami 
organizations today are the following: 
The Sami Parliament of Finland, established in 1972. The functions of the 
Parliament and its Board of Commissioners that represent all Sami regional/sectoral 
interests in Finland, are to work jointly with the Finnish State Cabinet. This political 
body oversees Finnish Sami rights in economic, socio-political and welfare issues. The 
Sami Parliament presents its proposals, relative to such issues, to the Finnish government. 
A drawback of the Finnish Sami Parliament is that it still lacks legislative powers. It has 
only powers of motion. In early summer 1996,1 heard on a Finnish (STT) shortwave 
newscast that Pekka Aikio is the current president of the Finnish Sami Parliament. 
The Sami Association of Finland deals with daily grassroots Sami issues and 
activities across all Sami regions of Finland. 
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The Sami Parliament of Norway, established in 1990, functions similarly as its 
counterpart in Finland. A singular exception being that the Constitution of Norway 
dictates that the Norwegian government and its authorities abide by legally recognized 
Sami ethnic rights; e.g., to assist and cooperate in the maintenance of Sami 
languages/dialects and in other Sami sociocultural endeavors in Norway. 
The Sami Association of Norway, in make-up and functions, is much the same as its 
counterparts in all the Nordic nations. To more effectively represent the large numbers of 
different life-style Samis in Norway, the association is split into the Association of 
Norwegian Samis and the Association of Norwegian Reindeer Breeders. 
The Sami Association of Sweden, founded in 1950, is similar to the other Nordic 
Sami associations. The very first Sami organization of the Nordic region was in Sweden 
(1904). The Swedish Samis, overall, have assimilated and acculturated into the Swedish 
society, more so than the other Nordic Samis. Therefore, their issues may also differ. 
They do have their Parliament and national association. I understand that they do enjoy 
Sami rights, etc. but a lack of more specific data leaves me unclear on current Sami 
conditions in Sweden. 
The Nordic Sami Council, established in 1973, highest in ranking, is an 
international Sami political body comprised of representatives from Nordic Sami 
organizations in Norway, Sweden and Finland. It is elected every third year at the Nordic 
Sami Conference. 
The Nordic Sami Institute, founded in 1974 by initiatives of the Nordic Sami 
Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers, has its seat in Koutokeino, Norway. It is a 
research and educational center for a broad range of Nordic Sami concerns, such as, the 
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economy, environment, law, education, and the retention and development of Sami 
languages and cultures along Sami values and traditions, particularly in Sami educational 
systems. 
The significant gains made in Sami rights during the last decade are largely 
attributable to the above political organizations. Nevertheless, numbers of Sami 
grassroots societies, clubs and other groups in all walks of life, indispensable for Sami 
cultural identity and survival, have tunneled data through districts to their larger national 
organizations. By unity of action in the broad Sami populace, Sami organizational 
hierarchy can effectively negotiate at the ministerial levels of their respective national 
governments. 
c. Skolt Samis of the Russian Kola Peninsula 
Leif Rantala, in his 1994 Helsinki newspaper article on the Kola Skolt Samis, 
explained that the Kola Samis in 1989 reestablished contact with the West when they had 
founded the Kola Sami Society. Two years later it sent observers to the Nordic Sami 
Federation of Norway, and in 1992, delegates to the Helsinki Sami Conference. This 
rush of activity ultimately led to the establishment of the Kola Sami Federation. This 
federation has open channels and strong ties to the Nordic Sami Council. Aside from its 
relations to the West, the Kola Sami Federation also actively participates in the 
organization of the Northern Indigenous Peoples of Russia. 
Unfortunately, the Skolt Samis are experiencing problems beyond their control. 
Outsider political anarchy appears to be controlling the Skolt Samis, perhaps other Kola 
Samis as well. Russian pressure tactics enact laws and regulations on the Kola Peninsula. 
For instance, in the Sami district center of Lovozero, of the 55 Sami District Council 
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seats in the early 1990’s, only three were Sami. For reasons unknown, that council was 
ended. Thereafter, the Russians proceeded to unilaterally dictate all Sami district matters. 
Yet, the Russian-run Sami district of Lovozero continued a prior cooperative work 
agreement (as a facade of positive relations) with the Norwegian Karasjoki Sami district. 
Practically no material or monetary aid reached the Skolt Samis. Skyrocketing prices of a 
free market economy, plus the unpredictability of the mafia or other operations have 
increasingly aggravated Sami conditions on Kola Peninsula. In 1992, the Norwegian 
government granted emergency funds in the amount of 1,000,000 N. Crowns to help the 
indigenous peoples of northwest Russia; i.e., mainly for the Kola Skolt Samis. 
Additionally, the Nordic nations (Norway, Sweden, Finland) funded the Kola Sami 
Federation facilities in Murmansk. Still, the Kola Samis were unable to even meet their 
organization’s phone bills. 
As I see it, prospects for the Kola Samis do not look hopeful for the remainder of 
the 1990’s. Socioculturally and politically something seems amiss in management, in 
unity of ranks, and in priorities of the Kola Sami Federation. 
4. Sami Language and Literacy in Sami Education 0950-1995) 
a. Nordic Samis 
The dark years for Sami culture was from the 1940’s to 1950’s when Samis were 
openly discriminated against politically and culturally by Finnish officialdom and 
populace. Sami education was almost totally finnicized during these decades. Similarly 
in Norway, Sami was only a home language. Publicly the Samis were pressured to speak 
and learn only Norwegian. School teachers were expected to monitor the language(s) 
spoken in Sami homes and to urge parents to speak only Norwegian. Up to 1962, 
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Norway’s land acquisition law required that every land purchase be versed in Norwegian, 
and that the buyer actually used Norwegian as the daily vernacular. In southern 
Norwegian Sami regions, the Sami language badly deteriorated under such strict 
legislation (Magga 1993). 
Sami cultural idealism began to awaken and accelerate in the period 1950’s to 
1960’s as a countermovement to all three Nordic nations for their indifference or 
pressures against Sami language use. In the 1960’s these tactics by Sami youth began to 
influence new outlooks and changes in government and official attitudes. Antiquated 
repressive rulings on Sami language and culture were repealed and local 
govemments/authorities turned about-face in support and development of Sami language 
and culture (late research findings clearly indicated a strong trend downward in Sami 
language use by younger Samis indoctrinated by finnicization pressures). The only 
purely all Sami language homes left were in the extreme north (Utsjoki) along the 
Norwegian-Finnish border region (Aikio 1988). Keskitalo (1981), Head of the Language 
and Culture Division of the Nordic Sami Institute, stated that to 1950 Sami language and 
culture was ignored by Scandinavian educational systems, but that a few special Sami 
schools were in operation. 
In the 1960’s Sami was introduced in some elementary schools as pilot programs. 
But the significance of the 1960’s was the unique and idealistic cultural unification of all 
Samis throughout the Nordic countries. Samis from Norway to Finland began to consider 
themselves as one people of one culture. This spirit gave rise to all the major Sami 
organizations, such as the Nordic Sami Council, Nordic Sami Federation and the Nordic 
Sami Conference. Sami rumblings of anti-acculturation to the Finnish language and 
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culture were very evident by 1965. Although many Samis then were bilingual or 
trilingual, one-third of the Samis spoke only Sami in homes and their communities. 
Older Sami generations insisted on maintaining the native language, while some younger 
Samis were less enthused to follow tradition. Generational attitudes created Sami societal 
and generational gaps: cultural and linguistic splits in the Sami community. This 
generational split was unavoidable because the older Samis remained steadfastly to 
tradition, whereas the younger Samis were being acculturated in school according to 
principles of a Western culture. Education began and ended in the Finnish language. The 
young Samis were being taught to enter as educated individuals for technical, industrial 
and economic sectors of Finnish labor market. Indoctrinated in Western languages and 
concepts throughout all levels of education inevitably altered a Sami youngster’s native 
values and outlooks; i.e., contact with his/her native culture and ways. Concerned Sami 
arguments were that the Finnish language and cultural ways were not in agreement with 
Sami traditional lifeways. Furthermore, Linnakivi (1981) noted that the Sami youngster, 
upon entering the school system, the development of the Sami mother-tongue was 
immediately interrupted while in the struggle to learn a foreign language. This left the 
Sami child semi-lingual in both Finnish and Sami. Because the loss of Sami self-identity 
among young Sami generations was a real danger seen by older members of Sami young 
people, the Sami anti-acculturation movement rose to protect the Sami language because 
it symbolized the essence of being Sami. 
Aikio (1982) offers much information on a number of areas regarding Finnish Sami 
language and culture issues in the 1970’s that cover: 
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Sami politics of the 1970’s was entirely devoted to the Sami anti-acculturation 
movement. 
From 1970 on, the Finnish National School Board introduced Sami language 
instruction in Sami district schools “within possibilities,” i.e., if and where qualified Sami 
teachers and instructional materials were available. There was an acute shortage of both. 
Consequently, most Sami education continued in the Finnish language. Nevertheless, 
Nordic Sami committees prepared proposals for goals of the 1970’s: 
To establish Sami language instruction for all levels of Sami education. 
To preserve the Sami culture by means of establishing a comparable status of 
equality for Sami language and culture with Finnish language and culture. Such goals 
would be attainable by fulfilling recommendations such as: 
the assurance of an adequate pool of qualified Sami teachers; 
the speedy production of needed Sami educational materials; 
the elimination of discrimination in the teaching profession; and 
the Samis as a minority people must have access to a mastery of the Finnish 
language as well as the Sami language, i.e., to achieve an equality status in both as the 
means to a true bilingualism. 
By the end of the 1970’s, the above goals and recommendations had been reached 
in principle. For instance, by 1978, Sami educational materials had improved so much in 
content and quantity that the Nordic Sami Congress decided upon a suitable uniform 
Sami writing system (standard orthography) in modified Roman for the three major Sami 
languages in the Nordic countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway). This immediately made 
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possible the production of inter-Nordic Sami educational materials and methodologies for 
all Sami district school systems. 
The most important achievements in the 1970’s for Sami municipal/district schools 
were in Sami language instruction that followed the above proposed guidelines. The 
Sami Board of Commissioners closely monitored all activities. Input from other varied 
sources also contributed to the progress made. 
Morottaja (1981) in his review of all improvements needed for Sami education in 
the 1970’s were similar to those of Aikio, but more defined, e.g.: 
a pool of Sami teachers trained to teach all course subjects in Sami; 
elimination of the different Sami orthographies that created confusion and 
prevented standard educational materials that could level out courses, programs, and 
administrative pedagogical duties; 
uniform sequences of teaching slots, curricula; 
adequate funding for needed new teaching/leaming materials in all levels; 
pilot projects of new pedagogic methods to accelerate gaining literacy and oral 
skills in both Finnish and Sami; and 
to develop Sami within Sami education to become the main language of 
communication in all Sami territories. 
Linnakivi (1981) explains goals for school year 1973-74 by a Finnish Planning 
Committee for Instruction in the Sami Language intending a bilingual/bicultural program 
in Finnish Sami schools. Sami language and cultural instruction would be equal in 
content and quality to comparable Finnish language and cultural instruction. Guidelines 
of the committee were: 
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Only Sami instruction in preschool levels, and same conditions for Finnish. 
Equal instruction in Finnish and Sami through elementary lower levels. 
In elementary upper and secondary lower levels, Finnish or Sami could be either 
major or minor languages of study. 
In secondary upper levels, Finnish or Sami could be electives. A continuum equally 
in both Finnish and Sami in secondary levels would credit a fully functional bilingualism. 
Additional committee suggestions were: 
research and Sami studies at post-secondary levels; 
Sami culture in all educational levels; 
Sami as subject and medium of instruction in Sami Adult Education; 
Sami representation in all Sami school administrations; and 
Sami community participation in its educational sectors. 
Since the 1970’s, more progress had been made in Sami language and culture 
education in Finland than in all prior decades of the twentieth century. The Sami anti¬ 
acculturation movement and surge of interest in Sami heritage, especially by the younger 
Sami generations, was connected to the invigorated Sami education. By the academic 
year 1981-82, about twenty schools in Sami districts had offered Sami language 
instruction from elementary to secondary levels; e.g., in Utsjoki with 271 elementary 
pupils, 18 secondary students and a staff of 35 Sami teachers recently graduated from 
Oulu University. Some Sami communities that same year had their first fully bilingual 
secondary school (high school) graduates. But, until the early 1980’s, the potential of 
effective Sami language instruction (re: 1970’s goals) in Finnish Lapland continued to lag 
because of Sami teacher shortages. 
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During early 1980’s, Finnish school by-laws for Sami language education were still 
unclearly defined. Local and regional interpretations varied widely, leaving Sami 
instruction to random teaching. Resultant pedagogical irregularities cast Sami children 
into weaker learning situations than their Finnish counterparts in well organized Finnish 
school programs. 
Notwithstanding the handicaps, already in 1980, there were three secondary level 
Sami schools in Finnish Lapland at Utsjoki, Inari and Enontekio. One model of 
secondary level Sami language sequential courses (1-9) of early 1980’s is: 
1. Sami pronunciation; introductory reading and spelling 
2. Sami conversation; basic Sami syntax (grammar) 
3. Sami communication: speech and writing; syntax (declensions, etc.) 
4. Sami creative speech expression 
5. Intermediate Sami speech and writing 
6. Test drills in Sami speech; Sami writing (vocabulary growth) 
7. Average Sami literacy skills (vocabulary/syntax build-up) 
8. Average Sami conversation (vocabulary/syntax build-up) 
9. Advanced Sami syntax/vocabulary 
Upon completion of the above 9-course sequence, the student had reached a mastery 
of 2500 key Sami words, an adequate knowledge of Sami grammar, and with the 
completion of all other required general courses, including Finnish, the student was 
expected to have attained a relatively satisfactory bilingualism. 
In a 1989 Finnish pictorial article (writer unknown) that dealt with language 
disputes in Lapland, I was astounded that some Finnish residents in Sami districts were 
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furious over Sami school administrations’ enforcement of the new bilingualism ruling for 
minimal Sami language instruction to non-Sami children, as in like fashion Finnish 
instruction to Sami children, the indignant Finn parents took the ruling to court in 
protest. Matti Morottaja, Developer of Sami Education at Utsjoki, reminded readers that 
Samis had never been asked permission when Finnish was enforced on Sami children for 
centuries prior to the current ruling for bilingualism. The reason for the “tempest in a 
teapot” arose from the enforcement of two Sami language hours per week in the 
following pattern of Sami-Finnish bilingual instruction in all Utsjoki Sami district (75% 
Sami population) elementary schools: 
In levels 1-2, the Sami and Finnish pupils received all instruction in their particular 
mother tongues (L1). 
In levels from 3 on: a) Sami speakers had four hours of Sami instruction, plus two 
hours of Finnish, per week; and conversely b) Finnish speakers had four hours of Finnish 
instruction, plus two hours of Sami, per week. 
I do not know the final decision(s) of the court to the “Sami language” dispute. 
The 14th Conference of the Nordic Samis (1989): Some Key Issues 
By the latter 1980’s, Sami organizations were busily restructuring issues and goals 
of the Sami language and of Sami education. The agenda of the 14th Conference of the 
Nordic Samis was one such organizational event. The preliminaries of the conference 
underscored that the Nordic Sami Parliament/Federation since the 1960’s had stressed 
that the prerequisite for Sami language and culture preservation was Sami education. The 
conference centered on Sami education and its politics. Concerns were the necessary 
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approaches and objectives for a united Sami education. Important pending broad issues 
were that: 
Sami education would be all-important in future Sami community structuring. 
The steady acculturation of Samis to the dominant culture needs redirection to Sami 
tradition and values. 
Uniform Sami educational methods, materials and goals were necessary for a united 
Sami society. 
Input to Sami education from the entire Sami community was needed for effective 
Sami language and culture maintenance. 
• Ancillary Objectives of Sami Education 
To develop a Sami identity and unity among all international Samis. 
To learn, respect and preserve Sami heritage and ancestral lands. 
To prepare Sami youth in education to lead their Sami people in the future. 
• Administrative and Political Objectives for Sami Education 
Sami must reach language equality with the Nordic national languages. 
Sami education must be governed by Sami administration by establishing a Nordic 
Sami Institute: 
to speedily train an adequate pool of Sami teachers; 
to coordinate R + D in Sami educational methodologies and materials; 
to serve as a pedagogical center for all Samis; and 
to arrive at a standard educational program to serve all Nordic Sami 
district/municipal schools. 
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Also in 1989, the Sami Education Council (of Sodankyla, Finland) issued its report: 
Development Plan of the Sami Language as Subject and Medium of Instruction for 1990- 
1995. The gist of the report was that recent new school regulations allowed increased 
Sami instruction in all Sami schools, but that certain pros and cons continued in Sami 
instruction. The new rulings applied only to the North Sami dialect. 
Key Points of the New Regulations 
In theory, Sami was permitted to be taught at all levels, preschool to secondary, to 
all children speaking Sami as their mother tongue: as elective or optional. In practice, 
however, the lack of enough Sami teachers and instructional materials, teaching 
schedules not fully adjusted, and other changes necessary to accommodate increased 
Sami classes, prevented full implementation of Sami instruction by many Sami school 
districts. 
Sami instruction was limited to the lower elementary levels, often in an irregular 
manner, due to variables of preparedness in schools of each Sami district. Nevertheless, 
improvements in Sami language instruction and acquisition already were visible in the 
lower levels of most Sami district schools. 
A problem for many small Sami school districts was the decrease in Sami student 
absolute numbers. (Sami birth rates were down and Sami youth were leaving Sami towns 
to more active urban centers). Unstable student numbers hindered the design and 
development of Sami curricula for current and following schools years. 
The new regulations facilitated Sami instruction into Adult Education, vocational 
and open programs of many Sami districts. 
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Sami language curriculum developers and Sami language teachers were busily 
preparing pedagogical materials for the three major Sami languages. Finnish language 
materials translated into Sami were unsuitable for Sami students with different cultural 
outlooks and situations. 
The Nordic Sami Institute was undertaking the design and printing of a standard 
Sami teaching program for Sami instruction as L1 and L2 in stepped levels. But, progress 
was slowed by the variety of pedagogical methods, materials and goals throughout all 
Sami school districts. In addition, the shortage of resource people and the resistance by 
national school boards to understand problems in Sami education were constant. Sami 
education was still under state control. 
The Needs of Sami Language Education, 1989 
Favorable progress had been made in Sami instruction. But human and material 
resources were critically low, and the bureaucratic government funding for Sami 
education was slow, and unresponsive to changing times. 
Though the emphasis of Sami language education was currently on the primary 
levels, it needed to quickly include succeeding levels. 
Sami nursery and pre-K programs were necessary to meet entry demands of the 
Sami school systems. 
Sami language educational rights needed to be extended to the 30% of Samis 
residing outside of their home territories. 
A common Nordic fund needed to be established to support an ongoing R + D 
program for Sami education. 
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The Russian Samis of Kola Peninsula needed to benefit from the developments in 
Nordic Sami language and culture education. 
In a 1990 Finnish News Bureau (STT) announcement, a petition had been presented 
to Finland’s Ministry of Culture by the Nordic Sami Writers Association and Finland’s 
Sami Parliament for guaranteed government funding to support development of Sami 
language and culture on equal terms with like aid to Finnish language and culture. 
Funding of Sami literature, performing and visual arts is not economically viable by a 
small Sami population. The petition was signed by more than 100 prominent Sami 
writers, artists, legislators and Sami community leaders. 
The above sample cases of organized groups involved currently in Sami language 
and Sami education issues indicate the wide interest and range of supportive activities for 
the preservation of the Sami language across all regions of Nordic Lapland. 
5. Other Data on Sami Language. Literacy and Education 
Magga (1993) and others describe incidents of Sami language, literacy and 
education conditions prior to 1970, and the burst of Sami sociocultural actions of the 
1970’s on that thrust the Sami language into the dynamic sociopolitical arena of the 
1990’s. Magga explains that prior to 1970, the Sami language was hardly taught in any 
formal school setting. Although clergy and missionaries did learn Sami in order to teach 
the Gospel to the Samis, a literary Sami was not a prime concern of the Church. Even 
when in 1619 the very first church Sami text was published and Sami religious literature 
continued in all three Nordic countries into the 19th century, functional Sami literacy was 
virtually nonexistent. Yet, by way of religious teachings, a rudimentary Sami literacy 
had entered Church-run Sami schooling. 
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True Sami literacy is very recent with its beginnings in the 1970’s, the decade of 
broad Sami cultural reawakening. The upswing of Sami language and cultural 
revitalization has since then continued unchecked into the 1990’s. Scholars of Sami 
studies, and Samis themselves, agree that conditions and prospects for Sami language and 
culture in the Nordic countries are very good. Credit for this optimism is given to the 
enactment of the 1992 Sami Language Act which extends and safeguards Sami language 
rights, not only in Sami education, but in all public institutions and affairs throughout all 
Sami districts of the Nordic Lapland regions. 
a. Sami Language and Literacy, 1990’s 
A discussion of Sami literacy in the 1990’s, involves Sami education and its 
politics, and the Sami language/dialects. Samis and scholars remind all that the Sami 
language is not uniform across Sami territories, even though all Samis today recognize 
themselves as of one Sami nation dispersed into groups of dissimilar cultures and 
livelihoods. Keskitalo (1981) stated that Sami dialects can vary so greatly that, for 
example, the North Sami of Enontekio and Utsjoki find the Inari dialect difficult to 
understand, and both North Sami and Inari Sami do not understand Skolt Sami. A 
number of Sami scholars consider North Sami, Inari Sami and Skolt Sami to be distinct 
languages. 
North Sami has the largest geographical distribution and is the most widely spoken 
vernacular among Nordic Samis. In Finland, 66% of the Sami population speak North 
Sami, 18% speak Inari Sami, and 15% are Skolt Sami speakers. Data figures interpret 
Sami dialects and populations differently according to scholars and dates of tabulation. 
For instance, Seurujarvi-Kari (1991), a decade later than Keskitalo, cites seven major 
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dialects in Sami territory from Norway to the Kola Peninsula (Russia), and that 75% of 
all Nordic Samis speak North Sami. Population, etc. figures also vary depending on what 
the criteria for Sami are, and when dated. 
Ritva Liikanen (1992) claimed that to date there is only one North Sami-Finnish 
dictionary which was compiled by Pekka Sammallahti (1977). She expected other Sami 
dictionaries and basic syntaxes would follow by Sammallahti and others (to my 
knowledge the trio Korhonen; Mosnikoff; and Sammallahti had already completed a 
Skolt Sami alphabet book with glossary and syntax for the Skolt Samis by 1973). In spite 
of a distant linguistic affinity between Sami and Finnish, the difference between the 
languages today is great. Magga (1993) adds that North Sami, as well as three other Sami 
languages (Luulaja, Inari and Skolt) already have their own writing systems in daily use 
by schools and in general Sami literature: newspapers, books, reports, religious writings, 
etc. Literacy plans are projected for other Sami dialects as well, if warranted in future 
years. 
b. Sami Language Act, 1992 
The Sami Language Act dictates that the Sami language is to be legally enforced 
and used by all Sami and non-Sami residents of all Sami districts: in the six Sami 
counties of Norway, and in the three Sami districts of Finland (no data for Sweden). In 
Finland, for instance, applicants for or employees already in public employment of a 
Sami district are expected to know or learn both spoken and written Sami. The applicant 
or employee is reimbursed for time and expenses incurred to learn Sami. The new law 
equally applies to all Sami administered institutions, departments, and other Sami public 
instances. The purpose of the Sami Language Act is to make Sami a fully functional 
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language within the Sami territories. This law extends equal status and rights to the three 
major Sami languages: North, Inari and Skolt Sami. In Norway, Sami county 
administrators are legally empowered to enforce Sami language use for all Sami related 
official matters. The language law has the authority to demand that all Sami children be 
taught Sami in all levels of the public schools systems, to uphold Sami people’s rights to 
use the Sami language in their district social service agencies, in church activities, and in 
all other public situations. In Norway, the Sami language law applies only to the North 
Sami dialect that is spoken by the majority of Norwegian Samis (Magga 1993). 
Liikanen (1992) gives interesting information on grass-roots repercussions from the 
newly instituted language law. The majority of Finland’s 4,000 Samis have never had 
formal literary Sami instruction, nor had Sami ever before been used publicly because it 
lacked official status or any other public recognition. Now Sami has official status. All 
Finnish Sami school children are rapidly learning Sami reading and writing skills, which 
Sami youngsters in turn teach to their parents and other familial members illiterate in 
their native language. 
Samis with basic literacy skills have been placed into technical, commercial, legal 
and other special Sami terminology courses of Adult Education and vocational programs. 
A relatively versatile and functional Sami is needed now by all Samis in their vocations. 
More demanding or advanced Sami language skills are taught at Inari College. Many 
college enrollees at this Sami College are there by choice, some even paying their own 
tuition. Others are sent there by their employers to gain career-oriented Sami literacy 
skills in demanding jobs such as in customs, police duties, civil law, business, technical 
fields, etc., and even in Sami Radio/TV programming/broadcasting, which is the primary 
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source and distributor of newly coined Sami words sent over airwaves to the listening 
Sami audiences. The Sami broadcasting system also has a publication of six issues 
annually which serves as a model of current Sami language. 
Liikanen continues that the Sami language law in Finland requires that texts in non- 
Sami languages needed in Sami transactions be in translated transcripts for the three main 
Sami languages. Also, translators or interpreters must be provided for monolingual 
Samis in oral transactions. The sudden changes brought about by the language law have 
been financially burdensome for the Sami districts. Government tardiness to reimburse 
Sami community expenses has added to the problems of adjustment. The Sami districts 
have also been delinquent to react in timely fashion to all the new rulings. For example, 
Utsjoki, the largest Sami municipality in Finland, had not in 1992 employed a single 
Sami translator or interpreter, even though the Sami language crusade was in full stride. 
Ole Henrik Magga (1993) supplies the following data that helps me summarize 
developments that led to the resurgence of the Sami language in the 1990’s, such as the 
Sami radio programs: In Norway, 1946, one hour daily; in Finland, 1946, three hours 
daily on the Samis’ own channel; in Sweden, 1952, Vi hour daily in Swedish/Sami 
commentary; in Russia, programming has been consistently irregular. About a decade 
later Nordic Sami newspapers appeared: four in Norway, and one each in Finland and 
Sweden. Other miscellaneous Nordic Sami publications occasionally arose at that time. 
Magga mentions a haphazard appearance of Sami prose in the early 1900’s, but that 
not until the 1960’s-1970’s decades were significant amounts of Sami literature produced 
as poems, children’s books, novels, theater production scripts and journalism. This surge 
of Sami literacy coincided with the younger Sami generations’ anti-acculturation 
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movement of the 1960’s/l 970’s. He underscores that clearly the Sami school was the 
community sector that had most advanced the Sami language. Since that two decade 
period, Sami language instruction in Finland has increased from 45 to 252 hours per 
school year. In Norway, a 1992 Sami student population had grown to 1,200-1,500, and 
is steadily rising. At university levels, Sami instruction is on the rise in Oslo, Tromso, 
Koutokeino (Norway), in Upsala (Sweden), and in Helsinki, Oulu, Rovaniemi (Finland). 
At Sami College (Koutokeino) all courses and subjects were taught in the Sami language. 
Magga gives full credit to Finno-Ugrian research scholars for being instrumental to the 
current directions and results in Sami instruction, and for the status of the Sami language 
today. 
Magga also reminds all that since 1950, the Nordic Sami Council has actively 
promoted Sami language and culture issues, and that since 1971 with the founding of the 
Nordic Sami Committee, a standard literary language was established for the three main 
Sami languages, recognizing Sami as the language of Nordic Lapland. The situation, 
especially of the three major Sami languages, has greatly improved to date. However, 
there is much to be desired in the steadily weakening Sami dialects of all southern regions 
of Nordic Lapland. Sami assimilation and acculturation to the dominant culture is 
advancing among younger Sami generations in these areas. In fact, only North Sami 
enjoys the fortunate position of developing into a fully functional language for the next, 
and following Sami generations. Much attention is now needed on other Sami languages 
and dialects. 
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c. Sami Supportive Cultural_Societies 
As active proponents of Sami language and culture matters for over a century, 
prestigious Nordic cultural societies with memberships of distinguished scholars, 
educators, field researchers, writers and other prominent people within or outside of the 
Sami community, have all made exemplary contributions to Sami and other Finno- 
Ugrian/Uralic cultures. Examples of such societies in Finland, all situated in Helsinki, 
are: 
The Finnish Literary Society, founded 1831, is the national organization for all 
literature of Finland. Its archives consist of earliest to the most recent important 
literature, including sizable collections of transcribed recordings of epic poetry, folk 
legends, and Finno-Ugric/Uralic materials from oral traditions. To my knowledge, this is 
the most complete repository of Finland’s literature. The society holds its regular 
seminars and conferences, presents awards to promising and leading writers, and 
publishes its own journal, as well as a collection of significant new literary works each 
year. By virtue of its far reaching activities, it also is a supporter of Sami, Finno-Ugrian 
and Uralic literary efforts. 
The Finno-Ugrian Society, founded 1883, is an organization of the Humanities and 
Sciences focused on the Finno-Ugrian cultures. Its areas of activity are publications, 
largely linguistics and ethnography, seminars, conferences, etc. centered on the languages 
and cultures of the Finno-Ugric/Uralic groups. 
The Cultural Society of Lapland, founded 1937, has a membership of Samis and 
Finns. It is a supporting organization for Sami goals in cultural, economic and societal 
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equality. It publishes Sami literature and Finland’s only Sami language newspaper, as 
well as arranges exhibits/programs of Sami material culture, visual and performing arts. 
The M.A. Castren Society, founded 1990, arranges contacts and promotes 
interchanges between Finnish, East European, North Eurasian and Siberian Uralic 
individuals or groups. It publicizes their cultures in Finland, and supports their cultural 
objectives and the development of their languages. The Society likewise actively 
participates in and cooperates with Nordic Sami pursuits. 
d. Russian Kola Samis’ Native Language Conditions 
Information on the Russian Skolt and other Samis has been less and more difficult 
to gather than for the Nordic Samis. From the 1919 Russian Bolshevik Revolution to 
1989, entry into Russia by Western researchers was closed. Leif Rantala (1994) 
commented that in 1960 while Finnish construction crews were building a power plant 
across the border in the Kola Peninsula, any contact with local Russian residents was 
strictly forbidden even by the few Finnish Skolt Sami crew hands who had direct familial 
ties with Kola Samis nearby. In 1989, Soviet borders were selectively opened to non- 
Soviets for the first time in 70 years. Some Finnish scholars then made reconnaissance 
field trips to regions inhabited by Finno-Ugrian/Uralic minority peoples. One of the 
Finnish researchers to enter Russia in 1989 was Jorma Korhonen, researcher of 
Sami/Finnic studies. That same year I read two articles by him in the Helsingin Sanomat 
daily describing his observations of Skolt Samis living on the Kola Peninsula 
incommunicado from the Western world for their lifetime. 
Korhonen’s writings dealt with the state of Soviet Skolt Sami sociopolitics, 
livelihood, Skolt language and culture maintenance and educational issues in 1989. His 
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observations indicated that the Kola Skolt Sami language and culture outwardly appeared 
critically endangered due to apparent lack of interest in Sami tradition upkeep by much of 
the young Skolt generation, by the low Skolt birth rates and by the Russian government 
resettlement of Sami reindeer herders from their villages to shabby housing and other 
poor conditions in the township of Lovozero. The loss of Kola Sami tradition life ways, 
replaced by unemployment or low paid menial labor with Russian industrial projects 
(forestry, mining or oil and gas drilling on aboriginal lands), created Sami depression, 
anger, anti-social attitudes and alcoholism. Still, Korhonen didn’t see all hope lost for the 
Kola Samis. He realized that it was only a few years ago that Kola Samis had begun to 
gather together remnants of their culture shattered by the repressive Stalin era. It was a 
miracle that any Sami culture or language had survived into the late 1980’s. 
Beneath obvious surface damage, Korhonen noted small signs of Kola Skolt Sami 
language and culture revitalization in their education, some interest in Skolt language use 
by young and older Samis in the community, in fact by proudly speaking Skolt publicly 
in Lovozero. For a very long period, for some Skolts a lifetime, Kola Samis had been 
reviled and persecuted by Russian officials and civilians. The stigma of being Sami was 
no longer accepted by growing numbers of Samis. Now, Sami singers and musicians 
were “in”.. .mixed marriages were not. 
Korhonen’s materials on Kola Skolt Sami education, Skolt writing systems, and 
beginnings of Skolt literacy might possibly be the catalyst for Skolt language and culture 
survival on the Kola Peninsula. He saw that the prime concern of the Kola Skolt Samis 
was the retention and development of their language by means of an established Skolt 
literary language based on a mutually acceptable writing system (orthography). 
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Korhonen described how Prof. Pekka Sammallahti of Oulu University (Finland) and 
Jouni Mosnikoff, a Skolt Sami reindeer herder, had compiled and published a small Skolt 
Sami-Finnish dictionary (Finnish being the lingua franca for all Samis) that was 
distributed gratis to all Russian Skolt households in the Lovozero area. Finnish Skolt and 
Russian Skolt are the same Sami language. Sammallahti’s Skolt Sami alphabet book of 
1972, was the start for the dictionary. Widespread church and other spiritual literature 
followed. The foundation for Skolt literacy had been set. Sammallahti clarified further 
that the morphology (word structure) and syntax (sentence/phrase structure) of Skolt and 
North Sami were similar. In spite of the more variables in the fine speech sounds of 
Skolt Sami that required careful interpretations, a revised and uniform orthography was 
feasible for both North and Skolt Sami. Matti Morottaja, member of the Nordic Sami 
Council, earlier in 1981 was of the opinion that common Sami language educational or 
other written materials were impractical for the three Sami languages: North, Inari and 
Skolt Sami. 
The Kola Samis are splintered into small separate dialectal groups such as the Skolt, 
Tildin, Turja, but they do understand each others’ vernacular. Efforts are underway to 
devise a compatible and standard writing system for all. But the dialectal and societal 
group differences had made unified progress laborious. These activities were funded by a 
1980 Soviet Union agreement to promote the education, health and social services of all 
northern minority peoples from the Kola Peninsula to the Bering Straits. 
During Korhonen’s stay in the Lovozero area, a new Kola Sami writing system was 
in preparation. But voices were already loudly complaining that the new Kola Sami 
literary language was overcomplicated and difficult to learn, read and write. The Kola 
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Samis were split pro and con for its adoption which has slowed progress to move Kola 
Sami language and culture issues forward. Disagreements and personality clashes have 
not only prevented adoption of a new Kola Sami literary language, it also has prevented 
the design and publication of sorely needed modem Kola Sami school texts and study 
materials to replace unsuitable versions of the 1930’s. Kola Sami teachers remained 
frustrated as they attempted to keep their classes and programs moving ahead. 
Returning to Finland, Korhonen left behind a split Kola Sami community, each 
group unilaterally, attempting to carry on Sami language and cultural ways. 
Leif Rantala (1994), instructor of Sami language and culture at Lapland University 
(Finland) in his article on Kola Samis in “Hiidenkivi,” the cultural journal of the Finnish 
Literature Society, offers later information on Kola Sami conditions. He states that 
although less than half of the Kola Samis were speakers of their native language, the 
Sami culture was in revitalization. Skolt Sami is taught in one Lovozero elementary 
school in levels 1-5. In recent years about 30 different Sami school primers had been in 
use (no mention whether in one or numerous different writing systems). 
The Kaarasjoki Sami municipality (Norway) had arranged Sami language courses 
for the Kola Samis at Kaarasjoki and Lovozero. Thirty Kola Samis enrolled, but with 
little success, because only two Kola individuals learned Sami. The Nordic Samis also 
organized traditional Sami handcraft courses for Kola Samis that had helped to revive 
Kola Sami traditional arts skills which had been lost decades ago. 
Although the Kola Sami language(s) and culture(s) are in an unsteady balance, the 
future for Kola Samis now is better than for the other Finno-Ugrian/Uralic northern 
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minorities in Russia. The Kola Samis do receive substantial monetary, material and other 
outsider aid. 
They are allowed to travel for contacts with other Samis in Nordic Europe, or with 
other minority cultures in Russia, or as far off as Canada and Alaska to learn how other 
minorities are trying to resolve their problematic language and culture issues. 
C. Hanti and Mansi 
1. Geography 
For locations of the north Uralic cultures, I have referred to the Finno-Ugrian Society 
map, 1993. 
Northern Hanti: along both sides of the Ob River in the Salehard region and south 
to Berezovo area; bordered by some Mansi in the west and tundra Nenets to the east. 
Taiga Hanti: along the Ob River east to taiga Nenets, southeast to the Selkups 
(Ostyak Samoyeds), and south to Irtys River. 
Mansi: in the central region between the Urals and Ob River, and south to below 
Hanti-Mansijsk area. 
For both cultures, tundra, forest-tundra, and taiga (forest) terrain, climate and 
natural resources are similar to those of the Samis and Nenets. 
For Hanti and Mansi territorial claims, see Nenets, p. 169. 
2. Population and Other Sociodemographic Data 
Data vary depending on source and date. 
H. Hyttinen (1989): Hanti 20,000; Mansi 7,000. 
U.M. Kulonen (1994): Hanti 22,000; Mansi 8,000. 
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T. Salminen (1993): Hanti 13,000; Mansi 3,000 (native speakers). 
N. Vakhtin (1991): Hanti 22,521; Mansi 8,461 (1989 Soviet census). 
M. Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff (1993): total Hanti and Mansi district population, 
1,282,396: Russian 66%; Hanti, Mansi 1.4%; Nenets, Komi -4%; all others 32%. 
a. Language Groups/Distributions 
Scholars consider both groups (living in proximate areas) to be culturally similar as 
forest hunters, fishermen and gatherers, except for north Hanti that are the above and also 
reindeer herders. However, their languages are distinct, and dialects from north to south 
* 
can vary considerably. Native language proficiency is progressively decreasing in both 
cultures. Ktinnap (1993) cites percentages of native language speakers by group and 
years: 
Hanti (1900) 98%; (1959) 77%; (1989) 61%. 
Mansi (1900) 98%; (1959) 59%; (1989) 37%. 
b. Livelihood 
M. Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff (1992), on her 1989 trip to north Hanti reindeer 
herding locations on the Kara Sea coastal marshland plains, was amazed that Hanti 
customs, native language use, traditional economy and other lifeways had survived 
practically untouched by modem progress. They still were hunters, trappers, fishermen, 
gatherers and reindeer breeders. They lived basically as documented in text and 
photograph by Finnish scholars in the late 19th and early 20th century. This includes 
details such as specific traditional seating arrangements of the male head of a household, 
wife and other family members, or the placement of sacred religious items: the Russian 
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Orthodox icons strung on a back wall and spirit dolls and amulets for nature deities and 
spirits in their sacred place. 
Strict gender roles had remained unchanged. Women were responsible for domestic 
tasks: children rearing, gathering firewood, heating and cooking at the central fire pit or 
small metal stove. The ancient scraping and other processing of raw reindeer hides or 
game pelts into materials for clothing, footwear, bedding, tipi covering, etc. which were 
sewn with thread from reindeer sinew—as a century ago. 
Male duties consisted of physically more demanding activities such as herding, 
hunting, fishing, logging, building permanent winter shelters (as many as five per family) 
staggered along the long migratory routes. All manner of other construction and repair 
jobs: repair and building numerous travel/migration sleds, storage racks and sheds along 
tundra and taiga routes, boats, fish traps and nets (of sinew), etc., was continual activity. 
And men had to also make most hand tools needed by both men and women. 
Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff saw the gender roles as divisions of equal labor and importance 
for Hanti survival in a harsh environment. Aside from the obvious function (survival and 
a tolerable life) of ancient skills and knowledge, she saw this culture in its wholeness as a 
complete art form. A symbiosis of daily Hanti living in functional and spiritual harmony 
with each other and their ecosystem. 
The outwardly peaceful and undisturbed north Hanti surely were mindful of the 
plight of their fellow Hanti and Mansi in the central taiga region and of the advancing 
industrial wave into the Ob Gulf area. The Hanti and Mansi were culturally similar, as 
hunters, fishermen and gatherers, entirely dependent on undisturbed natural resources. 
Any threats to the livelihood of one group eventually would threaten the other. 
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Hannu Hyttinen, a Finnish newspaper editor, met different conditions in 1989 when 
he was on a data gathering trip in the taiga of the north Hanti district. He noted 
significant changes in these north Hanti lifeways brought about by rapidly advancing 
industrialization and outsider colonization. North Hanti taiga hunting/fishing families 
had been compelled to seek more distant undisturbed areas, because their accustomed 
lands and waterways were continually being overrun and devastated. Ever fewer north 
Hanti groups remained to eke out their traditional livelihood in ever diminishing pockets 
of undisturbed lands. Between the Jamal Peninsula and the southern Hanti and Mansi 
region, fewer than 2000 reindeer herder families remained. The lower south taiga Hanti 
and Mansi had already substantially lost their traditional territories and livelihoods. Their 
cultures were in a rapid decline. 
From Surgut, the center of major oil and gas production in central northwest 
Siberia, Hyttinen headed north on a heavily trafficked construction road that leads to the 
Ob Gulf. He traveled some 100+ miles to a couple of active drilling/pumping fields, each 
adjacent to small native and temporary crew barracks settlements. He soon realized by 
conversations with oil/gas drilling and pumping personnel, the prevailing philosophy was 
that oil was there to be discovered and production records to be made, and highest 
possible salaries to be gained. This heavily industrialized region was an outsider world of 
its own, where any thoughts of environmental protection programs or of setting aside 
natural energy reserves for future generations were unthinkable. Focus was on “full 
throttle ahead, take all now.” Test explorations have promised 50 to 100 more years of 
non-stop oil and gas production from this region. 
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Pessimism was prevalent among Hanti and Mansi populations dislodged from their 
lands and destitute without livelihoods. Numbers of native peoples now live in Surgut, 
Hanti-Mansijsk or in other Russian urban centers. A few daring Hanti and Mansi had 
voiced opposition to the negative aftermath of long-continued drilling and pumping 
operations in the Surgut region, which now were expanding northward to the Far North. 
Two such figures confronting the mega-industries and Moscow politburo were the Mansi 
V 
poet, Juvan Sestalov and the Hanti folklorist, Jeremei Aipin from Hanti-Mansijsk. The 
latter had recently been elected to represent the Hanti people in the national legislature 
and Congress of Moscow. Since then he has gained wide recognition as a respected and 
skillful advocate for Hanti, Mansi and other Russian northern minorities. 
Another advocate of native rights, Prokopi Sopatshin, a Jamal Nenets district 
parliament member, was less fortunate. He was beaten to death by Russian local police 
of Ruskinskiji, a village 120 km. north of Surgut (Kemppainen, 1993). 
Impact of Industrialization on the Hanti and Mansi 
Russian industrialization and its associated colonization in central northwestern 
Siberia had most severely impacted the Hanti and Mansi peoples. To the extent that, in 
three decades, their indigenous cultures and livelihoods have been effectively crippled or 
eliminated. While Moscow and corporate Russia extol the virtues of their speedy 
conquest and maximized utilization of northwestern Siberian natural resources, others, 
such as scientists, scholars and conservationists, are dismayed by the utter disregard for 
entire ecosystems and their aboriginal occupants and cultures. Meanwhile, the Hanti and 
Mansi, now only a minute percentage of the new total population in the region, look from 
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the sidelines, dispossessed of their vast once virgin lands, livelihoods and cultures. The 
text below explains how this 20th century human and territorial transformation began. 
East of Hanti-Mansijsk, the civic capital of the Ob-Ugrian Hanti and Mansi District, 
in the dense taiga and on the Ob River lies Surgut, the center of huge oil and gas 
production. Surgut, some 30 years ago, was a small settlement of log structures, resting 
on woodblocks set on permafrost. It was a regional trading post for Russian merchants 
and Hanti, Mansi and taiga Nenets fur hunters. Changes have happened since then. Two 
writers describe them. Marianna Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff, a Russian language instructor 
at Helsinki University, and Nikolai Garin, of Mansi lineage, a researcher of northwestern 
Siberian studies and instructor at the Institute of Architecture at Jekaterinburg (Russia) 
are co-authors of a book (1992) that is a eulogy and cry of alarm in behalf of the Hanti, 
Mansi and Nenets. M. Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff and her family members were the first 
Finns after the Bolshevik October Revolution allowed into Russia (in 1989) to retrace 
routes of the 19th century Finnish linguists and folklorists researching Finno-Uralic 
peoples in north Eurasia. Under the leadership of N. Garin, the Finnish travelers entered 
areas unseen by westerners since 1917, encountering intact, ages-old indigenous lifestyles 
mostly unknown by outsiders, including most Russians. Despite lingering memories of 
experienced persecutions in the harsh Stalin era, the Hanti, Mansi and Nenets had 
endured to eventually resume their traditional ways. In 1989 and 1991, the Flinckenberg- 
G./Garin team made three separate research trips to Hanti, Mansi and Nenets locations 
along the Ob River waterways in the north Ural region. The objective was to collect 
ethnographic, linguistic and other cultural materials which then evolved into the idea of a 
co-authored report about their combined activities. 
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The authors describe the Surgut area of 1990-91 as follows: From the jetliner 
heading for the Surgut airfield, hundreds of oil derricks were visible spreading out in all 
directions. Clusters of oil and gas drilling or pumping fields connected by endless 
networks of roads expanded like a mega-spiderweb. This totally industrialized landscape 
that only twenty years ago was virgin forest, was now a pattern of calculated order and 
devastation. Surgut, a modem urban center of important oil and gas production, with a 
population of about 270,000 outsiders constantly streaming in from all points in Russia 
(to earn seven-fold wages of incomes by similar work in populated areas of Russia), 
boasts itself a model city. The indigenous Mansi and other aboriginal groups number 
about 550. 
It all began in 1961 with the first construction crews and materials arriving on 
roughly opened roads to build barracks, warehouses, repair stations, stores and other 
frontier town needs. Forests were cleared for storage of drilling operations equipment 
and for future building projects. In the mid 1960’s roads of wide concrete slabs laid on 
permafrost and heavily black-topped opened up the constant traffic flow of heavy 
machinery, trucks, buses and occasional dare-devil passenger cars squeezed in between. 
All rolling at reckless speeds, disregarding the piling accidents. The oil and gas fever 
was, and still is, contagious. Reindeer road kills and poacher shootings soon became 
routine, and continue to this day (1991). Regional natives protested with posters listing 
the thirty names of their people killed by traffic, in clashes with outsiders, or by reasons 
unknown. One such protest demonstration blocked the traffic on a main road. Tempers 
quickly flared. The leader of that demonstration, Juri Aivaseda, a 42 year old taiga 
Nenets, explained to the district director of the oil/gas corporation arrived on the scene, 
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that, from the time the oil drilling crews first appeared in his region, his people have had 
to repeatedly move elsewhere as drilling kept advancing in all directions. Aivaseda then 
asked the director, “where do we go now?.. .there is no land left for us to move to and 
live on.” 
The corporation promised improvements in the form of monetary indemnization, 
new barracks homes, warehouses and freezer facilities for meats, fish and berries. Used 
trucks, cars and other machinery were donated, and social services were begun. But the 
local minorities were not granted a voice in current and future production activities. Oil 
and gas production, colonization, and further “restructuring” of the Hanti, Mansi and 
taiga Nenets region continues. Reindeer herds are thinning out en masse due to pollution 
of waters and any remaining graze lands. Waterways are devoid of life. Berries and 
other plants wither. There isn’t much left to gather for the warehouses and freezer sheds. 
Jeremei Aipin in 1990 presented verified reports that in the autonomous districts of 
Hanti and Mansi and Jamalo-Nenets, the oil and gas industries had destroyed 11,000,000 
hectares of reindeer feeding grounds and 28 principal fishing waters. During 1964-1990 
in these two district territories (3,500,000 km2), five billion tons of crude oil had been 
extracted from drilled wells. A calculated 2% loss in production from oil spills into 
ground layers and into the Ob-Irtys river watershed amounted to 100,000,000 tons of 
crude oil. Diggings of river bottom mud samplings then revealed a 10% crude oil 
content. Figures have been much higher in subsequent years. 
While in the industrially devastated region of the deprived Mansi, Hanti and taiga 
Nenets, Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff noted, for example, that among the Mansi the 
preservation of the Mansi language and culture has less relevance than their immediate 
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concern, the survival of life. Another disturbing cultural observation was the evident 
attraction by young indigenous generations to Russian and Western dress and 
mannerisms. More threatening was the open exposure to a menu of global junk culture: 
videos of porno sex, violence, crime, drugs, etc. Traditional native ways and values fade 
alongside such exciting lifestyles among susceptible teens. A few years ago, while 
chatting with M. Lehmuskallio in a Helsinki coffee bar (just prior to his departure for the 
Siberian arctic to finish a documentary film), he mentioned to me the tragedy of dying 
aboriginal lifestyles which are so beautifully attuned to their ecosystems. Compounding 
the irreversible destruction by industrial exploitation in native territories was the adaption 
to our modem urban culture by indigenous young generations. They drop their ages-old 
roots, languages and identities for the most short-lived, base elements of global trash 
culture to become floating debris in our stream of homogenized, modem culture, 
c. Beliefs and Religions 
Traditional 
Hyttinen (1989) states that the Hanti and Mansi people were undisturbed until 1960 
in their largely inaccessible and unknown taiga region. The native customs and 
languages were intact and used by the majority of indigenous peoples of the Russian far 
north. Old oral legends, songs and music prevailed. Offerings and communications to 
the ancestral spirits at grave sites were periodically held. For urgent spiritual 
communication, a shaman was necessary because only he or she possessed the powers 
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and knowledge to travel in spirit form through all levels of the intricate spirit world. 
Ancient rituals, such as sacrifices of moose or reindeer as offerings to totem spirits, 
assured successful hunts and well-being for the community. 
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A very central belief of the Hanti and other aboriginal north Eurasians was 
totemism/animal ancestry, in particular, the bear cult: a spiritual man-bear kinship that 
has continued from prehistory, probably from the Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon eras, to 
the 20th century (Ancestors of the Hanti, Mansi, Nenets and other north Eurasian 
aboriginals spoke a proto-Uralic language 6000-7000 years ago). The gist of one 
interpretation for the genesis of the bear cult is as follows: Initially the bear lived in the 
sky with his father, Numi Torem, the highest god. But time came for the bear to be 
lowered from the hole in the sky (North Star) to earth. On earth the bear became king of 
all animals, god of earth with four (sacred number) souls, and re-incarnated into bear- 
man, enabling the bear to understand human talk. 
Reverent bear ceremonies embodied the bear cult. A Hanti and Mansi version until 
early 20th century was in four phases. 
1. The hunt and kill was preceded by an all-night ritual of speeches, prayers, songs and 
pantomime bear dancing in the settlement. At the bears den in the morning, before the 
kill, the hunters performed a short repeat performance of the nocturnal ritual. And again 
consolation oratory and song to the bear following the kill. 
2. The community feast celebration for which the slain bear’s head (with silver coins 
covering the eyes) and front paws were placed on a low platform inside the dwelling of 
festivities. The remainder of the bear pelt was covered by clean cloth, ribbons, beads and 
other trinkets. A plate with food was placed before the paws of the honored bear guest. 
All community members came to express their homage to the bear. 
3. The feast offering to the bear was an all-night feast of bear meat, drinks and 
repetitions of long prayers, oratory, songs and dances. 
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4. The farewell to the bear was on the next day and night during which hundreds of 
songs and speeches were offered to the honored guest as testimony to all bears and the 
spirit world that the Hanti and Mansi truly honor their relative, the bear. 
An interesting footnote to the bear cult is that hunters occasionally captured an 
orphaned bear cub and carried it to their village. It became the adopted member of some 
family and of the community. The cub was collared, decorated with silver pendants, 
beads and ribbons, and copper rings attached to the claws. The best of foods, drinks and 
affections were bestowed upon the new member of the family and community. Months 
later, the bear was returned to the forest. Before its release, songs and oratory (messages) 
were given the bear to relay to all bears how well he/she had been treated by its human 
brothers and sisters. It was strictly forbidden to ever hunt or harm this bear in future 
encounters. (For more information about the bear cult and other Ob-Ugrian old beliefs, 
see e.g., A.I. Hallowell 1926; A. Tanner 1979; K.F. Karjalainen (1898-1902 chronicles), 
M. Korhonen, ed. 1983; Siikala 1992; and Honko; Timonen; and Branch 1994). 
Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff (1993) did note signs of old beliefs among the strongly 
traditionalist north Hanti and Nenets. However, the elders, who retained those beliefs, 
were reluctant to discuss them for fear of imagined retaliation by Russian authorities. 
They remembered only too well the Stalinist persecutions. She encountered no traces of 
archaic beliefs among the largely urbanized Mansi. Their culture was mostly lost. 
However, her co-author Garin (1993) relates an incident of disorientation while on a hike 
in Nenets tundra country (above the north Hanti). He is suddenly alerted by faint ringing 
of reindeer herder’s sled bells. Scrambling quickly to a nearby rise to signal passing 
herders, he, instead, stumbles onto a Nenets grave site. Bells continually ringing in the 
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breeze and fluttering ribbons were tied to a cross bar supported by two uprights over a 
grave. The scenario was rows of sleds overturned onto boarded burial chambers in a 
north-south direction, racks/scaffolds of offerings, strewn fragments of broken personal 
items (old Nenets tradition); and a tundra panorama in all directions. Garin also noted 
tracks of a construction vehicle that had passed through the graveyard smashing all 
underneath its path. 
In connection with the old beliefs, Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff briefly relates that the 
first attempt to convert the Hanti and Mansi to the Orthodox Christian faith in the 1700’s 
was by Bishop Filofei of Tobolsk. He promised to free or substantially reduce the heavy 
tax burden levied on Hanti and Mansi if they accepted the Christian religion and 
relinquished their pagan ways. There were few takers. Over time, the Russian Orthodox 
religion did prevail among the northern aboriginal peoples. But among the strongest 
adherents of old traditions, a system of dual faiths seems to have lingered to this day. 
Elements of Russian Orthodoxy and ancient beliefs are clearly seen in M. Lehmuskallio’s 
films of the early 1990’s Nenets on Jamal Peninsula. Reviewing the films, I observed 
Russian icons strung along interior walls of herders’ tipis; a herder describing his spirit 
doll (doll of the ancestors) which appeared to be his guardian spirit while on long 
migrations on the open tundra. Anastasia Lapsui, Lehmuskallio’s Nenets female 
companion, has explained to Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff that the maker of such a “doll of 
the dead” leaves part of his soul in the doll which eventually is inherited by successive 
generations. Included in the film scenes were the sacred sled into which all religious 
items are packed while migrating, and a long sequence of shaman chanting and hoop 
drumming, as the shaman gradually transports himself to spirit realms. 
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In spite of several centuries of continual Russian Orthodox church and/or tsarist to 
Soviet government pressures directed at indigenous northern minorities, incredibly, 
vestiges of their very ancient beliefs have remained through the highly politico- 
technological 20th century. 
3. Governance 
Until the first contacts with Russians (early 1500’s), the aboriginal Hanti and Mansi 
taiga cultures governed themselves by ancient clan structures. I have described such 
traditional self-ruling by the Samis, who are offshoots of northwestern Siberian stock. 
Russian administrative authorities soon overpowered old native rule. (See my excerpts 
from the Vakhtin 1992 report that pertain to Russian governance of the northern 
minorities in the 20th century). 
4. Hanti And Mansi Language and Culture Conditions in the 20th Century 
As background to current Hanti and Mansi language issues, I present a condensed 
overview by Sirkka Saarinen (1993) of national/ethnic languages and literacy in 20th 
century Russian education. She begins with the Leninist-Bolshevik era (1920’s and early 
1930’s) that promoted the development of national/ethnic languages and cultures. 
Particular attention was placed on designing ethnic literary languages and instructional 
materials adaptable in Russian elementary schooling. For mature ethnic readerships, 
books, newspapers and other literature became available as needed. Modified versions of 
those earlier school texts are still in school use today. (I have a few of those Cyrillic 
school texts in the Hanti and Nenets languages). Stalinist purges that began in the latter 
1930’s continued through the 1950’s. All national/ethnic activities were then outlawed as 
“foreign” to Russia. All “non-Russian” printed materials were collected by the 
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communist militia and posse groups and burned. An entire stratum of intelligentsia was 
arrested as “traitors of Russia” and executed or shipped to GULAG prison labor camps. 
The widespread persecutions created fear and aversion of one’s national or ethnic 
heritage. Young generations feared to be labeled “non-/anti-Russian” and disclaimed any 
connections to such heritage. The major destruction to northern aboriginal languages and 
cultures occurred during those three decades. Today, only an alarmingly low percentage 
of the Russian northern minority population still speak their native languages. Only in 
the most remote comers of Russia have native languages and cultures been retained to 
varying degrees. The Samoyed Nenets and Ob-Ugrian north Hanti discussed in this study 
are such examples. 
Mia Haapasaari (1994) gives some information on Hanti language and literacy 
trends in Russian education. She claims that, although boarding schools are currently 
fading, they still are a reality for taiga-tundra Hanti children. Only during winter and 
summer vacations do they see their families and home villages. In the fall, Hanti pupils 
are allowed two extra vacation weeks to help their families in berry picking, in 
preparation of game and fish for winter storage, and in other domestic chores, e.g., 
tending to small children. Hanti advocates oppose the antiquated boarding school system 
because it severely deprives young generations from acquiring essential Hanti livelihood 
skills and other developmental aspects of their culture. They strongly recommend a 
mobile education system that would eliminate such drawbacks, while still abiding by the 
requirements of standard Russian education. Some Hanti youth desert the boarding 
school and return to the taiga or choose to disappear into a Russian urban population. 
Despite the fact that north Hanti language and traditional ways are still relatively strong 
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in certain isolated pockets of the taiga and taiga-tundra zone, over 50% of north Hanti 
(more among south Hanti) command the Russian vernacular. This means that over half 
of the total Hanti population is bilingual. Contributing to this are mixed marriages, 
extended Russian education, and certain Hanti parents electing a Russian language-only 
education for their children, as being most pragmatic. Thus, many Hanti of younger 
generations are solely Russian language speakers today. This relatively recent Hanti 
cultural shift is evident by Soviet census data, presented by Kiinnap (1993), verifying that 
despite a Hanti population increase (1979: 20,900; 1989: 22,500), Hanti language 
speakers had decreased (1979: 68%; 1989: 61%). To offset the growing Hanti language 
loss, permanent Hanti residents of Russian Siberian towns have initiated Hanti language 
instructional periods in their elementary school curricula. Although Hanti spoken 
dialects can present difficulties in vernacular communication, the uniform orthography of 
literary Hanti does reach a broad Hanti audience. Hanti became an official language in 
the early 1930’s. It then was introduced by way of a brief time slot in grade one of 
Russian elementary education. A few public schools of Hanti-Mansijsk and of the 
autonomous districts of Jamalo-Nenets do offer one extra course in Hanti instruction at 
levels 1-3. In 1994, the Russian Ministry of Education considered extending Hanti 
language education through the seventh grade. I have no information regarding the status 
of the Mansi language in Russian education. 
a. The 1993 FU Culture Festival, Hanti-Mansijsk 
Hannu Kemppainen (1993), a member of the Finnish delegation at the 1993 FU 
(Finno-Ugrian/Uralic) Festival, wrote the festival-seminar report from which I have 
abstracted relevant items. The main cultural theme of the festival was on the plight of the 
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Hanti and Mansi cultures in their heavily industrialized region of northwest Siberia. A 
meeting in Surgut took place between the Finnish delegation and Surgut Russian 
officials. Talks dealt with the serious environmental and sociocultural problems 
impacting the Hanti and Mansi. Surgut officials acknowledged the fact but promised 
remedies from recent mergers by Russian GAZPROM gas/oil industry with international 
oil corporations using latest technologies. Claims were that the Surgut mega-oil 
conglomerate would become the world’s third largest gas/oil producer following Texaco- 
Exxon and Shell. The visitors from Finland were reminded that 80% of Russian 
economic resources and industrial production are now in Siberia. Additional inquiries 
concerning the Hanti and Mansi only prompted contempt from the Surgut officials as 
they referred to unacceptable Hanti and Mansi alcoholism, violence, laziness and 
incompatibility with the dominant Russian society. 
The opening ceremonies of the (FU) Ugra 1993 Festival in Hanti and Mansijsk 
sparked the four day event of sports and culture. Two days were devoted to the FU 
seminar that highlighted the Hanti and Mansi. About 200 seminar attendees represented 
local Russian administrations, advocates of Ob-Ugrian affairs, various distant Finno- 
Uralic groups, and one Canadian representing the native peoples of Canada. The Finnish 
delegates (about 15) represented sectors of government, education, culture and academic 
research. The Hungarian delegation, representing corresponding sectors, was headed by 
President Arpad Gontz, whose opening words were warmly welcomed by the audience. 
The seminar objectives were to discuss and promote resolutions to problems faced by 
northern minorities in industrialized regions. The Hanti and Mansi served as the special 
case. Topics addressed reflected on issues such as: 
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Industrial threats to complete ecosystems: the environment, the indigenous peoples 
and their socio-material culture. 
Mounting difficulties in retaining indigenous languages and basic cultural identities. 
Substantial gains achieved in these areas by the Nordic Samis were suggested as 
one alternative model of approaches for the Ob-Ugrians to consider; e.g., how to adapt to 
modem realities; how to benefit from positive aspects of modernization (and how to 
avoid the negative aspects); and how to effectively lobby, when and where, for aboriginal 
and citizen rights. 
The last indigenous north Uralic people to be discussed, the Jamal Nenets, are 
clearly the strongest in territorial use, population numbers, traditional economy, archaic 
traditions, proficiency of native language, politics, and in degrees of self-rule (regarding 
their traditional ways). The nomadic Nenets are the sovereigns of a reindeer 
breeding/herding culture that is at least 1000 years old. They are truly a living ancient 
cultural treasure in the 20th century. Social scientists and all manner of research scholars 
have in recent years traveled to the Jamal Peninsula to observe and record this unique 
culture, the likes of which disappeared from the North American continent a century ago. 
There is not much time left for the Nenets because the entire Jamal Peninsula and its 
surrounding sea waters have been explored and grid-patterned for total industrial 
exploitation of the immense deposits of gas, oil and minerals. As of present, nothing (in 
my readings or discussions with individuals acquainted with Jamal Peninsula) indicates 
that consideration has been given to where and how the Nenets might continue their 
ancestral lifeways undisturbed, once industrialization envelopes the Jamal Peninsula. If 
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the Surgut region today is a preview portending events on the Jamal Peninsula, the 
Nenets’ future is bleak. 
D. Nenets (Yurak Samoved) 
1. Geography 
Tundra Nenets occupy coastal areas from the Kanin Peninsula on the White Sea 
(including the southern tip of Novaja Zemlja Island) up to and including Jamal Peninsula, 
and the Ob Gulf coast to the mouth of the Yenisei River. Taiga (coniferous boreal forest) 
Nenets are directly below the Jamal Peninsula and south into the taiga region, bordered 
by the North Hanti on the left and by the North Selkups (Ostyak Samoyeds) on the right. 
The Jamal Peninsula, the main reindeer grazing ground for the tundra Nenets, is open flat 
plain with large marshlands (similar to Kola Peninsula) and extends about 450 miles (720 
kms) into the Arctic Ocean. The climates of both tundra and taiga Nenets are somewhat 
similar to the Arctic zone from Scandinavia to the Chukotka Bering Sea region. 
Territorial Claims 
Since prehistory, the Nenets (Samis, Hanti and Mansi, etc.) have been the aboriginal 
descendants of their territories. However, Russian officialdom since the tsarist eras has 
not legally recognized any native land claims or traditional native livelihood rights in the 
Far North of Russia. 
For Nenets locations I have referred to the Finno-Ugrian society map 1994. 
2. Population and Other Sociodemographic Data 
a. Population Criteria 
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Figures vary by criteria used in sources and dates: 
P. Lehmuskallio (1993): 21,000 tundra Nenets. 
T. Salminen (1993): 27,000 tundra and taiga Nenets. 
A. Kiinnap (1993): 34,700 Nenets (1989 Soviet census). 
N. Vakhtin (1992): 34,665 Nenets (1989 Soviet census). 
Within the total tundra Nenets population, 92% claim to be Nenets speakers, 
whereas only 80% of the Jamal Nenets claim Nenets to be their mother tongue, 
b. Livelihood 
The livelihood and other lifeways of the Nenets, which are based on their ancestral 
practices and ecosystem, are similar to those of other northern reindeer breeding and 
hunting cultures, such as the Nordic and Kola Samis (already described). Markku 
Lehmuskallio, a Finnish documentary filmmaker, and his brother, Pekka Lehmuskallio, a 
writer, offer their early 1990’s insights to an ancient Nenets culture directly in the path of 
likely extinction from gigantic industrialization planned for the Jamal Peninsula. These 
nomadic people gain their subsistence from natural resources of the tundra and taiga, such 
as small game, fish, wild birds, berries and such in the short tundra summer. In the long, 
dark and bitter tundra/taiga winter stretch, the staple nourishment is reindeer meat: 
cooked, roasted, dried and raw. I recall one scene from a M. Lehmuskallio film in which 
a Nenets family, on a migratory stop (along a three-month spring trek to the Jamal tundra 
summer grounds) is happily sitting in the deep snow, busily cutting and digging succulent 
portions of the steaming blood-soaked internal organs of a just slaughtered young 
reindeer. The bloody raw meat is reportedly the important source of essential nutrients 
that sustain the Nenets through the severe arctic winters. This and other old lifeways 
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have gone on for countless generations. It is uncertain how much longer this lifestyle can 
continue. 
Effects of Industrialization on Nenets Livelihood 
However idyllic the rigorous lifestyle of Nature-bound tundra Nenets may seem, it 
is not free of impending dangers. A number of recent writers, travelers and research 
scholars, actively involved in the affairs of northern minorities in Russia, predict 
darkening clouds in the foreseeable future for these cultures. For example, in 1992, 
President Boris Jeltsin named Jeremei Aipin as legislator for the Hanti and Mansi, and 
Sergei Jarin as legislator for the Nenets, to present and advance native rights issues to his 
office channels. That very year the president signed the transfer of Novaya Zemlja to 
Russian military jurisdiction as a nuclear testing site. Nearby, the Barents Sea has also 
been one of Russia’s main nuclear waste dumping areas. Today it’s a ticking time bomb. 
The rapid expansion of industrialization and colonization in northwestern Siberia is 
perhaps the greatest threat to the Nenets. Industrialization and urbanization with resultant 
devastation to the Hanti, Mansi and taiga Nenets region is already permanent. Focus now 
is on the upper Arctic and its natural resources. Pentikainen (1991) is convinced that a 
nomadic reindeer-breeding culture, totally dependent on an ecological balance, cannot for 
long withstand the large-scale industrialization and colonization that is a fait accompli on 
the design tables. As background to the above situations that the Nenets find themselves 
in the 1990’s, Vakhtin (1992) explains the origins of 20th century industrialization in the 
Russian north. 
With the support of the Committee of the Far North and the Communist Party, the 
Soviet State control of the northern native peoples and access to their territories was 
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completed by the late 1920’s. Gigantic industrial ventures started in the 1930’s 
throughout the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), especially in the untouched 
north. The confiscation of native-held lands and the evacuation of natives opened for 
unhindered industrialization. The constant flow of Gulag “corrective” labor camp 
prisoners obtained from the mass purges of Soviet “dissidents” and other “enemies” of 
the State furnished a continual labor force for expanding industrial projects in the north. 
M. Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff (1993) describes her stop to a GULAG camp on the 
outskirts of Salehard, while enroute to meet some regional north Hanti reindeer herders. 
The crumbling installation was Stalin’s feared labor camp 501. The first view was rows 
of worn barracks; strong iron bars still on windows and gates; one observation tower still 
standing, others crumbled; multi-layered barbed wire fences, collapsed but still effective 
barriers around perimeters; an eerie, silent sight. Inside the barracks, along their length, 
continuous double-decked bunk shelving; on the walls, traces of artwork: of family, 
home, memories, writings, poems, and love letters. The labor force consisted of political 
prisoners primarily. The purpose of this camp was to build a 1450 kms long railroad 
across arctic marshlands. The railroad abruptly ends 420 kms nowhere. The camp was 
closed the day Stalin’s death was announced. It is estimated that 300,000 prisoners 
perished on this railroad project. The total death toll from the Stalinist era purges: 
imprisonment, executions and disappearances of late 1930’s through 1950’s, and ripple 
effects in 1960’s, have been estimated to be in the low tens of millions. No accurate 
numbers are known. Because all religions had been outlawed as “alien” to Communist 
ideology, all Christian-Orthodox churches, institutions and organizations, as well as other 
formal religions and their places of worship were closed and locked. Also, affiliated 
\ 
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religious organizations were ended. The personnel of religious orders (who had not 
succeeded in fleeing the country) were prosecuted and sent to the Gulag labor camps. 
Native spiritual leaders were not spared. Of nine known shamans transported to labor 
camps, only one survived to return to his people. Hardly a single northern native family 
escaped the communist purges of the 1930’s-40’s. 
Environmentalists have been unsuccessful in their attempts to introduce some 
control measures for the projected large-scale industrialization of the Jamal Peninsula. 
All proposals from environmentalists have gone unheeded by Moscow. The set-up for 
industrialization of Jamal Peninsula is projected to be complete and in operation by the 
late 1990’s. There seem to be few concerns for the Jamal ecosystem or for the Nenets 
reindeer herders. 
Alexander Bryan, a British photojoumalist, made a three week visit in 1993 to the 
Brigade 8 Nenets herding camp in the area of the Ob estuary, and from there to the 
Bovanenkovo gas drilling fields on the western edge of the Jamal Peninsula. His report 
includes the following data: In the early 1960’s vast deposits of natural gas, estimated at 
15 trillion cubic meters, were discovered at a depth of 5,000 feet. Despite 32 years of 
exploratory drilling, no gas production had been gained, only 2500 square miles of 
devastation to virgin tundra. Over 2,500,000 acres of best reindeer grazing grounds were 
taken over by GAZPROM (the Russian national gas/oil industry), without compensation 
to the Nenets. GAZPROM and Western oil industries with superior technologies, such as 
American Eurasia Amoco, are now in partnership to maximize development on the Jamal 
Peninsula. Amoco claimed (early 1990’s) that the peninsula’s Bovanenkovo site gas 
deposits equaled 75% of the combined gas deposits in the United States. With a history 
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of friction with GAZPROM, the Nenets expected better relations from Amoco, which 
promised compensation for any damage caused by their operations. 
Bryan visited a Nenets summer camp in the Bovanenkovo area by MIG helicopter 
with a GAZPROM/Amoco Community Relations Working Group that would explain to 
the Nenets the gas industry’s plans for future development in the area. When the PR 
group and Nenets herders, after welcoming formalities, gathered in the Native leader’s 
large tipi, development plans were explained: 1. a large pipeline to the mainland. 2. a 
highway and railroad to the south (splitting the Nenets grazing lands). 3. money and 
material compensation to the Nenets by way of building projects: schools, houses, power 
stations, and other urban development. The PR group wished to know what mutual 
problems could be resolved. The younger Nenets responded with complaints of continual 
environmental damage and the wanton killing of their reindeer by gas crews’ dogs and 
poachers. 
Hoodi Nudelit, the 62 year old leader of the Nenets camp, and father of ten children, 
who had greeted and hosted the visitors, sat silently throughout the meeting. When all 
had been said and done, he courteously shook hands with the visitors, who then boarded 
their helicopter for the return to their corporate offices. That night Hoodi Nudelit hung 
himself. 
Cloudy as the future does appear for the northwestern Siberian indigenous cultures, 
by a strange quirk of international market demands, some unexpected immediate relief 
has come to the Nenets, North Hanti and other reindeer breeding cultures (e.g. the 
Chukchi in northeast Siberia). High demands for reindeer summer “blood” antlers by 
international buyers for southeastern Asian, Chinese and American markets has generated 
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a sizable flow of money for all involved. With these welcomed monies, Russian 
indigenous breeders and hunters of reindeer now purchase snowmobiles and ATV’s (as 
the Nordic Sami had done) and are mechanizing their herding and hunting activities. The 
large herd owners stand to earn greater incomes than the small herd owners who cannot 
afford the expenses of mechanization. This has the potential of creating a societal split in 
a traditionally close-knit reindeer culture. As mechanized herding increases, so will 
settlement living. Living on the tundra or in the taiga will end. The traditional, long 
annual migratory cycles will become rarer, as reindeer breeding will take place in more 
confined areas. A culture totally attuned to its ecosystem is sure to undergo a 
fundamental change from full nomadic to semi- or fully sedentary. Predictions are yet 
uncertain for 1000’s of years old cultures. But for those clinging to their old ways on 
rapidly diminishing lands, the future does not look promising. Nor is it promising for 
those compelled to assimilate into a modem milieu, for which they are ill-equipped. 
The majority of Finno-Uralic scholars opine that only five or six of the 26 northern 
minority cultures have reasonable prospects for survival if they are allowed to continue 
their cultural ways on undisturbed ancestral lands. However, it is not realistic to expect 
that the real-politics of Moscow will deviate from its futuristic plans for full 
industrialization and colonization of its arctic territories, 
c. Beliefs And Religions 
Refer to the Samis and the Hanti and Mansi for patterns of ancient/traditional 
beliefs among the taiga-tundra hunting and reindeer breeding cultures, as well as for the 
evangelization of these same groups. 
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3. Governance 
My readings about the contemporary Ob-Ugrians and Samoyeds yield meager 
information on ancient or traditional governance. Recollecting my studies years ago of 
classic texts on Finno-Ugrian cultures e.g., (K.F. Karjalainen: his field letters, 1898- 
1902, on the Ostyaks (Hanti), ed. M. Korhonen 1983; or the V. Dioszegui (1968) edited 
research papers on Ugrians and Samoyeds) the old governance practices of these cultures 
had distinct parallels to the Samis and Crees as presented in this study. 
Nikolai Vakhtin (1992), reporting on a totalitarian state policy of control over 
Russian northern minorities during the major part of the 20th century, does describe 
briefly governance of natives in prior centuries. For instance, in the late 18th century, 
Russian colonization, aided by the infamous tsarist cossack cavalry, was established in all 
important waterway locations of north Russia. In that time a broad system of native 
taxation to Russian authorities and colonists was implanted in all indigenous territories. 
The tasks of tax collecting, policing, judicial cases and other administrative duties 
benefiting the Russians were assigned to the native leaders and council members of their 
settlements. Any noncompliance to Russian expectation was corrected by punitive 
measures meted out to the whole village. Between the 17th and 19th centuries, the 
subjugation of all northern minorities had been completed under a system of regional 
Russian governors. Rampant corruption by the governors increased the tax yoke of the 
minorities. During this period, a Code of Indigenous Administration as well as a Statute 
of Indigenous Peoples were enacted by the tsarist regimes. Neither decree deterred the 
continued Russian colonization and seizure of aboriginal lands, or violation of other 
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native rights. By the early 20th century, all northern minority rights (including 
governance) in the code and statute were nil in practice. 
Lenin’s Bolshevik Revolutionary Party enacted (in 1917), a Declaration of Rights 
of the Peoples of Russia that extended legal rights to ethnic maintenance and 
development in Russia. In 1918, equal citizen rights were granted to all in Russia, 
regardless of race or ethnicity, by the Russian Constitution. When Soviet rule in 1923 
became a reality in the Russian north, all tsarist legislations and administrative bodies 
were voided. All native governance was replaced by the People’s Commissariat of 
Nationalities, or more precisely, by its branch of Northern Affairs, which had no 
authority. In time the Communist Party stripped all northern minority rights because they 
were “alien” to the ideology and laws of the Supreme Soviet State. 
Vakhtin explains further that the all-powerful Committee of the Far North, 
established in 1924, exerted its power in all affairs of the northern minorities. This 
committee initially was comprised of two factions: the conservatives and the radicals. 
The conservatives were idealists and intellectuals committed to the betterment of 
ethnic/minority peoples; to define ethnic territories; to the improvement of minority 
economies; to prevent ethnic exploitation by stronger outsiders; and to improve the 
administrative, judicial, social and educational systems in all northern minority regions. 
The radical wing, comprised of militants, strong activists and the proletariat, was the 
numerically dominant power and wanted all Soviet people to be equal, and to follow the 
Party line. They viewed all territories and natural resources as properties of the 
Communist State. They were adamantly against individualism whether in status, wealth, 
beliefs or in property ownership. When the radicals ousted the conservatives and took 
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control of the committee, immediate state confiscation of properties and wealth began. 
This included from the aristocracy to the peasant, even to the northern native reindeer 
herder. For example, by 1936, 12% of reindeer herds were in Soviet collectives, and by 
1943, 90%. In the early 1930’s, when the Taimyr Peninsula Nganasan opposition erupted 
against the collectivization of their reindeer herds, it was swiftly silenced by the Soviet 
authorities and militia. 
Vakhtin (1992) continues that heaviest pressures against the northern indigenous 
peoples occurred from 1950 to the mid 1980’s, called the Dark Years of the North. Laws 
of the Bolshevik/Soviet earlier years were modified to serve Soviet politics of the 1950’s- 
1980’s. One example is the Autonomous Okrug Law in 1989 that replaced the National 
Okrugs and Raions (The Nenets National Okrug was the first to be established in 1924, 
and followed by all other such native governing administrations by 1932). This new law 
replaced any mention of “national” by the word “autonomous,” which subsequently 
excluded all decision-making by national northern minorities. Simply, because 
references to northern minorities in the earlier law had been eliminated. All issues 
pertaining to northern minorities were now under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Soviet 
government. In effect, citing Vakhtin, “the northern natives lost all control over their 
own existence.” 
Northern indigenous peoples then became open game for all manner of 
degradement. They had no recognized citizen or human rights, nor other recourse for 
complaints or protection from outsider societal or police abuse. Without notice, 
industrial operations freely entered aboriginal lands in the 1950’s. Earlier explorations 
indicated that the Soviet north had vast potential yields of oil, gas, coal, metals (including 
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gold), and of course hydropower and endless forest reserves. The pattern of forced 
relocation of natives from their ancestral lands to state designated locations left native 
populations disoriented, destitute and without any livelihood or culture base. This 
“freeing” of northern regions for industrial development continued to the late 1980’s. 
Observers of resultant conditions agree that the impact upon the northern aboriginal 
peoples has been catastrophic. In the past two decades, the average northwestern Siberian 
life expectancy has dropped from 60 to 40-45 years. Native suicide rates have risen to 
80-90 per 100,000. High child death rates and escalating health problems are attributed 
to industrial toxins, alcoholism, unemployment, malnutrition and depression. 
During the conference of the First Congress of Northern Minorities in Moscow, 
1991, which convened under the banner slogan “to unite all our strengths in order to 
survive,” the Association of Northern Minorities presented proposals below for the 
recovery of long lost native governance and other native, as well as citizen rights. 
• The legal restoration of indigenous clan councils, and Councils of Elders, as forms 
of self-administration in native districts. 
• The legal confirmation from the Moscow government that assures a renewal of 
traditional native land use. 
• The Russian government’s sanction for native rights to monitor industrial 
operations on native subsistence lands in the arctic. 
• The government’s guarantee to support the inviolateness of northern native 
livelihood lands and waters. 
• The established improvement for northern minorities’ education, health care and 
other needed social services. 
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Julia Janhunen (1991), senior researcher of Siberian studies at the University of 
Helsinki, is of the opinion that the survival of endangered ethno-linguistic cultures, such 
as the Hanti and Mansi, is dependent upon a “comprehensive salvation program” that 
restores the native territorial, subsistence, and linguistic-cultural rights, alongside native 
sovereignty. He also emphasizes that “only through the preservation of the aboriginal 
languages can ethnic groups themselves survive.” 
4. Northern Minorities Education. Language and Culture Conditions in 20th Century 
Russia 
Vakhtin (1992) offers broad information on educational and related issues in the 
north of Russia. He begins with the 1925-1931 era when the Committee of the North 
instituted a school system for all northern minorities. It consisted of 123 elementary 
schools and 62 boarding schools for which large numbers of Russian teachers were 
specially trained in minority languages, in order to teach Russian and the three R’s. This 
basic schooling was for about 3,000 northern indigenous children (20% of all native 
school-aged). 
A uniform Romanized Northern Alphabet with standardized primers and readers 
was designed by Leningrad pedagogical and language scholars. In 1931, these materials 
were in use by 13 northern minority cultures. For rapid progress in the acquisition of 
literacy skills, selective northern minority languages were grouped into their particular 
clusters. Each cluster had a pre-selected native language with a large majority of 
speakers and a sound economy (e.g. the Nenets), which then became the teaching 
language in the Northern Alphabet. Obviously this approach did present problems in 
teaching literacy skills in some clusters because it was unsuitable for language isolates 
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and for widely differing languages/dialects within certain clusters. Language clusters 
with related languages/dialects fared relatively well by this method. 
In the northern minority regions (okrugs) and districts (raions), elementary 
schooling was adapted to local or regional cultural patterns, whenever practical. In the 
early 1930’s northern minority schooling broadly consisted of: 
grade one (age 10-14) in which the Russian language, reading, writing and 
arithmetic were first taught in the native language, then in Russian (most preschoolers 
were monolingual in their native languages); and 
grade two (age 13-17) was programmed for the most suitable students willing to 
further their education in applied areas, such as teaching, veterinary work, or as aides in 
health care. All instruction was in Russian. 
All in all, this system made satisfactory gains in its objectives. 
In 1937, the new Russian Cyrillic Alphabet was introduced throughout Russia to 
advance learning by all Soviet people. A number of the scholars that had designed the 
Northern Alphabet were labeled and arrested as “enemies of the people.” (In the 1990’s, 
a number of northern minorities expressed a desire to return to their old Northern 
Alphabet.) 
a. Russification of All Northern Minorities Education 
By 1950, most northern minorities had gained both oral and literacy skills in 
Russian. Bilingualism was never the intent of Soviet native education. In fact, most 
native language instruction had already ended in elementary education throughout the 
north. Difficult or little used indigenous languages and dialects had been deleted in the 
1930’s and 1940’s. From 1950 on, Russian language use only became policy. Any 
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ethnic/minority language use, publicly or otherwise, even in home settings, was openly 
discouraged. The stubborn were summarily warned. This widely enforced Russian-only 
policy was never official. 
The strict russification policy of the 1950’s followed all throughout the education 
years of northern minority youngsters. Beginning at age one, parents were obliged to 
place their babies into a state nursery; then into a kindergarten, which led directly to 
boarding school. The native children became wards of the Soviet State, cut off from 
family rearing, their indigenous language(s), culture and milieu. Not until their mid-late 
teens, were the Russian-only speaking youngsters returned to their home villages, totally 
estranged from their kin, culture and language, unprepared and directionless for life 
ahead. The greatest damage to northern minority languages and cultures happened in the 
boarding school Soviet indoctrination years. Three generations of northern minorities 
have experienced this cloistered compulsory acculturation process. The boarding schools 
are now for the most part closed or have been reverted into public day schools. They 
have served their purpose. 
Research travels in northwestern Siberia (1989-1991) prompted M. Flinckenberg- 
Gluschkoff to contact the Russian Ministry of Education. She submitted 
recommendations for native education in the region, in order to alleviate current 
disruptions in native language and culture retention among children sent to Russian 
schools in distant urban centers. Her suggestions were that: 
Mobile schools be established on the tundra plains for lower elementary level north 
Hanti and tundra Nenets children. This would allow the youngsters, in their formative 
years, to remain with their herding family activities and total cultural milieu. 
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For the upper elementary level students, televised/video circuit education would be 
effective and highly practical because TV’s are common in herder village homes. These 
students would not need to leave their native villages or to lose contact with herding- 
related activities. Exceptions being, the brief exam periods in nearest urban center public 
schools. 
Such educational innovations would permit the north Hanti and tundra Nenets 
children to retain the essentials of their native language and cultural skills, along with 
satisfying the requirements for Russian general education. Flinckenberg-Gluschkoff 
received no response to her proposals. 
Referring to Vakhtin (1992), the Samotlor Practicum (Tyumen, 1989) meeting of 35 
scholars of the northern minorities, likewise criticized Russian education for doing little 
to preserve native languages and cultures. Their concerns were: 
the shortage of schools, books and other educational materials; 
the native language primers were outdated and ineffective editions of the 1930’s; 
the Russian instructors had little or no knowledge of native languages; many 
districts lacked native language teachers and/or proficient native language speakers to 
serve as teachers; and 
the survival of minority languages clearly needed remaining live minority languages 
to rebuild or maintain on. 
5. Hope and Concerns in the Russian Far North, 1985-1991 
Vakhtin (1992) ends his report with guarded optimism. Mikhael Gorbachev, as the 
newly elected General Secretary of the Communist Party, 1985, was the catalyst for 
“glasnost”: the thawing of the cold war and the democratization of the unwieldy 
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totalitarian Soviet empire, and the dismantling of the inefficient Soviet politico- 
industrial-military monolith. Nationalist movements arose throughout the USSR. These 
and other changes precipitated a crumbling downfall of the Soviet Union in 1991. The 
northern minorities were quick to return to their remaining grazing and hunting lands, to 
re-establish their traditional ways, and to reassert their aboriginal and citizen rights. With 
the effective support of native rights advocates skilled in minority issues, northern 
minorities cases began to appear and mount in the highest courts. The northern 
minorities have reactivated their efforts for self-rule in district and regional native 
administrations, especially through newly founded umbrella organizations championing 
their rights. Foremost is the First Congress of Northern Minorities. As grass roots 
members, the northern aboriginal peoples, from Kola Peninsula in the northwest to the 
Chukotka region, Kamchatka Peninsula and Sakhalin Island in the northeast, now feel 
united as one people free to communicate with each other, as well as with other minority 
peoples, in national and international forums. Examples of regional native associations 
mentioned by Ktinnap (1993) are Jamal Potomkan (Descendants of Jamal) for the Hanti 
and Mansi, and the Jasavei (Inhabitants of the Land) for the Nenets. The ethnic cultural 
reawakening of the 1990’s, prompted by glasnost, has given birth to a host of 
ethnic/minority organizations in Russia. Kunnap adds that a number of ethnic/minority 
newspapers and other publications closed in the 1930’s, have now been reinstated along 
with expanded ethnic radio and TV programming. 
Critical northern minorities issues without satisfactory resolution remain pending. 
These include aboriginal land rights, the resumption of traditional subsistence practices, 
legal protection from destructive industrial operations on native lands and waterways, 
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government support of native language and culture maintenance and development, 
support of native education that offers job skills in Russian urban centers or industrial 
operations in native districts/regions, and recognition of aboriginal, citizen, and human 
rights for all northern minorities. 
Since 1990, government attitudes toward their northern minorities have improved, 
but tangible improvements in the above-mentioned areas are urgent for the many severely 
shattered northern minorities now on the verge of extinction. Which of them can be 
revitalized to survive and develop is an open question. 
Janhunen’s (1991) concerns for the future of northern minorities center on their 
languages. He maintains that once an ethnic group has lost its ethnic language and 
traditions, there is no return to former ethnic identity. He realizes the secondary value of 
a literary language and its related primers and other literature. But it is not necessarily 
the sole criterion of a live language. A widely spoken strong ethnic language is the key 
for survival of its ethnic culture. 
To indicate the precariousness of the 26 northern minority languages in Russia’s far 
north, he categorized their percentage levels of native language proficiency in each 
population as follows: 
1. (5 minority groups) 60%; 2. (10 groups) 40-60%; 3. (10-11 groups) 40% 
He then divided the groups into three broad generation averages by age and 
percentage of minority population as follows: 
1. young, age 0-20, 50%; 2. mid, 20-40, 30+%; 3. old, 40+,-20% 
Janhunen’s premise is that linguistic assimilation occurs horizontally. So, when a 
generation becomes bilingual (as the case is with northern minorities), it usually speaks 
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the minority language with its previous generation (the -20% group), and the secondary 
(Russian) language with its own and following generations (80% of the population). 
Excluding the small percentage of monolingual elders and certain preschoolers, the 
current northern minority populations are the first fully Russian language assimilated 
(Russian only or bilingual) generations. 
Janhunen further underscores the plight of native language survival that is steadily 
influenced by the dominant Russian language, even in cultures with a traditionally strong 
native language proficiency. For example, the Nganasans of Taimyr Peninsula, with an 
estimated population of 1,200-1,300 (Kiinnap, 1993, citing a 1989 Soviet census) and 
with about 600 native language speakers (Salminen, 1993), have no realistic expectations 
of language survival. Their small population simply cannot cope with the overwhelming 
and increasing pressures of the outsider dominant population. 
For the future survival of the northern minority languages, the semilingual/bilingual 
midgenerations are placed in a critically responsible position. If they speak Russian only 
to their young, the minority languages will end in two to three decades. If they speak 
their indigenous languages only to following generations (unlikely), theoretically, the 
minority languages should survive longer. However, since current generations have, for 
the most part, lost their native language proficiency, the actual number of full native 
language speakers will be correspondingly less in each of the subsequent generations, 
regardless of total native populations. Taking into account that, in comparison to the 
elders (mainly monolingual) in full command of their indigenous language(s), native 
language skills are diminishing in the pivotal midgenerations. The revival of a native 
* 
language functional proficiency is unrealistic. The northern minority young generation 
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(the hope of the future?) is the vital sector that has voluntarily, or involuntarily, lost its 
ethnic language and speaks Russian as its primary, or only language. Janhunen’s (1991) 
conclusions to any previous or current efforts to preserve the northern minority languages 
and cultures, are that, they have been “too little, too late.” 
E. The Crees 
For corresponding information to topics presented on the Sami, Ob-Ugrian Hanti 
and Mansi, and Samoyed Nenets groups, refer to related topics in Chapter I that deals 
solely with the Crees. 
F. Special Case Study: 
Cree Literacy Status at Lake Mistissini (Quebec) Reserve 
Over the past decade or more, my major Cree field research activities have taken 
place at the Lake Mistissini Cree reserve and its adjoining areas. It seems fitting that I 
present a special case study of one specific issue that I found to be critical and 
controversial among the Lake Mistissini Crees and their other East James Bay Cree 
member communities. Namely, how to most productively maintain the Cree language 
and culture. Language and culture survival is equally crucial for the other northern 
minorities introduced in this chapter. The consensus among those minorities is that their 
cultural identities are dependent on the survival of their indigenous languages. These 
diminishing cultures are now aware that modem reality demands a literary language that 
will transcend space and time. However, implementing a literary native language 
program into a public education curriculum seldom is a simple act. Unexpected reactions 
and problems inevitably arise. In this, the northern Siberian minorities, and the Lake 
Mistissini and other local and regional Crees, tread common ground. I present here my 
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observations and the opinions of Mistissini Crees on the current status of Cree literacy at 
Lake Mistissini. 
For more than a quarter century the Cree Syllabary taught in the reserve school 
systems has been the only agreed upon formal Cree writing system for the East James 
Bay communities. Since 1990/91 the Cree Language Department of the Mistissini Band 
Council has intended to initiate a Roman version of Cree. Still, in my numerous visits to 
the Mistissini community, rarely have I witnessed evidence of popular Cree literacy 
(syllabics or Roman), i.e., as public text for: 
serving local newsletters or bulletins; 
informal ads/inquiries on bulletin boards; 
business signs: of names, products and services; 
listed menus of restaurants/coffee shops; 
traffic signs or street designations; 
Mistissini memorabilia items at the Hudson Bay store: postcards, etc.; or for 
(semi) official posters or notices of community activities. 
Some exceptions to the above are: the highly visible billboard in Cree syllabics 
(miles from the community) at the reserve road turnoff, on official stationary of the 
Mistissini administrative entities which display a distinctive Cree syllabics—Roman 
text/Mistissini logo letterhead, the New Testament in Cree syllabics, wallet business 
cards in Roman and Cree syllabics at the Mistissini branch of the Caisse Populaire Bank, 
and some social services publications such as health care leaflets in Cree syllabics. The 
majority of Mistissini graveyard headstones have Cree syllabics. Undoubtedly, the living 
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and deceased old Cree generation has been the only group thoroughly indoctrinated in the 
Cree Syllabary (via religious readings) during the era of mission/boarding schools. 
Probable causes for constraints in Cree language maintenance and the general 
faltering and/or disuse of a written Cree at Lake Mistissini village today are revealed in 
the following resume of excerpted notes (re. Cree language retention and literacy) from 
discussions and interview sessions held (1984-1991) with individuals representative of 
their community population. To maintain anonymity of the interviewed and their 
specified comments to my survey questions (see Appendix C), I have ranked the 
participants and comments into their five distinct societal groups as follows: 
Group 1. Administrative personnel of the Band Council; of the regional Cree 
School Board (a liaison between the Grand Council of the Crees (Quebec) and all its 
reserve schools); and of the local elementary and secondary school systems, including 
Adult Education programs. These people represent the political decision makers in 
Mistissini Cree Education. Some have had prior experience elsewhere in education or 
administration related duties. 
Group 2. Native Cree language instructors of Cree language, reading, writing and 
oral skills. They are the individuals who implement within classrooms the predetermined 
methods and goals for Cree Language and Culture Programs. They also are the live link 
between school and community. 
Group 3. Native Cree language education programmers and developers of Cree 
language instructional materials. These are critical resource peoples for the development 
of Cree language education, as well as Cree language culture. Others are the Cree 
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shortwave programs personnel responsible for daily broadcasts (from CBC Montreal and 
Lake Mistissini) to all ten North Quebec Cree communities. 
Group 4. Community activists: participants and organizers of sports activities, 
church affairs, conferences, traditional Cree events, and other group activities. These are 
individuals with one foot in Cree heritage and the other in the modem global era. They 
can belong in any of the five groups. They may be the educated, occupationally skilled 
reservists in an office or in maintenance crews, temporary or regular practitioners of the 
bush life, or simply, mundane family members happy with kin and friends. What they all 
possess in common is an innate “Creeness” which is manifested toward the good of the 
community. Collectively, they are the torch bearers of Cree language and ways into 
following generations, as they bridge knowledge of the Cree past with knowledge of the 
ever evolving modem age. 
Group 5. Traditionalists: the elders, hunters/trappers, etc., and other adherents of 
the “Old Cree” ways. 
1. Interviewed Comments by Group Ranking: Lake Mistissini (Quebec) 1984-1991 
Group 1 
There were efforts to design a uniform Cree writing system for all the nine northern 
Quebec Cree reserves but a lack of resource people, materials, etc. and inadequate 
government funding hindered its implementation (1984). 
Compulsory attendance of adolescents was not frilly supported by parents because 
all family hands were needed in the winter bush camps. Youngsters left on reserve (from 
Fall to Spring) without parental control reneged on regular class attendance. Basic Cree 
language skills and Cree literacy learning consequently suffered (1984). 
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Mounting student discipline problems on school grounds and in classrooms was 
becoming a concern for the instructional sectors (1984). 
The philosophy of the Quebec government for a compulsory French language 
learning curriculum to eventually supersede English language learning in all the English- 
speaking Cree settlements in Quebec Province, questioned the priority of the Cree 
Language Programs (1984). 
The required French language instruction in early Cree education disturbed the 
French-speaking outsider language instructors because the acquisition of cognitive skills 
by monolingual Cree youngsters was fractured by a premature second language (L2) 
introduction (1984). 
Although the majority of the broad Cree community (the nine East Bay reserves) 
inwardly believed that the Cree language should have precedence over a secondary 
language (L2), in order to preserve Cree cultural identity, there was no mutual agreement 
on the amounts and methods of Cree language instruction. There was no standardization 
for the school curricula. The broad Cree community was equally split into two divisible 
factions: 
Leave Cree as the home language: concentrate instead on teaching some 
academics, technical skills, ESL/FSL, i.e., focus instead on the acquisition of pragmatic 
job skills. This faction tends to be the regular reserve Crees (job holders) and those with 
off-reserve schooling and an orientation toward Quebec societal mores; or 
include the Cree language in the school curriculum in order to maintain and develop 
Cree language use on and off-reserve. This group consisted of the traditionalists and 
others intent on preserving the Cree culture and language for future generations (1987). 
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The government allotted a lump sum for all the northern Quebec Cree school 
systems. Apportioned monies for the operation and priorities of all the nine reserve 
school systems were then decided upon by each local school committee, members of 
which had little or no educational expertise. Each local school committee was legally 
empowered to dictate school personnel appointments, programs and curriculum 
decisions, educational methods and purposes, and all other school operational matters. 
The Cree Program had not yet decided on: 
a future pool of qualified native Cree teachers and other personnel; 
a standardized pedagogy. For example, in the early 1980's a graduated 100-0% 
Cree language education plan was intended: (pre K) 100%; (K) 80%; (1) 60%; (2) 40%; 
(3) 20%; (4) 10%; (5-6) 0% - but it never materialized. Currently all 1-6 Cree cultural 
studies were in the Cree language and hopes were that the Cree language instruction 
would eventually continue uninterrupted K-secondary; and 
to what extent external influences had already impacted the formal Cree Language 
Program and informal Cree language use at Mistissini was still unclear (1987). 
Some opinions were that Cree language preservation must emanate from the Cree 
adolescents (and parents); otherwise no Cree Language Program would be fruitful, and; 
that the opportunity for practical application of theoretical Cree language learning 
must be introduced into present Cree Language Programs in Quebec, and; 
the lack of sufficient Cree language teaching time and competent instructional 
materials was totally unrealistic for an adequate acquisition of written Cree and of basic 
Cree language cognitive skills (1989). 
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The desire of the school administration and of the school committee was to increase 
the Cree program, whereby the Cree language could be both subject and medium of 
instruction, but that: 
the availability of only two elder native Cree language teachers practicing 
outmoded rote teaching methods of past boarding schools, (i.e., with no recent 
pedagogical degree training) and; 
a disinterest on the part of young Crees for educational careers, greatly hampered 
the effective expansion of the Cree Language Program (1991). 
In spite of more than a decade of 2-3 year instructional continuums of Cree 
syllabics, student Cree literacy skills had remained extremely low. The Cree community 
was disheartened by such poor results (1991). 
The Cree Language Department of the Mistissini Band Council was not 
coordinated with the reserve school Cree Language Program. This served to split efforts 
at Cree language preservation and Cree literacy goals (1991). 
The consensus was that at the current pace the dominant English and French 
languages would inevitably overpower the purpose/direction of the Cree Language 
Program at Lake Mistissini (1991). 
A major focus was to institute a written Cree into the adult program, in order to 
further Cree literacy within adult sectors. Likewise all approaches would be tried to raise 
the levels of Cree literacy among all age groups at Lake Mistissini (1991). 
At the recent Assembly meeting, a resolution was passed to recommend full use of 
Cree as the language of intercommunication in all Band Council departmental offices and 
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meetings, i.e., that Cree become the official working language of all Cree employees; and 
to make Cree text more visible throughout the Cree community (1991). 
The Cree Language Department of the Band Council would promote the Roman 
version with printed matter for community informational purposes (1991). 
All efforts would be made to raise general levels of Cree literacy among all age 
groups in the community because: 
A concern was that Cree oral skills alone would no longer maintain Cree as a 
mnctional language in the future. 
Indications were that the Cree language in its current state could not cope with the 
stronger external and internal influences of French and English (1991). 
Group 2 
Community and home support for the reserve school Cree Language Program was 
only lukewarm. Reasons given were that only low-skills jobs were offered in the 
community (practically nil in the Canadian society) for individuals versed solely in Cree; 
whereas, for Crees with English and/or French language skills, better employment 
prospects were expected both on and off reserve. Furthermore, a number of Cree families 
questioned the validity of a written Cree for community intercommunication (which 
historically had been well served by spoken Cree) (1987). 
In the traditional Cree crafts classes students learned not only the necessary manual 
skills, but also the pragmatic purpose(s) and Cree terminology inherent to each particular 
craft under study. The expectation being that by way of young Crees enrolled today in 
the Cree Culture Program, elements of the old Cree language and ways will be 
transmitted to future generations (1987). 
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Teaching was no easy task at Mistissini (1987). 
Traditional parents considered it all-important to preserve the Cree language in 
order to correctly maintain the Cree "ways," and to be able to read and write Gospel 
materials in Cree. They also believed that: 
translators and interpreters would be needed many more years for monolingual 
elders; 
even though English and Cree might be intermittently used in the home, 
depending on the particular family units, older members were not concerned that English 
or French would replace Cree within the community, because of the Cree community's 
strong and broad Cree outlooks and daily ways all of which were supported by a strong 
community practice of the Cree vernacular (1987). 
Although many parents viewed Cree language and culture as still inseparable; both 
sustaining each other, one problematic concern was that ten or so years ago when the road 
opened between Mistissini and adjacent French Quebec towns, the young Mistissini 
Crees quickly adopted and relayed outside influences to the home reserve. This prompted 
a cross-lingual erosion of Cree, e.g., by the local Cree DJ radio station programs directed 
to the younger Cree generations (1987). 
Occasional teenagers commented that "mostly only the older generation wants the 
Cree language saved...some young Crees hate their language and culture...I don't like the 
old cultural ways.” Others expressed that Cree is “O.K.” and that they were interested in 
the Cree Program at school (1987). 
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Group 3 
Some interviewed from this group were concerned that major weight was given to 
TESL/TFSL by the political administrators of the Cree School Board, leaving the native 
Cree language with decidedly weaker priority in curriculum status (1987). 
CSB was overly influenced by outsider language consultants disregarding concerns 
voiced by Cree language teachers at Mistissini, as well as to equal concerns from the 
other Bay community school systems. This resulted in poorly designed and operated 
Cree Programs: i.e., time, monies and efforts expended on Cree language teaching and 
learning were not maximized (1987). 
No young Crees were enrolled in educational career training: 
to eventually replace current elderly Cree teachers with only minimal informal 
training; and 
to supply the needed Cree resource peoples: writers, educational specialists, 
language developers, researchers, etc. with modem visions for the Cree Language and 
Culture Studies Program expansion plans to be incorporated in the new Mistissini 
secondary school nearing completion (1987). 
There still was an acute shortage of educationally qualified Cree language teachers. 
Thus far Cree communities had simply "crash-trained" teacher selectees to "qualify" them 
for particular curricula in the Cree Program (1987). 
A few young Crees were at that time enrolled in college level Cree language 
educational studies, but they were not expected to matriculate in the near future (1991). 
Others opined that the Cree Programs of the Bay community school systems were 
floundering badly. Innovative educational, rather than political expertise, was now 
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paramount if Cree language preservation and its rapid modem development was to 
become a reality in the foreseeable future (1987). 
The Cree community support of the early 1970's, when Cree language teaching was 
introduced, had waned after many continuous years of little success in Cree literacy by 
most Cree students. Community interest was now directed on a job skill oriented 
curriculum and the ESL/FSL programs (1987). 
The Cree Language Program had defined its accelerated progression for Cree 
literacy skills, but the curriculum remained ineffective because: 
Cree language instructional time was subservient to English and French due to the 
unavailability of qualified Cree teachers. Their replacements with English or French- 
speaking instructors eliminated Cree language use in the critical Pre-K levels of the CLP 
in all nine communities. The remaining one hour per week allotted to Cree language 
instructional time was clearly insufficient to gain early language learning skills. 
The Cree Language Program (CLP) lacked in both numbers and expertise 
curriculum developers, updated methodologies and other resources which, nevertheless, 
were readily available to the English and French language programs. 
Cree School Board instructional materials for untrained Cree classroom personnel 
had to be simplistically and tightly structured, allowing little flexibility for individual 
interpretation or innovation. 
Government funding for CLP was OK but habitually unpredictable from year to 
year (1987). 
Cree radio programming personnel (CBC Montreal and Mistissini) adhered strictly 
to a pure Cree vernacular of the elders in order not to develop a careless cross-lingual 
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slippage in daily broadcasts to all the Cree communities in Northern Quebec. They 
refused to be contributory to the "trendy Cree" of adolescents and certain young adults 
influenced by the Canadian and U.S.A. mass media programs that had resulted in a jargon 
called "Crenglish," which in worst cases was a 50-50% mixture of Cree and English 
(1987). 
Group 4 
A Cree mother and activist commented that she and many other parents, although 
fluent in both Cree and English, invariably spoke in Cree with the husband, and always 
Cree to the children (1991). 
Even though fluent in Cree, English, and French, several interviewees adamantly 
believed that Cree, not "Crenglish" or English, should be the sole home language among 
all Cree reservists and that... 
All Cree children should have a good command of Cree before school age, 
because they believed that the language of birth and home subconsciously molded the 
child's cultural concepts/attitudes and other inherently Cree traits. 
They fully supported the reserve school's Cree Language Program, but 
acknowledged that it was inadequate for good Cree language learning (1991). 
Furthermore, they understood that a strong knowledge of English and French 
must not and cannot be avoided by the modem Cree people. Some of their young family 
members were being guided to learn French, others English (1991). 
Group 5 
Traditional elders (70’s to 80’ s) didn't feel knowledgeable enough to express an 
opinion on the Cree Program, but felt that that young Crees should be involved in 
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traditional bush activities, in order to properly learn the Old Cree language and cultural 
ways (1987). 
A number of the elders who were devout members of the Old Anglican Church 
where all services were held in Old Cree, expressed concern that the younger Cree 
generations preferred the Pentecostal and Baptist churches which generally held services 
in English (1987). 
Elders and others following traditional Cree ways were disappointed that so many 
younger Crees were unwilling to sustain basics of the old Cree culture and language for 
future generations. The elders were disturbed that English was increasing in home use. 
Both pro and con influences of the English and French majority cultures were altering the 
Quebec Cree society. In the past decade, easy and quick access to urban centers, the 
endless stream of outsider TV and video and radio programming into practically every 
Cree household has changed everything. 
Summarization Of Interview Comments And Discussions 
Granted that the majority of the Cree community did favor Cree language 
maintenance via the Cree Language Program curricula of the reserve schools, they 
seemed adamantly split on the emphasis and means for implementation. 
The acute shortage of professionally qualified Cree resource peoples (i.e., 
educational specialists: teachers, consultants, programmers, administrators and research 
scholars such as linguists, language developers, historians, etc. remained a serious 
handicap for Northern Quebec Cree Education. And this was largely because an overdue 
Long Range Plan was in need of materialization to assure a pool of Cree educational 
careerists. 
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A nonstandardization between the Northern Quebec Cree school systems regarding 
administration, educational programs and goals planning, pedagogic methodology and 
related educational materials and other education resources, further weakened Northern 
Quebec Cree Education. 
Errant Canadian government funding of Cree Education (symptomatic in the 
reluctance of the Quebec Ministry of Education to recognize its responsibility to honor 
the ratified James Bay Agreement) disturbed immediate and long range planning. 
The Cree School Board’s (Quebec) preference toward the English and French 
language programs superseded the use of any Cree language in Cree Education. 
A continued visible absence of public Cree syllabics text at the Lake Mistissini 
reserve indicated a weakness of the Cree Language Program to project itself to the 
community. This was exemplified by an overt disinterest or inability of the Mistissini 
community to use either the Cree syllabary or a Romanized Cree in public 
intercommunication. 
A general passive unconcern by the Quebec Crees for a standardized Cree 
orthography in Roman or Cree syllabics has not been conducive to Assembly of First 
Nations’ decision to activate a broad-based functional use of spoken and written native 
language in all native communities. 
The gradual erosion of a distinctive Quebec Cree identity due to the acculturation 
and assimilation of external influences from mainstream English and French Canada. 
I view some of the above and other problem areas in Cree language and culture 
issues as a legacy from White-Indian relations in Canada since the fur trader centuries 
(1600 to 1800’s) and the intense missionization era (1800's to mid 1900). For example, 
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there were resultant impacts from a historical, geographical and cultural dispersion of the 
Cree peoples. There were also external and internal pressures of sociopolitics, religions, 
economics, education and other crosscultural relations. For instance, the successions of 
informal and formal agreements and ratified treaties with assurances of material and 
financial compensation and specific native rights (frequently non-binding over time) for 
relinquished native territories, which invariably resulted in long-standing confusions, 
misgivings and schisms between all parties concerned. The continuum of promises for 
native territory by the Canadian federal and provincial governments is still much alive 
(see the Hydro-Quebec James Bay Agreement, 1975). Within this convoluted scenario, 
the preservation of the Cree language (dialects) and culture(s) has ever remained unstable 
A number of my Cree interviewees admitted that Cree issues on public agenda, 
particularly those concerning traditional language and culture, have invariably generated 
diverse, testy debates within the nine East James Bay Cree communities: depending on 
who is affected by what. Thus, no clear common status exists for the Cree language, due 
largely to no mutually agreed upon solution(s). 
2. Addendum: Cree School Board Annual Reports 1994. 1995. 1996 
Recently I received the 1994, 1995, and 1996 Cree School Board Annual Reports. 
The reports indicated that since 1991 new approaches were found in the Cree education 
systems of the nine Northern Quebec Cree communities. There were renewed efforts to 
revitalize the Cree Language and Culture Programs. There was strong campaigning by 
CSB for Cree community support of their local school activities which focused upon the 
importance of quality education for the student, the parents, and for the entire Cree 
societal infrastructure. 
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The following summarized statements from the CSB 1994, 1995, 1996 reports 
highlight CSB promoted directions and achievements for innovations in Cree education 
of the James Bay Cree coastal and inland school systems, 
a. 1994 Report 
Cree School Board Administrative Statements 
The Department of Education Services has designed and implemented core 
curricula that have incorporated recent quality pedagogical methodologies and include 
course materials that have elements of Cree culture. 
Priority has been returned to Cree Language and Culture Programs: to revitalize 
Cree values, traditions and wisdom of past Cree history. A few communities began the 
CSB Pilot Programs of Cree as the language of instruction (Cree 1,2,3) for levels 1,2,3 
in three consecutive years (1994-96). 
The importance of Cree elders’ contributions of experiential knowledge in the 
various Cree culture programs, as well as in Aides to Teachers classroom projects have 
been fully recognized and utilized. 
Parenting programs are included in which parents have been introduced to their 
roles and responsibilities in their children’s education. 
The steady growth of the SABTUAN Adult Education Programs: Vocational, 
Literacy, and Postsecondary schooling (in three sectors: Cree, English and French) have 
created greater employment/career possibilities for Cree adults. 
Major past reasons for high drop out rates in (JBC) schools have been: 
Students did not consider education to be relevant or necessary. 
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The community opinion that their local Cree education system was substandard. 
Minimal parental involvement in school affairs. 
The disruptive societal problems in communities. 
Negative student peer pressures 
High student absenteeism. 
No regular testing to monitor student progress. 
The ease of students fluffing through grades without qualifications. 
CSB initiatives to resolve drop-out problems: 
Poster campaigning to alert the community. 
Funding for each community school system in: 
tutoring services 
periodic allotment of computers and technical/instructional accessories, 
parenting awareness 
psychological/clinical assistance in emergency and cases of 
substance/physical abuse 
urging a more active and cooperative role by the regional Youth Council 
student summer employment 
b. 1995 Report 
CSB Chairman Message 
The foundation of James Bay Cree Education had improved: 
It had secured Cree control and governance of its school systems. 
Schools had been built. 
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Future funding procedures were established. 
The Cree language and culture programs and general curricula were continually 
adapting to needs of the times. 
CSB and the community now had the necessary means for continued development 
of Cree education along with Cree values. 
The continued involvement of the community, parents and students with Cree 
education was important and improving. 
The role of elders “to teach the past and the value systems on which Cree society 
has been historically based” would be supported and continued by the community. 
Progressively each year, there were more graduates at all levels from the nine 
member communities. 
CSB Finance and Administration 
Table 3. Educational Workforce Distribution for the Nine JBC Communities 
Native Non-Native Total 
Teachers PreK-K 18 0 18 
Elementary 61 83 144 
Secondary 27 112 139 
School Managers 
Principals/Vice Principals 
5 9 14 
CSB Department of Education Services 
Forty one courses were offered in the CSB programs, of which 10 were from the 
McGill University Program: (Four in Cree Literacy, three in the Certificate Program, and 
three in the Baccalaureate of Education). 
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In the Teacher Training Program, 22 teacher trainees were in actual classroom 
activities. 
The Cree Program offices had completed all materials and curricula for envisioned 
implementation in Cree 3 (1995-96). 
CSB had obtained funding to begin a revision of the Cree Lexicon that will serve 
for the production of a Cree Dictionary. 
CSB SABTUAN Adult Education Services 
The mission of this department is to meet different needs of Cree adult learners and 
to assist “the cultural, social and economic growth of the Cree communities.” 
Forty three SABTUAN Cree graduates received their secondary school diplomas in 
general education, and six in Northern Building Maintenance. 
In the 1994-95 school year, the SABTUAN program extended financial aid to 340 
students. The program costs for human resources investment was projected at $6,700,000 
(Can) for the nine communities. 
With regard to the CSB Administration’s role as programs provider of education 
services to the Northern Quebec Cree Nation, progress is being made. The immediate 
goal is to arrive at a SABTUAN comprehensive program in which Adult Education, 
Technical/Vocational Education, and Post-Secondary training will all work together to 
provide a broad base of services to the nine communities. 
Community School Reports 
Voyageur Memorial School, Mistissini 
Mistissini, with a population of about 2500, is the largest of the nine Northern 
Quebec Cree communities (their populations totaling 12,000). In the 1994-95 school 
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year, Mistissini experienced improvement in student discipline and behavioral patterns, 
and made significant headway in recently implemented innovations within its school 
system, such as: 
A Discipline Policy was instituted to cope with school problems. The policy is a 
bilateral endeavor by the school system with cooperation from the community-at-large. 
A feature of this policy has been the Elders as Aides to Teachers Program whereby 
elders link Cree culture value expectations by way of traditional Cree approaches to the 
individual discipline cases. 
The Tutorial Program has had relative success in decreasing the drop-out rates. 
This gain has come through motivating parents to oversee their childrens’ progress in 
education and by teaching a better understanding of reasons for student 
underachievement. The program has been most productive for students requesting help 
in their studies. 
The Student of the Day Program that features the daily winners with certificates of 
recognition—and a free hamburger at the local restaurant. The names of all winners are 
periodically announced on the community TV channel. This is incentive for students to 
achieve in all their school activities. 
The purchase of ten new Aptiva computers and accessories for the school has 
spurred an exciting and challenging school atmosphere for many students. Probing the 
mysteries of hi-tech sparks and broadens the student learning process, as well as laying 
the foundation for more advanced skills needed in higher education and/or careers. 
The increase in Secondary V graduate students has prompted arranging orientation 
trips to various colleges in and beyond Quebec Province. Such trips to Montreal, Hull, 
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Ottawa, etc., have opened vistas of higher learning for increasing numbers of Mistissini 
students. Some prior Mistissini college graduates are now professional employees in 
their community or in mainstream Canada. 
Because CSB is the umbrella organization of Cree educational services for all nine 
Northern Quebec Cree communities, the recent innovative trends in Mistissini Cree 
education are likewise reflected in the other eight member communities. But no two 
communities are alike in the approaches, expectations and results of their school systems. 
This is due to the variances in location, population, personality, and physical and cultural 
aspects of each community. For example, large reserves, such as Mistissini and 
Waskaganish, have long been blessed by strong politics, outside resource people, and the 
use of current trends in urban education which have contributed to dynamic community 
make-up. Much smaller and remotely isolated communities can be unique in other 
respects such as Nemaska, with its strong traditions in the practice of subsistence bush 
activity or the culturally split Whapmagoostui, with Cree and Inuit populations 
maintaining their individual languages, cultures and philosophies that differentiate it from 
most all other reserves. Yet, all community schools are expected to comply with the 
general core curriculum requirements mandated by the Ministry of Education/DIA. 
Differences in community outlooks on Cree education are perceptible in the 
implementation of their Cree language and culture programs. Some reserves place much, 
and some less, attention to these particular programs depending on each community’s 
perceptions of the Cree language and culture. Interpretations of “Creeness” can be events 
called “Cree Week,” “Cree Environment Day,” Day of Respect,” etc. in which the Cree 
language, customs, values, beliefs and general Cree identity features are given their 
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moment of recognition in the community. In this manner, the community hopes that the 
young Crees will become more cognizant and respectful of their Cree heritage. Growing 
expectations of the Cree community are that students must start to understand the 
demanding obligations and benefits in education today. True education is a two-way 
road. It requires full commitment from the student, parents and community; but in return, 
education benefits everyone by producing successive generations equipped/prepared for 
careers and positive life directions, 
c. 1996 Report 
My data from this report are limited to Cree language instruction in Cree education 
because the introductory emphasis of the 1996 report is on Cree language retention, 
which also is the central theme of my study. Other on-going CSB functions, as well as 
Cree education impacting materials from previous general annual reports (Grand Council 
of the Crees/Quebec and Cree Regional Authority), have been already described. 
CSB Administrative Message 
“The policy of the Cree School Board is to make the Cree language dominant in 
education, in the home, and in the workplace,” (Chairman, Council of Commissioners). 
This suggests that the Cree language will have a central role, hereafter, in the CSB 
Education Plan. The message states that with broad support from the Cree community, 
Cree language instruction in formal education, and in the allied Cree Language and 
Culture Programs, has progressed well alongside the development of new programs, 
materials and additional Cree teacher trainees. The positive results of pilot projects in 
pre-K to Grade 3 levels are now ready to be put into practice in all 9 Eastern James Bay 
Cree community school systems, depending on community readiness. Equal priority will 
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be given to second language (L2) acquisition. English or French instruction following 
Grade 3 will be offered. 
Cree Programs 
New Grade 3 story books (in Cree) with Cree values/outlooks are already in use by 
a few communities, and Grade 4 (language arts) story books are in preparation for the 
1996-1997 year. 
SABTUAN Cree Adult Education 
Sabtuan programs had substantially increased the past year to 24 full-time academic 
courses, 6 full-time vocational education courses, and numerous job-oriented short 
training courses. Distance education (with the aid of recently installed computers) was 
growing in scope and popularity. Cree literacy courses have increased to accelerate the 
use of the Cree language in work and in other Cree community interactions. 
Community School Reports: Cree Only as Language of Instruction 
Whapmagoostui: pre-K to Grade 2; in 1996-1997, Grade 3. 
Chisasibi: pre-K to Grade 3; in 1996-1997, Cree only instruction for the first five 
school years (Cree instruction progressing well). 
Wemindji: pre-K to Grade 2; in 1996-1997, Grade 3. 
Eastmain: Grade 1 (only) 
Waskaganish: Grades 1 to 3 (In Grade 2, French or English (L2) introduced) 
Mistissini: pre-K; in 1996-1997, Grade 1 
Ouje-Bougoumou: the most recently established Cree community is located within 
the French Canadian municipality of Chibougamau. Its school program is still in its 
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infancy. Progress has been seen in Cree language instruction (pre-K). Pressures are still 
on French language instruction. 
To my understanding, the East James Bay regional Cree Language and Culture 
Programs, currently separate from formal education curricula will fuse into formal 
education when eventually all pre-K to secondary levels offer Cree language instruction. 
The new winds in Northern Quebec Cree education are promising. When the 
Quebec Crees have replaced the last traces of past mission/boarding school eras with a 
more productive, evolving modem pedagogy and its instruments; and have attained 
functional Cree, French and English oral and literacy skills, while retaining full Cree 
identity, the Cree future should be secure. Generations of knowledgeable, educated Crees 
will not only be equal participants in mainstream Canada, but will also be the guardians 
of their Cree society. 
G. Summary 
After all that has been presented about conditions pertaining to the Cree, Sami, Ob- 
Ugrian Hanti and Mansi and Samoyed Nenets, the overall conclusions reached by all 
groups have centered on the survival of their particular culture and language. Another 
related broad consensus by these peoples was that each indigenous language was the 
prime indicator of its cultural identity and survival. That is, the native language was the 
foremost medium by which they expressed and identified themselves spiritually, 
intellectually and culturally. 
Until mid-20th century, these indigenous peoples had maintained their languages by 
the large numbers of skilled speakers in all generations. Currently, a spoken native 
language is no longer an assurance of future language continuance. The reason being that 
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the numbers of proficient adult native language speakers is noticeably diminishing, while 
the disuse or loss of native language is rapidly increasing among young generations. 
Research scholars opine that in less than a generation, most of the above groups may not 
have appreciable numbers of competent native language speakers to sustain the native 
languages in following generations. Even a larger native population does not assure 
native language survival for long. These cultures now realize that, under the present 
circumstances, only the combination of a proficiently spoken and a functional literary 
native language hereafter will span generations. A hypothetical example is the case of a 
future generation wishing a revival of their dying or extinct native language. The only 
viable means would be to access complete archives of language reconstruct materials 
from their previously fully functional native language. For lack of such materials, the 
language would remain forever lost. 
Chapter V will consist of suggestions for “the why and how” of a feasible writing 
system for the Lake Mistissini and other Cree dialects across Canada. A proper writing 
system is the foundation for a sound literary language. 
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CHAPTER V 
A MODERN CREE LANGUAGE EDUCATION TRIAD 
A. Introduction 
The focus in this chapter is on Cree as a written form in Roman. I will present three 
fundamental aspects of written Cree: literacy, a writing system and standardization, a 
basic triad of Cree language education today. Because both Cree literacy and a Cree 
writing system are interrelated and dependent on a Cree orthography, i.e., a Romanized 
Cree alphabet, this sets the standards for spelling (standardization). But, for over a 
century, problems have accrued for the Crees, as how to best interpret Cree speech 
sounds along Roman characters. That has created a legacy of numerous interpretations of 
Cree orthographies. Today, the trend is toward some regional standardization, but a 
nationwide standardization of all Cree dialectal orthographies falls short due to historical 
and sociopolitical biases. 
I will argue for the urgency of a single nationwide Cree orthography that could 
serve all Cree language education and interregional Cree communication throughout the 
Cree Nation, from the Alberta Rockies to the Labrador coast. The pattern of my 
presentation will follow my premise that a redefined and modem Cree orthography is 
needed and is feasible, and that it can be more effective than Cree orthographies relied 
upon today. First, I will introduce a number of model variants from current Cree 
orthographies with excerpts of corresponding texts. Then, I will follow up with 
suggestions for certain minor modifications to selective orthographies to serve as samples 
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for comparison. The feasibility of a visually clearer and simpler uniform Cree 
orthography for all Cree dialects then becomes apparent. 
As preparation for the first major category of this chapter, I introduce definitions for 
literacy, writing system, and standardization. Thereafter, each topic with correspondent 
subcategories are treated as independent categories. 
1. Literacy: is the ability to read, write and understand written text in levels needed. 
Literacy is not only the prime means for limitless knowledge, but its growth also 
promotes oral proficiency. I view the purpose of literacy is to serve the functions and 
advancement of modem societies and their members. 
2. Writing System: is a conventional representation of language in some graphic 
manner. A writing system without literacy is as illogical as literacy without its writing 
system. The purpose of a writing system is to be the vehicle by which literary knowledge 
can be transmitted. 
3. Standardization: is a collectively agreed upon common criterion such as a standard 
writing system for a particular language and its speech variants. The purpose of, for 
example, standardizing the different Cree writing systems practiced today, is it would 
simplify cross-regional Cree communications in multiple areas, in effect, uniting all 
Crees across Canada. 
Literacy, writing system and standardization are distinct categories by themselves 
with their own issues, parameters and problems to deal with. Yet, all three units are 
interrelated to the point of interdependence. Descriptive text that follows will clarify this 
relationship. 
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B. Literacy; Writing System; and Standardization 
1. Literacy 
Literacy affects or is affected by its association with a number of conditions such as 
language acquisition, language retention, language changes, education and writing 
systems. 
a. Literacy and Language Acquisition: First and Secondary Language 
Mother Tongue: First Language 
Tove Skutnabb-Kangas (1988), scholar and advocate of children’s language and 
human rights, defines the mother tongue as the language learned first (LI) and with 
which one identifies. She also describes the process of learning the mother tongue. A 
child’s inborn process of learning the first language, from infancy to age six, or 
thereabouts, is a one-time experience that cannot be repeated or replaced later. Alluding 
to Piaget that the learning process of a child is universal, she states that while learning 
LI, the child simultaneously learns to organize its immediate world in proper sequences 
such as good/bad, familiar/unfamiliar, etc. In the earliest stages of acquiring the mother 
tongue, speech sounds lead to words and their orders and meanings, which then lead into 
reading and writing skills in school. Other Piaget observations were that the speed of 
language acquisition and mastery can vary from one environment and individual to 
another. In this critical early period, all learning, including cognitive and analytical 
skills, happens simultaneously with relatively little effort. This learning complex that is 
linked to the child’s culture and people becomes a lifetime inner language and cultural 
connection. Skutnabb-Kangas believes that this contributes to molding our personalities 
\ £ 
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and outlooks. She also stresses that if this intuitive learning process is disrupted, begun 
late or skipped entirely, a later development of the process is weakened. 
Sook Wan Cho and William O’Grady (1989) offer additional insights to first 
language learning. They emphasize the value of incremental adult input to promote a 
child’s language and cognitive skills acquisition. Early language development occurs six 
months after birth when the child begins to mimic mother language speech sounds. At 
18+ months, the child’s vocabulary is about 50 words. Between the second and third 
year, the child clearly discerns sound patterns and meanings. In months thereafter, the 
vocabulary can grow by 10-12 words daily. By age six, the child commands about 5000 
morphemes, and is in control of the mother tongue. This pattern of progress depends on 
how the training of the child is managed by adults. 
As a concluding note, I wish to comment that it is not uncommon for a child to 
simultaneously learn equally well two or three mother tongues if raised in a household in 
which members intermittently speak different languages among themselves and to the 
child. The child does not differentiate which is to be the mother tongue. The child 
develops into a bi-/trilingual mother tongue speaker. 
Secondary Language: Bilingualism 
Christine Laurell (1989) explains that a secondary language (L2) can be termed as 
one or any number of languages learned beyond the mother tongue. She also states that 
linguists and educators consider L2 learning a distinctly different process from that of 
learning the mother tongue (LI). Generally L2 learning occurs by an individual with 
developed mature cognitive and LI skills. At later ages learning a secondary language 
usually happens, either informally and randomly by repeated exposure to a language in a 
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natural milieu or deliberately in some formal setting such as in school or in a special 
course program organized to teach and learn languages. Many schools and course 
programs now offer a third alternative for L2 learners which is a combination of both 
approaches. The advantages of quick conversational skills gained from repeated contact 
with native speakers and the formal learning of important language structures of L2 by 
classwork and texts are combined into one learning format. This approach has proven to 
be effective for most L2 learners. 
Laurell (1989) further mentions that older L2 learners oftentimes retain phonemes 
and other features of their mother tongue in their spoken and written secondary language. 
This may produce foreign accents and other inappropriate linguistic traits. Younger 
generations generally overcome such impediments. Laurell also mentions that further 
research studies are needed to understand the phenomenon of why certain individuals are 
better L2 learners than others, regardless of approaches and materials used. However, she 
does specify that “attitude and motivation are important requisites for success in L2 
acquisition.” 
Sapir (1921) is credited with saying that “language is achieved by a deliberate 
process of learning.” Bloomfield (1933) said that “language learning is the greatest 
intellectual feat required to be performed by humans.” Chomsky (1959) believed that “at 
least five years are needed to learn a language by most people.” 
With respect to my own efforts to learn some languages, Chomsky^s near the mark. 
I consider myself gifted with an ear for languages, i.e., to mimic foreign speech sounds 
with relative ease and accuracy. But to learn other features of a particular language is 
always an energy and time consuming task. My approach for language learning always 
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begins with the speech sounds, then words and easy clauses, followed by basic grammar. 
Such study is helped by an appropriate dictionary, a grammar and a conversational 
manual in the target language. This activity lasts about a year. A couple of more years 
pass while gaining the language rhythms and other characteristics of speech by listening 
to shortwave broadcasts and sitting in foreign movies. Another one to three years is 
devoted to advanced syntactic and semantic study, plus cultivating situations for 
prolonged live conversation in this language. With this limited control and confidence in 
the secondary language, I begin writing original text in that language. This has always 
been the most difficult phase of L2 learning for me. Learning to speak an L2 has been 
the easiest. For example, interpreting from or to an L2 was usually comfortable, but 
transcribing from or to an L2 was seldom an easy task. At the end of all study, I’ve noted 
that my literacy skills and access to accurate materials, as well as contact with native 
speakers for the language in question have always been of the greatest service to me in 
learning and maintaining languages. 
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b. Literacy and Language Changes: Types and Causes 
Sapir (1921) observed that language drift/change is a constant process over which 
there is no control. For instance, unused words and expressions are eventually replaced 
by new versions. So does every feature of language undergo a gradual, unperceived 
change. We all notice how words or expressions and their meanings can change in the 
span of a generation or decade. Such changes occur with little concern in most languages 
because they don’t lead to serious language loss. This is considered to be normal 
language evolution. However, when language change disrupts public or official 
perceptions of approved or standard language usage, reactions arise. At this moment, this 
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is happening in France by official and public denouncements of the excessive incursion 
of American English words in French speech and print. Finland is experiencing like 
vibrations from concerned academicians and public sectors because of the zeal for 
Americanism in Finnish speech, print, lifestyles and outlooks. Contrary to slow language 
changes that enrich and develop a language through time, rapid and excessive language 
changes can lead to critical levels of language distortion and loss. The Cree language is 
not invulnerable to outside influences as discussed in the study. It has cross-lingual 
jargons of French or English Cree, or worse yet, a growing disuse of Cree by younger 
generations. In the process of constant language drift with changing times, some Cree 
dialects will undoubtedly weaken, but others will probably strengthen. No dialects will 
disappear altogether, unless elected to be obsolescent by Cree speakers. Even the forced 
standardization of a national or official spoken and written language does not eliminate a 
dialect if speakers choose to maintain it within their population(s). 
Basic Types of Language Drift/Change 
a. Cross-lingual: foreign replacements for native words/expressions that create a 
pidgin language. 
b. Deterioration: a general weakening of linguistic features in a language. 
c. Obsolescence: a disuse or neglect of language which generally leads to 
language death. 
Four Linguistic Categories of Language Change: Re: Language Attrition 
Phonological: wherein speech sounds are interchangeably used from one 
language to another. 
Morphological: wherein words are exchanged, as is, or with different 
pronunciations, from one language to another. 
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Syntactic: wherein structural features of a language are randomly, 
unintentionally or consciously replaced by like features of another language, as in rapid, 
careless speech. 
Semantic: wherein idiomatic expressions are interchanged from one language 
to another (at times conveying inappropriate or incomprehensible meanings). 
Causes of Above Language Attrition 
Strong influences from external or internal sources such as, societal divisiveness 
within one’s own society, national government dictates in minority administrative affairs, 
or influxes of dominant society lifestyles, philosophies and public mass media. 
Formal education that establishes compulsory national languages and dominant 
society perspectives over minority traditions and outlooks. 
Forced relocation of minorities, or expropriation of minority territories, which 
disrupt minority cultural livelihoods, traditions and identities. 
The above information on language changes suggests that the Crees hereafter 
cannot rely solely on spoken Cree, as in the past, for Cree language retention and 
development. It’s questionable how many proficient Cree speakers there will be in future 
generations. Like other minorities, Crees today need be extra vigilant to disruptions in 
Cree language maintenance that are becoming more pronounced, thereby compounding 
Cree culture loss. Unquestionably, increasing numbers of Crees do see that a continuance 
of Cree language standards, in a linguistic and cultural sense, is attainable only by a 
strong Cree literacy across the Cree Nation. This can come about only via a Cree 
language education system upheld by all Crees. 
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c. Cree Literacy and Cree Education 
I believe that Cree literacy will have a major role in Cree education at the turn of the 
millennium. I say this anticipating that Cree language and culture survival will then have 
become issues of utmost importance for the Cree people entering an era of rapid 
sociopolitical changes that will test Cree identity. 
Between early to mid 1990’s, I periodically observed different levels of Cree 
literary and oral language instruction class activities in the Lake Mistissini Cree reserve 
school systems. The teaching methods for Cree language reading and writing skills 
basically followed rote principles of boarding schools in the past. Consequently, teaching 
methods though informationally sound, seemed antiquated and uninspiring for youngsters 
tuned into today’s videos, TV and other lively mass media. The listlessness of the Cree 
pupils reflected the dichotomy in styles of information presentation. From random 
discussions with different aged Mistissini youth, it was apparent that they possessed 
minimal skills in Cree syllabics, the only Cree writing system taught in the reserve 
schools for over two decades. I wondered why more innovative teaching methods and 
materials, e.g., some basic hardware and software, were not being utilized. If that was too 
far out or limited by expense, then why no home assignments that applied classroom 
instruction of Cree literacy skills? For instance, individual or group projects of pupil 
designed and written community coffee shop or restaurant menus; or to compose, buy, 
sell or trade ads for community bulletin boards; or a bimonthly Mistissini youth 
newsletter; or short stories of Cree youth experiences or fantasies; or handmade 
illustrated birthday cards with lots of Cree text; etc. 
Also, public use of Cree syllables was negligible, practically nonexistent throughout 
the community. Barbara Burnaby (1988) reminded native populations that writing 
systems have little value if not used by the individual or community. I was told by 
various Mistissini community members that after 25+ years of Cree syllabary and 
subordinate Romanized Cree writing systems on the reserve, both had consistently shown 
poor results in Cree literacy skills. 
From my perspective, fault didn’t lie with the pupils (most children are by nature 
quick and eager learners) or with the instructors (fully dedicated native language 
speakers), or with the community-at-large (disillusioned and disgruntled, but helpless for 
solutions). The burden of responsibility for attaining workable Cree literacy or other 
Cree educational goals, in the Lake Mistissini and other East James Bay Cree community 
school systems (and throughout their communities), lies with the Cree School Board 
(Quebec). The function of the Board is to administer, oversee and serve its regional Cree 
education systems and communities-at-large. Any deficiencies, such as inadequate or 
ineffective classroom materials or instructors lacking modem teaching skills that 
negatively impact Cree education and the community, are under the jurisdiction of the 
Board to correct. The fact that Cree language instruction regionally was at a standstill for 
over two decades is puzzling. As stated in the study, some positive action is currently 
taking place in Cree language instruction. Widespread educational information is readily 
available today on theoretical, innovative as well as tried and proven effective 
pedagogies, curricula, materials and equipment. The Cree (and other minorities) need not 
pioneer everything themselves. Currently available products and services are as 
adaptable for the Crees, Samis and Samoyeds, as for the large dominant societies. The 
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objective for all is productive teaching and learning by most efficient means. Cree 
literacy and Cree education also need this setting to stay with the times, 
d. Cree Literacy and Cree Language Retention 
Until as recently as mid 20th century, most traditional Cree generations had adequate 
numbers of highly capable Cree speakers that secured Cree language preservation into a 
following generation. Now, only two years to the end of our millennium, noticeably less 
adults and only a fraction of the younger generations are proficient Cree speakers. The 
pattern of diminishing Cree speakers in consecutive generations hereafter will accelerate 
simply because there will be commensurately fewer Cree speakers in each future 
generation. This is now happening in a number of other worldwide minority cultures. In 
only a few generations it’s probable that the majority in the total Cree populations will be 
non-Cree speakers. In fact, it should not be surprising if some of today’s Cree 
youngsters, at some point in their lifetime, might witness or read of Cree communities 
with only one or a few Cree speakers left, all elders. In such cases, Cree language death 
could ultimately set in. 
However, Cree literacy can be a powerful force. It cannot revive a single dead Cree 
speaker, but feasibly it could, even a century hence, reinstate the Cree language for some 
Cree community hoping to revive their lost ancestral language and culture. Archives of 
past and current Cree language and other cultural data, extensively recorded by way of 
some particular Cree literary dialect for use by future Cree generations, could be the 
technical means for preservation or revitalization of the Cree language for future Cree 
generations with a waning population of Cree speakers. If in all Cree regional 
populations, Cree literacy is expeditiously and firmly established, particularly where the 
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Cree language is still relatively strong, it could significantly advance the future of all 
Cree language retention. What future Cree populations might then decide to do with such 
inherited Cree literacy, language and other data remains open. But with no such data, it is 
highly unlikely that remnants of weakened Cree could survive or carry Cree in the future, 
e. Cree Literacy and Cree Writing Systems 
Since the purpose of Cree literacy is to have the capability to read, write and 
understand Cree text, and because the obvious instrument by which these skills can be 
attained is a Cree writing system, then Cree education is the natural setting in which to 
most effectively promote and develop both interdependent components. That is currently 
the intent of Cree language programs in most Cree education systems. I do believe, 
however, that it is extremely important for all Cree education in Canada today to have the 
most effective possible Cree writing system serving its widespread Cree language 
programs. Standardization is necessary for both the Cree syllabary and Cree in Roman. 
2. Writing Systems, and Types Related to Study 
# 
I have been told by linguists that most languages could be transcribed in a number 
of different writing systems. Leonard Bloomfield (1933) believed that “a language is the 
same no matter what system of writing may be used to record it..With a stretch of 
imagination, the Vikings frequenting the Labrador coastline and St. Lawrence Waterway 
(1000+-AD) might have introduced their runic alphabet writing system to Algonkian 
natives. Certain Eastern Crees and other regional natives would hypothetically be literate 
today in runic symbols instead of in Cree syllabics or in Romanized text. This is hardly 
likely because the Jesuit and Evangelical missionaries, arriving some 500-600 years later, 
would have quickly rejected pagan writings by which to spread the Gospel. Furthermore, 
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the Roman alphabet was already firmly established in Christian writings. Changing 
circumstances can and do change the writing system of a language. For better or for 
worse the changes are deliberate. Dominant and minority societies have limited choices 
for a writing system because the possibilities have been bound by prevailing national 
policies or other overriding conditions. If a writing system does not conform to widely 
established standards, then it becomes and remains an isolate, and its value is relative to 
its importance or unimportance within its own minority population versus its prevailing 
dominant population(s). In either case it is “out of synch” with its surrounding world. 
Another point to note is that literacy and a writing system are complementary units 
for its whole component: a spoken language. A writing system can exist without 
literacy, such as an undecoded ancient writing system or a newly designed writing 
system, as yet without established users. But literacy cannot function without a writing 
system. Also, a spoken language and a written language are two clearly separate factors. 
Yet, the combination of both in the modem information era is a must for every individual, 
regardless of age, sex, status, nationality or race, reliant on modem communication. 
I now briefly present some specific features, objectives and types of writing systems 
that pertain to this study. 
• Features: In general, a writing system generates literacy and advances knowledge. 
Therefore, a writing system should be: 
simple and easily readable and writable for the early learner and the average lay 
person of a language in question. That is, the basic components of a writing system must 
clearly and accurately reveal main language units such as speech sounds, words, grammar 
and meanings in text; and 
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flexible to allow for changes/evolution in language, time, milieu and lifestyle. 
• Objectives: I consider that the goals of a Cree writing system should be: 
to remain above all immediate biases or other related pressures; 
to be the bearer of past and current Cree language and cultural knowledge for future 
Cree generations; 
to unify the entire Cree Nation and its regional education systems (administrations, 
pedagogies, curricula, materials, and goals), i.e., to accelerate and consolidate progress in 
Cree education across Canada; 
to promote a nationwide Cree language policy; and 
to advance broad-based Cree literacy among all regional Crees. 
Barbara Burnaby (1984) emphasized that the basic goals of a native writing were to 
attain elementary native literacy skills, to understand print, and to strive for higher 
literacy skills for optimal proficiency in the native literacy language. 
a. The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA); Finno-Ugrian Transcription; 
Cree Syllabary; and the Roman Alphabet. 
David Crystal (1987), author of the Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language, offers 
background data on the IPA. Otto Jesperson in 1886 was the first to propose a phonetic 
alphabet. A first version was published soon thereafter. The principles of Jesperson’s 
phonetic alphabet: a different letter for each distinct speech sound, regardless of 
language, has remained constant although the IPA has developed further over the years. 
The IPA is widely referred to for transcribing new orthographies in world languages. 
Juha Janhunen, foremost authority of Siberian languages in Finland, in a 1987 
linguistic report gives his views on phonetic transcriptions that seem equally valid for 
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general writing systems, e.g., Romanized Cree. He explains that even though the IPA is 
the most widely adopted universal transcription for speech sounds, its applications to 
Siberian languages has been relatively scarce. Other systems have been more suitable for 
the complex phonology of Siberian languages. For example, the Finno-Ugrian 
Transcription (F-UT) system designed by E.N. Setala (1901-02) of Finland for research 
of Siberian languages, is based on Roman minuscules with supplements from Greek and 
other alphabets similar to IPA. F-UT has an almost inexhaustible body of diacritics for 
phonemes and their variants. Ob-Ugrian and Samoyed languages have been transcribed 
along the F-UT system. 
Janhunen argues that the problem of strictly phonetic approaches, which are 
intended for linguistic analysis, is that phonetic transcriptions make linguistic facts 
appear more complex than what they are. A broad use of phonetic symbols, for example 
in writing systems intended for the lay person, complicates language learning because 
unfamiliar diacritics are difficult for general readers to decipher. Furthermore, the use of 
diacritics increases the costs and problems in practical printing situations. Janhunen 
firmly believes that a simplification of transcription systems is needed, not only for the 
linguists, but also for the general public. He recommends staying within the limitations 
of the standard Roman alphabet keyboard, and to eliminate as many special letters and 
diacritics as possible. 
b. Cree Writing Systems 
Cree Syllabary 
James Evans, a Wesleyan Methodist missionary of Norway House (Lake Winnipeg 
in northern Manitoba), by 1840 had designed a syllabic writing system for the Cree 
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language. He taught it widely and printed church literature in syllabics by improvised 
means initially on birchbark. The Cree syllabary soon spread elsewhere to become the 
writing system for the Crees, Ojibwas, Athapaskans and Inuits. This spread of the Evans 
Syllabary was significantly helped by other missionaries such as William Mason, 
successor of Evans at Norway House, who traveled to England for the printing of the 
Bible in Cree syllabics (Walker, W. 1969). Rev. John Horden modified the Evans 
Syllabary for Cree dialects on both coastal regions of James Bay. Later modifications 
developed into the two Cree syllabaries: Western Plains Cree and Eastern Moose Cree, 
which differ somewhat in symbols. 
John Murdoch (1985), a long-time resident of Waskaganish (Rupert House) and 
advocate of the Cree syllabary for the James Bay Crees “because Crees are a hunter- 
gatherer society and don’t need modem Euro-Canadian writing systems ... because the 
mind-set of Eastern Crees is still in the life mode of past years ... (whereby) the Cree 
syllabary is still perfectly suitable today...” John H. Honigman (1981) noted, however, 
that with the downfall of the fur trade in the World War II years, the West James Bay 
Indian hunter-gatherer cultures became sedentary community dwellers. The change came 
about by government financed and built community housing, social services, schools, 
reserve jobs, electricity, road networks, etc. Traditional bush livelihoods (hunting, 
trapping and fishing) became lesser activities. Such disruption to Cree lifeways imposed 
new demands on the Crees. With gained amenities the Cree communities were expected 
to conform along Canadian English or French societal mores, such as in Cree governance 
and education (See Chapter I: Cree Governance and Education). For efficient 
communication between the Crees and Canadian officialdom and society, all Crees were 
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expected to acquire spoken and written skills in the national language of the region. Such 
language learning followed along DIAND-Ottawa stipulations established for Indian 
education. Subsequent Cree insistence for preservation of the Cree language and culture 
heralded bilingualism in Cree education. But, the main emphasis remained on English 
and French. Dominant societies indifferent to minority ethnocentric interests, can 
acquiesce to persistent pressures from minority forces. The Canadian government has 
gone to lengths in supporting the Crees and other Native groups in language, culture and 
education matters. Notwithstanding external support, the preservation of a minority 
language and culture is ultimately determined by the will power of the minority group 
concerned. 
Pros and Cons of the Cree Syllabary 
Pros 
A number of Crees claim that teaching, learning and using the Eastern or Western 
Cree syllabary is easier than the Roman alphabet. The reason being that one symbol used 
in one of four directions designates some particular combination of consonant and vowel. 
This results in a shorter written word. Learning only about 12 basic syllabic symbols 
plus a few diacritics, is much easier than learning the 26 Roman characters. 
Cree syllabics for a century and a half have been considered “Indian” writing more 
so than the “European” Roman alphabet; 
In many Cree communities, church text is in syllabics. This is familiar to the elders 
and other traditionalists who have influence in the community and are the supporters of 
the Cree syllabary. 
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Cons 
The Cree syllabary is an isolate writing system supported by a diminishing Cree 
sector within the total Cree population. It is totally alien in character to the Roman 
alphabet upon which Western writing systems are based. The Roman letters are more 
familiar via schooling and mass media for most all younger Crees. 
The Cree syllabary is limited by its costly, time and energy-consuming features for 
printing and communication processes, i.e., the syllabary needs its own keyboard, 
software and other miscellaneous materials, plus special suppliers, services, personnel, 
etc. 
The Cree syllabary does not readily adapt to accelerating developments in modem 
communications. 
The learning load of Roman for French or English and of syllabics for Cree is 
excessive and confusing for the early pupil. 
Cree in Roman 
Since the 19th century, missionaries and non-native scholars, as well as native Cree 
educators, have devised methods for Cree transcriptions in Roman. I do not know the 
total number of such past and current transcriptions. 
As a mle, the earlier Cree transcriptions in both writing systems were undertaken by 
well learned English and French speakers, surprisingly competent in Cree and general 
language skills. Such qualifications, however, did not prevent inconsistencies (due to 
ambiguities and misinterpretations) from occurring in the design of Cree writing systems 
and orthographies. Lacking in sophisticated linguistic training, Cree phonetics 
interpreted by the French or English-speaking listener could vary with influences from 
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the speech sounds of a listener’s own language. Even beyond mid 20th century, Cree 
transcriptions in Roman have persisted along French or English literary rules for 
pronunciation. For example, because English is a morphophonemic language, there are 
choices for writing a particular Cree phoneme in Roman. The Cree phoneme /a/ can be 
depicted in literary English as /a/, /o/, /u/ (e.g. arctic, pow-wow, gun). The variety of 
diacritics currently prevalent in Cree writing systems also serve to compound 
inconsistencies. The following examples of 19th and 20th century authors of Romanized 
Cree writing systems for particular Cree dialects reveal such orthographic 
inconsistencies: Eastern and Western Cree (Watkins 1865): Plains Cree fLaCombe 1874, 
Edwards 1954, and Ahenakew 1987); Eastern James Bay Cree (Cree School Board 1984, 
and Vaillancourt 1974); Atikamekw (Beland 1978, L’lnstitut Linguistique Atikamek, 
1994); Montagnais (M. Mathieu Andre 1984). 
Rhodes and Todd (1981) mention that, from late 1960’s to early 1970’s, there was a 
surge of Cree syllables in Cree education and in new Cree printings. Whereas in the 
latter 1970’s, Cree materials designed by linguists were produced in Roman 
orthographies. In the 1980’s, the issues of syllables versus Roman turned emotional 
rather than logical. 
Murdoch (1985) conceded that adopting a dual orthography, such as that of the Inuit 
Cultural Institute (ICI) project, might have value for the eastern James Bay Crees, but 
only in a subsidiary role to the Cree syllabary (The ICI designed and implemented a six 
year, 1976-1982, pilot program of dual orthography in the Inuit school systems. The 
objective was to translate Inuktitut equally in Roman and syllabics, or interchangeably. 
The plan didn’t fully succeed due to community biases between the progressive and 
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traditionalist factions [S.T. Mallon, 1985]). The implacable schism between supporters 
of syllabics or of Roman has blocked hope for common ground in Cree education, in Cree 
language development, in a Cree language policy, and in a strongly united Cree Nation of 
all Crees. This deadlock may continue unchanged for the lifetimes of the current 
opponent groups. 
Murdoch’s premise for Cree syllabics was valid a century ago when practically any 
writing system served for spreading the Gospel in isolated Cree villages. The demands of 
a Cree writing system are altogether different today. The effectiveness or ineffectiveness 
of a Cree writing system can, to a large degree, reflect upon the well being of Cree 
individuals and communities in Quebec and elsewhere. When the whole interior of 
northern Quebec, until recently the ancestral lands of the Crees and Inuits (see The James 
Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement, 1976), undergoes inevitable total industrial 
exploitation, where will the Crees turn, in order to supplement their diminished bush and 
reserve job earnings? Bush activities are continually decreasing in proportion to the 
increasing Cree young populations who have little interest in the bush activities of their 
parents and grandparents. By necessity, mainstream Canada’s job markets will become 
attractive for Crees. Yet, those job markets will accommodate only applicants with the 
needed modem job skills. Can both, or only one of the prevalent Cree writing systems 
(syllabics and Roman) best serve the Crees on and off reserve in the next decade, in the 
next millennium? The Crees must soon make that decision. 
I am not partial to either Cree syllabics or Romanized Cree, as they are in their 
present state. Both writing systems have their merits. Both also have certain features that 
I have been uncomfortable with all along. I recall that my first attempts in the mid 
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1970’s to gain basic Cree conversational and literacy skills with randomly collected Cree 
language materials, proved to be frustrating. Trying to decipher Cree speech sounds from 
differently interpreted Cree orthographies, in English or French, often left me more 
confused than enlightened. Only subsequent contacts with Cree speakers on my regular 
annual trips to north Quebec (plus Cree tapes available in the 1980’s) finally erased my 
“black holes” in Cree phonology. In the 1970’s, the Cree syllabary was the system I most 
relied on for Cree speech sounds. The disadvantage of syllabics was the visual sameness 
of syllabic text that is based on one symbol (like ancient Assyrian cuneiforms). 
Accustomed to Roman characters, syllabics hindered me from developing a natural 
reading pace. Romanized Cree language learning materials in English, particularly the 
Mary Edwards (1961 edition) intensive Cree course manual, proved to be the most 
rewarding for grasping Cree phonology and syntax. For my case, another immediate 
value of the Edwards work was that its Romanized Cree text was similar to Finnish 
orthography of my mother tongue. Coincidental similarities to Finnish also appeared in 
Cree morphology and in some syntactic cases. These “clues” to Cree linguistic structure 
helped spark along my Cree studies that had leaned toward Romanized Cree. 
The above discussion illustrates my drawbacks experienced with both writing 
systems. However, my main reason for questioning either system as now practiced, is 
that I believe a public writing system must be suitable for overall use. In my opinion, 
neither Cree writing system has this quality. The Cree syllabary is divided by differences 
in phonological symbols for eastern and western Cree versions. Romanized Cree is 
written in a number of different versions. Standardization is lacking for both Cree 
writing systems which limits them to their particular regions and populations. 
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The following topic is Standardization, in the context of a Cree writing system 
today and in the future. 
3. Standardization 
In order to better understand the current conditions and arguments for 
standardization of Cree writing systems and orthographies in Roman, I will first present 
some background data on prior efforts at Romanized Cree writing systems and 
orthographies. 
Numerous earlier versions of Romanized Cree writing systems and their 
orthographies, Cree dictionaries, grammars and language manuals were the works of 
missionaries. Each writer of Cree transcriptions left his individual mark on years 
dedicated to the Cree language. Many such works are classics today for Cree language 
scholars. Each transcriber of a particular Cree dialectal orthography heard and interpreted 
spoken Cree in an individual manner. The end result depended on whether the 
missionary was French or English, on his level of education, and on how conditioned he 
was in language skills. Consequently, different versions of Romanized Cree 
orthographies became implanted among Cree populations, a number of which have 
continued, totally or partially, to the 20th century. 
The primary purpose of these works was to distribute Cree language learning 
materials to missionaries as aids in their evangelization of the Crees, as well as to instill 
rudimentary literacy skills to Crees, in order that they could read and understand Cree 
transcriptions of the Scripture and of other religious writings. This missionary literary 
activity among Canadian Native peoples continued uninterrupted from about mid 19 
century to the post World War II era. Cree writing systems and orthographies in that 
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period served the particular areas of missionaries. Standardization of all Romanized Cree 
writing systems was not yet an issue, nor was it necessary. From the 1960’s on, the focus 
changed. Revisions of Cree dialect orthographies and their writing systems, undertaken 
by collaborating linguists, scholars and educators, concentrated on providing updated and 
appropriate Cree language materials for the newly established Cree language programs in 
Cree school systems across Canada. 
The why and how of standardization for the different Cree writing systems, 
particularly for those with orthographies in Roman, still remain a contentious issue for 
Crees unable to agree on a mutual resolution. The following material discusses 
standardization versus nonstandardization and its pros and cons in relation to Cree 
orthography in Roman. 
a. Standardization versus Nonstandardization: Re: Roman Orthographies 
R.J. Anthony and B. Burnaby (1979), aware of the tensions between the supporters 
of Cree syllabics or Cree in Roman, especially in Cree language education, concluded 
that a Cree orthography choice had to be based on both social and linguistic factors. 
However, C.D. Ellis, in his 1973 report to DIAND (Ottawa), A Proposed Standard 
Roman Orthography for Cree had already quite fully dealt with this problem in a 
scholarly and pragmatic manner. I quote Ellis’ premise for a standard orthography. 
“It is of some consequence where a language of recognized status is to be 
widely and effectively used that it should be written with a generally 
agreed spelling. ..(which) should be based on the internal features of the 
language in question rather than those of some other.. .recorded through 
LaCombe (1874) to Watkins (1938).” 
The purpose of the Ellis study was to reach a workable, uniform orthography for the 
Cree language. 
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Having opined on the disadvantages of the syllabary (refer to Ellis 1973), Ellis 
concisely underlines the advantages of Roman characters over Cree syllabics to be: 
“wider usefulness, lower cost, and greater flexibility.” He also agrees that, “because all 
Cree dialects are considered equal in status, a uniform Roman orthography must be 
mutually functional and agreeable for all.” Ellis is also quick to say that a uniform 
orthography would be only a phonological solution which would not alter possible 
surface sameness in Cree dialects that may have different grammatical, lexical or 
semantic connotations. 
J. Janhunen (1987) with long experience in transcriptions of Siberian languages, has 
concluded that, “it is always problematic to find a most suitable graphic expression for 
speech sounds of the language in question.” He recommends starting with a review of 
other languages with similar phonemes and symbols. Although many Siberian languages 
have complex speech sound systems, Janhunen says that the current trend is to design 
their written languages for the limitations of a standard Roman keyboard. The objective 
is to arrive at a clear, simple and adequately accurate text for the average reader. This 
type of literary language is not only visually more appealing and effective for its 
leamability and daily use, it is also cost-effective because of its suitability to text 
production methods of modem technology. While the minority Siberian languages are 
changing with the times by natural evolution and other influences, so do the needs of 
these languages. Archaic and needlessly complicated phonetically (linguistically)-based 
writing systems are being replaced by more efficient phonemically-based systems. 
Janhunen likewise emphasizes that all the Siberian language groups today use standard 
orthographies in their writing systems. 
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In my earlier studies and practice of a number of modem languages, all, except Cree 
and Russian, have a standard writing system in Roman. In my case, this has been a 
distinct advantage. However, my argument for a standard Cree writing system and 
orthography in Roman rests on the following factors that I believe are important to most 
Crees involved in Cree language retention and development: 
The implementation of a standard writing system and orthography in Roman would 
not result in Cree dialect loss. On the contrary it feasibly would enrich the Cree language 
overall by increasing interdialectal contact and by promoting a nationwide readership in 
regional Cree literature. 
The coordination and transfer of written Cree information of past and current eras to 
future Cree generations would be improved. 
A nationwide Cree language policy, along with a stronger Cree Nation, might then 
ensue. 
The vast duplication of monies, materials and human resources, for same purposes 
of Cree text across all regions, might be significantly reduced. 
The establishment of innovative pilot Cree language educational projects might then 
materialize to serve inter-regional common goals. 
The coordination and equalization (standardization) of all Cree language programs 
in Canada might then be likely. 
The standardization of Cree writing systems and their orthographies (both the 
syllabary and Roman) might conceivably become the catalyst for the founding of a 
central Cree language and culture data bank Internet-linked to all regional Cree 
computer/E-mail systems in Cree school systems, band councils and other regional 
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administrative bodies. The data bank might also serve as a “tele-forum” for coordinating 
Cree language, sociocultural and political issues between scholars, educators, linguists, 
administrators and community leaders. 
The predicament of different Romanized Cree orthographies found across Canada, 
which dictate varying writing systems, is not a linguistic problem, because Cree 
phonemes are relatively simple to transcribe. The problem is sociopolitical and historical 
in origin. As an outsider, I bow out from any fray over the Cree writing systems. I do 
not view Cree syllabics to be “more Indian” than Roman. Both writing versions were 
designed and introduced to Native Canadians by European missionaries. But, which 
writing system and orthography version will best serve the Crees, today and in the future, 
I consider to be the critical criterion. Delaying the implementation of a nationwide 
standard Cree writing system (especially that of Roman which remains unresolved), must 
clearly hinder Cree language retention and growth throughout the Cree Nation. One 
example of cause and effect is that nonstandardization results in the obvious 
fragmentation of Cree language education and its common goals between the Western 
and Eastern Crees. Furthermore, the rapid modernization of all Cree communities across 
Canada will inevitably result in the amalgamation of all Crees. The era of isolated 
incommunicado Cree populations is nearing its end with the advent of hi-tech inter¬ 
regional Cree communication networks that will serve all Cree populations effortlessly 
and equally. The basic tool for this Cree information highway, obviously, will be a 
nationwide standard Cree literary language. It’s unrealistic to imagine that any society 
dependent on modernization, as the Crees are today, could function effectively without a 
standard language of communication. 
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The last topic of this chapter will present minor modifications to the major Cree 
dialectal orthographies prevalent today. My hope is that such modifications will inspire 
the Crees nationwide to reach a mutually agreeable and workable uniform Cree 
orthography in Roman for their writing system. 
C. Variants of Cree Orthographies in Roman 
My thoughts on a standardization of all current Romanized Cree writing systems 
suggest that a synthesis of sorts must be reached first, which would be structured along 
current Cree orthographies. Undoubtedly this line of thought is not mine alone because 
the need for a uniform Cree orthography today is certainly evident to most all. The 20th 
century has already been witness to revisions in the inherited missionary Cree 
orthographies. This will undoubtedly continue until all spoken and written Cree 
conventions fully serve the modem needs of Cree education and community. I do not 
expect that even revised current Cree writing systems will last for decades unchanged. 
They all are still in a state of flux. The lack of a nationwide standard Cree orthography 
will prompt further design and refinement of Cree orthographies that can meet national 
common goals. I do not foresee that such activity (phonological surface changes) will 
structurally upset already established Cree writing systems and orthographies across 
Canada. 
My premise for a standard phonemicization of Cree in Roman begins with the 
presentation of current Roman phonemic symbol inventories for the major Cree dialects. 
My prime reference for these inventories is the Handbook of North American Indians 
(1981), with the exception for Plains Cree, where my references are Wolfart and Carroll 
(1981), Edwards (1961,1982). 
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1. Phonemic Symbol Inventories of Major Cree Dialects 
• Plains Cree: Wolfart and Carroll, 1981; Edwards, 1961, 1982 
ptckshmnwyiaoieao- 
• Northem/Woods Cree: Smith, 1981 
ptckshmndwyiaoieao- 
(I have had access to only very limited materials for this dialect) 
• Westmain Cree: Honigmann, 1981 
pteksshmnlwyiaoie-ao- (Ellis, 1962). 
• Eastmain Cree: Preston, 1981 
ptCksshmnwyiauieau- 
• Atikamekw: McNulty and Gilbert, 1981 
p t £ k kws s h m n r w y i a o i- e- a- o- (Beland, 1978). 
• Montagnais and Naskapi: Rogers and Leacock, 1981 
ptfiksshmnlwy iaui- e- a- u- (Mailhot and Lescop, 1977). 
Note: The phonemes of Eastern Cree (Quebec) speakers may contain numerous 
allophones. 
From the early 1960’s on, C.D. Ellis’ writings made it be widely known that all 
Cree dialects have in common ten distinctive consonants and seven vowels: p 11 k h s m 
n w y i a o i- e- a- o- (17 common phonemes), as is revealed in the Roman phonemic 
inventories above. With this correspondence in the phonology of all Cree dialects, Ellis 
determined that a phonemically-based uniform Cree orthography was attainable. He also 
observed the odd consonantal (phonemic) peculiarities in certain dialects, such as in 
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Moose Cree IV, Is/, in Woods Cree Ixl, and in Northern Cree /§/, the reflexes of PA * 1. 
Belonging to the consonantal complex, peculiar to certain dialects, he noted the 
contrasting Is/, /s/ of the James Bay areas and of the Eastern Cree groups. With these 
data, Ellis proceeded to formulate a single Cree orthography for all Cree dialects. See the 
Rhodes/Todd table below. 















s/S contrast No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Proto Algonkian 
reflex of PA*1 
/yi Id/ /n/ /n/ /!/ /r/ 
In the 1970 (revised 1973) report to the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development (DIAND), Ellis stressed the principle of using only one Roman symbol for 
its corresponding Cree phoneme. Its significance being that “a phonemic spelling notes 
only the sound contrasts which make a difference to the meaning.” He likewise was 
averse to the use of any diacritics because “they diminish clarity of text, are confusing, 
and at worst are misleading.” When romanizing Cree phonemes, he recommended that 
the unvoiced consonants /p t k/ be written as p t k; the affricate It/ be written as c; and the 
remainder consonants /shmnwy/be written as such. He recommended that the short 
vowels /i a o/ be written in double letters to represent the long vowels (ii e aa oo; Id is 
always long). Ellis believed that the double letter would avoid the confusion of using the 
macron (-)or one or two dots (y.), or the acute sign Q to define a long sound. The use of 
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a single or double vowel identifies two distinctly different Cree word meanings, such as 
maci “bad” and maaci “to begin” (a prefix form). He does acknowledge that some 
confusion can arise when a doubled letter occurs, for example, in a prefix joining a same 
initial letter of a word unit, as in “kiiitwew” or “kaaa(a)hkosit.” Ellis refers to Edwards 
(1954) to indicate how diacritics or other symbols are helpful in avoiding needless 
confusion, e.g., “kii’itwew” or “kii-itwew.” My copy of the Edwards 1982 revised 
edition uses the macron (-) throughout for all long vowels, e.g., “ka ahkosit.” But some 
writers, such as M. Andre, (1984) of the Montagnais dialect use a single dot (•) at the 
right edge of the vowel, “ka-aitit,” to signal a long sound. 
Edwards (1961, 1982) stated that there is a marked distinction in the length of 
vowels, but that some confusion still existed in the rules for long and short vowels. 
General stress patterns can also be erratic occasionally because intonation oftentimes 
varies by individuals, groups and other speech traits. Marguerite MacKenzie (1985) 
further explains that noticeable variation in pronunciation exists within the (Quebec) 
Eastern Cree complex of northern, southern, coastal and inland Crees, as well as between 
the Cree-related Atikamekw and Montagnais-Naskapi. 
Furthermore, the use or non-use of diacritics for long Cree vowels is still debatable 
among regional Crees which is apparent in the variants of Cree dialectal text versions. 
Complicated as these language features are for lay persons, trained linguists readily 
identify and resolve such problems, because they are aware that all languages have only a 
limited number of their phonemes. Excessive numbers of phonemes in a language could 
create an unmanageable situation in both speech and transcription. Yet, languages and 
their dialects may have a number of phonemic variants (allophones). Allophones do not 
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generally affect meanings in Cree, but can in other languages. But allophones can 
obfuscate and/or distort a Cree orthography if designed by individuals with inadequate 
and/or biased language skills. This problem becomes magnified when the orthography 
needs to serve numerous dialects of a language, such as Cree. Consequently, romanized 
transcriptions of the major Cree dialects (all with a basically common sound system) have 
differed noticeably in the course of the past century. The sample inventory (Topic 2) of 
romanized Cree dialectal alphabets and related texts, vestiges of which endure as legacy 
from past eras, in part, suggests why a nationwide Cree orthography in Roman remains to 
be resolved by the Crees. 
I initially introduced C. Douglas Ellis because I consider his pioneering efforts 
toward a 20th century standardization of the Cree orthography in Roman to be of singular 
prominence. In spite of certain shortcomings in yet earlier romanized Cree transcriptions, 
leaving most unsuitable as such for use today, they have provided a wealth of Cree 
linguistic and historical data for latter 20th century Cree language scholars. 
The publication, “Books in Native Languages in the Rare Book Collections of the 
National Library of Canada” (1985), notes that “literally thousands of Native language 
works were produced” and that the purpose of Native literature was primarily evangelical. 
Linguistically, emphasis was on vocabularies and dictionaries. This publication of pre- 
1950 imprints consists of over 500 titles in 58 languages and dialects. Thirteen titles 
(1632 to 1938) are for the Montagnais dialect and about 100 titles (1844 to 1949) are for 
Cree. Two thirds of these works are syllabic-only transcriptions, and the remainder 
include Roman transcriptions. The earliest Native literature printed in Canada was the 
“Dictionaire de la langve Hvronne” by Gabriel Sagard in 1632. 
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Although the redesigning of Cree orthos in Roman was underway in the 1950’s and 
1960’s to meet the needs of Cree language education, the trend to standardize Cree 
dialectal orthographies in Roman gained momentum in the 1970’s. For that, much credit 
is attributed to the efforts of C.D. Ellis and H.C. Wolfart. Both have continued to be 
leading Cree language studies scholars since 1970. In fact, Ellis became known a decade 
earlier. By no means can one minimize the important contributions of earlier scholars, 
such as L. Bloomfield (1928, 1930, 1946), T. Michelson (1939), J.H. Rogers (1960), M. 
Soveran (1966), et al. Many were ahead of their times when there was no pressing need 
for better orthographies or standardization. Cree literature was still then religion, rather 
than Cree education, oriented. 
In “Meet Cree: A Guide to the Cree Language,” H.C. Wolfart and J.F. Carroll, 
(1973, revised 1981), Cree phonological information parallels that of the C.D. Ellis 1962 
text: “Spoken Cree” (revised 1983). The Ellis DIAND report, “Proposal for a Standard 
Cree Orthography in Roman,” (1970), reappears revised in Volume 3, No. 4, Index Issue 
of The Western Canadian Journal of Anthropology (1973). This Index Issue consists of 
two papers. The first by Ellis summarizes his many years of Cree language study that 
leads to his proposed single orthography system. The second paper by Wolfart is a 
summary of existing literature in Cree language studies. The years-long 
accomplishments of both scholars have been a tandem of efforts toward the advancement 
of Cree language studies and Cree literature. 
In regard to a standard Cree orthography, I present relevant comments from the 
1973, WCJA Wolfart paper: “The Current State of Cree Language Studies.” Referring to 
Cree earlier dictionaries: LaCombe (1874b), Faries 1938 revision of Watkins (1865), 
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Wolfart credits the accomplishments of such earlier works, but notes that “the 
orthographic inconsistencies are significant (LaCombe clearly being the least 
inconsistent). The problems being: 
One letter is used for two or more sounds. 
One sound is represented by two or more letters. 
There is a great deal of inconsistency in the use of these letters. 
These problems make it impossible for the reader who does not already know Cree 
to predict the sound of a word from its written representation. A spelling system should 
have only one symbol for each and every distinctive sound, and a dictionary which 
violates this principle of consistency is of very limited usefulness. A consistent 
orthography based on the sound system of Cree is the basic criterion for any future Cree 
dictionary.” 
Are Cree Orthographies Ready for Standardization? 
In 1973, C. Douglas Ellis presented his strong argument for a single Cree 
orthography in Roman. Twenty five years later, it is still short of its mark in 
implementation. The topic of standardization still divides the Cree Nation into yea and 
nay ranks. The various Cree orthographies which I have presented clearly indicate a 
situation in need of resolution. With that premise, I now present my thoughts and 
approaches for a nationwide standard Cree orthography. I will use the Ellis 1973 
proposed orthography as the basic model to follow, while suggesting simple and few 
changes in current Western and Eastern Cree orthographies. I have selected five sample 
Cree orthographies and texts which I opine best represent the major Cree dialects: Plains 
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Cree, Swampy/Moose Cree, Montagnais, Atikamekw and Eastern James Bay Cree (see 
Appendix A for original versions of these texts). 
2. Current Cree Orthographies and Suggested Modifications* 
(The asterisk indicates my suggested version for a particular dialectal orthography) 
Item 9. Basic Orthography Model: Ellis 0973) All Cree Dialects 
ptcksshlmndrwyiaoiieaaoo 
Western Cree 
Because Western Crees have largely replaced their earlier use of the macron (-) by 
the circumflex (A), I will principally use Cree orthographies of the 1980’s-1990’s. (Refer 
to same item numbers in Appendix A for original Cree dialectal text versions.) 
Item 11. Ahenakew (1986) Plains Cree 
ptckhmnswyiaoieao 
ptckhmnswyieao* 
Suggestion: No diacritics. No other changes. 
Text* 
ekosi esa kihiwak pe-twehowak. “kikway e-nohte-kakwecimitakok,” 
itew esa Wisahkecahk. 
Item 14. Ellis 0995) Swampy/Moose Cree 
ptcklmnsswyiaoieao 
ptck(h)lmnsswyieao(u)* 
Suggestion: No long vowel diacritics; add u and h for possible dialect need. 
No other changes. 
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Text* 
...eko, kise-TTiwak uta ihtawak e-.. .ey-oshtacik mihcet a.. .oskwayi-cimana 
weskac, ... masakisk makapis’sik kitapacihaw...ekote n’e-tucikatekipe ey-osihtaniwahk 
uhi cimana. 
Eastern Cree Complex 
Item 17. Clarke 0982): Mailhot (1975): Montagnais 
pttshk/ku s/ss shhmn/nniauTeau 
ptck/kusshmniea(o)u* 
Suggestion: No vowel macron; replace tsh by c; sh by s; s/ss and n/nn by s and n. 
Add letter o. No other changes. 
Text* M. Andre 0984) Montagnais. p. 28. (Item 18) 
Ninan, kasinu inut, nitisutinisutan nutam espisat umue Kanata asi, ni tasinan. Apu 
uimiskutunamat cekuan uet isinikatisuiat, kasinu cekuan ka iniuimakat ka ut iniuiat, kie 
ka ut cisuaspisuaceiat... 
Item 16. Stime 0994) I.L.A. Atikamekw 
pttckschmnrwieao 
ptcksshmnrwieao(u)* 
Suggestion: Replace tc with c; c with s; add vowel u. No other changes. 
Atikamekw 2. Tanwacike Masinahikan 0993). 
Atikamekw Sini Educational Services School Primer. 
Text* 
Koc e iti iskwa aikecik asi koc minawac natarapewok e mista ca micetirici namesa 
e pitohoracik. 
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Item 21. MacKenzie et al 0987) Eastern James Bav Cree 
ptchksshhlmnwyiauiieaauu 
ptcksshlmnwyiea(o)u* 
Suggestion: replace ch by c; sh by s; dispense with double letter vowel. 
Add letter o. No other changes. 
Text* Dedication to Stella Bearskin in Southern (S) and Northern CN) Dialect 
(S) Ciscisitutacewan 
U masinahikan ka usihtakanuhc ante isi patistinikanu aniya Stella Bearskin ceci 
ciscisitutawakanut. Eukw u ciwicewakanu siscikuc cihci nakatikunu kaskatin pisim 25, 
1984. Ante ci pimatisiu Cisesipihc kaci kuspinanuhc pisim 7, 1925. Nasc ci saciheu 
awasa, kaye nasc ci cisteimeu ciskutamacesuh kaye aniyuh ka pimipaihtaic inu 
ciskutamaceuniyu, eukw mak uyu wehci miyupayic suhk ceci apatisihkahtahk inu 
ayimuniyu ceci kanuweihtakanuic kaye inu ihtuniyu. 
(N) Ciscihtutacaun 
U misinihikin ka usihtakinuc anta isi pitistinikinu aniya Stella Bearskin caci 
ciscihtuwakinut. Aukw u ciwicawakanu sisikuc cihci nikitikunu kiskitin pisim 25, 1984. 
Anta ci pimatisiu Cisasipihc upihu pisim 7, 1925. Nasc crsacihau awas kiya aniyah ka 
pimipihtaic iyiyu ciskutimacauniyu ayuk mak uya wahci miyupiyic suhk caci 
apitisihkihtihk iyiyu ayimuniyu caci kiniwaihtakiniwic kiya iyiyu ihtuniyu. 
Item 22. Mistissini Cree Language Department Band Lexicon (1991). 
Referring to the lexicon’s list of neologisms, many long words would be more 
reader friendly in a simpler orthography, e.g.: 
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audit - etipisininamakuc, 22 vs. 16 characters 
budget - ceisipisi apitacsuliyau, 30 vs. 22 
Council of Mistissini Band - ka nikaniskuwato Mistissini inuc, 35 vs. 29 
damages - ewanacistasunanuhc, 18 vs. 13 
Considering any Mistissini or other East James Bay Cree text in volume, the 
economy in wear and tear of the writer, reader and learner can be significant with a 
modified orthography. 
As noted in the sample orthographies above, only a few minor changes in symbols, 
plus four additional consonants (each peculiar to certain Cree dialects) are needed to 
arrive at a simpler and visually clearer common Cree orthography for all Cree dialects. 
Having reviewed a number of past and current orthographies, I question some areas 
in current Cree orthographies, for instance: the interpretation of all vowels by diacritic 
marks or doubled letters; the consonantal affricate Itl represented by compound letters as 
ch, tch, tsh, tc, and the fricative /§/ by sh, j, etc. which can create puzzling consonantal 
clusters as hch, htsh, hsh, etc. This needlessly lengthens and complicates words. I would 
justify only very few uses for diacritics, such as the circumflex of s; perhaps the macron 
(-) to signal semantic change between two identically written words; and a comma to 
denote word contraction. I see no compelling reason(s) for the profusion of diacritic 
signs now found in Western Cree text. The following is a random sample of such text 
(Ahenakew, 1986, p. 38): 
Ketahtawe esa e-pa-pimohtet Wisahkecahk, ka-wapamat newo kihiwa e- 
pimihayit. “tanisi etokwe oma kisikohk, tapwe ninohte-itohtan” iteyihtam 
esa. “nik-apacihawak oki,” iteyihtam esa; “nika-wayesimawak oki 
kihiwak.” 
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In one short text there are 36 circumflexes of which 17 are needlessly for ‘e’ alone. 
It is always considered a long vowel. 
The native Cree speaker is fully aware of variances in speech sounds: length, 
emphasis, intonation, rhythm, etc. A case in point are the current orthographies of 
Montagnais and Atikamekw which do not differentiate vowel lengths, although their 
vernaculars do recognize long and short speech sounds. Minor phonological subtleties 
need not appear in written Cree, but all Cree phonemes must be represented as accurately 
and clearly as possible in a Cree orthography. Detailed and secondary phonological 
features should be appropriately entered by their phonetic symbols in Cree dictionaries 
and glossaries as is done for other languages. Perhaps future Cree dictionaries based on a 
standard Cree orthography should also include phoneticized versions of idiosyncratic 
local community or regional colloquial speech patters for key words common to all Cree 
populations. This would retain a historical record of Cree dialectal speech sounds for 
future generations. 
In the meantime, however, all Crees might benefit by combining the best features of 
both Western and Eastern Cree orthographies, and deleting weaknesses from both. For 
example, by adapting the clarity and simplicity of Montagnais and Atikamekw 
orthographies, and the preciseness of Western Cree orthographies. Another adaptation 
might be the elimination of excessive diacritics in Western Cree text and the outdated 
awkward versions for It! and /s/ by the Eastern Crees. I have indicated the 
reasonableness of such adjustments. The Eastern James Bay romanized Cree orthography 
would undoubtedly benefit by such swap tactics. Clearly, the Eastern James Bay Cree 
orthography with double letter vowels, plus the use of ch and sh to designate the 
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consonantal affricate and fricative must present an intimidating and challenging text for 
any reader, writer and learner of Cree. At the moment, Cree in Roman serves a limited 
role in Eastern James Bay Cree language use, because Cree syllables is the only officially 
recognized form of Cree writing. This might be the opportune time to redesign their 
romanized orthography to fall in line with others toward nationwide standardization. A 
newly revised Eastern James Bay Cree orthography would be of little consequence today 
because all influential attention is on Cree syllables. It might, however, prove to be of 
great value to future Eastern James Bay Cree generations. 
With all said and done, written Cree is only a broad phonemic guide to simulate 
spoken Cree. One should be mindful that complementing the prerequisite of a relatively 
accurate Cree orthography are simplicity, clarity and flexibility to accommodate not only 
all dialects, but also the gradual changes that take place in both spoken and written Cree. 
A rigid too detailed orthography can become a deterrent to the development of written 
Cree in the continuum of language changes. It is self-evident that any lingering 
unserviceable features of past or unorthodox Cree orthographies should be phased out by 
replacements from currently acceptable orthography standards. 
It is likewise significant to remember that a spoken and written language are two 
distinct entities of a language, each with specific purposes. The spoken word readily 
serves a spontaneous, intuitive, temporary and generally a free flowing communication, 
whereas written language is largely deliberate, more or less formal communication. 
Written language can with relative efficiency be limitless and permanent through time 
and distance with potential to address any number of readers. Both spoken and written 
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Cree are equally important and strengthen each other Hereafter, one cannot do without 
the other to assure the survival and development of the Cree language. 
Finally, and importantly, all Crees must become aware of the fact that a single 
nationwide Cree orthography by itself could not cause any loss to spoken Cree dialects. 
On the contrary, it is quite likely that all Cree dialects would benefit from combined Cree 
language activities generated under the umbrella of a single national Cree orthography for 
the Cree Nation. 
D. Summary 
The central issue in this chapter is about Cree in written form and its related 
components: literacy, a writing system and standardization, all of which impact upon 
Cree language retention and development. Numerous constraints found within each 
component are deeply rooted in historical and sociopolitical biases. For lack of national 
or regional standards in materials, methods, and goals of Cree language education, or of a 
cohesive national Cree language policy, many Cree language issues have been left only 
partially addressed. Consequently, for example, a prevalent erosion of the Cree language 
(and culture) among younger Cree generations has become the alert signal that 
resolutions to the above and related problems must soon be met by all Crees in unison. In 
my opinion, one key issue that may significantly determine the destiny of the Cree 
language is whether or not the Crees will agree upon and establish a single Romanized 
Cree orthography adaptable to all Cree dialects and which conforms to the information 
age. I see that to be the pressing issue today confronting a Cree society that is striving to 
preserve its language and culture. My suggestions for a few needed modifications to 
current Cree dialectal orthographies in Roman are only a sampling by which to arrive at a 
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nationwide standard Cree orthography. Languages and their orthographies are always in 
some state of flux. No orthography must remain static. Evolutionary changes in 




The purpose of this study was to respond to some problems the Crees have in Cree 
language and culture loss. A review of the literature, in Chapter II, supplied most of the 
related background data. My personal observations and data collecting on numerous field 
trips (1980’s to 1990’s) to the Lake Mistissini Crees provided other invaluable material 
derived from people contacts. In time the Lake Mistissini Cree evolved into a special 
case in the study. Graduate studies at the University of Massachusetts revealed 
interesting parallels between the subarctic Crees and other circumpolar aboriginal 
peoples. That prompted a series of summer archival study visits to the University of 
Helsinki which had the bonus of my meeting renown Finnish scholars of Siberian studies. 
Thereafter, I viewed Cree language and culture issues from a global perspective. In order 
to impart this same perspective to the Crees, I devoted Chapter IV of this study to the 
parallels found among Canadian Subarctic Crees and some Nordic and Russian northern 
minorities. This might alert the Crees to resolve their internal language and culture 
maintenance problems with help from other circumpolar cultures addressing like 
constraints in like conditions. The idea of combined circumpolar indigenous groups to 
probe directions for resolving common problematic language and cultural issues might be 
worth exploring. For example, a cultural conference comprised of the above parties could 
be one forum for fresh ideas on northern minorities language and culture preservation. 
In line with above comments, I believe that one matter specifically needs priority 
attention. Over the course of this study, my premise has been the need for a nationwide 
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standard Cree orthography in Roman. In spite of the C.D. Ellis proposal a quarter century 
ago for a nationally standard Cree orthography in Roman, a persistent Cree resistance to 
consolidate all current Romanized Cree dialectal orthographies into a single orthography 
has clearly fragmented and weakened efforts to curb further Cree language and culture 
loss in the Cree Nation. Why the urgency now for a single Romanized Cree orthography? 
Firstly, because the universe of Western information is based on a Roman orthography; 
and secondly, because all Cree external and internal informational needs are directly 
dependent on Western communication systems. But this dependency occurs today only 
by way of English and French because a nationwide Cree in Roman is lacking. This 
constraint in Cree interregional communication negatively impacts not only on Cree 
language retention and growth, but also prevents the standardization of Cree language 
education programs in Canada and negates a nationwide Cree language policy. I envision 
that if a standard Cree in Roman, to serve all Crees, does not expeditiously materialize, 
then Cree will remain as a receding secondary semi-functional language. This would 
leave the Cree language in a precarious and questionable position, as to its role in 
maintaining Cree culture and Cree identity. 
Warning signs at Lake Mistissini, Quebec, and perhaps elsewhere in the Cree 
Nation, closely resemble conditions that led to a 20th century ethnic language collapse in 
Massachusetts (see Appendix D). Some Crees suppose that their native language and 
culture erosion is not of serious consequence because their sizable population will assure 
Cree language and culture continuance into the future. Other Crees, however, are 
concerned that the increasing numbers of their younger generations drifting from their 
native language and cultural ways will pose problems to following generations in the 
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transfer of Cree language and cultural knowledge. This societal sector is busily preparing 
Cree language maintenance materials, such as Cree lexicons, grammars and updated Cree 
language educational materials. However, such works, completed and in active 
classroom use, are undoubtedly only a fraction of what is needed this moment in Cree 
language education across Canada. As noted by the findings of language and culture 
investigators, even a large ethnic population by itself is no warranty of ethnic language 
security. Nearly one half of the approximately 6000 world languages today are in rapid 
decline. This portends language death for many minority language groups. Steadily 
diminishing native speakers, subjection to external pressures destructive to indigenous 
cultural ways, apathy or disuse of aboriginal or ethnic language and cultural practices are 
often reasons for a cultural downturn. Because language is the voice and reflection of its 
overall culture, language loss can trigger a domino effect of cultural attrition. Then 
cultural identity also begins to fade placing territorial and other ethnic rights in future 
jeopardy. If this pattern continues unchecked, another once intact ethnic group dissolves 
into a stronger culture. 
A reversal in Cree generational native language and cultural decline is very 
possible, if local and regional differences are set aside for unity in ranks to devise strong 
measures for a nationwide Cree language and culture revitalization movement. The 
Nordic Samis accomplished this revival feat in one decade. Cree sociopolitical sectors, 
from the individual home setting, the broad grass-roots of the entire Cree community, the 
Cree language and culture programs of Cree education, as well as the Cree Boards of 
Education and Band Councils would be vital components for revitalization. 
Revitalization would nurture the Cree language from birth on throughout life. A goal of 
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proficient spoken and written Cree by every member of the Cree society would begin in 
elementary education level one and continue comprehensively and uninterruptedly 
through secondary education. This formal Cree language learning would continually be 
followed up by all manner of community wide Cree text visible and accessible to all 
community members. Effective revitalization needs the Cree language to have equal- 
opportunity educational status with English and French, if Cree is to become the fully 
functional and lasting cultural language of the Cree Nation. This goal could realistically 
be reached within one generation. If given the proper learning opportunity, most 
prepared individuals of any culture are capable of mastering their mother tongue and a 
secondary language equally well, with no hindrance to their overall educational 
development. 
Aside from willpower, the key tool for a nationwide upturn of the Cree language is 
a standard Cree orthography in Roman from Quebec to Alberta. Only a single 
Romanized Cree orthography can simultaneously serve ongoing Cree language 
communication needs of the whole Cree Nation, of a foreseeable national Cree education 
system, and of a continually developing Western information highway. 
As is evident, pragmatism has motivated my thoughts for a nationwide Romanized 
Cree orthography. Nevertheless, the Cree Syllabary is deserving of comment at the finale 
of my study. Even though I believe that the Cree Syllabary is an anomaly for Western 
communication systems, it potentially could perform an important auxiliary role in 
preserving the Cree language and cultural knowledge. Namely, by reserving itself to be 
the “sacred writing” tool for all Crees, it could become a unique recorder and archivist of 
current and past Old Cree language usage and of other miscellaneous traditional Cree 
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knowledge. Naturally, Cree syllables would also remain as is in community church 
literature. A special sacred function would probably disassociate the Cree Syllabary from 
current schisms in Cree language politics, as well as would prudently avoid an impending 
conflict with the overpowering odds of Western communication advances in which the 
Cree Syllabary will undoubtedly end up second best. 
After all has been said and done, I do hope that this study will contribute to the 




SAMPLE LISTING OF ROMANIZED CREE 
TRANSCRIPTIONS 18th TO 20th CENTURY 
My sample listing of Romanized Cree transcriptions begins with an 18th century 
Montagnais transcription. It was the first full-length work in a native language printed in 
Canada. The impressive title alone suffices to demonstrate the style of orthography then, 
and of features that have endured to this day in the orthographies of Eastern Cree. 
1. Title of Prayer Book with Alphabet and Primer 
Nehiro-iriniui aiamihe massinahikan, shatshegutsh, mitinekapitsh, piakuagamitsh, 
gaie missi missi nehiro-iriniui astshitsh ka tatjits, ka kueiasku aiamihatjits ka utshi. Jean 
Baptiste de la Brosse, 1767. 
2. A Dictionary of the Cree Language. R. Faries, ed. 1938, based on E. A. Watkins, 
1865. Includes the main Cree dialects. The orthography follows the Mackay Alphabet 
for Plains Cree: a, ch, e, h, i, k, m, n, o, p, s, t, u, w, y 
Vowels Consonants Diphthongs 
a made p = p ew (long) - few, new 
a far ch = ch iw (short) - similar 
e me th = th ow = now 
e need t = t aw = sound 
i pin k = k ai = like 
T time 1 = 1 ao = ato (eyto) 
o snow m = m 
oo loon n = n 
u but 
Pronunciation 
' = acute sign/emphasis 
' = post-vowel aspirate (a = ah) 
Vocabulary Samples with Cree Dialect Codes: (P) Plains, (M) Moose, (S) 
Swampy. fEJ Eastern. 
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eyine (P), eninew (S) ‘Indian’ 
kotuch (E), kotuk (S), ‘(an)other’ 
nuyimuhum (P), nanimuhum (S), yayimuhum (E) ‘he paddles against the wind’ 
pesimwayape (P), kimewunayape (M) ‘rainbow’ 
sawakuchew (S), chowakunapises (E) ‘dragonfly’ 
waskuch (M), kuyas (S) ‘long ago’ 
yawawatao (P), nawawatao (S) ‘a distant gun shot heard’ 
3. Grammaire de la Langue des Cris. Albert LaCombe, 1874 a. 
Dictionnaire de la Langue des Cris/Cris-Francais. 1874 b. 
Plains Cree 
Vowels 
a (long) niska 
a (short) anotch 
e etuttewane 






p (unvoiced) pappiw 
b (voiced) nabew 
t tapwe 
d tande 
c (tch) kitchi 




s (unvoiced) sisib 






Kitchi mitatomitanotattwaw kitchi mitatatomitanowaw kitchi mitatato-mitano “one 
billion.” (Grammaire, p. 148) 
Dominical Oration: (Grammaire, p. 164) 
No. 5 - Ka iji kassinamawakitwaw ka ki matchitotakoyakik, ekusi iji 
kassinamawinan ka ki matchi totamak. 
No. 3 - Ka iji-nantottakawiyan kitchi-kijikok, pitane ekusi iji waskitaskamik. 
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4. Plains Cree Texts. Leonard Bloomfield, 1934. 
Vowels Consonants 
i it p spin 
a a to e, ‘patte’ to pet t tip 
0 ts oats to church 
T seed k Kim 
a far to German e- endlich s sea to she 
a h had 




Text Ancient Life: The Sun Dance. Narrator: L. Moosomin. 
[Paragraph (1), p. 3] Kajaas aylsiyiniwak mistahi kih-kitimakisiwak, uskats otah 
ah-ayatsik. nama kakway uhtsi ki-pakitinikowisiwak. 
5. A Cree Grammar. H.E. Hives, 1948 









final i as in mite 
Text 










p. 58 - Notawepun makwach ka ke pimatiset mistuha manu ke achimoo a ke 
wapatuk menu atet a ke patuk kakwiyu. A ke achimoot payukwaw a ke nutotuwuk akota 
kake uyachik pisisik ... 
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6. Niirawe Aiamie Masinaigan. ou Recuel de Prieres. J. E. Guinard, 1954. 
Atikamekw 
p/b, t/d, k/g, tc/dj, k/g, c/j, s/z, m, n, r, w, a e i o 
Text Jesos emestakopepitaganiwit. 
p. 169 - Mikawerimata Jesos epitc arimiaganiwigobane apitc meskamigot 
cimaganica ot akopa wiiawik Jesos: apitc dja meskamaganiwitc koski sakikwakisigoban 
erigokorawet.. .Eko wetci awacamenj gackeritamogobane e mojeckatepitaganiwigobane 
tatastawitc iriniak: 
7. An Intensive Language Course in Cree. Marv Edwards. 1954. 1961. McLeod 
revision, 1982. 
Plains Cree (Saskatchewan) 
ptckhmnswyieaoiieaaoo 
Text 
(1961) XII - 8,59-60 - Mekwaac e-oskiyiwiyaan, e-maaceyaan. E-wiiciwak nistes 
e-maacihtahit kita-isi-maaceyaan. 
Niiyanaan namawiya omaacewak maaka taapowiya nimaacitootawaanaanak oki... 
8. (1982) McLeod experimental revision with diacritics. 
pp 200-201 - mekwac e-oskiyawiyan, e-maclyan. E-wTcewak nistes e-macihtahit 
kita-isi-macTyan e-kiskinohamawit. Niyanan namoya omacTwak maka tapwewiya 
nimacTtotawananak oki: sihkosak, mescacakanisak, wacaskwak, sikakwak, 
mistanaskwak, anikwacasak. 
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9. A Proposed Standard Roman Orthography for Cree. C.D. Ellis, 1973. 
Western and Eastern Cree Dialects 
Standard Orthography 
ptckshmnwyiaoiieaaoo, plus the four consonantal phonemic Roman 
symbols: l,s for Moose Cree, d for Northern Cree, r for Woods Cree, totalling 21 
phonemic Roman symbols to comprise a single orthography for all Cree dialects. 
Text Comparative transcriptions from above. 
First sentence(s) of the following dialects: Moose (L), Swampy (N), Plains (Y), 
East (Y6), pp. 25-26. 
(L) Peyakwaa weskac etipaacimaakaniwit wacask, kiinapakaaliw osoow, emiSaalik 
maaka taapiskooc amisk. 
(N) Peyakwaa weskac eapiSiiSiyaapan nikiskisin ekiiayaawakihtipan amisk 
eotawahkaaniyaahk. 
(Y) Ketahtawe esa waapos kaakimotiw pakaanisa. Ekwa kisiwaahew oohi 
kakimotamawaat. 
(Y6) Kiipaa eciinaatahapeyic maana aweyiwa ootahapiiwaaw anta ecikwamoowic 
iyiniwac weskac. 
10. Plains Cree Dictionary in the “v” Dialect (AlbertaT Anne Anderson, 1975. 
Vowels Consonants Word examples 
a a lot pft=p achahkos 
e metis t/d = t chachakayoo 
i it ch = ts, tz eyenimina 
o no k/g = k iskote 
u hut h/y = (alternates) muhekun 
a father m muskwa 











Conversational Cree..CRl02.4/Advanced Cree. A. Anderson (n.d.) 
Text 
p. 86 - Nistum mooniyaw kake musinaha Nehiyawewin. Tanisi eke pe isi pehta, 
mena tanisi esi nisitohta, ke musinaham Nehiyawewin, ekwa ke apachihtaw. 
Akayasewusinahikunisa. Alphabet ka sehkatamihk ohi... 
11. kiskinahamawakan-acimowinisa/Student Stories. Edited and translated by Freda 
Ahenakew, 1986. 
Note: The bulk of Western Cree dialects, i.e., Plains-y and Swampy-n Cree in the 
1980’s had adopted the Ellis proposed Romanized Cree orthography. Also, the 
widespread use of the macron (-) to distinguish long vowels was replaced by the 
circumflex (A). 




12. Murdo Scribe: Murdo Otachanohkewin. Transcribed by Terry Gallagher, 1988. 
Swampy Cree in Plains Cree orthography, with following exceptions: c symbol 
replaced by ch, and acute sign ' distinguishes the long vowels, but no distinction between 
/s/ and /§/. 
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Text Kekwan Ohchi 
p. 5 - Anohch ka-kisikak mihchet oho achimowina keyapich kikapehten kiwetinohk. 
Anima mawach e-kistemchikatek achanohkewin ka-wihchikemakahk... 
13. Miiwaacimowin Kaa Kii Itasinahahk Saint John/Gospel John. Based on William 
Mason translation (1862). Translated into Cree by H.B. Steinhauer, S. Mason, J. Sinclair, 
1989. 
Plains Cree (Saskatchewan) 
Text 16 Matinamakan. N.4. 
p. 49 - Ki kiih wiihtamaatinaawaaw maaka ooho kekwaya, ispii ke 
takosinoomakahk kici kiskisiyek e kiih wiihtamaatakok namawiiya ooho kekwaya oskaac 
ki kiih wiihtamaatinaawaaw. 
14. atalohkana nesta tipacimowina. Cree Legends and Narratives from the West Coast 
of James Bay. Text and translation edited by C. Douglas Ellis, 1995. Moose and 
Swampy Cree. 
Ellis notes that the orthography follows the standard convention of Algonquianists 
working in Cree. The voiced consonants (in my parentheses), common speech sounds, 
are not used in written form. 
p (b), t (d), c (dj), k (g), m, n, 1, r, s (z), s (Fr. j), w, y, h, i, o (u), a, i, e, 6, (u), a 
Text e-waskwavi-fcimanihkaniwahk/Making Birch Bark Canoes. 
Narrated by Willie Frenchman. 
p. 340 - eko, kise-Tliwak ota ihtawak e-...ey-oshtacik mihceta...oskwayi-cimana 
weskac,...masakisk maka pis’sik kitapacihaw . 
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15. Atikamekw Morphology and Lexicon. Jean Pierre Bel and 1978 
Atikamekw 
p/pp, t/tt, k/kk, s/ss, $/$$, c/cc, m n r h w a: a, i:/iy i/y, e, o:/ow, o 
(single letter = voiced, double letter = unvoiced.) 
Text Wi:ssakec:kw story 
p. 305 - Kweskosic anaha Wi:ssakeca:kw, teSSikoc nato-wa:pamew anihi opirema e 
occipitax aniheriw oisitiriw. 
p. 306 - Eko ni e isi piyo:nitta:kopanen e mixikk aniheriw mi:niS$iriw, e 
kiskerittakk e mixikk. 
16. Guide orthographique de la langue atikamekw. L’lnstitut Linguistique Atikamekw. 
Editor, Boo Stime, 1994. 
The standard Atikamkew orthography (O.S.A.) is currently in use by all Atikamekw 
communities. Parentheses indicate spoken voiced letters not indicated in Atikamekw 
orthography. Long and short vowel contrast is not defined in written form. 
O.S.A. Word Pronunciation Note: 
P(b) napanew napanew Unvoiced and voiced 
otapan odaban consonants occasionally 
t(d) mitato mitato distinguish different 
atikw adikw meanings in words 
k(g) mahikan mahikan identically written, such 
akatciw agatc(dj)iw as: 
s(z) asini asini peta ‘peta’ “understand”! 
asati azati peta ‘peda’ “carry it” 
c(j) aci ac(s)i akosiw ‘akoziw’ “he’s sick” 
cicip jijip akosiw ‘agoziw’ “he’s 
tc (ts, dj) wipatc wipatc(ts) caught, tangled” 
matci madji wapapitew ‘wapapitew’ re: 
m to white smoke 
n wapapitew ‘wababidew’ re: 
r to white teeth 
h 
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w Vowel length can also 
a contrast meanings, e.g., 
e matci ‘madji’ bad 
i matci ‘madji’ bien sur 
o 
Text 
p. 43 - Weckatc ka apicician, ni witci metowematai ko nicim. Ni micta sakihatai. 
Tcowi icinikasopan, Sosep e ki icinikatakaniwitc ka sikahatasotc. 
Elementary School Primers (Atikamekw Sipi Educational Services) 
Atikamekw 2. Tapwatcike Masinahikan 1993 
p. 15 - Kotc e iti ickwa aiketcik aci kotc minawatc natarapewok e mieta tea 
mitcetiritci namesa e pitohorateik. 
17. North-West River (SheshatshTf) Montagnais: A Grammatical Sketch. Sandra 
Clarke, 1982. 
Clarke’s Montagnais orthography is largely based on the phonemic notations of 
Mailhot (1975). The orthography consists of eight consonant phonemes: (3) stops /p, t, 
k/; (1) africate /£/; (2) fricatives /s, ss/; (2) nasals /m, n/; h and the vowels written as: 
p t k ku tsh sh s/ss hmnaaliuue 
Mailhot and Drapeau (1986) present some marked differences in Montagnais 
vowels and consonants from those of Western Cree orthographies, e.g., Montagnais 
replaces Western symbols as follows: 
i replaces y sh replaces s 
e replaces e, e, e: u replaces w 
u, u replaces O, 00 
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Mailhot and Drapeau also clarify that Montagnais uses both single and double s,ss 
and n,nn. 
18. Moi. “Mestenapeu.” M.M. Andre. 1984. 
This work is a collection of narratives from the lifetime of Mathiew Mestenapeu 
Andre, a renown Labrador hunter/trapper, chief of two communities, consultant for 
Conseil Attikamek Montagnais, and strong advocate for the reclamation of Montagnais 
authority over their traditional territories in Quebec. 
The following text probably follows a Montagnais orthography currently in use by 
the Conseil Attikamek Montagnais. 
Text 
Ka Ishutinitishitau Innut Proclamation of the Indian People 
p. 48 - Ninan, kassinu innut, nitishutinishutan nutam eshpishat umue Kanata assi, ni 
tassinan. Apu uimishkutunamat tshekuan uet ishinikatishuiat, kassinu tshekuan ka 
inniuimakat ka ut inniuiat, kie ka ut tshishuashpishuatsheiat: mush, atukuian, kassinu 
ushiki eishinakusht, nitshuk, amishk... Ek mak nitshish eshpish mishta it ishinakut. 
19. Wachiva. Cours de Cris: Dialecte Ouebecois. Louis-Philippe Vaillancourt, (1974), 
1978. 
Eastmain Cree (East James Bay Cree) 
Consonants: 
p/b - pipoun/totoushnabo 
t/d - itohtaw/ndji 
k/g - kotak/aga 
ch/dj - chisasTpl/wTdjimagen 
sh/j - shougaw/(Fr. ‘j’) nijwas 
s - iskwaw 
m - mldjim 
n - nlya 
Vowels: 
i - iyiyou 
e - michet 
o - oshihtaw 
a - atum 
T - nip! ‘leaf, nipT ‘water’ * 
6 - ohpoho 
a - nama 
e - ehe 
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h - (aspirate) ohchi ou - ouhou (as in Fr. coup) 
w - wiyas 
y - yakwa 
*Note: length of vowel can denote different meaning. 
Text 
p. 332 - Shash chagat payoko popoun ka ishpish aga mok nisk nT, wasa 
ahkosiwigamoukouhch ndjT tan. Akosiwigamoukouhch mak, taba ni mowananch niskich. 
Mouk wamistikoshiou - midjim ni mlyikonan. 
20. Uutihch Kaachii - naatahiikanuuhch Chekwaan. Canoe Brigades from Mistassini. 
(Cree-English) Edited by Mary Ann Coon-Come, 1982. 
This work is one of a Cree Publications series. Other titles are: Atihkuvaan/ 
Caribou Hide (Cree-English-French) edited by M.A. Coon-Come and Clara Cooper, 
1987, Waapushuvaan/Rabbitskin (Cree-English-French) edited by C. Cooper (n.d.), and 
Chii-aaimin Weskaach/Hard Times (Cree-English) edited by C. Cooper (n.d.). All works 
of Cree publications (1980’s) were printed in Cree syllabics and roman text. I believe 
that Cree Publications was a spin-off from the (Rupert House) Cree Way series of early 
primers in the 1970’s by A. Whiskeychan, G. & J. Murdoch et al (see Murdoch, 1984, A 
Bibliography of Algonquian Syllabic Texts in Canadian Repositories). I was informed by 
my Mistissini contacts that Rod and Liesel Bartlett, long-time resident missionaries at the 
Lake Mistissini community, and coordinators and consultants for the Cree Publication 
series, were largely responsible for the Romanized Cree text format. The “Bartlett” Cree 
orthography in Roman has continued basically unchanged to this day. The orthography is 
reminiscent of Romanized Cree in religious publications of the Northern Canada 
Evangelical Mission for Western Cree. 
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For orthography, see Item 25. Cree Lexicon. 
Text 
p. 22 - Ante kiipaa chii-uhtahutaa kanuu Rupert’s House. Kaa-wanihtaakanuuhch 
Utah pech Mistassiniiu saakahiikanihch. Ekw maak yuutiniyiche ekw eakwaanaasuto 
ante. 
21. Iinuu Avimuun Masinahiikan Ivivuu Avimuun Misinihiikin: 
Cree Lexicon Eastern James Bay Dialects. 
Cree School Board. Edited by M.E. MacKenzie, A. Whiskeychan, L. Salt, L. 
Blacksmith, E Louttit, 1987. 
This is a first attempt at a modem Eastern James Bay Cree lexicon. It was 
accumulated by staff and associates of the Cree School Board (Quebec). Other 
contributors to the project were teachers, linguists, curriculum developers and numerous 
skilled Cree speakers from the JBC communities. The lexicon is dedicated in memoriam 
to Stella Bearskin, former colleague and teacher in the Cree Programs of the Cree School 
Board. The lexicon comprises some 15,000 Cree words, each in the northern and 
southern dialects, and each transcribed in Cree syllabics and in Roman. 
Eastern James Bay Cree Orthography 
Both long and short vowels are in the orthography, but the voiced stops (in 
parenthesis) are not. 
Consonants Vowels 
p (b) pin, bin i it 
t (d) ten, den a abut 
k (g) kid, go u put 
ch(j) Chet, jet ii see 
e end 
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1 m n s sh w y aa far, fad 
uu too 
Text 
Dedication to Stella Bearskin in southern fS) and northern ASH dialect. 
(S) Chischisiitutaachewan 
p v. - Uu masinahiikan kaa ushihtaakanuuhch ante iishi patistinikanuu aniyaa Stella 
Bearskin chechii chishchisiitutawaakanuut. Eukw uu chiwiichewaakanuu shishchikuuch 
chihchii nakatikunuu kaskatin piisim 25, 1984. Ante chii pimaatisiiu Chisesiipiihch 
kaachii kuspinaanuuhch piisim 7, 1925. Naashch chii saachiheu awaasha, kaye naashch 
chii chishteimeu chiskutamaachesuuh kaye aniyuuh kaa pimipaihtaaich iinuu 
chiskutamaacheuniyuu, eukw maak uyuu wehchii miyuupayich suuhk chechii 
aapatisiihkahtahk iinuu ayimuuniyuu chechii kanuweihtaakanuich kaye iinuu iihtuuniyuu. 
(N) Chischiihtuutaachaaun 
p. vi. - Uu misinihiikin kaa ushihtaakinuuch antaa iishi pitistinikinuu aniyaa Stella 
Bearskin chaachii chischiihtuwaakinuut. Aaukw uu chi wii chaa waakinuu shishikuch 
chihchii nikitikunuu kiskitin piisim 25, 1984. Antaa chii pimaatisiiu Chisaasiipiihch 
upihuu piisim 7, 1925. Antaa chii pimaatisiiu Chisaasiipiihch upihuu piisim 7, 1925. 
Naashch chii saachihaau awaash kiyaa naashch chii chishtaaimaau chiskutimaachaasuuh 
kiyaa aniyaah kaa pimipiihtaaich iyiyuu chiskutimaachaauniyuu aayuuk maak uyaa 
waahchii miyuupiiyich suuhk chaachii aapitisiihkihtihk iyiyuu ayimuuniyuu chaachii 
kiniwaaihtaakiniwiich kiyaa iyiyuu iihtuuniyuu. 
22. Iinuu Avimuusinahiikan Cree Lexicon. Mistissini Cree Language Department 
1991. 
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The Cree Language Department (Iinuu Ayimuuniyuu Kaa Nanaakachitaato) under 
the auspices of the Council of the Mistissini Band (Quebec), in 1991, initiated the lexicon 
as an on-going project for new Lake Mistissini Cree terminology in various fields. This 
particular issue consists of neologisms in three categories: Health Lexicon (ca. 150 
words). Band Lexicon (65), and Bible Lexicon (55). The Roman and syllabic 
orthographies are the same as the prior large Cree Lexicon (1987) for all James Bay 
dialects. 
The following fifteen sample neologisms are from the Band Lexicon which serves 
the administration of the Mistissini Band Council, 
agenda - che ayimitutaakauuhkwau 
agreement - niskumuun 
allocated - nichii pachistinamaakuch chechii ihtaanuch 
audit - etipisininaahiikanuuch 
budget - cheishipishi apitaac shuuliyaau 
by-law - wiisuwewan 
Council of Mistissini Band - kaa niikaniskuwaato Mistissini iinuuch 
councillor - tahkuuhiikanish 
court - wiiyaaskunchekamuhk 
damages - ewanachistaa suunaanuuhch 
housing administrators - waaskahiikan kaa nanaakachihtaat 
percent - ishipishi nitaweihtakuuch 
public notice - chika ayiminaanuu 
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referendum - emasinhuusuunanuuch 




FACTORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN EDUCATION 
IN CANADA, 17th TO 20™ CENTURY 
The following sampling of factors have collectively contributed to the development 
of Canadian Indian Education from its beginnings in the 17th Century to the multiple 
systems today in use by Indian populations on a local, regional or national level. 
In the following materials, the asterisk (*) denotes miscellaneous Cree language 
materials, such as dictionaries, grammars, reports, publications and other education- 
related literature. 
1. Church as Educator 
The Roman Catholics 
1604 In the Early Contact Era, missionary activity was the only education in 
Canada. Roman Catholic Jesuits initiated missionary education for 
Indians in Acadia (Nova Scotia). On June 24, 1610 Mambertou, an 
old Sagamore and his family became the first Indian converts to 
Christianity in Canada. 
1620 At Gaspe Peninsula, a hieroglyphic-styled writing system was 
designed in order for the Micmacs to be able to read scripture. 
1616-28 Indian mission schools began to be established along the St. Lawrence 
Waterway. 
1670-72 Missions developed on inland Quebec fur trader routes as far as 
Hudson Bay. 
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converts as teachers. Education comprised of manual and domestic 
skills, and religion. 
At Red River, Manitoba, a Jesuit mission school was founded offering 
agricultural skills and religion. 
*The renowned Oblate missionary, Father Albert LaCombe, dedicated 
many years in the Rocky Mountain area to furthering Christianity 
among regional Indians, and to pursuing intensive scholarly works in 
the area native languages. Such works were LaCombe's inventive 
Catholic ladder: a visual historical summary of the Church and Bible, 
uniquely adaptable for the mission schools (lithographed printings of 
the ladder resulted highly popular with Roman Catholic missions and 
Indians across Canada between 1872 and mid-twentieth century); 
LaCombe’s translations of the Gospel into the Cree and Blackfoot 
languages promoted Indian literacy for reading religious text: 
catechism, psalm and hymn books; and LaCombe’s extensive works 
on native language glossaries, e.g. the 1874 Dictionnaire de la langue 
des Cris. grammar and language learning manuals. LaCombe's literary 
works have been of inestimable value for later scholars. 
Roman Catholic missionaries also pioneered as far north as Great 
Slave Lake and the Arctic Coast. Oblate Father Emile Petitot spent 
twenty years in the Northwest Territories and the Arctic Coast 
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collecting native folklore and language materials; and writing the 
Chipewyan New Testament and other religious text in Chipewyan. 
1850 Baraga, Frederic. A Theoretical and Practical Grammar of the 
Otchipwe Language was published. 
1853 Baraga, Frederic. A Dictionary of the Otchipwe Language appeared in 
print; and a revised edition by Albert LaCombe: 1878, Part I. 
English-Otchipwe; 1880, Part II. Otchipwe-English. 
The Protestants 
1776 Upon the death of Catholic Father Maillard, Reverend Wood 
completed Maillard's lifelong work on the Micmac language, and 
shipped the manuscripts to London for publication. 
1785 Chief Joseph Brandt, powerful Mohawk leader of the Iroquois League 
of Indian Nations, and a British army captain, and an Anglican, was 
influential in founding the Iroquois Loyalists School at Grand River- 
Valley, Ontario. 
1800 As British control in Canada grew from early 1800 on, the activities of 
the Church of England were firmed proportionately, e.g.,: in 1822 
Anglicans became affiliated with the Hudson's Bay Company. An 
Anglican mission school for Indians was begun at the Red River 
(Manitoba) colony. By 1828, there were four religious boarding 
schools for Indian children at the colony. 
1830 The steady enactment of treaties allowed the Office of Indian Affairs 
to allot some treaty monies in support of mission schools. 
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1831 New England Company of England established primary schools at 
Grand River Valley within the Six Nation's Reserve. At the time, the 
Mohawk Institute was also founded offering basic studies, applied 
skills and religion. 
1840's The era of religious, industrial and boarding schools: a broad system 
with government educational policy outlines and funding that gave 
management of schools to the Church. This set-up and its objective 
continued unchanged through the 1870's; i.e., to accelerate the 
acculturation and integration of the Native Canadian into the greater 
Euro-Canadian society. Echoes of this era reached well into the post- 
World War II years. 
The Abenakis and Micmacs, however, established their own schools 
with government funding, (presumably helped by missionaries). 
1840 *Rev. James Evans, A Wesleyan Methodist missionary at Norway 
House, Manitoba, spread the gospel message throughout Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan. He created the Cree Syllabary for transliterations of 
scripture into Cree. Within one decade, Cree syllabics rapidly spread 
as the preferred writing system among Native factions from Quebec to 
the Prairies, and then to the Athapaskans in the north and across to the 
Eastern Arctic Inuit. Thereafter, a flow of missionary prepared psalm 
and prayer books (e.g., The Book of Common Prayer), catechisms, 
almanacs/calendars, broadsides of the Cree Syllabary alphabet and 
Native language primers reached all regions of Canada. 
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* Currently secular materials: educational, band council reports, 
government publications, Native newspapers, and other miscellaneous 
materials, e.g., the full speech of Andrew Richard in Grand Council 
Treaty #9 (1977), are encountered in Cree syllabic versions among the 
Quebec Naskapi, Eastern and Western Cree, Ojibwe, Athapaskans and 
Inuit. Typewriters and PC keyboards/software are syllabic equipped 
for these Native groups. 
1874 *Rev. John Horden, Anglican, at Moose Factory, Ontario, translated 
the New Testament into James Bay Swampy Cree. The following year 
he designed the Cree language calendar and a variety of religious 
publications for the Western and Northern Crees. 
1875 Rev. Rand, Evangelist, prepared religious and educational materials in 
the Micmac dialect. 
1894 The first two hundred dollar government grant was given to one 
Church of England missionary school which led to like funding for 
other mission schools. 
1903 The evident progress of religious education induced greater 
government funding for the boarding schools. 
1917 Nine Church of England Native schools were established in the 
Yukon, and three in the Northwest Territories. 
1938 *Faries, Richard, A Dictionary of the Cree Language: as spoken by 
the Indians in the Provinces of Quebec. Ontario. Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan and Alberta. A revised (English-Cree-English) edition 
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based on the Dictionary of the Cree Language compiled by Rev. E.A. 
Watkin's, C.M.S. missionary, 1865. The Faries dictionary was 
intended as an aid to the study of the Cree language either for 
missionary or secular purposes. 
2. Secular Factors in the Progression of Indian Education 
1755-1840’s Established in 1755, the Indian Department, an affiliate of the Military 
Branch, was involved with Indian-British military/govemment 
alliances. Indian socioeducational issues were relegated to 
missionaries. 
1857-59 The Civilization and Enfranchisement Acts were introduced to begin 
the gradual civilization of Indians into Canadian society. Indians 21 
years of age with acceptable reading and writing skills in English or 
French, of honorable character, sober, industrious and debtless, and 
willing to give up their traditional ways and Indian status were to be 
eligible to participate in the benefits of British French Society. Few 
Indians were convinced to relinquish their Indian status. 
1867 The enactment of the British North America Act set responsibility of 
native education on the federal government. 
Post-Confederation Period (post 1867) 
1871-1921 Treaties ratified during this period include clauses on education which 
have been argued to this day, as to what dictates Indian education, and 
to what degree the federal government is responsible for Indian 
education. 
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1876 Proclamation of the Indian Act: the first legal document concerning 
the status and rights, i.e., all laws pertaining to the Canadian Indian. 
Significantly, Indian education then was firmly established with 
federal guidelines. Nonetheless, prior to 1900, emphasis centered on 
noneducational provisions of the Indian Act: protection of Indian land 
claims, enfranchisement, prohibition of liquor, tribal dances and 
ceremonies. The Act has continually undergone revisions ever since. 
1879 The federal government established off-reserve industrial residential 
schools in the Prairie provinces, but left control to the Church. 
1880 The Department of Indian Affairs was established. Indian bands were 
authorized to choose the religious denomination of their reserve school 
teachers. 
1885 There were a total of forty-four Indian day schools across Canada. 
1887 Off-reserve boarding schools were instituted to assure full attendance 
by native children, and to function as funnels to the industrial 
residential schools. 
1890's The federal government assumed responsibility for total educational 
costs of native peoples, including food and health needs. 
1894 Compulsory school attendance was made law due to low voluntary 
attendance by native children. 
3. Twentieth Century 
1914 The four R's (reading, writing, arithmetic and religion) were firmly 









All Indian day schools were subjected to standard provincial school 
curriculum plans. 
Important changes were entered into the education section of the 
Indian Act: 
-an allotment of annuity monies for student travel/transportation and 
school maintenance. 
-higher education grants became available to Indians. 
-enforcement of compulsory school attendance by penalties, 
-legislators' proposal for mandatory enfranchisement of all Indian 
males twenty one years of age and older. 
A free unlimited education was extended to all status Indians in 
Canada. 
Native vocational education was increased by government support. 
Provincial educational trends were introduced into the reserve day 
school system, while following a philosophy to integrate traditional 
native outlooks with Canadian public education requirements. 
* Hives, H.E. A Cree Grammar (in Roman), reprint 1952. Follows 
Plains Cree version with traces of Woods Cree due to missionary work 
among the Lac la Ronge Crees. 
A fifteen year pilot integration policy was initiated in some localities 
by bussing reserve Indian children to adjacent all-white provincial 
schools. In spite of some positive cross-cultural results, the 
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experiment was terminated due to general misgiving in the Indian 
community from the overall negative effects of the policy. 
1953 The audio-visual era began in the reserve day schools. 
1954 * Edwards, Mary. Cree: An Intensive Language Course. A sound 
introduction to Cree syntax. Though the text was originally intended 
for Evangelical missionaries, secular demands prompted subsequent 
editions suitable for the educator and laymen. 
1956 Adult Education Programs are instituted for Native Canadians. 
1962 * Ellis, C. Douglas. Spoken Cree. West Coast of James Bay. A major 
treatise on the Cree language stressing the related Moose and Swampy 
Cree (L, N) dialects of Manitoba and Ontario in the West James Bay 
area. Cree phonology, morphology and syntax are introduced 
individually and reviewed in thorough units consisting of instruction, 
lessons and drills. 
1970 The hiring of Native classroom teacher aides began for the pilot 
programs of Native language instruction in Canada. 
1971 * Alberta Plains Cree instructional texts (in Roman) by Anne 
Anderson: e.g.. Learning Cree: Book 1: Cree: Twelve Basic Lessons 
(components of Cree syntax); Advanced Cree: Conversational Cree. 
etc. They were designed for teaching Cree literacy and general 
language learning. 
1973 NIB Policy Paper. The Federal Govemment/Ministry of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development (MIAND) accepted in principle the 
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National Indian Brotherhood (NIB) Policy Paper: Indian Control of 
Indian Education as the official policy on Indian Education. It has 
been considered the most significant milestone thus far in the 20th 
century for the developmental process of Indian Education in Canada. 
In the 1970's NIB was spokesperson for 573 Indian bands in Canada: 
as advocate for Indian self-determination; and for eventual Canadian 
Indian government to control all Indian affairs; and as prime mover for 
Indian controlled Indian education to assure future quality Indian 
leadership and other expertise; as well as the Indian people's well¬ 
being and the survival of their cultures and languages. 
From 1973 to 1980 implementation of the NIB Policy Paper 
resulted in: 
230 Indian bands controlled or operated schools in Canada; 
15 Indian controlled alternate schools operating on Indian 
principles; 
23 Indian teacher training programs affiliated with 
accredited universities; and 
20 Canadian universities and colleges offering Indian/Native 
Studies Programs. 
At the 1980 Indian Control of Indian Education Conference in 
Winnipeg, over 1,000 delegates representing 300 communities met for 
data dissemination regarding future development of policy paper 
principles. 
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Today, the formerly named NIB is called AFN, the Assembly of 
First Nations. 
1973 * Ellis, C. Douglas, A Proposed Standard Roman Orthography for 
Cree. A must classic for anyone interested in Cree language studies. 
1973 *Wolfart, H. Christoph. Plains Cree: A Grammatical Study is a 
revised version of the author's 1969 Yale University dissertation, "An 
Outline of Plains Cree Morphology". A standby classic study that 
outlines the morphological structure of the Plains dialect of Cree - a 
must reference for Algonquian language scholars. 
1974 *Vaillancourt, L.P. Wachiva: Cours de Cris. Revision, 1978. A 
syntax and lesson book for East James Bay Cree dialect(s) in Roman. 
1974 *The Cree Way Project at Rupert House (East James Bay), a three year 
program to develop elementary curriculum materials and readers for 
the Cree School Board, was founded by John Murdoch with the 
guidance of Richard Preston of McMaster University. Editions in 
Eastern Cree syllabics were accommodated for the dialect variables of 
the eight communities by a resource team of Native language teachers 
representing all community dialects. To my knowledge, the active 
Cree Way Productions eventually waned into history as modem 
demands turned the Cree School Board toward a broader and more 
effective standardization of educational materials. 
1975 * Anderson, Anne, ed. Plains Cree Dictionary in the "v" Dialect: 
English-Cree/Cree-English (in Roman). 
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1970’s The Native Education Branches of the Provincial Departments of 
Education have produced and distributed series of Native language 
publications for Native language and culture educational programs. 
They have served as teacher/student guides for acquiring Native oral 
and literacy skills. These materials have ranged from K to advanced 
readers in syllabics or Roman, or in both versions, depending on local 
or regional need. Resource people in the preparation of text content 
have been educators, linguists, research scholars and other specialists 
of particular expertise. 
Concurrently, other Native language and cultural materials have 
been independently developed by educator-scholars. Some of which 
have been adopted in the curricula of predominantly Indian controlled 
or operated educational institutions, local school systems or programs, 
such as Saskatchewan Indian Federated College (Regina), 
Saskatchewan Indian Community College (Saskatoon), and the 
Quebec Cree School Board, which is the overseer of the reserve 
schools and their on-and-off reserve Cree Language and Culture 
Programs. Additionally, an increasing number of secondary and 
higher education institutions in Canada have established Native 
Studies Programs for Native and non-Native students. 
1978 *Beland. J.P. Atikamekw Morphology and Lexicon. (Unpublished) 






A thorough scholarly study of the morphological structure, i.e., a 
detailed description of inflectional/derivational categories of the 
Atikamekw Western Cree dialect in central southwest Quebec. The 
accompanying lexicon, Atikamekw-English, consists of nearly 5,000 
lexical items which reflect current vocabulary usage by Atikamekw 
speakers. 
*"Cree Publications", a Mistissini Lake reserve publisher of Eastmain 
Cree traditional ways stories: Indian Toboggans, Caribou Hides, 
Voyageurs, Hard Times, etc. which generally were in three text 
versions: English and Cree in both syllabics and Roman. Editors: 
Clara Cooper, Mary Ann Coon Come; Coordinators: Rod and Liesel 
Bartlett; Prooffeading/Syllabics: Louise Blacksmith, Luci Salt. 
* Edwards, Mary (1954, 1961). Cree: An Intensive Language Course. 
Revision of orthography by Ida McLeod. 
*Ellis, C.Douglas. Spoken Cree. West Coast of James Bay. Revised 
Edition. Publisher's comment on back cover of this edition: 
Spoken Cree. when it was first published in 1962, was immediately 
recognized as being the authoritative work on the subject. It has since 
become a classic, the mainstay of all Cree teaching (and much of Cree 
linguistics too) for the past twenty-one years.” 
*Bloomfield, L. Cree - English Lexicon. Vol. I, II (mss, no date). The 
present volume is a facsimile reproduction of Leonard Bloomfield's 
manuscript lexicon of Cree based upon his fieldwork in Saskatchewan 
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and Manitoba." ed. C.F. Hockett. Hockett, authority on Leonard 
Bloomfield writings and author of the foreword, describes historical 
features and linguistic observations pertinent to this work. The 
research value of the Bloomfield lexicon is evident to scholars, the 
Cree people and others involved with Cree language and related 
studies. 
1987 *Cree Lexicon: Eastern James Bay Dialects. Cree School Board 
(Quebec). Edited by M.E. MacKenzie, A. Whiskeychan, L. Salt, L. 
Blacksmith, E. Loutit. This first edition of current East James Bay 
Cree terminology represents compilation begun in 1972 by the staff 
and associates (in particular teachers, linguists and curriculum 
specialists) of the Cree School Board. It consists of approximately 
15,000 items with four versions for each: in syllabics and Roman, and 
in both the northern and southern dialects; i.e.., a total of 60,000 
individual definitions. The impetus of the lexicon was that it 
eventually "serve as the basic foundation of (Cree) language 
development for many years in the future." 
1987 *Ahenakew, F. Cree Language Structures: A Cree Approach. A 
revision of the author's Master's Thesis, University of Manitoba, 1984. 
The unique value of this study is that Cree structure is articulated from 






*Cree Lexicon, a briefing on Mistissini Lake dialect terminology for 
topics on Health, Band, Scripture and Phrases (syllabics and Roman). 
Produced by Cree Language Project for the Council of the Mistissini 
Band. 
Baraga, F. A Dictionary of the Oiibwav Language. Reprint of the 
LaCombe revised edition (1878-80). 
John D. Nichols, writer of the new foreword, states: ’’-Some 150 
years later it is not only a classic, but still the largest Ojibway 
dictionary and the most useful over the range of dialects." 
* Guide orthographique de la langue atikamekw (in French) 
Editor: B. Stime, Native Consultants: M. Coocoo (Wemotaci), L. 
Ottawa (Manawan), c. Mattawa (Opitciwan) and Linguistic 
Consultant: R. Sarrasin. This is a proposal for the standardization of 
Atikamekw Cree orthography with examples in phonology, 
morphology, syntax and other structural aspects of Atikamekw. The 
study is intended for educators and others interested in the preservation 
and development of the Atikamekw language, and it was a project of 
L'Institut Linguistique Atikamekw for the Conseil de la Nation 
Atikamekw (La Tuque, Quebec). 
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APPENDIX C 
INTERVIEW SURVEY SHEETS, CREE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE RETENTION. 
LAKE MISTISSINI 1984, 1991. COMPILED BY L. FORNAS. 
Communitv-at-Large 
1. Throughout your region, what are the primary measures taken today for Cree 
language and culture retention? 
2. Which Cree population groups of your region (i.e., elders/traditionalists, reserve 
employees, younger Crees: students and others, other community members) are the 
active, moderate, or passive advocates of Cree language and culture maintenance? 
3. How has the external influence of national TV, radio and other mass media, plus 
other contacts with the dominant Canadian society impacted on Cree language and 
culture retention in your region? 
a. e.g., compared to a decade or so ago, is there a noticeably more, less or same 
Cree language shift to English or French (eg. “Crenglish”)? — What might an increase or 
decrease be attributed to? 
b. e.g., what is the reaction of your Cree speakers to such changes in Cree 
language usage, re: to the status of Cree identity or to traditional Cree language and 
culture? 
4. Broadly, what proportions of your regional Cree collective households/communities 
use a) Cree, b) English, c) French or d) any combination of all three as their customary 
spoken languages? 
a. And which of the three languages is considered (by whom) to be the most 
important for an all-purpose use...to learn well in spoken, written and read form? 
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b. Is a near total bilingualism (fluency in both Cree/English or French) and 
bilculturalism (full adaptation to Cree/Canadian society lifestyles) already a fact in your 
region? If so, how does or does not this reflect on efforts at Cree language and culture 
retention and development? 
5. In all levels (K-secondary) of your regional reserve school systems, what emphasis 
is given (funding, time, methods, and materials, resource peoples, goals, etc.) for the 
promotion of the Cree language in Cree education programs either as Cree language 
training or as the subject of instruction? 
6. Is equal emphasis in resources given to all languages taught in your regional reserve 
school systems? If not, which has priority over others; how, and for what reasons? 
7. What is the current Cree language writing system for all Cree Education Programs 
in your region?...Romanized Cree or the Cree syllabary? 
a. What are the arguments for either, or both? 
8. Is your current regional Cree writing system standardized? 
a. If yes, how was it arrived at, e.g.; by way of a source model? 
b. ...and how does your standard Cree writing version provide for the Cree dialect 
(orthographic) variances of your area? 
c. If your region lacks standardized written Cree, what are the reasons? 
9. Regionally, would one estimate the degree of functional Cree literacy among your 
total Cree population to be low, adequate or good? 
a. e.g., which segments of the population have low, adequate or good Cree 
literacy skills? 
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b.and has Cree literacy in the collective Cree community: 
-increased or decreased in the past two decades? 
-remained unchanged in the past two decades? 
c. To what do you attribute a. and b.? 
10. In regard to Cree language and culture retention and development in your region: 
a. What have been the major problems encountered? 
b. Why do certain problem areas still remain difficult to resolve? 
• Community Educators and Administrators 
1. In your Cree dialect region, what are the primary steps taken today for Cree 
language and culture preservation? 
2. In your regional reserve school systems, what is the role of the Cree language in 
Cree education today?....i.e., its primary goal? 
3. In all levels of regional reserve day school programs (K-secondary), what emphasis 
is given to Cree as the subject of instruction, and as the language of 
instruction...compared to the same functions given to English and/or French? 
4. What is the current Cree language writing system for all Cree education programs in 
your region: Romanized Cree or Cree syllabics? 
a. What are the arguments for either? 
5. Is your regional Cree writing system standard? 
a. If affirmative, what was your source model for today’s standardization? 
b. Does this uniform Cree writing version provide a standard Cree orthography 
suitable for Cree dialect variances of your region? 
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c. If there is no uniformity whatsoever in your written Cree, what are the 
arguments against standardization? 
6. Throughout your region, what is the degree of functional Cree literacy in the total 
Cree communities-at-large: low, adequate or good?...and has Cree literacy: 
a. remained unchanged in the past two decades? 
b. increased or decreased in the past two decades? 
--and what do you attribute a) or b) to? 
7. Throughout your regional Cree communities, what estimated percentage of all Cree 
households us a) Cree, b) English, c) French, or d) combination of all, as the primary, 
daily spoken language(s)? 
8. Compared to a decade or two ago, is there noticeably more, less or same Cree 
language shift (to English and/or French) or blending, commonly calling “Crenglish”? 
a. If either an increase or decrease, what might be the reasons? 
b. Do your regional Cree speakers view such Cree language changes as indicators 
of Cree language and culture loss/erosion? 
c. Do your regional Cree speakers sense any threat to Cree identity from such 
changes to Cree language and culture currently? 
9. In regard to Cree language and culture retention and development, what are other 
main problems encountered? 
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APPENDIX D 
PARADIGM OF ONE ETHNIC LANGUAGE LOSS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS SINCE 1930 
I recall that in the 1920’s and 1930’s minimal contact with non-Finns was the norm 
for monolingual Massachusetts immigrant Finns. Yet, we monolingual Finn preschoolers 
quickly learned English during the first year attending the Commonwealth’s public 
schools, and with no loss to the mother tongue. In the 1930’s, a broad movement for 
United States citizenship prompted attendance by most all immigrant groups to evening 
classes of English reading and writing. That was supplemented by intense home study. 
The goal was to pass the naturalization proficiency tests. I remember helping my parents 
with “correct” English pronunciation, and wondering why they needed so many 
agonizing hours and weeks to learn (memorize) a little simple English that we kids had 
picked up so quickly and effortlessly. Of course, we kids didn’t understand that U.S. 
citizenship for the immigrant was the hope for better job security and acceptance into 
American society. 
From that decade on, Americanization rapidly set into the Finnish immigrant 
community. Many Finns overtly tried to shed their ethnic “stigma” by adopting 
americanisms in dress, demeanor and language, even to anglicizing their names. My 
name became “Ted” for the non-Finns, but remained unchanged for Finnish speakers. 
“Finglish,” a crosslingual spin-off appeared. Finglish simply adopted common English 
words which were pronounced and written as in Finnish, e.g., “striitti” for street, “haussi” 
for house, “kaara” for car, etc. In spite of the broadly accepted Finglish, Finnish syntax 
remained relatively intact for a few more decades, particularly with the first generation. 
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But, the second generation, by its increased misuse and disuse of the home language, the 
use of English mainly, or solely, in school environments, and a growing interaction with 
non-Finns, gradually so deteriorated Finnish language skills that English became the 
spoken and written language of choice. The likely reason for the ethnic language decline 
was that the first generation Finns, though highly literate in Finnish and well established 
and organized politically, did little to establish comprehensive Finnish language and 
cultural education programs for the following generations. Internecine rivalries (legacies 
from the home country) between political, religious and other status groups prevented 
unity for an altruistic vision of founding Finnish language education programs for future 
generations. Thus, the second generation integrated into American society. I, and other 
second generation American Finns of Massachusetts, have witnessed the virtual loss of 
our fully functional ethnic language within one lifetime. Today, Finnish culture and 
language are fading echoes of a past era as one can witness from the occasional symbolic 
gatherings of rapidly diminishing numbers of Finnish speakers. A few years ago, Karl 
Makela of the Finnish American Club of Saima in Fitchburg (MA) compiled the age 
categories of club members. There were only seven members from ages 20-35, 49 from 
36-50, 84 from 51-65, 229 from 66-85, and 13 from 86-95. Clearly there were not 
enough members to sustain but token cultural functions, little if any Finnish language, 
into the next millennium. 
To avoid repeat losses of Finnish language and culture among current and future 
Finnish expatriates or among families transferred to extended work assignments abroad, a 
worldwide network of Suomi (Finn) Schools is now in operation. The Finnish Ministry 
of Education extends modest funding for Suomi School operational purposes, such as for 
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updating Finnish language instructional materials and annual seminars for the instructors. 
Suomi Seura, the Helsinki-based organization that disperses informational services 
worldwide to its membership throughout the world, complements Finland’s efforts to 
maintain the Finnish language abroad. Finland today recognizes the value of educated 
multilingual Finns established worldwide as potential promoters of Finnish political, 
cultural, educational, scientific, business and other international relations. 
A 1996-1997 survey of Suomi School activities data (A. Ylanko 1998) can be 
summed as follows: 
Suomi Schools of 100 locales in 34 countries have a total student population of 
2250, the majority in K-lower elementary levels that are taught by 300 teachers and 50 
assistants. Classes usually meet weekly for 2-3 hour sessions in club houses, churches, 
homes, etc. Suomi Schools are in Europe, North and South America, Australia, Asia and 
Africa. The first Suomi Schools were founded in Canada: Toronto 1960, Thunder Bay 
1965, Sudbury 1971. Thereafter, they quickly spread elsewhere. Massachusetts has one 
Suomi School in the Boston area. Of the 10 such schools in the USA, a relative 
newcomer fast becoming the largest, is the Texas-based that is primarily serving the 
families of Finnish personnel arrivals on assignment to Nokia Corporate headquarters. 
This Suomi School receives substantial finding from Nokia. 
Perhaps an appropriate parting comment to this paradigm of one ethnic language 
loss is the following: Juha Janhunen (1992) stresses that 80% of the world’s 
approximately 6,000 languages are endangered, of which 40% are destined to perish with 
their current last speakers. Language death in ethnic/minority groups is generally the 
result of dominant cultural pressures such as extended compulsory education for the 
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ethnic children in only a national standard language. Bilingualism quickly sets in 
favoring the dominant language(s). The replacement of the minority language ends an 
adequate regenerative group to become the next generation of ethnic adult speakers. 
If one speculates that the second and third generations of Finnish emigrants in 
Massachusetts might have had access to Suomi Schools in the 1930’s (which they did 
not), would that have preserved an intact Finnish language and culture to this day? 
Janhunen would probably say, “it’s too late to know.” 
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